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Integrating Disaster Risk Reduction and Health System Strengthening
at community level: Example from Honduras
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ABSTRACT: The population in remote, rural areas in Honduras is exposed to a multitude of risks, due to the high level of
vulnerability, the high frequency of natural hazards and the lack of governance and public services. Based on the reconstruction
programs following hurricane ‘Mitch’ in 1998, the Swiss Red Cross and the Honduran Red Cross developed primary health care
and disaster risk reduction programs in two regions. The health and disaster risks which this population is exposed to are strongly
interlinked, therefore the programmatic approach started strengthening the links and synergies between the health and the disaster
management sectors, focusing on local capacity strengthening, community-based, multi-risk and multi-stakeholder approaches.
The process is ongoing, intermediate results can be noted not only with regard to improved health status and reduction of risk
exposure based on improved disaster management capacities, but also in terms of identified interfaces between the two sectors as
well as a high potential for up-scaling.
Keywords: health system strengthening, disaster risk reduction, community-based approach, capacity development

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. General Context
Honduras is one of the poorest countries in Central America, according to the Human Development Index 2011 it reached the
value of 0.630, far behind the Latin American and Caribbean average of 0.731. Due to the lack of effective public services and
efficient decentralized governance, the population especially in rural and remote areas is excluded from access to essential
services such as health, education or disaster management (DM). Since the ‘coup d’etat’ in 2009, the political situation is
unstable and high insecurity widespread. In 2011, Honduras and El Salavdor were ‘competing’ for the highest murder rates
globally.
According to the Global Climate Risk Index 2010, Honduras is furthermore the third most vulnerable country in this global
ranking, affected by natural hazards with almost annual frecuency.

1.2. Background of the Swiss Red Cross Cooperation
Following ‘Mitch’ in 1998, one of the strongest hurricanes in Honduras, the Swiss Red Cross (SRC) started together with the
Honduran Red Cross (HRC) with emergency relief and reconstruction programs, focusing its interventions on two rural areas:
Olancho department in the North and the departments of Valle and Choluteca in the South of the country. Both regions are highly
exposed to natural hazards and marked by high vulnerability and absence of health care and DM services. Therefore, hurricane
‘Mitch’ had a long lasting and devastating impact on the respective poor, rural populations.
In the frame of their reconstruction programs, SRC and HRC developed and continuously adapted a community-based approach
strengthening local capacities. According to the needs assessed and expressed by the population, the initial thematic focus was set
on community-based disaster risk reduction (DRR) in Olancho and on primary health care in Valle/Choluteca. While entry points
and history of the programs following ‘Mitch’ were different, they are now converging into an integrated DRR – health
development approach, covering 6 municipalities and about 60’000 people.
According to external evaluations, the program was so far successful in improving the health status on one hand and the DRR
capacities on the other. For the upcoming phase, the extension of coverage, the successful integration of DRR and health and the
knowledge management process between the two sectors but also between the two regions are important aims.

2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The goal of the SRC – HRC program is to reduce the vulnerability to natural and health risks of rural communities living in
remote areas, aiming at minimizing the effects of natural hazards through improved coping mechanisms at community and
municipality levels, with a specific focus on the health sector.
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Expected outcomes:
Strengthening of communities’ capacity in prevention, preparedness and response
Improvement of the health status of the population
Establishment of coordination mechanisms between health and DRR stakeholders

3. APPROACHES AND STRATEGIES
3.1 Approaches
Focusing on marginalized and most vulnerable people: Due to the structural weaknesses of Honduras, the rural population in
remote areas have virtually no access to public services in the areas of health, education and DM. The needs and rights of those
marginalized and most vulnerable groups are in the focus of SRC’s work and to strengthen access and to link them to existing
services and structures is an important principle.
Strengthening of local capacities: The overall aim is to empower the local communities and promote self-help potentials. In a
context of fragile governance and lack of security, the implementation works primarily through enhancing the knowledge and
skills of the local communities and, where existing, linking them to the regional and national systems of health and DM.
Linking relief, rehabilitation and development (LRRD): Working in the areas of relief, reconstruction / rehabilitation and
long-term development cooperation, the SRC developed a holistic understanding (SRC, 2010) aiming to optimize linkages
between and mutual coordination of activities carried out simultaneously in the three intervention areas. In Honduras, the overlap
and interdependence of the three intervention areas are important and require specific programmatic and structural measures at
different levels (e.g. community, staff, PCM).
Working in partnerships: Cooperation with civil society organizations and governmental actors and the private sector increases
synergies and impact. Local branches of the HRC are the main partner in the planning and implementation, together with local
organizations and authorities.
Multi-risk and multi-stakeholder: Due to the complex situation in Honduras it is inevitable to consider the multi risk context in
assessments, multi risk understood as possible synchronicity and superposition of various natural hazards and various types of
vulnerability. In order to reach the necessary anchorage it is also important to work with different stakeholders at different levels
(e.g. household, community, regional authorities). Existing coordination bodies are strengthened and new forms and mechanisms
of coordination between health and DM sectors established. The fact that the HRC formally has an auxiliary role to the state in
terms of health and DM offers advantages with respect to reaching all relevant stakeholders and having impact on the
coordination mechanisms.
Conflict-sensitivity and do no harm: According to the Red Cross Principles of neutrality and impartiality, the SRC is
committed to avoid possible negative impact of the programs and avoid harm done by the program interventions. Project staff
and volunteers are trained in conflict sensitive program management and do no harm.
Complying with national policies and strategies and international standards: All activities are integrated in national health
and DM policies and structures and approved by the respective authorities. Capacity development of local organizations follows
national strategies and policies which, due to lack of resources, haven’t been implemented before in the remote rural areas.

3.2 Strategies
The following implementation strategies are applied:
Community-based capacity development: e.g. strengthening of local health and risk reduction committees, emergency and
resource mapping, local risk mitigation projects, health and healthy environment campaigns.
Linking of community DM mechanisms in regional and national DM systems: e.g. communication systems, contingency
plans, operational coordination bodies.
Capacity development and advocacy at regional authorities’ level: strengthening of regional committees, coordination
activities local – regional level, support to risk reduction and territorial planning.
DRR capacity development in the health system: training of health staff, health posts to become ‘safe sites’.
DRR capacity development in public education: training of teachers and students, integration of DRR in curricula, micro
projects at school level.
Health promotion in DRR system and schools: school gardens, nutrition, health promotion in schools (prevention of
infectious diseases, water-sanitation-hygiene).
Linking traditional and scientific knowledge: in risk analysis and assessments as well as in health care, traditional coping
strategies and scientific approaches are combined.
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4. INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
4.1 Improved Health Status
External evaluation (Amendola et.al., 2011) and ongoing health monitoring based on 47 indicators show important improvements
in different areas, e.g. infectious diseases like dengue (no more hemorrhagic cases 2011; knowledge about the difference between
classic and hemorrhagic dengue: 2006:7%, 2010: 72% ), reduction in child diarrhea and respiratory diseases (2006: 20%, 2010:
10%) and highly increased knowledge about different detection and prevention measures (e.g. dehydration 2006: 34%, 2010:
60%; respiratory diseases: 2006: 38%, 2010: 68%; HIV prevention measures 2006: 6% 2010: 31%; pre-natal control attended
2006: 67%, 2010: 81%).
The communities have established functional health committees which implement prevention campaigns, conduct individual
household visits and are able to refer patients at the right time to secondary health care. Communities’ knowledge and know-how
about preventive measures were strengthened. In parallel health workers in the 9 health posts were trained in preventive
approaches. The infrastructure of the health posts was improved in terms of hygienic conditions and better patients services
(roofs, windows and doors, basic furniture). Knowledge about traditional medicines was recovered and is part of the prevention
work focusing on self responsibility. 70% of the schools participated in the “Healthy School” program (e.g. school gardens,
healthy school nutrition, construction of latrines and education in appropriate use, health promotion).

4.2 Improved Disaster Management Capacities
External evaluation revealed that communities are better able to reduce human and material losses compared to similar natural
events before. All communities established functional local committees, early warning systems, hazard, risk and resource maps
and contingency plans at family and community levels. They acquired know-how on evacuation, rescue and first aid, and
implemented micro projects aiming at risk mitigation (reforestation, drainages, canalizations, bridges, wells etc.). They are linked
to and recognized by the regional and national DM commissions. Although funds are scarce, regional authorities have increased
their budgets for risk reduction and are funding local risk mitigation projects developed by the community committees. 88% of
schools in the area participated in the “Safe School” program (e.g. school as safe shelter, contingency plans, first aid trainings,
risk reduction programs as school tree nurseries and reforestation) and implemented their own micro projects.

4.3 Identified Interfaces
Health committee members are trained in DRR and become members of emergency committees. Vice versa health in emergency
is improved by better training of emergency committee members, focusing on trainings in First Aid for members of emergency
committees. In joint actions this leads to improved vector control and epidemic management especially after heavy rainfall and
floods.
The water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) sector also presents important overlaps of health promotion and DRR, offering joint
actions in environmental cleaning campaigns, in the protection of water sources, the construction of flood resistant latrines and
the promotion of their correct use, of canalizations and drainage systems as well as water treatment and management in general.
Reforestation is an important DRR activity in both geographical areas, especially for fighting landslides and land degradation. Its
effectiveness is improved by reducing the consumption of fire wood at household level. This can be realized by promotion and
construction of improved cooking stoves, until now mainly promoted by the health workers fighting against respiratory diseases.
Early warning systems so far mainly focused on sudden onset disasters (e.g. hurricanes, floods, landslides), the basic health
monitoring conducted in the local health posts examines the general health status of the population, but up to now a link in
between hasn’t been established.. Monitoring of slow onset disasters such as drought which directly affect the health status of the
population can be a first learning field of an integrated monitoring which can lead to improvement of adaptation measures..

5. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
For the vulnerable communities and population groups in remote, rural Honduras, natural hazard risks and health risks are
actually strongly interlinked and interdependent. By aiming at the reduction of these risks in a combined and integrated way, in
order to achieve more efficiency and effectiveness, SRC program largely corresponds with the perception and reality of those
local communities.
In many developing countries, services in rural areas very often consist in basic health and education only, with no other services
available. In order to implement and / or improve DRR it is important to integrate existing resources in risk reduction and
mitigation strategies. Intersectoral cooperation improves the effectiveness in each sector (i.e. health and DRR). On both axes, this
ultimately leads to improved health status of the population.
Integration of DRR and Primary Health Care implicates interdisciplinary cooperation between the health sector and the DM
actors, which to a certain degree leads to a new perception of ecosystem health. So far, health education in Honduras has been
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focusing on curative care only, to many health workers it is therefore new to focus on preventive approaches, and to do so not
only with a focus on human health but to be part of an integral risk reduction scheme.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Integrating community-based DRR and Health System Strengthening (HSS) can contribute to reduced risk exposure and
vulnerability of local communities. The approach shows a high potential for scaling up and enlarged multi-sector and multistakeholder strategies.
Community-based capacity building is a relevant approach especially in a context marked by weak governance and politically
highly volatile situations; it potentially leads to empowerment of local communities and advocacy towards regional authorities.
Established and trained local committees in each community, as foreseen by the national policy but never implemented in remote
rural areas, are able to independently reduce disaster risks and mitigate impacts.
Adapted technological interventions and infrastructure measures are an important component for risk reduction as much as for
the educational process (hardware as a means for software).
Science combined with traditional knowledge is an added value, especially in the frame of climate change leading to new hazard
patterns. Results have more weight which can be used in negotiations with local authorities, but also by local authorities for
further measures (e.g. land use planning and regulation).
DRR mainstreaming into the health sector has special importance regarding the monitoring of slow onset disasters, integrating
the local health actors into the monitoring system (e.g. nutritional status, infectious diseases etc.)

7. REFERENCES
SRC International Cooperation (2010). Concept on LRRD Linking Relief, Rehabilitation and Development, 10 pages, Swiss Red
Cross, Bern.
Amendola, Luis Miguel Dr.; Santamaria, Irma Haydée; Matamoros, Eva Joselina (2011). Informe de Evaluación Externa, Swiss
Red Cross, Tegucigalpa / Bern.
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GP led Walk-in Centre in Sheffield and Rotherham; Another way of urgent
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ABSTRACT:
It is evident that Accident and Emergency departments (A & E) are over loaded with patients,
which results in delays in the urgent health care provision (Gerard K, et al, 2005). A large
proportion of patients consist of those with minor illness which can be seen at a primary care
setting. The increasing load of unnecessary visits to Accident and Emergency are not only
responsible for delays in urgent care provision but also increases the overall cost of health care
services. Therefore, the GP led Walk-in Centres were established in the UK in 2009 to reduce
unnecessary patients’ load on Accident and Emergency. These centres are opened for longer
hours and offer lower per-episode costs than A & E.

Around 150 such clinics were initially planned to open in the UK and around half of them are
already functional. The purpose is to provide a primary health care service to compliment the
urgent care services provided by Accident and Emergency to reduce unnecessary patients’ load
on A & E and to increase accessibility of health care services. These centres were also opened in
Sheffield and Rotherham in 2009 and in this study we determined if the centre is fulfilling the
purpose of urgent care services provision in these regions.
We conducted a self reported, validated questionnaire survey on patients presenting at these
centres. We estimated that a sample size of around 400 patients from each centre was required to
achieve statistically robust results. A post visit, short questionnaire was also sent to those who
agreed for the second questionnaire and provided contact details. Ethical approval of the study
was obtained from the NHS ethical review committee.
A total of 1030 patients participated in the survey (Rotherham=501; Sheffield 529). Mean age of
the participants were 32.1 years at Sheffield Centre and 30.88 at Rotherham. A higher proportion
of users were female, around 59% at both centres. Most of the patients rated high for
convenience of the centre opening hours and location (above 85%, apart from the location of
Sheffield centre which was rated high by around 72% of the research participants). Overall 93%
patients were satisfied were the service at Rotherham centre and around 86% at Sheffield centre.
Around 22% in Rotherham and around 21% of participants in Sheffield reported their intension
to use another health care service after visiting Walk-in centre, mostly their own GP.
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This study demonstrated that the GP led walk-in centre are able to achieve the goal of reduce
unnecessary patients’ load A & E. Both centres are well managed, located at convenient
locations and most of the patients are satisfied with the quality of service. These Walk-in Centres
has shown to increase accessibility to health care service through longer opening hours and walkin facility.

Keywords: health services, urgent care services, primary care service, health care centre, walk-in
centre

INTRODUCTION
In Sheffield and Rotherham GP led walk-in centre has already been introduced recently and are
providing urgent care services to the residents of Sheffield and Rotherham, UK. The centres are
opened for longer hours than routine GP practices and on public holidays as well. Unregistered
patients can also get medical services through these centres without any registration or prior
appointments. The main purpose of these centres is to provide easy and timely access to every
resident of the city and to decrease the load on other NHS services. These GP centres are also
able to deal with chronic diseases as well long-term conditions like diabetes, asthma and heart
disease, and the centres also provide the opportunity to access the medical records of the patients
if requested by the patient. Therefore this new service is expected to satisfy many of the previous
objections to Nurse led walk-centres by having General Physicians as well nurse practitioners at
the centre. However, in the presence of this new service, a new debate may arise that how this
new service is different from the existing NHS services/GP surgeries and how patients should
choose which service at the time of need? Are they going to complement the existing services
provided by the NHS or going to compete with them in certain areas? Therefore the purpose of
this research is to determine the users’ perspective regarding GP-walk-in service in UK, the
factors affecting their decision for choosing a GP walk-in centre or a standard NHS service and
the overall impact of these new services on other NHS services work load.

ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
Cost effective health care services provision is now equally important for both developed as well
as for the developing countries. There is extensive work going on in area of health services
research to reduce health care cost in the presence of high quality services. One of the most
important health care services is Accident and Emergency, where life threatening conditions
present. Thus, it is very important to monitor the efficiency of urgent care services as well as to
find out other ways of providing urgent care services for patients with relatively minor problems
to reduce unnecessary patients’ load at A & E. This research project has looked into the effective
of GP led walk-in centres in the UK, which provides urgent care services to patients with minor
injuries and other health problems.
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CONCLUSIONS
Most of the patients in the need of urgent care firstly think about A & E to seek care. This is
common because the 24hours opening and availability of staff at A & E. this result in increased
work load on A & E and a number of patients which could have been treated in other health care
setting are treated at A & E. Therefore, the main purpose of opening any parallel urgent care
service is to decrease extra work load from A & E, which might help in reducing waiting time at
A & E. In addition, such a parallel urgent care service which has a potential to treat patients
which otherwise would present to Accident and Emergency may result in reducing treatment cost
as well. The opening of the GP led Walk-in centre has a potential to reduce patients’ load at A &
E in the presence of GPs and trained nurse practitioners, longer opening hours, providing care
without prior appointments or registration and lesser waiting times as compared to A & E. Both
centres are well managed, located at convenient locations and most of the patients are satisfied
with the quality of service. These Walk-in Centres has shown to increase accessibility to health
care service through longer opening hours and walk-in facility.
REFERENCES
Gerard K, Lattimer V (2005). Preferences of patients for emergency services available during
usual GP surgery hours: a discrete choice experiment. Fam Pract, 22(1), 28-36.

Maheswaran R, Pearson T, Munro J, Jiwa M, Campbell MJ, Nicholl J (2007). Impact of NHS
walk-in centres on primary care access times: ecological study. BMJ, 334 (7598),838.
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Leptospirosis is a Comprehensive Model for the One Health Concept
Abdul Rani Bahaman
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Universiti Putra Malaysia, 43400 Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia.
Email: rani@vet.upm.edu.my

ABSTRACT:The One Health concept is beautifully modelled in leptospirosis. This emerging zoonotic disease has all the
integrated parameters visualised by One Health: the animal maintenance hosts, the environment which forms the indirect source
of infection and the susceptible hosts, both animals and humans. It is also seen that climatic factors play an important role in the
epidemiology of leptospirosis. Tropical countries with their warm and wet climate are conducive in the spread of diseases like
leptospirosis. Floods which have become a regular feature in tropical countries, like Thailand and Malaysia,are responsible for
many outbreaks of leptospirosis. Epidemiology is the fundamental of any infectious disease and basically it is One Health.
Understanding of the epidemiology of a disease is critical in developing strategies for diagnosis, prevention and control of that
infection.Tropical countries with their rich biodiversity, particularly wildlife, present unique ecological niches for the
maintenance hosts. In the case of leptospirosis, the many species of rats are found in specific niches in the country and each rat
species, in turn, maintain a specific leptospiral serovar. The role of rats in the epidemiology of leptospirosis has a strong
influence on the prevalence of the disease. Many developing countries are enjoying rapid development and people’s lifestyle
has changed. People are now spending more time outdoor going mountain climbing, trekking in the jungle, swimming in rivers
and lakes, fishing, hunting and other recreational activities. As such, people are being exposed to infected environment in the
jungle where rats with leptospires are abundant and these people inadvertently pick up the infection. Outbreaks of leptospirosis
are now common and often with fatalities. Understanding of the epidemiology or the One Health Concept of the disease will help
to appreciate the need for early diagnosis and subsequently the patients are given prompt treatment with antibiotics to avoid
fatalities.
Keywords: Leptospirosis, Model, One Health Concept

1. INTRODUCTION
Leptospirosis is of great economic and public health importance. In animals, leptospirosis causes abortions, stillbirths, weak
calves, infertility and low milk production. Leptospirosis affects animal breeding and this has adverse consequence on animal
production. Leptospirosis is a threat to the animal industries and need to be eradicated or brought under control. It not only
affects the economy of the animal industries but also the socio-economic aspects like the well-being of the society and tourism.
Outbreaks of leptospirosis frequently happened in recreational areas including resorts and parks. In Malaysia, more than 40% of
the cattle tested had serological evidence of leptospirosis and this is affecting animal production (Bahaman et al., 1988).
Leptospirosis is a zoonosis, a disease that is spread from animals to humans. Every year, more than 500,000 people around the
world are infected with leptospirosis. In Malaysia, annually more than 200,000 school leavers are involved in the national service
programme and are exposed to leptospirosis during their outdoor exercises. Leptospirosis is one leading cause of hospitalization
and mortalities. It has frequently been misdiagnosed as dengue fever or the common flu as the signs and symptoms are not
specific or typical of the disease.

2. THE MAINTENANCE HOSTS
Among the domestic animals, cattle and pigs maintain leptospiral infection. There is a high serological prevalence of leptospiral
infection in cattle and pigs. The bacteriological prevalence of leptospiral infection in cattle is also high and these animals are
excreting large numbers of leptospires into the environment. . The infection is host specific, with cattle maintaining serovar
hardjo-bovis infection and pigs maintaining serovar pomona infection. Like all tropical countries, Malaysia has more than 40
leptospiral serovars and majority are being maintained by rats. Rats are found throughout the country from the deep forests and
right across to cities and towns. Eradication of rats will be an impossible task and rats will be a constant source of leptospiral
infection to the other animals and also humans. Rats are prevalent in towns and cities and high percentage of the rats are
maintaining leptospires. Yet, there has not been any report of outbreak of leptospirosis in towns and cities. The many outbreaks
of leptospiral infection reported in humans were people involved in occupational or recreational activities in parks, forests,
lakes or countryside.
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3. THE ENVIRONMENT
Environment plays an important role in the spread of leptospirosis. The maintenance hosts whether domestic animals or wildlife
will excrete leptospires into the environment through their urine. It has been shown that high number of leptospires (104
leptospires/ml of urine) are being excreted with the urine of cattle. The environment will be heavily contaminated if cattle or pigs
are infected. Rats play an important role in the transmission of leptospirosis. Rats are found in every nook and corner of the
country, from the deep forests to cities and towns. In one study (Gordon-Smith et. al., 1961), it was shown that the distribution
of rats depend on the rat species and the geographical terrains. The deep forests will have certain species of rats and each rat
species harbours a specific leptospiral serovar. The paddy fields have different species of rats and they, in turn, maintain a
specific leptospiral serovar.
Being in the tropics, Malaysia has a warm and wet climate which is conducive for the survival of leptospires in the environment.
Leptospires survive longer in the wet environment particularly in ponds, puddles and wet clay soils. A new climatic factor is the
frequent flash floods following heavy rain. The mucous membranes are the weakest defence barrier of any animal or human. It is
believed that animals and humans are more susceptible to leptospirosis during floods as the leptospires have easy access to
mucous membranes in the eyes and mouth. Leptospires probably rise up with the flood water and get into susceptible animals or
humans while swimming or wading in the water.

4. THE SUSCEPTIBLE HOSTS
Humans are susceptible to leptospirosis and they make up the third component in the One Health Concept. Human infections are
derived from an animal source. Human infections are dead end. Control of leptospiral infection in animals, indirectly will
control the infection in humans.. With more than 40 leptospiral serovars prevailing in the country and each serovar infection does
not impose cross protection, this creates problems in diagnosis and control of leptospirosis in the country. The human society is
now affluent and spent more time outdoors. People are going into the countryside, forests, mountains and are being exposed to
leptospiral infected environment. If they come back with high fever, headache, muscular pain, they probably have picked up
leptospiral infection. The signs and symptoms are similar to the ordinary flu but the history of have been to the countryside and
exposed to any water activity would indicate a strong possibility that they had leptospirosis.

5. ONE HEALTH
Animals are the source of infection to humans. Therefore, the first strategy to control leptospirosis in humans is to eliminate the
source of infection and that means to eliminate the maintenance hosts. It is possible to cull infected domestic animals but when
rats are involved, it would be an impossible task. People can avoid contact with infected animals. This basically is to avoid direct
transmission of the infection from animals to humans. The role of the environment as an indirect source of infection is important.
Most outbreaks of leptospirosis happened when people were exposed to infected environment and more so when they were
involved in water activities like swimming, fishing, white water rafting, picnics. Outbreaks of leptospirosis happened when all
three aspects of One Health interfaced with each other: the animal maintenance hosts, the infected environment and the
susceptible humans.

6. CONCLUSION
The One Health Concept reflects the reality in the field situation. The interface of the three parameters (animal reservoirs, the
environment and humans) would dictate the prevalence of the infection. The rich biodiversity of animals and leptospires in the
tropics and coupled with a conducive environment assure high prevalence of leptospirosis and frequent recurrence of outbreaks
of leptospirosis in humans. Strategies for eradication of leptospirosis in the tropics are completely different from those in
temperate countries and posed strong challenges for the epidemiologists, public health personnel and policy makers.
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ABSTRACT: In Europe, climate change is likely to support environmental conditions that are opening ecological niches to
insects that serve as vectors for vector-borne diseases. Many of these diseases have not been relevant in Europe until recently.
Coping strategies in health care systems are not prepared. Additionally, also the monitoring of insects such as the tiger mosquito
(Aedes albopictus) or sandflies (Phlebotomus spp. that are relevant for the transmission of leishmaniasis) is still rudimental. Here,
we combine biological information via geostatistics with climatic envelopes and with regional climatic projections for specific
requirements that have to be fulfilled for the insects. These models have to consider also the gateways of introduction such as the
large harbours, for “exotic” species such as the tiger mosquito and potential natural dispersal pathways. Besides the climate
requirements of the vector species, also the pathogens have to be considered separately. Here, we consider for instance extrinsic
incubation periods of viruses in insects for disease transmission. Combining the spatially explicit projections for the climatic
suitability of European regions for vectors and pathogens delivers risk maps for the potential occurrence of vector-borne diseases.
This helps to initiate targeted strategies for the spatial concentration of biological monitoring, early warning systems as well as
proactive health policy and coping strategies.
Keywords: biorisk, environmental niche model, global change, global warming, public health

1. INTRODUCTION
The ecological repercussions of climatic changes are manifold and difficult to assess. Species do not react directly to changes in
their environment. Inertia has to be considered (Plattner 2011). In addition to abiotic site conditions, biotic interactions and the
interchange with human activities may be crucial. However, it is the climate change driven change of biodiversity and species
occurrence that may be most effective according to human interests.
Various vector-borne diseases are closely linked to climatic conditions (Githeko et al. 2000). We are used to terms such as
“tropical” diseases. In this context, as well the thermal constraints of the pathogens themselves as the constraints of vectors and
hosts must be considered. In addition, climatic changes might not be reflected directly in biota and their occurrence due to
dispersal filters and adaptation processes. Surprises are likely to occur. In the case of diseases, societal ambition is to restrict such
kind of unexpected processes.
The modeling of environmental envelopes offers a powerful tool for the comparative simulation of future distribution patterns of
organisms (Pearson and Dawson 2003). Applied to vector-borne diseases this methodology can give hints on spatial patterns and
also on the speed of temporal processes. Priority areas for risk control can be identified and resources can be directed to regions
that are more at risk than others.
As a matter of fact, industrial countries are cultivating the illusion of being able to cope with such kind of health care problems.
However, the case of West-Nile Virus and its spread in the USA since 1999 illustrates the limitations of modern societal controls.
We have to recognize that emerging diseases in the light of climate change do not only refer to “tropical diseases”. Generally, the
increasing connectivity between continents via transport and travelling enhances the biotic exchanges between them. And, this
exchange does also include pests and diseases (Lounibos 2002). In consequence, emerging diseases may create substantial threats
to societies also in industrial countries. This includes threats to human beings but also economic damages.
In Europe, climate change is likely to support environmental conditions that are opening ecological niches to insects that serve as
vectors for vector-borne diseases such as arboviruses (e.g. Dengue, West-Nile, Chikungunya). These diseases have not been a
main public and/or animal health concern in Europe until recently.
Coping strategies in health care systems are not prepared. Additionally, also the monitoring of insects such as the tiger mosquito
(Aedes albopictus) or sandlfies (Phlebotomus spp. that are relevant for the transmission of leishmaniasis) is still rudimental.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 Climate envelope modelling of disease vectors
Corelative climate envelope models refer to the algorithms relating observed presences (and absences) of a species to values of
climatic variables at those sites. The aim is to determine a species’ known and inferred distribution in the climatic space. They
have become increasingly important due to advanced modeling techniques for determining spatial distribution patterns of species
and their potential responses to climate changes (Elith et al. 2010). Generalized linear/additive models and models that are based
on regression trees (e.g. Boosted Regression trees and Random forests) are frequently used to model species distribution by
relating climatic conditions at the presence localities to the conditions at those sides where the species is absent. In many data sets
only species presence localities are listed which is especially true for mobile species such as insects. For this purpose Maximum
Entropy approach (implemented in MaxEnt software) is capable to cope with presence-only data.
Once these envelopes have been identified they can be transferred to the expected future conditions by using climate change
scenarios (IPCC) which are based on different storylines concerning the emission of greenhouse gases. Data concerning climate
change are given by climate models on different spatial and temporal scales. The broad spatial resolution of global climate
models fails to project climate change in mountainous regions and regions with complex and heterogeneous landscape structure.
In order to account for such specifics, regional climate models have been developed. In the case of climate impact studies on
disease vectors or vector-borne diseases in general they deliver more reliable projections (Jacob et al. 2008, Fischer et al. 2010a).
Our projections refer to the dynamically downscaled regional climate model COSMO-CLM (A1B and B1 scenario) that is nested
into the well-established global model ECHAM5 (Rockel et al. 2008). Climatic suitability for the disease vectors were projected
for different time-periods of the 21st century.
On the example of the tiger mosquito and phlebotomine sandflies we determined the preferred climatic envelope using
Maximum-Entropy approach and identified current and future areas at risk for the establishment of these vector species (Fischer
et al. 2010b, Fischer et al. 2011a).
One crucial hub for the introduction and distribution of invasive vectors such as Aedes albopictus are harbors. Large amounts of
goods are transported by ship. Here, we applied an actualistic approach assuming that the turnover of large container terminals
remains constant in the future, which is a clear underestimation. Species such as phlebotomine sandflies relying most likely upon
natural dispersal, therefore the accessibility of potential future climatically suitable habitats is an important factor, too. We
detected the so called “least-cost paths” for sandflies by integrating landscape features and wind speed (Fischer et al. 2011b).

2.2 Transfer of pathogen constraints to the expected future conditions
Virus amplification in its insect vector is determined by the extrinsic incubation period (EIP). EIP is defined as the time interval
between the acquisition of an infectious agent (pathogen) by a vector and the vector’s ability to transmit the agent to a susceptible
vertebrate host. The EIP includes virus replication, maturation and migration within the mosquito body to its salivary glands.
Temperature is considered to be the main factor regulating the EIP and thus warmer temperatures shorten the EIP (Barbazan et al.
2010). If minimum temperature thresholds for the EIP are not exceeded, the virus can not accomplish its amplification inside the
vector and transmission, for instance to humans, can be excluded.
The dengue virus recently transmitted in Europe (France and Croatia) via the tiger mosquito seems to become a serious public
health concern. Therefore, the temperature constraints for dengue virus amplification within the vector Aedes aegypti from two
laboratory experiments were used and transferred to the changing European climate (Thomas et al. 2011).

3. RESULTS
3.1 Climate change may facilitate the spread of disease vectors in Europe
Climate change will provide suitable climatic conditions in European regions where the disease vectors did not occur in the past.
In the case of the tiger mosquito, climatic suitability is expected to increase in Western Europe, especially France, during the
upcoming decades. Central European regions seem to be at risk from mid-century onwards, while Eastern Europe will provide
suitable climatic conditions at the end of the century. Interestingly, climatic suitability (slightly) decreases for some
Mediterranean regions (e.g. in Spain) where the tiger mosquito is currently present (Fischer et al., 2011a). Expectedly, this may
be a result of the projected drier future conditions in those areas in comparison to the current situation. Climatic suitability for
Phlebotomus spp with current (south-) western focus of European distribution will generally increase in Central Europe. The
detected dispersal pathways indicates that Germany must be aware from eastwards spread. Therefore especially Western and
Southwestern German Regions seem to be at risk initially. In contrast, climatic suitability for Phlebotomus spp. with current
(south-) eastern focus of distribution is expected to increase mostly for the southernmost parts of Switzerland and the eastern
parts of Austria. Determining the least-cost path for the limited natural dispersal ability based on the generated cost surfaces
according to expert knowledge, we elucidate that sandflies will hardly be able to occupy the whole areas that will provide
suitable climatic conditions (Fischer et al. 2011b).
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3.2 Projecting thermal constraints of pathogens
The isolated restriction on the climatic envelope of a vector species is only part of the story. The pathogen must be considered,
too. Surprisingly there is not much known about the thermal constraints of viruses. Laboratory experiments are rare and partly
contradictory. The EIP, the time that is needed for an efficient increase of the viruses inside of an insect, is influenced closely by
temperature. However, the very few investigations on this issue may lead to strong deviations in model output, demonstrated for
the case of dengue virus (Fig. 1, Thomas et al. 2011):

Fig. 1: Temperature requirements for dengue virus amplification lead to strong deviations in model output because the knowledge
about thermal constraints of the virus is rare (modified after Thomas et al. 2011)

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The occurrence of competent vectors outside of their previous distribution area is increasingly observed worldwide. It has been
caused mainly by uncontrolled accidental transport together with traded goods. The globalization of markets is the driver for
these introductions. Some of these introduced species have performed an enormous propagation in the context of novel habitats.
The absence of predators (enemy release) and of competitors supports their outbreak. Invasive mosquitos may become a nuisance
due to their frequency. More important is the fact that some of these introduced and invasive species serve as powerful and
competent vectors for human diseases. Especially some viroses are spreading in many countries, which cannot be addressed
efficiently by medical means. Here, we concentrate on the risk assessment for viruses such as Dengue, West-nile, or
Chikungunya.
Challenges for future research can be identified. Research that is aiming to improve the interpretability and applicability of
environmental envelope modeling for vector-borne diseases is urgently needed. First it has to be considered that entomological
and virological knowledge on climatic constraints (e.g. for serotypes) is limited for modeling. In these fields either large scale
climatic patterns or ecological constraints were ignored in the past. In face of climate change, more precise ecological
information is required. Being aware of the relevance of this topic, current findings may have to be adapted to future
developments in due course. Arthropod vectors are short-lived and may exhibit evolutionary adaptation to novel environments.
Arboviruses show modifications and the development of regional variants too. Viruses occur with many different strains that are
also specifically dangerous. Differences between strains in their ecological constraints or requirements are less understood.
The basis for future projections on the spread of organisms and pathogens refers in most cases to the IPCC scenarios and the
Global Climate Models that are derived therefrom. However, there are new scenarios on the way and these will result in new
Global Climate Models to be translated into Regional Climate Models. This indicates that not only the target is moving (as well
the climate as the vectors) but also the scientific basis and approaches are under construction. This has to be considered in risk
assessment and flexible tools for constant adaptation to novel states of the art have to be implemented.
According to the ecological significance of climatic information, average temperature and precipitation values are insufficient
proxies. However, these data are most frequently used even if there is no organism that responds to a 30 year average value in its
occurrence or absence. For seasonally active organisms such as the most insects, temporal windows of opportunity and limitation
must be identified.
Then, human vectors (network, hubs, and intensity of transport and travelling activities) are changing rapidly, too. The modern
industrial societies are closely interlinked at high speed. Additionally, other aspects of societal change must be considered. The
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growth of the human population is perhaps one of the most important facets of this. It is connected with rapid and severe land use
and cover changes and with the agglomeration of large groups of humans in megacities, serving as an unprecedented potential for
disease outbreaks. These developments have to be specified regionally. However, regional specifics of societal traits and
processes are ignored in most modeling approaches.
The example of sandflies is an evidence for the need of improved modeling algorithms per se. Diffusive expansion of species in
all directions without priority is not a realistic assumption in structured landscapes. It is not only the climatic suitability that
decides whether vectors and/or pathogens establish and become a problem. The climate driven spread of vectors will be modified
by spatial filters such as mountain ranges and by preferential pathways. Least cost path analysis is a promising tool that is able to
give as a differentiated image for the likelihood of spreading vector-borne diseases in spatially complex landscapes.
Remote sensing and the increasing availability of geoinformation such as Digital Elevation Models or the CORINE landcover
data base are offering novel options for rapid and ecologically relevant monitoring. Records on pathogens and vectors are
becoming globally available. But, there is no standard protocol or data format that is defined. Research has to be affected
individually with deviating results according to data quality and numbers. A concerted action towards improved accessibility of
data on vector-borne diseases is urgently required. And, such data bases should also contain true absence data. Until now, model
algorithms are restricted by the fact of having access only to “presence” information in space, meaning that only the occurrence
of a vector or pathogen is recorded and reported but not missing evidence for their appearance at a certain site.
Finally, we suggest that ecological concepts should be applied also in health care strategies. In the case of vector-borne diseases,
it is evident that the target organism (e.g. a mosquito vector species) cannot be modeled in isolation. The diversity of other
competing mosquito species will influence the local abundance. Predators and zoonoses are controlling the performance of vector
species. And even more important: the relevance of reservoir hosts and their population dynamics must be understood. Modeling
the target vector without reservoir hosts, which might be quantitatively more important than the human population, could ignore
crucial conditions and processes. It is not the climatic suitability alone that creates optimum conditions but also the biotic
interactions are regulating the risk of disease outbreaks.
However, these desired improvements of data quality and modeling algorithms should not conceal the fact that we do have
meaningful and significant methodological approaches. Environmental envelope models are already serving as a powerful tool
for risk assessment in face of climate change. Combining the spatially explicit projections for the climatic suitability of specific
regions for vectors and pathogens delivers risk maps for the potential occurrence of diseases in the near future. This information
can be used for the development of targeted strategies for the spatial concentration of biological monitoring and early warning.
Additionally, the findings may serve to establish efficient and proactive health policy and coping strategies.
Members of various disciplines should feel encouraged to cooperate even if there is no traditional platform, journal of scientific
network that supports such an ambition. Improved understanding of the ongoing developments and potential risks can only be
achieved if medicine, climatology, entomology, virology, parasitology, human geography, geoecology, population biology,
veterinary medicine, biogeography and other disciplines communicate in order to exchange experience and data.
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ABSTRACT: The presentation’s goal is to share the evidence base and tools being developed for extractive industries and
governments to mitigate the risk of zoonotic disease transmission from animals to humans. Emerging zoonotic infectious
diseases, such as Ebola, Nipah, and SARS, are directly related to increases in interaction between humans and wildlife resulting
from changes in land use patterns and associated deforestation, and loss of biodiversity. Because the frequency of direct and
indirect human interaction with animal hosts is a critical factor, those human populations with the most frequent exposure to
animal hosts or their excretions are potentially at highest risk. Extractive industries often remove minerals, oil, gas or timber from
previously undeveloped areas. Deforestation, land clearing, road construction and fragmentation of habitats increase the
likelihood of human-animal interaction, thereby enhancing the potential for zoonotic disease transmission. Most industrial
developments require environmental and social impact assessments and management plans that include mitigation measures to
reduce or limit impacts, including those to worker and community health. Many also have health and safety plans related to
known health concerns such as malaria and HIV, but few focus on mitigating risks to prevent known and unknown zoonotic
diseases. This presentation will share new tools being developed for extractive industries and governments to use to identify
improved management practices to reduce the public health risks related to zoonotic disease transmission. These range from
simple actions such as improving construction materials and waste management systems in worker camps to regional planning to
maintain biodiversity. Such tools will also help encourage national governments to enforce national standards and regulations
focused on preventing disease transmission from animal to humans.

Keywords: extractive industry, zoonotic disease transmission, improved management
practices, mitigation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Industrial green field development, particularly mining, oil and gas, and timber, disturbs natural habitats and reduce wildlife
diversity. High biodiversity reduces the risk of disease transmission because many different kinds of animals are exposed to
disease and only some contract it (Pongsiri et. al. 2009). The decline of biodiversity amplifies the risk of pathogen “spillover”
into new populations. Increasing contact between people, domestic animal (e.g. livestock), and wildlife populations increases the
likelihood of cross-species spillover disease transmission (Lloyd-Smith 2009; Wilcox et al 2006). Amplification—transmission
of disease from the first person infected to an increasing number of other people—is of even greater concern.
Nearly three-quarters of emerging infectious diseases originate from wildlife (Jones et al 2008; Woolhouse et al 2005). Zoonotic
disease transmission should matter to extractive industry because an outbreak can:
Cause illness that could involve costly and lengthy treatment and that results in a loss in productivity
Require quarantine that could close a facility for some time and could involve costly and lengthy cleaning of facilities
Cause deaths of employees or community members, with associated potential for systems breakdown, damage to
corporate image, and even the premature ending of a project.
Although the objective risk of emergence in a particular location is small, an outbreak of disease can have a serious impact on a
company’s operations. By understanding the risks of zoonotic disease transmission, extractive industries can implement
preventive measures to reduce risks to workers and the surrounding communities and prevent future outbreaks.

2. WAYS IN WHICH EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES INCREASE THE RISK
OF DISEASE
2.1 The Rise of Generalist Animal Species
Extractive industry activities favor the rise and dominance of generalist species—those species that thrive in many different
environmental conditions and successfully use diverse resources. Generalist species can act as drivers of disease emergence (Patz
et. al 2004). Most animals that carry diseases known to be transmissible to people are considered generalist species (Dearing &
Dizney 2010; Mill 2006). Three animal families are the most frequently implicated hosts for spreading new infectious agents to
people: bats (the Corona virus, responsible for SARS, and the Nipah virus), rodents (Lassa, Hanta, Monkey Pox and Lyme
Disease viruses) and non-human primates (HIV, Ebola, and Simian Foamy Virus). The transmission routes from these animals to
people include scratches, bites and contact with bodily fluids (i.e. blood and saliva) through activities such as butchering or
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consuming wild animal meat and breathing contaminated aerosolized feces or urine (Belmain et. al. 2002; Chapman et. al. 2005;
Hockings and Humle 2009; LeBreton et. al 2006; Pongsiri et. al. 2009; Wong et. al. 2007).
As industrial development fragments habitat and people enter these new areas, generalist wildlife species will seek food and
shelter in the newly created environment, potentially bringing them into closer contact with surrounding communities (Laurance
et. al. 2006).These activities include, but are not limited to:
Deforestation
Road and corridor development (including for transmission and gas lines)
Construction of temporary and permanent labor camps and other facilities
Growth of surrounding local communities and agriculture
Project-induced migration

2.2 Increased risk of contact between wildlife and people
Such environmental changes have two effects relevant for disease emergence: 1) people who are working and living in these
newly developed areas are more likely to have contact with generalist species (Dearing & Dizney 2010; Mills 2006); 2) because
generalist species are dominant and account for a greater proportion of animals in an area, they occur in higher density, allowing
more virulent viruses to be transmitted among them. These diseases can be transmitted to humans when—
People contact wild animal blood, fluids, feces, or urine or aerosolized versions of these body fluids. This can happen,
for example, when primates or bats become a nuisance or when people inhale aerosolized particles from droppings
while sweeping facilities (Keesing et. al. 2010; LeBreton et. al 2006; Mills 2006; Suzan et. al. 2008; Wong et. al.
2007).
People are exposed to domestic animals that have been infected by wild animals carrying the disease (Goldberg et al.
2008; Wilcox et al 2006).
Because workers live in or interact with surrounding communities, health issues that arise in the local communities are a concern
to industry. For projects in lightly populated or remote areas, industry often needs to import a large labor force. Along with
workers, other people often follow to seek jobs or establish businesses to serve the area’s new population. This project-induced
migration can raise disease transmission rates if not adequately planned. Generalist species can thrive in newly constructed camps
or villages (Dearing & Dizney 2010). Also, strains on existing housing and infrastructure can lead to overcrowding, poor sanitary
conditions, improper storage of waste, and insufficient potable water (Pramodh 2003). These conditions create habitats and food
sources that attract insects and wildlife that can transmit diseases to people. Similarly, agricultural productivity often increases to
feed the growing community, which creates pressure for agricultural expansion. Further, demand for animal source foods may
lead to domestic animal and wildlife interactions. Greater access to new areas makes hunting wild animal meat easier and brings
communities in closer contact with infected wildlife and insects (Arlet & Molleman 2007; Bennett et. al. 2007; Laurance et al.
2009; Nasi et. al. 2008; Nellemann & Redmond 2010; Wright and Priston 2010). Finally, expanding populations will stress local
health care, water, food, and waste management infrastructures. Stressed systems can break down and create conditions ideal for
increased disease transmission (Pramodh 2003).

3. TOOLS TO PREVENT ZOONOTIC DISEASE EMERGENCE AND IMPROVE
WORKER AND COMMUNITY HEALTH
USAID and its partner projects are developing tools to help governments and extractive industry identify ways to decrease the
risk of zoonotic disease transmission.
An overarching tool will be comprised of a series of questions to assist regional and national level planning. This is being
developed for a government audience rather than for the extractive industry company and will help countries plan appropriately
such as working with neighboring countries on regional planning or limiting road and corridor development where possible to
reduce habitat fragmentation. In addition, the team wants to work with multilaterals, financing organizations and industry trade
groups to develop guidelines to mitigate the risks of zoonotic disease transmission that can be included in existing policies and
regulations developed specifically for improving/maintaining biodiversity, and improving occupational and community health
and safety.
The many different measures a company can undertake with respect to biodiversity conservation, waste management, worker
health, general public health, and community health address many of exposure points where the potential for zoonotic disease
transmission could be increased. One of the tools being developed will help companies identify existing practices that would
limit the potential for zoonotic transmission and focus on areas that could be improved to limit disease spread. The tool’s multilayered design focuses on the best management practices most appropriate for a project.
Manage for biodiversity conservation
o Limit habitat fragmentation by reducing footprint size and numbers of roads constructed
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o
o

Develop an inventory of and regularly monitor the local flora and fauna
Prohibit onsite hunting and take measures to reduce workers’ and communities’ dependence on hunting in nearby
areas as a source of protein
Use good housekeeping measures at the facility and any camps and canteens
o Maintain clean working and living facilities
o Use standard public health measures for sanitation and food handling
o Dispose of waste regularly and properly to deter vermin or wildlife; discourage waste accumulation
o Organize food storage in animal-proof containers
Monitor employee health
o Ensure employees are properly vaccinated
o Conduct surveillance for any unusual diseases
o Conduct health promotion campaigns about infectious diseases
Participate in protecting the local community’s health
o Assist local government to engage in urban planning, especially in designing waste management services
o Conduct health promotion campaigns about infectious diseases, bush meat, sanitation, etc.
o Engage stakeholders in discussions about safe methods to hunt bush meat, community expansion, infrastructure
development, etc.
o Encourage protein alternatives to wild animal meat (e.g., fish farms, biosecure chicken farms).

4. ADDED VALUE OF THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The One Health approach links human health to the health of the surrounding environment—the animals, the land, climate, and
environmental changes. Governments, industry and financiers focus on extracting natural resources to improve the lives of
humans and provide income. These stakeholders do not necessarily consider the indirect consequences of their actions on health.
The emergence of new infectious diseases is connected to land use changes, reduced biodiversity and an influx of humans into
formerly pristine uninhabited areas—all consequences of extractive industry activities. When governments and industry
understand the economic and social consequences of their actions to business, the environment, and health, then they may be
more willing to engage in practices that limit the spread of disease between animals and humans and among human populations.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Extractive industries can proactively decrease the risks of zoonotic disease emergence. New projects can identify activities that
increase zoonotic disease transmission risk in the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment and adopt measures to mitigate
those risks. Operating industries can examine their environmental, social, and public health management plans to determine
whether they have included measures such as those described above. USAID and its partners are developing a range of tools for
governments and extractive industries to use to understand the risk of zoonotic disease transmission and to require or implement
best management practices to prevent disease transmission and ultimately pandemic outbreaks.
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ABSTRACT: In the last decade, the “One Health” concept has emerged on the international scene as an antidote for health
problems. The diversity of definitions provides a range of selling points based on diverse experiences and initiatives. “One
Health” continues to be an important concept serving as an umbrella for researchers and practitioners in the quest for population
and ecosystem wellbeing. Pragmatically, “One Health” can be defined as anything that adds value to human or animal health or
enables economic savings, which is not achievable without cooperation of two or more disciplines or sectors. “One Health” is
part of a broader conceptual thinking of “ecosystems approaches to health” or “health in social-ecological systems” which
expands to include considerations of social equity and ecosystems integrity (Zinsstag, 2005; Zinsstag et al, 2011a).
By promoting comprehensive partnership and collaboration frameworks, the “One Health” concept provides mutual learning for
change and adds significant value in health system. Capacity building and approaches to reduce transaction costs in the health
system are key elements which enable progress from initial concept to effective cross-sector intervention.
The main focus in West Africa and Central Asia was to identify determinants and conditions of equity-effectiveness of disease
control systems. Cross-sector collaboration reduces the transaction cost of interventions in hard to reach populations. The key
element is transdisciplinary approaches, initiating collaboration between academic disciplines and engaging the communities and
local authorities in participatory processes. In the future, it will be possible to determine added value of a systemic approach on
overall societal disease burden and equity effectiveness of interventions while preserving ecosystem integrity.
The individual and institutional capacity building initiatives of the two consortia “Afrique One” and the Southern African Centre
for Infectious Disease under the Wellcome Trust African Institution Initiative will contribute to bridge knowledge and
applicability gaps as “One Health” transitions into mainstream thinking.
Keywords: collaboration, health system, transdisciplinary, added value.

1. INTRODUCTION
The human and animal health research involved partnerships with countries in East, Central and West –Africa, Central Asia and
Switzerland thanks to a long term program. We account for conceptual and practical research work on collaborative efforts
between human and animal health, between developing and industrialized countries involving disciplines as diverse as
epidemiology, anthropology, cultural sciences, sociology, geography, molecular biology, statistics and mathematics. Initially the
focus of the research group was on the provision of health care to mobile pastoralists, who are nearly devoid of health services.
However, soon questions on nutrition, dairy production, the control of zoonoses, diseases transmissible between animals and
humans, like bovine tuberculosis, rabies, brucellosis, anthrax and avian influenza, came in the focus of attention. We provide first
a brief conceptual background to integrative thinking in health (Schelling et al, 2007). We then provide an operational strategy of
“One Health” and its leverage. Examples of the leverage of “One Health” are given from the fields of health systems, nutrition
and zoonoses control in Africa and Asia. It is understood that further conceptual extensions of the unfinished “One Health”
agenda is needed (Zinsstag et al, 2009). The paper ends with an outlook on how to make “One Health” operational and its future
potential (Meisser et al, 2011).

2. PROOF OF “ONE HEALTH” CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Considering the marginalized population, innovations are needed to improve their well-being by filling health services gap and
reducing their exclusion from the decision-making centres. The applied research identified determinants and conditions of equityeffectiveness disease control in hard to reach zones particularly the most vulnerable such as women and children. Planning
priorities was assessed by stakeholder seminars, linking science and society, as well as the interests of communities and
authorities representing local and central interests, political power and technical expertise. In this way, the research process and
products could be translated into national policy planning. The main lines and area of research were pastoral communities’ health
in Chad, Mali, Mauritania and Kyrgyzstan.
In Chad, estimated coverage of fully immunized children 0–11 months ranged from 7 to 13% with cost savings of 15% compared
to individual human and animal campaigns (Bechir et al, 2004). In Mali, a huge quantity of milk reaches urban markets everyday
through numerous networks of collectors generating income for value chain actors and offering consumers an alternative to
imported milk products. A frequent concern is the quality and safety of dairy products. We investigated actors’ motivations and
conceptualized milk production and quality improvement and the risk in the periphery of Bamako in Mali. The social business
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approach allowed farmers to triple heat-treated milk thus preventing growing brucellosis infection. Differential diagnosis of
brucellosis to malaria and typhoid fever in the clinics and health care centres were introduced. We conclude that perception of
milk quality and associated risks and benefits depend on beliefs, perceptions and incentives. The development of good practices
of hygiene must take into account all actors and be implemented at all levels of the chain. (Bonfoh et al, 2007; Bonfoh, 2010).
Since the end of Soviet Union, Kyrgyzstan has one of the highest brucellosis incidence worldwide, 74 per 100 000 (in 2007).
Effective reduction of brucellosis incidence in humans requires interventions in livestock. The main concern is to identify and
plan strategic operations that effectively reduce the occurrence and the burden of the disease in humans and animals. In 2006 and
2007 within an international scientific partnership, a representative and cross-sectional study on the seroprevalence of brucellosis
in humans, cattle, sheep and goats was simultaneously undertaken in cooperation between public health and veterinary services.
Three different serological tests were used in human and animal and complemented by a socio-economy household questionnaire
on livestock production and a patient based survey on the cost of brucellosis. Results were presented, discussed and validated by
stakeholders to plan for intervention and surveillance system (Zinsstag et al, 2011a; Bonfoh et al, 2011a, Steinmann et al, 2005;
Roth, 2003). The “One Health” framework offered good opportunities for operational adaptive health system, evidence on
zoonoses surveillance and dairy value chain promotion.
In the first “One Health” conference in Melbourne in February 2011, many presenters limited themselves to recognizing the
interdependence of humans and animals and their environment. In our view, this is a necessary component of “One Health”, but
only part of it. We lack a modern and internationally acknowledged theory of “One Health”, which may require an in-depth
epistemological assessment of all involved disciplines. A pragmatic operational definition of “One Health” is any added value in
terms of human and animal health, financial savings or social and environmental benefits from closer cooperation of
professionals in the health, animal and environment sectors at all levels of organization (Zinsstag et al, 2012). The closer
cooperation between human and animal health has been extended since over a decade by including ecological and eco-systemic
aspects, known as eco-system health (www.ecohealth.net), recognizing inter-dependency of health of humans and animals and
the integrity of eco-systems (Forget et al, 2009; Lebel, 2002; Ostrom, 2007). Claiming a “One Health”, in our view, requires the
demonstration of validated evidence of added value to what human and animal health working alone can achieve. Specifically a
“One Health” approach is capable of identifying points of leverage of health of humans and animals from a systemic analysis.

3. COMPREHENSIVE PARTNERSHIP AND CAPACITY BUILDING
The research group is part of several larger international research networks. It is the health partner in the National Centre of
Competence in Research North-South (www.north-south.unibe.ch), together with seven Swiss research institutions and their
partners on all continents except Australia. The network covers research partnerships on natural resource management, conflict
transformation, governance, water and sanitation, livelihood, urban planning and health and is jointly funded by the Swiss
National Science Foundation (SNSF) and the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC). In this network, health
research is a component of a larger development research approach for which we currently work on integrated methods involving
inter- and transdisciplinary approaches.
The unit is also part of the European Union funded network on integrated control of neglected zoonoses in Africa
(www.iconzafrica.org). It involves twenty European and African partner institutes. Further, the unit collaborates in Wellcome
Trust funded projects on bovine tuberculosis in Africa (http://www.afriqueone.net/africa-btb/) which evolved into an African
Capacity Building program “Ecosystem and population health: bridging the frontiers in health” (www.afriqueone.net). “Afrique
One” consortium (www.afriqueone.net) considers that while research capacity requires strong institutions, institutional strength
only comes through the contributions of talented and committed individuals. Internationally competitive research in ecosystem
health increasingly demands quantitative, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary skills that are difficult to acquire without a broad
network of collaboration. It demands effective partnerships, sharing of resources, and exchange programs among institutions,
particularly those divided by regionalization and language. The consortium interacts with several North and south institutions and
research centres in sub-Saharan Africa through horizontal dissemination of research expertise in “One Health”. It contributes to
bridge the knowledge and applicability gaps and promote new generation of intersectoral health actors.
The last network is the Consortium “One Health” next generation OH-NEXTGEN with a strong focus on training young fellows
to change the mindset in health system considering health problem at the human, animal and environment interface in different
eco-zones. Networks have proven essential for reassembling critical mass, inter- and transdisciplinary collaboration, NorthSouth, South-South and East-West exchanges and comparisons, yielding typically a higher output of research outcomes as could
be achieved if each partner worked alone.

4. DISCOURSE AND AVENUE OF “ONE HEALTH”
Research for development showed that operational models of “One Health” require transdisciplinary processes (Schelling et al,
2007). But the terms “One Health” as « multidisciplinary » is becoming rhetoric, some uses the term to attract money but they
don’t know what they’re talking about (Prof Ara Darzi, personal communication). There is not a blueprint for making “One
Health” operational and there are multiple actors involved and require stakeholders’ involvement, long term partnerships,
capacity-building, but also local champions. Academic curricula teaching “One Health” are currently planned and developed by
several universities. “One Health” should not be a discipline but rather a mainstream. Academic research extends processes to
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improve understanding of the interactions by involving stakeholders like communities, authorities and experts for the
identification of locally acceptable and adapted health interventions. All processes need to be negotiated between actors since
each context is different (Meisser et al, 2011; Schelling et al, 2005; Schelling et al, 2007). “One Health” concept should not be
only a policy discourse but rather a process of understanding health system problem, providing adapted services and then feeding
policy with validated strategies (table 1). A clear “One Health” conceptual research framework can provide a guide to ensure a
strategy that coherently links to overarching goals of policy makers (Coker et al, 2011).
Table 1: From research to policy
Where, When & Why to apply “One Health”

What & How to implement “One Health”

Marginalised & hard to reach population

Collaboration/ partnership

Vulnerable groups and mobile population

Communication

Less funding for neglected and zoonotic diseases

Culture of Inter- & transdisciplinarity

High burden diseases (pandemics)

Adaptation to the context

Emerging & re-emerging diseases

Cost-benefit analysis

Diagnostic tools, treatments

Validation

High cost of intervention

Inform policy makers on the added value

Lack of data & surveillance

…

Sectors separation and differential health policy
…

5. ADDED VALUE OF THE “ONE HEALTH” APPROACH
Application of “One Health” requires inter- & transdisciplinary thinking. Evidence on added value depends on well targeted
health needs, research question and the contextualisation of findings and responses and the validation of such results for possible
generalisation and future application. We present a series of added value from case studies and partnership actions (table 2).
Table 2: Added-value in the application of “One Health” concept in different sectors and countries
Settings/ contexts

Problem/

Activities

Added value

OIE/ WHO/FAO

Avian Flu

Talk together

Joint initiative on “One Health”

Mongolia

Socio-ecological system

Intersectoral cost-benefit analysis

Sharing cost between
intervention profitable

Kyrgyzstan

Intersectoral conflict on the
real incidence of brucellosis

Cross sectional studies

Mass vaccination and surveillance system
validated diagnostic tools (Zinsstag et al,
2011b)

Chad

Low vaccination coverage
rate in pastoral zones

Joint human and animal vaccination

Improved health care and new health system
for pastoralists

Mali

Milk quality

Social business and joint milk quality
analysis

Pasteurisation and increase value to milk

High
prevalence
of
brucellosis in the Milk belt

Joint human animal serology

Differential diagnosis to malaria and typhoid
fever in the clinics and health care centres

High mother and
(cultural barriers)

Socio-cultural
approaches
language and semantic

child

sectors

rend

with

Improved data on abortion, miscarriage and
stillbirth (Muench et al 2007)

Mauritania

High TB incidence

Social representation of illness and
health

Nutrition package for TB patients (Bonfoh et
al, 2011b)

Côte d’Ivoire

Lack of data on food borne
disease (toxi-infection)

Integrating participation into the risk
analysis

Participatory risk analysis

Africa

Approaches to adapted health
services

Cross-country studies and capacity
building in “One Health”

Reduced knowledge, language, geographical
gaps
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6. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that “One Health” is well integrated into broader conceptual thinking like “health” or “Health in SocialEcological Systems” (Ostrom, 2007). While research can disentangle the complex interactions between health, society and
ecosystems, demonstrating central points of leverage for future interventions, governments and international agencies should aim
primarily at making “One Health” work in practice with joint funding mechanism (Zinsstag et al, 2012).
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One Health at work.
What will make the private sector fill the gap?
Dr Pierre-Marie Borne
Ceva Santé Animale, Libourne, France pierre-marie.borne@ceva.com
ABSTRACT : Creating synergies between the public and private sector : What role can the Animal Health Private Sector
(AHPS) play in developing solutions to prevent emerging diseases and control lingering diseases within the One Health
approach? AHPS is the only stakeholder able to produce vaccines, but it main decision making process in terms of
investment is regulated by the reduction of uncertainty. By analysing the different natures of uncertainty, this article
proposes various ways to reduce it and how to manage this mitigation process.
Keywords : Animal Health-Vaccines development -Emerging Diseases–Zoonoses-Public heath–Uncertainty- Investment
Mega trends provide us with unfortunate evidence of the need for an interdisciplinary approach to future global health
concerns such as world population growth, physical interaction, biodiversity conservation, intensification of protein
production. There is now wide consensus of the need for a One Health approach that will help to define and deliver solutions
by gathering interdisciplinary expertise.
The Animal Health Private Sector (AHPS) is a small part of the global health value chain but has a huge impact in helping to
secure food supply, controlling emergence of disease and ensuring high sanitary levels by preventing the transmission of
food borne diseases and zoonoses. The combination of these three actions significantly contributes to the One Health
approach.
The AHPS is made up of private companies who aim to develop, register, produce and deliver products (pharmaceuticals,
biological and diagnostics) to control diseases.
This article identifies a gap that currently prevents private companies from being more engaged in the delivery of One
Health and suggests a mechanism to fill this.
This presentation leads to a simplification of the situation, deliberately not taking into consideration the scientific complexity
and diversity of situations. It will define some major lines of analysis taking as an example vaccine development and
production and the necessary value addition in the equation.

What is the real cost of major animal disease outbreaks?
BioEra states, “the vast majority of these costs were indirect cost related to the disruption of economic activities. The direct
costs of the disease, measured in term of medical costs of diagnosis, treatment, and productivity losses accounted for less
than 2% of the total economic damage incurred”
The impact of major disease outbreaks on global health or in economic terms is always greater than the direct cost on animal
production. When dealing with zoonoses this impact is even higher and integrates a societal aspect.
Any action that facilitates early control of disease (preferably at the animal stage), including monitoring, regulation and
potentially vaccination demonstrate a high return of investment.
We can differentiate two major types of disease risk, averted risks which corresponds to Lingering Diseases (LD) and
potential risks in relation to Emerging Diseases (ED).
Epidemiology helps us to understand the pathways of diseases, assess the risks of possible emergence, the factors of
persistence and develop possible strategies of vaccination.
The socio-economical interest of controlling LD or avoiding ED can be evaluated by using pharmaco-economics models
such as the cost benefit analysis, which define a threshold of acceptability. This situation is permanently evolving, with the
risk of extension of ED and the risk of becoming LD
Many actions have been implemented to limit the burden of such diseases;
• at international level by establishing standards (OIE, Codex), translated into regional and national regulations(e.g.
EU or country level)
• at regional level by evaluating risk (e.g. EFSA) and supporting field action (AU-IBAR)
• at the national level through the sanitary regulation of trade and animal health
Unfortunately, the capacity to implement sanitary controls is not uniform across all countries being dependent on the
resources available. OIE (Performance of Veterinary Services [PVS] Pathway) is used to assessing animal health systems.
For the purpose of this article we will classify two types of situation, even if many more should be realistically considered:
•
High Level Sanitary Control Capacity territories (HSC)
•
Moderate Level Sanitary Control territories (MSC)
MSC countries are often those in which animal production represents an important part of the GDP.
The adoption of One Health strategies has fostered further risk assessment and the definition of a strategic research agenda.
At an upstream level, public research is well organised with many well-managed networks such as STAR IDAZ, ETPGAH
for example, in place.
The implementation of Public Private Partnership (PPP) is working very well as the Public research institutions are main
providers of research tracks to the AHPS and work together to reach proof of concept (PoC), such as vaccine candidates.
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But a vaccine candidate is as far from being a vaccine as flour is from being a cake.
Development (including transfer to production) and registration procedures ensure the quality and safety of vaccines but are
long and costly processes with the AHPS being the only One Health stakeholder adequately equipped to handle these phases.
Example of animal disease: impact and situation regarding their control
Diseases
Rinderspest
FMD
Blue tongue
Q Fever
Rabies
Brucellosis
Avian Salmonella
Avian Flu (HPAI)

Region
Africa
World
EU
NL
World
World
World
World

Main Impact
Economic and Food supply security
Economic
Economic
Zoonotic
Zoonotic
Zoonotic & Economic
Zoonotic Food Borne Disease
Zoonotic & Economic

Current
Eradicated
Under control in HSC
Control of the EU outbreak
Control of the NL Outbreak
Under control in HSC
Under control in HSC
Close to control in HSC
Under control in HSC

The Animal Health private sector (AHPS) contribution
At a global level, the economic imperative of the sector is driven by value addition expressed as products and services
provided to the market stakeholders.
The high level of responsibility of the players is expressed by the Quality insurance and Quality control aligned with the
strict regulations (Animal Welfare, Product registration guidelines, Good Laboratory Practice, Good Manufacturing Practice)
Investment in innovation, the price of the entry ticket is usually high in relation to the expected returns and require long-term
vision. For private companies, success is measured through the adoption by the market of innovative solutions and a
subsequent financial return to cover the costs of the initial development costs.
Consequently, the uncertainty of success is a key element of any decision to develop new products especially when set
against the length of the process, high risk research and obligatory strict regulations.
As stated previously, the AHPS are the only stakeholders in the “One Health” chain able to develop possible vaccinal
solutions from research and despite its qualitative importance in the global welfare, this activity only represents 2.5%-3% of
the global human pharma market.
On the other hand, the sector will benefit from the global trends in terms of population growth and subsequent protein
demand, which will limit the possible volatility of this business.
Animal Health Private Sector: key facts and figures:
The AHPS has been through a huge consolidation process over the last decade and is much more concentrated than its human health
equivalent:
• AH world market amounts for 20,100 mUSD in 2010 and increased in real term by 4%.
• Top 10 companies represent 80% of 2010 global sales. (Top 3 accounts for 45%)
• Not more than 8 international companies have the capacity to develop vaccines for production animal species at a global level and
represent more than 80% of the world biological market. (Top 3 represent 60%)
• Top ten markets represents ¾ of the world market and western countries (EU US Canada) represents 2/3 of it
• The companion animal segment recorded second fastest average yearly growth during the last 5 years (4.1% per year). It represents
more than 40% of the world market and the first three leading animal health market sector.
• Approximately 70% in value of the world market is owned by bigger corporations for which it represents only 5% of the activity.
• The AHPS top 10 companies invested an average of 8.7% of their sales in R&D in 2010 (before regulatory costs).

The value of animal health companies is based on the potential return on investment at a given date, considering all external
factors (competition, regulation, and market trends), internal skills and competencies, mitigating potential uncertainty and
thereby optimising the chance of success. Thus the value chain created by the introduction of an innovative solution allows
the development of a chain of competencies creating mutual profit and assuring the sustainability of the process.
The average time to develop a vaccine from proof of concept, to production, to registration is 5 years at an average direct
cost of 10mUSD (these values varies according to the target species, less expensive for poultry).
The nature of the uncertainty varies according to the type of Diseases and the type of territories as summarized in the
following table.
In case 1: The uncertainty is directly linked to the nature of the emergence
of the disease. In order for AHPS to invest in developing a solution for ED
(regardless of the territory or origin and dynamic), this uncertainty has to be
minimized. Once a solution has been developed for the HSC territory, it can
then also help to control the same problem in MSC.
Case 2: Technological innovation could support the improvement of LD
control in MSC territories and their socio-economical impacts, which are
often underestimated. The cost of such development is comparable to the
development of any other vaccines destined for the markets and provides
more certainty on the initial investment.
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Case 3: Through cost effectiveness analysis Pharmaco economic should help to define the interest in controlling such LD in
HSC territories. Considering the relative certainty once the decision has been taken by the policy makers, AHPS is
independent to make its own decision whether or not to invest.
The uncertainty also fluctuates from a purely commercial market to one where there is little private imperative to develop
new solutions. Whilst investment levels remain relatively constant, potential return of investment (ROI) may stop, limit or
select investment.
How do we move from the Net Pre$ent Value to the Net PreVent Value?

AHPS
Public

Or how to reduce risk/uncertainty and promote AHPS involvement
The basic principle is to give more certainty to the AHPS in return for its commitment to vaccines development. The aim is
to gather all the relevant stakeholders and align their interests to a One Health mission according to their missions, mandate
and interest. Their potential support would be translated into a financial benefit but the nature of it could be partly different.
Risk/uncertainty is related to a number of different factors:
Research: this is the core mission of AHPS to demonstrate their know- how, alongside public research partners by
evaluating the technical feasibility and reduce the scientific uncertainty of particular programmes.
Resources are a key element of reducing risks. Funds allocated to experimentation and skilled human resources are the main
drivers.
Time to access the solution is the other main parameter. It depends on the speed, skill and success of development as
mentioned above and the necessary time to get the vaccine registered.
More innovative vaccines using new technology may also require further specific investment in production.
Guaranteed access to a minimum part of the subsequent market would help to create the necessary minimum sustainability
of the process.
The support could be delivered to granted partners (AHPS and Public Research Institutes having developed a vaccine
candidate) according to eligibility criteria and the particular nature of their constraints:
•
Human resources support such as secondment from the public to private sector
•
Development trials seconded to public partners
•
Fast track registration to reduce access time to potential vaccines and according to national/regional regulation
•
Special low rate loans for investment or subsidies when needed
•
Minimum guaranteed income through the establishment of reserve vaccine banks (ED) or advance guaranteed
agreements (LD).
Vaccine banks at global or regional level can create leverage effects and facilitate use of high quality vaccines
assuring consistency of vaccination campaigns. This should allow an acceptable value chain for the different
partners, a reliable delivery (according to production lead time), a rigorous management of flexibility, and
facilitate international supply of vaccines.
Vaccines stocked in countries with potential risk (ED) could be transferred on a regular basis to countries where
the risk is averted (LD), contributing to better control in the spread of the disease.
The magnitude of the support should be evaluated case by case as well as the specific duties (reporting, registration, securing
production and implementing necessary technical support…)
Other stakeholders in the value chain could also contribute to the main costs of ED/LD i.e. indirect players in the
downstream part of the value chain (Food processors, Food retailers, general economy players such as insurance companies
and banks). These private sector stakeholders may be persuaded to channel part of their social enterprise contributions.
Large philanthropic funds may also contribute allocating support to the general process or to specific programs.
The recipients of the development funding may approach these specific stakeholders who could contribute through a
consortium, aligning the specific nature of the project to their core mission and use their expert knowledge i.e. financial
skills as pro-active partners.
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International Organisations such as FAO, OIE, WHO are legitimate stakeholders as global policy makers and are able to
contribute by guiding the implementation of the process. They may interact in the process in a different manner according to
their respective missions and mandate, providing essential elements (standards, technical reports etc).
The process of implementing such a Special Fund could be recorded as a template and could be operationally managed by
the involved stakeholders directly using the pattern of consortium. (Research Inst + AHPS+ Downstream supportive
stakeholders).
Regional and national bodies could be involved according to the nature of the project and their respective missions.

Conclusion
GALVmed, a not for profit organisation, is currently using similar processes with a special mission to develop pro-poor
solutions that target neglected diseases in developing countries.
Implementing this kind of system will reduce the uncertainty of providing solutions, when the normal market rules do not
place it as a priority. Once proof of concept and development of this mechanism is in place further consideration should be
given to extending this type of PPP to improve field implementation as necessary.
The OIE World Fund is currently addressing veterinary good governance worldwide using compliance with standards
(namely through the OIE PVS Pathway), and capacity building for national policymakers; this contributes to One Health
through veterinary public health activities in all countries.
Jacob Zinsstag wrote in 2007 “creating a new global finance facility for the control of Zoonoses, similar to or linked with the
Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, is timely, is a global interest, and represents a further contribution to
successful attainment of the Millennium Development Goals”. This proposal could be extended from purely Zoonotic
infections to all animal diseases with a significant impact on trade and food security and consequently with a direct and wide
societal impact. This should not be underestimated and should be considered as contributing to general Public health and
wealth.
We firmly believe that the AHPS’s involvement is essential as it represents the key link in the chain, ensuring the
deliverability of the potential solutions to the field. It is governed by its own rules (including ethical contributions) and fixed
in its core mission.
----------=========---------
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Quantification of livestock-associated MRSA ST398 exposure to pig
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human-to-human transmission of livestock-associated Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (LA-MRSA) is still
considered low compared to non-livestock-associated strains, but LA-MRSA is considered a public health concern. Livestock
form a reservoir from which the bacterium can potentially transmit to humans. Contact with livestock is a risk factor for LAMRSA carriage in farmers. This raises the question whether slaughterhouse personnel also have increased LA-MRSA carriage
risk, as they too come into contact with living and dead animals and meat products.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
In this cross-sectional study MRSA load in air and on hands was quantified as an exposure estimate for pig slaughterhouse
workers, and risk factors for MRSA carriage were assessed. Nasal MRSA carriage was determined in 341 workers from three
Dutch pig slaughterhouses. MRSA exposure in air samples and on gloves of the workers was quantitatively determined by
culturing of MRSA, and by qPCR targeting ST398, SCCmec and mecA. Questionnaires were used to collect data on potential risk
factors and confounders.

3. RESULTS
MRSA was detected in eleven of the participants, predominantly at the start of the slaughter process. Major risk factors for
carriage were working in the lairage, scalding and dehairing area. Eight nasal isolates belonged to the LA-MRSA clone ST398.
MRSA could be found on gloves and in air samples along the slaughter line, but the highest levels were found at the front end,
where the animals were entering the building. The number of MRSA positive samples and the mean MRSA colony count per
sample clearly decreased along the slaughter line.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The current research is one of the first to quantitatively measure exposure of slaughterhouse workers to MRSA. This is part of the
One Health Approach as we take the multifaceted nature of MRSA transmission into account, by including veterinary aspects,
environmental exposure, and the outcome in humans (i.e. MRSA carriage). This approach provides a foundation for further
research on the (indirect) relationship between animal and human carriage, not only for people in direct contact with animals, but
also people with occupational exposure, and consumers.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, occupational exposure to MRSA in air and on hands decreased along the slaughter line and paralleled the risk of
carriage. The major risk factors for MRSA carriage in pig slaughterhouse workers were working in the lairage, scalding and
dehairing areas, but the overall prevalence was low.
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Antimicrobial-resistant pathogens:
LA-MRSA, ESBLs, and intervention in pig farming
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Background

Sampling

Results first sampling round

Antimicrobial-resistant pathogens and
commensals in animals are considered
a serious public health concern due to
their zoonotic nature and the potential
transmission to humans.

● Every six months, during 18 months:
4 samplings per farm (currently, the
first sampling round is finished).

LA-MRSA

Since 2005, a specific type of
livestock-associated
Methicillinresistant Staphylococcus aureus (LAMRSA), namely clonal complex 398, is
increasingly found in pigs and veal
calves, but also in people working and
living on farms. Also, extendedspectrum beta-lactamases (ESBLs)
have been shown to be prevalent in
poultry.
In humans, these pathogens can lead
to untreatable infections. Therefore, it
is
necessary
to
decrease
the
prevalence of these pathogens and
commensals in the animal population,
thus decreasing exposure of human
populations to these organisms.

GOAL
The BACTOPATH project aims to
implement intervention measures
on pig farms and to monitor their
effect on LA-MRSA and ESBL
prevalence in pigs and people
working and/or living on the
farms.

Material and Methods
Farms and participants
● 40 conventional Dutch pig farms
● For LA-MRSA: 208 participants living
and/or working on these farms;
consisting of farmers, their family
members, and employees. For ESBLs:
141 participants from 34 farms.

Data collection

● The following samples are collected:
 Nose swabs (LA-MRSA) and rectal
swabs (ESBLs) from 60 pigs pooled
into 10 pools of 6 pigs each,
collected
by
veterinarians
and
shipped to the laboratory by courier.
 Nose swabs (LA-MRSA) and faeces
samples
(ESBLs)
from
the
participants on the farms, collected
by the participants themselves and
shipped to the laboratory by mail,
 Electrostatic dust cloths (EDC; LAMRSA), to collect settling dust from
the air. They are placed for the
period of 2 weeks (1 EDC in the
house, 4 EDCs in the stables) and
then shipped to the laboratory by
mail.

● On 34 farms (85%) LA-MRSA was
present in the pigs.
● 57 participants (27%) were positive
for LA-MRSA, originating from 27 LAMRSA positive farms and 1 LA-MRSA
negative farm.

● All participants from 12 farms were
LA-MRSA negative, originating from 7
LA-MRSA positive farms and 5 negative
farms.
Participants LA-MRSA Prevalence
Farmers

60%

Partners

13%

Children

7%

Employees

44%

● Analyses on all samples were started
upon arrival.

ESBLs

Laboratory methods

● 13 participants (9%) were positive for
ESBL genes, originating from 7 ESBL
positive farms and 3 ESBL negative
farms.

LA-MRSA
● The nasal swabs were analysed for
LA-MRSA
presence
by
selective
enrichment containing aztreonam and
ceftizoxime and culturing (Oxoid-MRSA
Brilliance).
● Suspected colonies were confirmed
as MRSA by using slide coagulase test
and PCR for presence of the mecAgene.

ESBLs
● The rectal swabs were analysed for
the presence of ESBL genes by means
of microarray analysis and gene
sequencing.

● Expert-developed checklists are filled
out by the farmers together with their
veterinarians, to identify possibilities
for optimizing:

● On 22 farms (55%) ESBL genes were
present.

Discussion and Conclusions
The LA-MRSA prevalence in the pig
farms in this study is similar to
previous studies conducted in the
Netherlands.
The prevalence in the participants
seems to decrease with a presumable
decrease in animal contact, as it
decreases from farmer to employee to
family
member.
This
was
also
demonstrated in the veal production
chain.1 It is striking that on 7 LA-MRSA
positive farms all participants were
tested negative for LA-MRSA. Further
study of the determinants may explain
this finding.
This is the first study to determine
ESBL prevalence on Dutch pig farms
and the people working and/or living
there. So far, no detailed studies have
been conducted on ESBL prevalence in
the general Dutch population, but the
prevalence in this study is lower than in
Dutch poultry farmers (33%2).

 Antimicrobial use,
 Farm and personal hygiene, and
 Animal contact structures.
● Next, a protocol is developed by the
farmer and veterinarian to improve
selected bottlenecks.
1

Graveland et al., PLoSONE, 2011

2

Dierikx et al., NTMM, 2010
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Strengthening One Health approaches through Table-top simulation
exercises
Katinka de Balogh1, Sigfrido Burgos2, Morgane Dominguez3, and Juan Lubroth4
ABSTRACT: The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) understands the One Health approach
as a collaborative, crosssectoral, multidisciplinary mechanism to address threats and reduce risks of infectious diseases at the
animal-human-ecosystem interface at international, regional, national, and local levels. There are many lessons learned from
responding to H5N1 avian influenza and the zoonotic H1N1 and the One Health approach or model is acknowledged as a
feasible and viable way to address the multidimensional challenges encountered. One of the tools within One Health
developed are simulation exercises that not only contribute to the testing of contingency plans but have an important role to
play in enhancing coordination, collaboration and communication between the various sectors involved during an outbreak
or when addressing an emergency situation. Simulation exercises try to “imitate” situations or processes and are often used
in various contexts for performance optimization, testing, and for training, providing a safe and cost-effective way of
exposing participants with “real” experiences. FAO, with the financial support of the United States Department for
International Development (USAID), and in close collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Health
Protection Agency of the United Kingdom, has developed table-top and field simulation exercises for H5N1 avian influenza
and is presently developing a number of simulation exercises for other zoonotic diseases. Building on the experience in
organizing tabletop simulation exercises, FAO has developed a toolbox that assists countries with the organization of such
exercises. In addition, has FAO developed a training module on how to organize table-top simulation exercises.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of tabletop simulation exercises is to preemptively identify the strengths and weaknesses of a country’s contingency
plans and to examine and enhance the communication, coordination, and cooperation between different sectors involved in
disease prevention, detection. The simulation exercise developed for avian influenza specifically addresses the intersectoral
dimension of controlling a disease in animal and human populations by bringing together a wide spectrum of players from
various sectors that would normally be involved in addressing outbreaks. They can be representing central or local
governments, public health, veterinary, wildlife, laboratory, academia, police forces, civil defense, etc. Identifying the right
participants is crucial for assuring an effective exercise. Beside national participants, observers from neighbouring countries
or regional and international institutions can also be invited based on their roles in addressing high impact diseases that could
be introduced into countries or regions with potentially devastating consequences on food security, animal and human
health, national stability, economic progress, social development, and rural and urban livelihoods.

2. TABLE-TOP RATIONALE
The importance of strengthening emergency preparedness and response capacities has been recognized at national and
international level. Table-top exercises enable the testing of contingency plans in a cost-effective manner. In addition tabletop exercises can be combined with field simulation exercises which enable the participants to practice procedures and get
more directly acquainted with possible difficulties encountered in the field. In addition, participants practice how to put on
and off protective clothing, gloves, goggles, and boots; simulating culling and disposal of carcasses; cleaning and
disinfection; decontamination of animal yards; communicating via radio with authorities; and yellow-taping and
quarantining of premises.

3. TABLE-TOP PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENTS
For the simulation exercises it is important to develop realistic scenarios adapted to local conditions. The two-day table-top
exercises are organized in a large meeting room enabling 40 to 50 participants to work in small teams of 8-10 participants
seated around working group tables. Each group receives a facilitator who can guide the groups through the scenarios. All
participants receive the same outbreak scenario with related questions that runs over four sessions. A large map is placed on
a central table to enable the visualization of the locations of disease outbreaks, to grasp a geographic understanding of
affected areas, and to better illustrate the logistics required to implement measures. Some of the discussions take place
around the map fostering interaction between the different groups especially since different professionals “see” the problem
through their specific viewpoints. During plenary sessions, the groups exchange their findings and decisions.
As part of the simulation exercise one or two mock press conferences are held for participants to respond to challenging
questions posed by participants role-playing as journalists. This enables the participants to practice their risk communication
in a safe environment.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The many lessons learned during these exercises are expected to lead to improved capacities and procedures that also can be
adapted and applied to other emergencies and diseases as needed. It is recommended to hold the exercises in the language of
the country where it is conducted. If needed simultaneous translations can be provided for the plenary sessions and the mock
press conferences.
Transnational economic and cooperation bodies as well as animal and human health agencies must recognize that organizing
tabletop simulation exercises on zoonotic and other high impact disease outbreaks is an effective tool for improving local,
national, regional, and international preparedness and response. The danger of cross-border spread of human and animal
infectious diseases is a reality and countries need to be prepared not only to protect themselves but also reduce the risks for
their global spread.
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ABSTRACT: Our research traces the emergence of “One World, One Medicine, One Health” as the latest instance in a long
history of attempts to bring research and treatment of human and animal disease together. Proponents of One Health often draw
upon this history to support their arguments that disciplinary and institutional barriers to collaboration should be overcome, but
such accounts can lack contextual and empirical detail. We take a critical empirical approach to ask how and why these studies
have repeatedly converged and diverged over time, and what features, if any, are distinctive about contemporary One Health
movements. Which disciplines are involved, how do they interact, and what interests lead to their co-operation? What are the
main features of One Health rhetorics, who are they aimed at, and why have they been adopted so rapidly by scientists, medics,
and policymakers? To what extent have they affected the ‘realities’ of research, medical and public health practice in these fields,
and if so, who benefits from One Health? Finally, we ask how various humans and animals have themselves been represented in
One Health and why. This talk will outline preliminary findings from the early stages of our research programme addressing both
the contemporary and historical relationship between human and animal disease research.
Keywords: history of medicine, veterinary history, history of biology, disciplinarity.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, prominent vets, doctors, and scientists in North America and Europe have called repeatedly for much greater
integration of human and animal health care (Wildlife Conservation Society 2004; FAO/OIE/WHO 2008; Royal Society 2009).
Highlighting the joint threats to health posed by climate change, food insecurity and emerging diseases (75% of which are
zoonoses), and the similarity of disease processes and agents in humans and animals, they have lobbied for the creation of ‘one
health, one medicine’ (OHOM), ‘one world one health’ (OWOH) (Taylor 2001; Foresight 2006), and most recently, ‘One WorldOne Medicine-One Health’ (OWOMOH) (Kahn, Kaplan and Monath, 2012). The drive for OWOMOH is underpinned by a sense
of history. In conference speeches, reports and publications, advocates make repeated and prominent references to the ways in
which investigations of human and animal disease have related to each other over time (Schwabe 1984, Michell 2000; King
2008; Kaplan et al, 2009). This historical narrative informs their sense of identity and mission, wins them support, and guides
their activities. However, it has many flaws which may ultimately be detrimental to the successful development of the ‘One
Health’ (OH) approach, which in this paper we will use as a catch-all term to describe the various contemporary moves towards
integration of human and animal health.
According to OH proponents, there existed a late 19th century golden age when scientists such as Virchow (who is frequently
quoted as stating that ‘between human and animal medicine there is no dividing line’), Pasteur, Koch, Osler, Theobald Smith and
John McFadyean straddled the human-animal divide, and in doing so, made significant breakthroughs. Early 20th century
reductionism and specialisation drove apart investigations into human and animal disease, as did the post-WWII growth of a
technical veterinary role in laboratory animal management and a corresponding loss of interest in research. Although in the USA,
a few enlightened individuals such as James Steele and Calvin Schwabe continued to practice and preach the principles of OH,
momentum was lost, and the fields remained essentially separate, to the detriment of human and animal health. This situation
must be reversed if present and future health threats are to be countered effectively (Schwabe 1984, Michell 2000; King 2008;
Day 2008; Kaplan et al 2009). One problem with this narrative is that in imposing the modern day concept of OH on to the work
of Koch, Pasteur et al, OH proponents neglect to ask what these men thought they were doing and why; with what training,
concepts and (animal) tools; and how the institutional, political, social and national contexts shaped their mode of working.
Significant differences between their aims, approaches and methods are overlooked, giving the impression that there was only
‘one medicine’ whereas in fact there were many (Worboys, 2000). There is no attempt to situate their work within a broader and
longer history, beginning as early as 1762 (when Lyon veterinary school was founded), of combined human/animal disease
investigations by continental European scientific academies, veterinary schools, and medical police (Elliot 1987; Wilkinson
1992; Berdah 2010). Also, because this narrative presents Pasteur, Koch et al as having followed the ‘correct’ historical path, its
authors do not ask why other doctors, vets and scientists did not perceive a connection between human and animal disease
research.
At present, however, scholarly medical history has little to offer in place of the historical narratives drawn by OH proponents.
Except when they appear as substitute humans within the experimental setting (Lowy 2000), animals are largely absent from 19 th
and 20th century histories of biomedicine. While historians have explored human-animal relations more generally (HenningerVoss 2002; Creager & Jordan 2002), the development of a comparative psychology (Burkhardt 2005), and links between human
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and animal physiological research (Wilmot 2007; Woods 2007), few such enquiries have been directed at the field of disease.
Consequently, we know little about the historic relationships between human and animal disease research, or the content, context
and impacts of research that straddled the human-animal divide. These issues are of vital importance, not just for the OH
movement but for historians’ understandings of 19th and 20th century biomedicine and the place of the animal within it.
Our research programme, One Medicine? Investigating human and animal disease, 1850-2015, is addressing these gaps by
investigating in detail the ongoing development of relationships between human and animal disease research, asking how and
why these studies have repeatedly converged and diverged over time, and what, if anything, is distinctive about the contemporary
drive toward ‘One Health’. We are doing this through three interconnected work packages: WP 1 will start in the mid 19th
century, with the foundation of the Epidemiological and Pathological Societies of London and the first German and French
academic chairs and research institutes in pathology. 1920 marks the transition between WPs 1 and 2 because it heralded
important changes in the infrastructure of research and its funding, as well as new ways of thinking about disease in the wake of
the 1918 ‘Spanish’ influenza pandemic. The start date of c1970 for WP 3 is provisional, but its key aims include to discover
when and why a self-conscious OH movement emerged, and to trace the recent development of the various contemporary
approaches to OH outlined above. The overall aim is not to produce a comprehensive, transnational history of human and animal
disease research but rather to identify the key times and places in which a cross-species approach was applied and to explain this
phenomenon.
In this paper, we will summarise some of what is known about the histories of One Health since the mid-19th century, alongside
key research questions, ongoing avenues of enquiry, and preliminary findings from our 5-year, Wellcome Trust funded research
programme, which was initiated in October 2011.

2. ‘ONE HEALTH’ IN HISTORY
The 19th century saw an important shift in ideas about health and disease and in ways of investigating them. An earlier view of
disease as a condition unique to the sufferer was replaced by the idea of disease as a specific entity imposed on the healthy body
that affected different people in similar ways. New fields of pathology, experimental physiology and bacteriology emerged to
investigate this phenomenon, and animals became fundamental research tools. They were vivisected by physiologists, and used
by bacteriologists to culture micro-organisms and demonstrate their properties. The new medical sciences brought human and
animal health into greater proximity by revealing that diseases formerly regarded as separate conditions in humans and animals
were causally connected. Diseases like anthrax, tuberculosis and plague were of substantial economic and public health
importance in the late 19th century, and so attracted considerable medical and scientific attention (Bynum, 1990; Hardy, 2003).
There is some evidence to support the OH claim that during the early 20th century, investigations into human and animal diseases
diverged. Reflecting changes in the institutional and funding arrangements for research, the historiography divides along species
lines. Accounts of medical research (e.g. Stapleton 2004; Hannaway 2008) focus on investigations into human disease, pursued
by doctors in university departments and medical research institutes, while histories of agriculture and veterinary medicine
document research into animal diseases, carried out by vets in veterinary schools and research institutes (e.g. Cook 1981;
Stalheim 1994). These accounts do not question why the studies of human and animal diseases were separated in this way. In
fact they overstate the degree of separation. For example, many medical scientists sat on the British Agricultural Research
Council and its committees; British Medical Research Council secretary Walter Morley Fletcher was a major advocate of medical
research into animal diseases; and at the US Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, several scientists straddled the humananimal divide (Woods 2004; Anderson 2004). It is therefore necessary to enquire into the structural, intellectual and social factors
that caused the partial separation of 20th century human and animal disease research, while remaining sensitive to, and attempting
to explain their intersections. The project also questions OH claims that ‘reductionism and specialisation’ were the drivers of this
divergence. Existing histories reveal that mainstream approaches to disease investigation were not as reductionist as the
proponents of a more ecological approach claimed, and that the latter applied a degree of reductionism and simplification to their
own studies of disease (Mendelsohn 1998; Amsterdamska 2005; Gay 2009).
Much 19th century cross-species research was performed under the umbrella of comparative medicine or pathology. This field
persisted into the 20th century, as evidenced by journals, university departments, societies, institutions and research programs. At
the same time, important changes occurred. Chairs founded in medical schools at the close of the 19th century ceased to exist.
Some comparative medicine journals changed their titles (Nielsen 2003), and the field’s scope reportedly shifted from a
comparison of disease processes across species to the use of laboratory animals to model human diseases (Michell 2000; Kahn
2006). Meanwhile, new connections between the sciences of human and animal disease emerged with the 20th century rise of
programmatically ‘biological’ and ‘ecological’ perspectives on infectious disease. Whereas mainstream medicine focussed on
individual pathogens and bodies, these approaches, most notable in epidemiology, immunology, and parasitology, focussed on
the spatial dynamics of diseases within populations and ecosystems. Statistical methods were frequently used, and the
relationship between parasite and host was of central concern (Anderson 2004; Nash 2006). Ecological approaches were shaped
by the coming together of bacteriology and immunology (Mendelsohn 1998; Amsterdamska 2005) and by tropical (veterinary)
medicine, with its concern for parasitic agents, insect vectors, population densities and environments (Tilley 2004; Anderson
2004; Gilfoyle & Brown 2009). However, these approaches often remained confined to relatively marginalised fields, and their
relatively limited effect upon mainstream veterinary and human medicine is underlined by the recurrence of strikingly similar
calls to adopt ‘ecological’ approaches to disease every so often throughout the 20th century (Anderson, 2004).
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Reviewing this literature and its shortcomings has led us to develop a series of new lines of enquiry. In the 19 th century context,
we plan to go beyond the above broad discussions, which tend to focus upon experimental science, the development of animal
models and zoonotic diseases, to examine other fields and factors that brought together human and animal health. For example,
we are investigating the emergence of a new form of comparative pathology. Growing out of comparative anatomy, and
influenced by Darwinian evolutionary theory, it sought to analyze homologous pathological processes in a range of different
species. We have already established that zoological gardens were an important site for the development of this approach. At the
same time, an alternative 'comparative pathology' was developed by late 19th century British vets. This was not particularly
comparative or informed by theory, but instead was comprised of utilitarian veterinary knowledge about disease in a range of
animal species. Extending these lines of enquiry into the 20th century, we are interested in the ways in which pathology ceased to
be a research discipline in its own right, and became a service discipline directed towards the diagnosis of specimens forwarded
by clinicians, or the production of laboratory animals for scientific research. Another line of enquiry investigates how early 20th
century British vets turned ‘comparative pathology’ into the uniquely veterinary discipline of animal pathology, and prevented
medical researchers from participating in it. Both these developments may help to explain the relative weakness of earlier ‘one
health’ type approaches during 20th century biomedicine.

3. “ONE HEALTH, ONE WORLD, ONE MEDICINE”
3.1 Emergence of the contemporary movement
Finally, our research investigates the contemporary OH movement itself. Its tendency to brand all historic collaborations between
human and animal disease research as ‘One Health’ has obscured the issue of when and why OH emerged as a self-conscious
movement. Current proponents regard Calvin Schwabe as their key inspiration, yet fears of emerging diseases pre-date Schwabe
(King 2004), and he was not the only scientist to call for a cross-species approach to disease investigation (Cass 1972-3). In the
absence of any historical studies on this topic, we are investigating the history of the OH movement itself, addressing its origins,
drivers, strategies, goals and participants. How do the latter define OH? Does it represent a single idea or the coming together of
multiple interests and ambitions? What has been the significance of the various terminology and shifts in language use, from
‘comparative medicine’, to ‘one medicine’, as advocated by Schwabe (1984); how does the idea of ‘one world’ fit into this, and
what has precipitated the more recent adoption of ‘One World-One Medicine-One Health’? As a start point, we have conducted
some basic keyword searches, using the Web of Science citation database as a key resource to compare the usage of these
different terms in academic journals over time. Fig 1 shows hits for the search terms, ‘comparative medicine’, ‘one medicine’
and ‘one health’ since 1970 (‘one world’ provided too few hits to be plotted). As we can see, ‘comparative medicine’ has
remained stable over this period. The term ‘one medicine’ has been used in the context of human/animal health every so often
since the 1970s, and initially appeared more frequently than ‘one health’ during the early 2000s. However, it is clear that ‘One
Health’ has not only taken over from its alternatives over the past five years or so, it has eclipsed them to become a massively
successful term in wide use.

Fig. One: Frequency of hits for OH related search terms in the Web of Science database
This immediately raises the question of what it is about ‘One Health’ that has led to such dramatic and widespread adoption of
the term: is this to do with the change in terminology, or in how the topic is being discussed more broadly? Alternatively such a
rapid change may be due to external factors, such as changes in institutions, funding arrangements, or external events which have
brought the OH agenda into focus in the public sphere. However, given the history of convergence, divergence, disciplinary
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growth and decline we have sketched out above, examining the disciplinary contexts in which these terms have been used can
provide a useful start point for enquiry.
3.2 Disciplinary origins of One Health
‘Comparative medicine’ is a term used to describe applying the study of animal disease to human disease problems, including the
development of ‘animal models’ to study disease in the lab or clinic. It dates back to at least the early 20th century, and could
equally apply to both human and animal medicine: however, certainly in recent years it has been most closely associated with
veterinary research and practice. As such, it certainly comes within the broader remit of OH as discussed here, but the lack of
any clear relationship with the other terms in Fig. One suggests that it may not have played a direct role in the development of the
contemporary OH movement. ‘One Medicine’ is a much more specific term appearing from time to time in veterinary journals
from the mid-1970s onwards: while it is most closely associated with Schwabe’s work, it would seem that it was not adopted
more widely until the early 2000s. While ‘One Medicine’ has always situated itself more inclusively than comparative medicine,
Schwabe’s conviction that ‘most experimental research in biomedical sciences, no matter who performs it, lies – by definition –
within the sub-field of veterinary medicine’ (Schwabe 1992, p123) indicates that the aim was to expand the scope of veterinary
science more than to promote collaboration with neighboring disciplines. While we were unable to search for and plot ‘One
World’ here, a paper by King (2007) outlines the growth of the concept during the 1990s, drawing attention to newly emerging
diseases in the worlds of public health, particularly following the HIV/AIDS crisis. King argues that HIV/AIDS brought renewed
attention to ideas of zoonosis and globalization as potential origins for disease. More recently, disease problems such as BSE,
antibiotic resistance and FMD, alongside climate change, and the mathematical modeling performed by ecologists of the
‘Silwood Circle’ (Roizman 1995; King 2004; Gay 2009) have raised the profile of ecological approaches once again. From our
initial investigations, which have included an examination of academic, policy and online documents discussing OH, alongside
informal discussions with stakeholders, it appears that ‘One World-One Medicine-One Health’ (OWOMOH) provides a more
inclusive articulation of these ideas than earlier versions. The language and visual imagery employed by OWOMOH implicitly
and explicitly invokes as many disciplines as possible, while the move from ‘medicine’ to ‘health’ makes it easier to move
beyond the medical to the biological domain, in the process broadening the scope from humans and (domestic) animals to
wildlife and even ecosystem health.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
As we have seen, proponents of OH are extremely critical of the fact that researchers in human and animal disease tend to work
in different institutions, follow different career trajectories, possess different professional qualifications, and look to different
research funding bodies and research literatures. As shown above, they use history to support this agenda, but the accounts on
which they rely have many flaws. Our research aims to provide the movement with a critical, evidence-based account of the
historical relationships between human and animal disease research and an account of its own history. It will assist members’
attempts to develop collaborative work by revealing the historical factors that have prevented or facilitated this in the past.
Currently, few funding bodies support research in both human and animal health. In revealing the historical factors that
contributed to this state of affairs, our research helps them situate their activities within historical context and to think reflexively
about their past, present and future roles in creating and responding to the barriers between human and animal disease research.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Despite being in the early stages of our research, one thing is already abundantly clear: while the term ‘One Health’ is new, the
notion that human and animal health will benefit from a closer integration of their scientific fields of inquiry is not. Also, despite
historical narratives invoking a lost ‘golden age’ of 19 th century research across the human/animal divide, it is already clear that
the story of the past two centuries is considerably more complex, with divergence and convergence often occurring at the same
time, but in different places and in different ways. It is also striking how repetitive many of the arguments made for ‘one health’
type approaches are, yet somehow none of these have succeeded in influencing the mainstream of human or veterinary medicine
in a sustained fashion. We have already uncovered several lines of historical enquiry, including the early relationship between
comparative anatomy and pathology, and the role of zoos as a site of multidisciplinary interchange from the late 19 th century
onwards. We also have some significant pointers towards understanding the emergence of OH as a self-conscious movement, and
the potential convergence of several parallel agendas in recent years. However, there are many questions yet to be answered,
particularly around the widespread adoption of the language of OH in the past five years. To paraphrase a recent article by
Okello et al (2011), is One Health a matter of ‘rhetoric’ or ‘reality’? In other words, to what extent has the adoption of the
language of OH by scientists, medics, and policymakers influenced practices of research, medicine and public health, and if so,
who benefits? On the other hand, if such influence has not occurred, why not, and why has the rhetoric of OH become so
prominent nonetheless?
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ABSTRACT: Unprecedented changes in Southwestern Amazonia, due to hydroelectric dams, hydro-ways, and road paving
will impact on the epidemiology of zoonoses, over the next years. Regionally, forest burning is used to convert forest areas
into pastures or plantations. Climate projections point to a decrease in humidity and increase in temperature - climatic
conditions that foster forest fires, closing the circle. Land-Use Change and the associated biodiversity-loss favour the
disruption of natural cycles that impinge on the abundance of diseases’ vectors. Increased migration and urbanisation will
affect the spread of transmission of vector-borne diseases, by increasing the density of both people and vectors and the
transit of people. The most striking changes already observed are American Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (ACL) and
Bartonellosis. 90% of ACL occur in 7 countries (among them Brazil and Peru), where new settlements, intrusion into
primary forest, deforestation, human migration, agricultural development, and dams building increase the exposure to
vectors and are leading to an increase in cases. The municipality of Assis Brasil, on the tri-national borders, present an
average of 1,336 cases per 100,000 inhabitants (2001-2010): 20-fold the level of 71 cases considered of high transmission by
the Brazilian Ministry of Health. Bartonellosis, spread in Peru from 4 Departments (1995) to 14 (2004), while its incidence
soared from 4 to 40 cases per 100,000 inhabitants between 1997 and 2005. In 2004, 175 cases were reported in the
Department of Madre de Dios, bordering the disease-free Peru-Bolivia-Brazil tri-national borders, where health professionals
are not trained to diagnose or to treat the disease. The One Health paradigm allows scientists from various disciplines,
health-service managers and policy-makers to better understand the role played by unsound regional development policies in
perpetuating the occurrence of zoonoses and will represent a timing response to the urgent need to advance scientifically
informed decision-making.
Keywords: Zoonosis, Emergent Infectious Diseases, Sustainability, One Health, Amazonia.
1. INTRODUCTION
The pristine region known as Southwestern Amazonia represents a microcosm for the resources and challenges of the whole
Amazon region. It is one of the largest contiguous blocks of tropical rain forest in the world and is the Amazonian “hot-spot”
for biodiversity, with its influence area reaching from Andean ecosystems to marshes and savannas, mainly over the higher
parts of the Amazon watershed. The region includes the whole States of Acre and Rondonia (Brazil), as well as the
Departments of Pando (Bolivia), and Madre de Dios (Peru) and encompasses more than one million inhabitants, including
more than two dozens different indigenous groups, with their own languages and lifestyles, some of them without any
contact with the industrialised society. Its influence reaches some 30 million regional inhabitants living in a 500 miles radius
of the Acre State.
Unprecedented changes in Southwestern Amazonia will impact on the epidemiology of zoonoses over the next years
(Chavez et al, 2005), due to (1) the on-going implementation of two large hydroelectric dams along the Madeira River
basin, in Rondonia State and their resulting additional 2,500 miles of hydro-ways, and (2) to the recent paving of the socalled ‘Pacific Highway’, to link this historically isolated tri-national region to the Pacific coast, allowing increased regional
commerce and transportation, especially of Soya-bean production from central Brazil to the Pacific ports (CAF-IIRSA,
2005; Cesario et al., 2011).
Soltani & Osborne (1997) sees environmental degradation as a common result of “business-as-usual” infrastructure megainvestments, and UNEP (2003) states that environmental deterioration may reduce up to 11 years of life expectancy, if forest
conversion, biodiversity loss, soil and water degradation, air pollution, and the high level of existing vulnerability continue
to impact on people’s health, in Latin America. Vaux & Goldman (1991) reviewing the impacts of dams include as their
direct impacts the displacement of human populations, the loss of wildlife habitat and extinction of species, and the decrease
in the number of fish caught downstream from the dam (leading to malnutrition among local communities). They also
highlight as important indirect impacts the increase in migration and the integration of once isolated regions into the national
and the so-called ‘globalized’ economies, with changes in local market structures and in income distribution, as well as an
increase in conflicts between local population and migrants. According to Carvalho et al. (2001), if the historical relationship
between roads and forest loss continues, then road paving will cause additional deforestation, and further biodiversity losses
through logging and forest fires over the next two or three decades. Schneider (1995) recognizes that “the most direct way to
reduce the rate of forest conversion is to control the rate of expansion of the road network in the Amazon”. Kaimowitz &
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Angelsen (1998) consider that “roads are the single and most robust predictor of frontier expansion and accompanying
deforestation in tropical forest regions”, complemented by the studies of Nepstad et al. (2001) and Alves (2002) stating that
the great majority of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon region take place within 50 kilometres of recent paved roads.
In Amazonia, Global Climate Change and Regional Land Use/Cover Changes (LUCC) are interwoven in a circular way.
Since the quicker way to convert forested areas into pastures or plantations is through forest burning, deforestation in
Amazonia is known to be a major driver of Green-House Gases’ (GHGs) emitions, therefore LUCC in Amazonia is a major
driver for Global Climate Change. On the other hand, widely accepted Global Climate Change projections point to a regional
decrease in humidity, coupled with an increase in temperature - both climatic conditions that foster forest fires (naturally- or
anthropogenically born), which in turn will further increase GHGs emitions, closing the perverse circle. LUCC and the
associated biodiversity loss favour the disruption of natural cycles that impinge on vectors’ abundance, jeopardizing the
ability of ecosystems to act as buffer zones between zoonoses and human populations - the Infectious Diseases Regulation,
an Ecosystem Service.
1.1 Regulation of Infectious Diseases – an Ecosystem Service
According to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment’s Report entitled ‘Ecosystems and Human Well-being: Health
Synthesis’ (WHO, 2005), infectious diseases are caused by viruses, bacteria and other types of microbes or parasites. Only a
few infectious agents cause actual disease in plants, animals, and humans; usually these are constrained geographically and
seasonally by ecosystems and ecological relationships in nature. Patterns of microbe entry into the human species
(sometimes as new mutants) are sensitive to climatic and micro-environmental conditions. These factors may impact upon
the spread of microbes between humans; their more distant dissemination; and the activity of vector organisms (e.g. sand
flies, mosquitoes) involved in their transmission. Often human induced changes in ecosystems and in physical environmental
conditions alter these natural influences on infectious agent range and activity. The pattern and extent of change in incidence
of a particular infectious disease depends on the particular ecosystems affected, type of land-use/cover change, diseasespecific transmission dynamics, socio-cultural changes, and the susceptibility of human populations. Infectious diseases risks
are affected, among other drivers, particularly by:

destruction of, or encroachment into, wildlife habitat (particularly through logging and road building);

changes in the distribution/availability of surface waters, e.g. through dam/hydroway construction, and
irrigation/stream diversion;

agricultural land-use changes, including proliferation of both livestock and crops;

climate variability and change;

migration and international travel and trade.
Recently, there has been an upturn in the rate of emergence or re-emergence of infectious diseases. Factors contributing to
this trend include:
 intensified human encroachment on natural environments;
 reductions in biodiversity (including natural predators of vector organisms);
 habitat alterations that lead to changes in the number of vector breeding sites or in reservoir host distribution;
 niche invasions or interspecies host transfers;
 human-induced genetic changes of disease vectors or pathogens (such as mosquito resistance to pesticides or
emergence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria).
2. (RE) EMERGENCE OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES
According to Cash & Narasimhan (2000), globalisation has increased the attention being paid to the international movement
of people and goods. On top of expanding trade and travel, such movement accelerates the scale and speed of the
transmission of infectious diseases. Most of these diseases are those once considered to be under control and more than 30
have emerged over the past decade, many with a potential for rapid spread across borders. Communicable diseases present
enormous trans-national challenges that are beyond the governance capabilities of individual nations and require multilateral approaches (Aginam, 2002).
The more intense the intrusion into, or reshaping of, the natural environment by humans, the greater is the probability of
encountering microbes and initiating a human infectious disease. An estimated 30-40 such “new” infectious diseases have
appeared in the past three decades as a result of intensified human pressures on, and movements within, the wider
environment. The two main contemporary, widespread, influences on this accelerated emergence/resurgence of infectious
diseases are: Globalisation (distance and speed) of travel and trade; and Land Use/Cover Changes (LUCC) such as
deforestation, biodiversity loss, etc. (Aggarwal et al., 2007).
Patz et al. (2004) underline that anthropogenic change to the environment (human induced land use changes, including
deforestation, road construction, and dam building) are the primary drivers and modifiers of the transmission of endemic
infections, which can be entirely new to a specific location. This may occur either from “spillover” or cross-species
transmission or simply by extension of geographic range into new or changed habitats. Changes to the physical environment,
together with movement of populations are the main mechanisms implied to have the greatest impact on public health, due to
an exponential growth in human-wildlife interaction and conflict. They support that a perverse process (encompassing road
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building - human migrations - land use change through logging and forest fires - biodiversity loss) will not only affect vector
breeding but will also bring people, sandfly vectors and wild reservoirs into overlapping areas, fostering the emergence of
zoonoses, such as American Cutaneous Leishmaniasis - ACL (Desjeux, 2001 and Patz et al. 2000) and Bartonellosis, in
Latin America (Cesario et al., 2011). The first has pan-tropical distribution and, according to the Health Synthesis of the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (WHO, 2005), its emergence mechanism is linked, proximately, to host transfer and
habitat alteration and, ultimately, to deforestation and agricultural development, being included among the diseases with the
highest sensitivity to ecological change. The latter is a neglected disease of growing importance in Peru, both in terms of
prevalence and geographical spreading. As early as 1764, Cosme Bueno already implicated the phlebotomines in the
transmission of both the ‘Peruvian Wart’ and Leishmaniasis (Herrer & Christensen, 1975).
The Figure 1, below, shows an important correlation between deforestation and American Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (ACL)
in the Brazilian State of Acre.

2.1 American Cutaneous Leishmaniasis - ACL
According to the WHO (2001; 2002), Leishmaniasis is a worldwide vector-born neglected disease, affecting 88 countries, of
which 72 are developing countries and 13 are among the least developed; 90% of Cutaneous Leishmaniasis occurs in 7
countries. Among them are Brazil and Peru, where environmental changes (new settlements, intrusion into primary forest,
deforestation, human migration, dams building) increase the exposure to sandfly vectors and are leading to a clear and
disturbing increase in the number of cases (PAHO, 1998).
The etiological agents are protozoa from the Trypanosomatidae family called Leishmania), and eleven different species of
Leishmania cause the Cutaneous Form in the Americas (ACL), seven of them have already been identified in Brasil (Brasil,
2007). Very little is yet known about the ecology of these protozoa in Southwestern Amazonia and the Andean regions. The
Leishmaniasis’ vectors are phlebotomine insects (Diptera: Psychodidae: Phlebotominae: Lutzomyia). The known reservoirs
are both silvatic and domestic: marsupials, rodents, sloths, anteaters, dogs, equines e mules. The interaction parasitereservoir is a complex system and deserves further investigation efforts to better define the role of reservoirs in the disease
cycles. It is widely accepted that each transmission site has its biological singularities and must be investigated as such
(Brasil, 2007).
The Brazilian Health Ministry relates the changing epidemiology of ACL to mining, extractive activities and to agriculture it was historically a zoonosis of wild animals that occasionally reached people in contact with forests, and then has been
reported from deforested rural- and peri-urban zones (Brasil, 2004). Presently, there are three epidemiological patters of the
disease in Brazil: (1) silvatic - when the transmission occurs in areas of primary vegetation, the disease is, fundamentally, a
zoonoses of silvatic animals; (2) occupational e leisure – when the transmission is associated with uncontrolled forest
exploitation (forest logging for timber extraction; deforestation for road and dam building, and for the expansion of
agricultural activities); and (3) rural e peri-urban – in settlement areas, associated with migratory- and unplanned
urbanization processes (Brasil 2007).
From 1985 to 1994 the incidence of ACL increased from 13 to 40 cases per 100,000 inhabitants in Peru. The number of
reported ACL cases at the Peruvian Department of Madre de Dios, on the South-west Amazonian tri-national frontier,
increased from 432 in 1996 to 589 in 2003 (Peruvian Regional Epidemiology Office, 2004: unpublished data). Bolivia
considers the Department of Pando, specially the areas along the Brazilian frontier, as a Hyperendemic Zone, with the
Detection Coefficient of the six municipalities along the tri-national borders varying between 198 and 1,622 cases per
100,000 inhabitants, in 2004.
Table 1 shows that while the Brazil’s Detection Coefficient average is 11.5 cases of ACL per 100,000 inhabitants, in the last
decade, in the Northern Region it was 44.8 cases per 100,000 inhabitants, and in the Acre State 139.9 cases per 100,000
inhabitants. Within Acre State, the highest Detection Coefficient is found in the municipality of Assis Brasil, located at the
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tri-national frontier of South-western Amazonia, with an average Detection Coefficient (2000-2010) of 1,335.7 cases per
100,000 inhabitants. This represents about 20 times the level of 71 cases per 100,000 inhabitants, from which the
transmission is considered very high by the Brazilian Ministry of Health. And these are, undoubtedly, the reported cases.
The Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO, 1994) estimates five unreported cases for each reported case in the
Americas.
TABLE 1 – American Cutaneous Leishmaniasis Detection Coeficient by location, average 2001-2010.
American Cutaneous Leishmaniasis
Location

Detection Coeficient
(numer of cases per 100,000 inhabitants)

Assis Brasil Municipality

1,335.7

Acre State

139.9

Very high risk of transmission

71

(Brazilian Ministry of Health)
Northern Region

44.8

Brazil

11.5

2.2 Bartonellosis (Carrión Disease)
The Bartonella Genus includes at least 11 species of bacteria; four of them cause human diseases, including the ‘Cat Scratch
Disease’ and ‘Bacillary Angiomatosis’. Nevertheless, the term ‘Bartonellosis’ refers exclusively to ‘Carrión Disease’, caused
by the bacteria Bartonella bacilliformis, isolated by Alberto Barton in 1909, but not identified as the etiologic agent of
Bartonellosis until 1940 (Peru, 2006). “Bartonella bacilliformis has caused debilitating illness since pre-Incan times, but
relatively little is known about its epidemiology”, according to Chamberlain et al. (2002). Ihler (1996) pictures Bartonella
bacilliformis as a “dangerous pathogen slowly emerging from deep background”, and argued that “it was perhaps the most
lethal human pathogen in the pre-antibiotic era”.
Bartonellosis (Carrión Disease) is a vector-born infectious disease transmitted by phlebotomine (Diptera: Psychodidae)
Lutzomyia sp.. Silvatic and/or domestic reservoirs are yet to be described. In 1885, a Young Peruvian medical student,
Daniel Carrión, inoculated himself with blood from a ‘Peruvian Wart’ and developed the fatal ‘Oroya Fever’, demonstrating
that both clinical forms belonged to the same nosological entity, which ever since has been known as ‘Carrión Disease’ in
honour of his fatidic experiment. Presently, up to three clinical forms of the disease (PERU, 2006) are considered:
(1) an insidious acute form (quick start, rapid evolution, high lethality), know as Oroya Fever;
(2) a chronic one (gradual start, long duration, important impairment), known since pre-Incan times (through mummies
and Wari pottery from the VIIth and VIIIth Centuries) as Peruvian Wart; and
(3) the asymptomatic host (9-29% of the Cusco-region inhabitants are asymptomatic hosts, according to Ellis et. al., 1999).
Bartonellosis was, since pre-Colombian times, a disease confined to the Colombian, Ecuadorian, and Peruvian high-altitude
Andean valleys. In Colombia, it is no longer a public health problem, since only two cases were notified during the last 60
years, while in Ecuador cases have been reported from the costal zone, only 150 metres above sea level. Laboratorial
evidences were found in native Amazonian communities at just 150 metres above sea level. In Peru, an alarming spread of
the disease during the last decade has been seen, with the number of Departments infected mounting from 4 in 1995 to 14 in
2004 (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 – Geographic Expansion of Bartonellosis in Peru (1995-2007). Source: Oficina Regional de Epidemiología de
Madre de Dios, Peru.
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The incidence of Carrión Disease, in Peru, soared from some 4 to almost 40 cases per 100,000 inhabitants between 1997 and
2005. (Figure 3).

FIGURE 3 – Evolution of Bartonellosis’ Incidence in Peru (1997-2005). Source: Oficina Regional de Epidemiología,
Ministério de Salud, Peru.
The growing importance of the Department of Cusco (linked to the Southwestern Amazon tri-national frontier by the
recently paved road) for the transmission of the disease has been focus of attention of the Peruvian Epidemiological
Surveillance personnel. The number of cases reported from this region has been steadly high over the last years, although
they are still considered under-estimated. The last outbreak of Bartonellosis in Peru occurred in the months of August,
September, and October 2008, and was geographically located in Cusco (Peru, 2008a). Ellis et al. (1999) corroborate the
literature evidence of 9-29% of asymptomatic individuals in this region, while Chamberlain et al. (2002) found only 0.5%
among the 690 participants monitored with asymptomatic bacteraemia at their study initiation. Quispe (Peruvian Regional
Epidemiology Office, 2004: personal communication) showed 18% of lethality in the Department of Cusco, during the year
2004. The first reported case of Bartonellosis from outside the Andean region was diagnosed in an Italian tourist who spent
holidays in the Peruvian Andes region two months before presenting the symptoms back in Europe (Matteelli et al, 1994).
In 2004, for the first time, 175 suspected cases (by clinical-epidemiological criteria) were reported in the Department of
Madre de Dios, bordering Bolivia and Brazil. The risk of Bartonellosis transmission is reaching the disease-free PeruBolivia-Brazil tri-national borders. In the following years (2005-2010) other cases were reported from the Peruvian side of
the tri-national frontier. Cesario & Cesario (2005) first presented the alert to the risk of expansion of Bartonellosis from Peru
to Bolivia and Brazil – countries where health professionals are not trained to diagnose or to treat the disease.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The first challenge related to this project is the unique and timing opportunity to study two phlebotomine-born (re) emergent
diseases at the crossing point where both diseases meet in a time horizon of five centuries. According to Altamirano-Enciso
et al. (2003), Leishmaniasis climbed from the tri-national Bolivia-Brazil-Peru borders into the high forests and later into
inter-Andean lands, above all through human migration during the Inca period (under the social policies of the mitmaq or
mitimaes) within the historical and social context of the fall of the Inca Empire and the advent of Spanish colonization. The
Peruvian Regional Epidemiology Office (2005: unpublished data), on the other hand, relates the spreading of Bartonellosis
in Peru, from the inter-Andean valleys to Southwestern Amazonia, mainly due to increased temporary migration and LUCC
because of agriculture and infrastructure development pressures.
The second challenge here is to present a clear actual example of the One Health paradigm: an integration of human, animal
and ecosystem health issues, markably linked to zoonoses vectors, hosts and reservoirs. Infectious diseases account for 29 of
the 96 major causes of human morbidity and mortality listed by the World Health Organization, representing 24% of the
global burden of disease (WHO, 2004). Infectious agents, vectors, hosts, and reservoirs are markedly affected by climateand climatic changes (Reeves et al., 1994; Peru, 2008b). Vectors, pathogenic microorganisms, and hosts survive within an
optimum interval of climatic conditions: temperature and rainfall are the main determinants, but altitude, winds, and length
of daylight are also important (Peru, 2008). The geographic distribution of disease transmission may increase or decrease
when vectors take advantage of changed climatic conditions to move into new areas, or changing conditions decrease the
ability of vectors to reproduce and survive long enough for disease transmission to occur. Even small increases in the range
of a vector can result in the exposure of new populations; and, because new populations often lack acquired immunity, more
serious clinical disease can result (Aggarwal et al., 2007). The One Health paradigm allows scientists from various
disciplines, health-service managers and policy-makers to better understand the role played by unsound regional
development policies in perpetuating the occurrence of zoonoses and will represent a timing response to the urgent need to
advance scientifically informed decision-making.
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ABSTRACT: Bovine Tuberculosis (bTB) is a disease of extreme significance to Asia and Africa. This significance occurs due to
the high rate of mortality and morbidity associated with the disease for both humans and livestock. The disease is able to transfer
between animals and humans through a variety of transmission routes with the most notable being aerosol transmission and the
consumption of unpasteurized milk. Symptoms in animals include enlarged lymph nodes, haemoptysis, moist cough, weakness
and in humans resemble that of M. tuberculosis and include fevers, chills, chest pain, haemoptysis, fatigue and emaciation.
However, this disease has a severe lack of policy attention in both developed and developing countries. The neglect in developed
nations stems primarily due to the practice of pasteurization which almost negates the risk of bTB to public health. The few
developing nations that do emphasise the importance of bTB control such as the UK, focus only on the impacts of the disease to
the livestock sector and carry out expensive control programs without economic justification. In developing nations however, the
threat to human health remains, as do the risks of debilitating impacts on cattle. In developing nations, particularly in Asia,
policy attention is severely lacking.
This study assesses the societal impact of bTB on China and Ethiopia. The selection of these countries was to highlight the
burden posed on Asia by this disease. This study utilises a modified version of FAOs Livestock Demographic Planning System
(LPDS2) to calculate the economic impacts of bTB on the livestock systems of the two nations. Unlike existing literature, this
study also calculates the economic burden of bTB on human health through the use of Markov probability chain based decision
trees.
The study finds that bTB poses a burden to both Ethiopia and China, especially when considering the impacts on human health
and animal health together. However, the impact on the livestock industry alone for both nations is within the bounds of
acceptable variability. It is hoped that the estimation of the societal costs will stimulate policy attention towards bTB.
Keywords: Mycobacterium Bovis, socioeconomic impact, cost of disease, cost of illness, zoonosis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mycobacterium bovis, otherwise known as bovine tuberculosis (bTB) is a zoonotic disease that is prevalent across a wide range
of nations both developing and developed. Countries such as the United Kingdom spend £100 million a year in control efforts
against the spread of bTB. Less developed nations are usually unable to afford the steep costs of bTB control and as such the
disease spreads and becomes prevalent, severely impacting both the livestock industry and public health. Mycobacterium bovis
being a zoonotic disease is able to jump the species barrier to other mammals such as possums, racoons and humans causing
tuberculosis, which contributes significantly to the annual morbidity and mortality of humans in developing nations (Smith et al.
2006). Although there are numerous campaigns to eradicate or control human tuberculosis (Mycobacterium tuberculosis), efforts
to control bTB have been primarily limited to the agricultural sector typically in the form of culling of wildlife and termination of
infected cattle. In developing nations, this typically means a loss for the farmers as there may be no compensation scheme setup
to assist farmers affected by the culling (Zinsstag, Jakob, Schelling & Roth 2007).
The purpose of this research paper is to provide evidence that would justify, at the very least, further investigation of and
intervention on bTB in Asia. This paper will estimate the costs of BTB in China utilising a decision tree model for human costs
and a modified version of the FAO’s livestock demographic planning system (LDPS) for animal industry costs. Similar
estimations will also be made for Ethiopia to serve as a comparator. The purpose of choosing two countries from separate
continents is to contrast and compare the marginal effects of bTB on the economies of these nations. This is done to contrast the
costs of the disease in a nation with some bTB interventions versus the costs of the disease in a nation that neglects bTB as a
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priority. This further assists discussions and policy decisions regarding a neglect of bTB in Asia by either verifying a lack of
reason to intervene, or providing evidence to support bTB programs.
The selection of China and Ethiopia is justified due to:
1) The size of the cattle industry in these countries was quite substantial, as such, the impacts of bTB would be more prominent.
2) The bTB situation in Ethiopia has attracted some international and national attention, as can be seen from the number of
articles on the matter. China on the other hand pays little to no policy attention towards bTB and does not have a significant
international presence intervening on the issue. The cost of disease per capita between these two nations will form
3) The similarities of the rural poor in the two nations and the implications for exposure risk to bTB
4) Finally, the most important determining factor in the selection of these countries was data availability. Ideally, the country
comparison would include nations with significant populations of nomadic pastoralists such as Mongolia. However, due to the
unavailability of key data for economic evaluation (e.g. disease prevalence, cattle numbers, treatment seeking rate) the decision
was made to select countries with readily available quality data.
Studies that test to evaluate the prevalence of human bTB in Ethiopia are uncommon at best (Shitaye et al. 2007). Some studies
such as by Tigre et al attempt to approach the issue by discussing the association between bTB positive cattle and historical
reports of ‘human’ tuberculosis in the owning families (2011). Results indicate that 22.9% of bTB positive cattle owners were
historically diagnosed with human tuberculosis (Tigre et al. 2011). A similar method was attempted by Ameni et al who found no
statistical correlation between prevalence of bTB in individual cattle (7.9%) and human TB cases (24.5%) in their owners (2011).
Tuberculosis is a well recorded problem in China with 4.5 million active TB patients, 80% of whom live in in rural areas with a
prevalence of 393/100,000 (MOH 2002; Xu et al. 2010). This prevalence is double that seen in urban areas (Xu et al. 2010).
Poverty is very strongly associated with TB in China and is noted as leading to near catastrophic health payments in patients and
their families (Jackson et al. 2006). The limited interventions that have been run have seen some success but have been hampered
by lack of adequate funding and low course completion rates (Xu et al. 2010). In the majority of literature focussed on
tuberculosis in China, the cattle element is usually ignored or not provided the necessary focus. Research show a prevalence of
13% in study cohorts with 4.2% of human TB cases being caused by bTB (Zhao et al. 2008). Cattle testing positive to bTB
ranged greatly from region to region with prevalence being as high as 16.3% and as low as 0.07% (Zhao et al. 2008). These
findings when examined with previous statistics regarding the rural poor in the agriculture sector in mind, it is fair to assume that
bTB is a disease of significance to China..

2. METHODS
Costs of disease to the Livestock sector were generated using the LDPS2. The LDPS2 is an excel based model designed by the
FAO to assist with questions related to production demand, livestock system analysis, production related resource use and
livestock system sensitivity testing (FAO 1997). The model uses input parameters defined by the user in order to set the context
of the country. These parameters range from fertility rate, productivity (e.g. litres of milk produced annually), replacement rate
and tones of manure produce and allow the simulation of the productivity and demand of a livestock system (FAO 1997).
Zinsstag et al. further built on this work by adding a disease dimension on top of the existing livestock system. The disease layer
models in the prevalence of the disease as well as the impact of the disease on the livestock. More specifically, the model
incorporates the disease prevalence by assigning the associated number of infected cattle to a separate ‘infected group’ to the
normal livestock cohort. The cattle in the infected group then have the parameter values for fertility rate, carcass weight, milk
production and traction capacity reduced to mimic the debilitating impact of the disease.
The public health sector costs will be calculated utilising a Markov based decision tree model that will simulate the impact of
bTB on a cohort of 1000 individuals. The Markov method is ideal as it capable of simulating infection, remission, interventions
and other health state changes on the simulated ‘people’ within (Drummond et al. 2005).A visualisation of the decision tree is
shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The life table functions relatively normally with every year of life lived by health
individuals equaling 1 year of healthy life unless otherwise altered by background death and disability rates. However, the impact
of bTB is added to the equation through the use of the Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY) score for human TB. As no DALY
for bTB exists, the DALY for human TB was chosen as the symptoms of TB and bTB closely mimic each other. This substitution
was also utilised by Zinsstag et al. (2006). DALYs were obtained from the Global Burden of Disease Report 2004 (WHO 2004)
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Figure 1: Decision Tree for Estimating Economic Burden of bTB in Humans

The years of life lost to the disease for the ages 15-60 are counted separately for the total years of life by the cohort. These years
are considered by the model to be the ‘economically active’ years wherein people would normally seek and engage in activities
that would directly contribute to the economy. Agriculture may not necessarily provide a wage but still has an opportunity cost
attached for those involved. However, the entire year was clearly not spent working. This time had to be further distilled into
“economically active time lost to bTB”. https://www.conftool.pro/onehealth2012/index.php?page=submissions.
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3. RESULTS
2

All results were subject to uncertainty analysis using the software Ersatz. The results generated by the LDPS showed notable
losses to both Ethiopia and China. The data did follow the hypothesis that increases in bTB prevalence leads to a notable fall in
the value of the agricultural outputs of the nation. However, these results did not exceed the normal variation possible by the
baseline data.
The results were more pronounced for the human health sector. The differences between Ethiopian and Chinese results were at a
factor of 10 and continued to increase as the model increased the prevalence of bTB. China was shown to have the significantly
higher per person costs to Ethiopia as its parameter for medical cost was five and a half times higher. For both countries, this
stemmed primarily from the choice of direct medical costs by the model for these nations followed by adherence (to medication)
rates.
For detailed results, please contact the author or find the authors Master’s of Health Economics (Adv) thesis at the University of
Queensland with the title “The Economic Impact of bovine Tuberculosis in Ethiopia and China: A Comparative Study to assess
the importance of the disease in Asia”.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
As mentioned in section 1, the majority of economic assessment evaluating the burden of bTB exists only in developed nations
and focusses exclusively on the livestock industry. This is due to the presence of pasteurization that greatly negates the risk of
bTB to human health. However in nations such as China and Ethiopia where pasteurization is not common, the impact to human
society must also be included in order to appreciate the true impact of the disease. This has been demonstrated well in this
exercise as the human costs far exceed the animal costs highlighting the fact that single sector analysis would only capture the tip
of a very large iceberg.

5. CONCLUSIONS
While bTB is a disease of significant economic burden in both China and Ethiopia, this study shows the severe burden of bTB
exists in China, comparative to Ethiopia. More importantly however, it shows the severe burden of the disease that exists in
China comparative to Ethiopia and highlights the significance of this disease in Asia. The impact of bTB in developed nations is
limited to the livestock sector as pasteurization prevents the transference of the disease to human beings. However, due to lack of
this practice in developing nations, the economic and health impacts to the public health sector should not be ignored. This paper
has demonstrated the strong burden that even a small prevalence of bTB can pose in an Asian country such as China.
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ABSTRACT: Epidemics, including of zoonotic diseases, are an important component of One Health. Since serious disease events
may occur infrequently, decision makers and others may draw on limited knowledge and experience of the biological,
environmental, social, political and other systems that influence the course of such epidemics. Hence, understanding of these
systems is subject to considerable uncertainty and this inevitably affects the ability of any model representation of an epidemic to
predict future events. In this paper we develop a typology of uncertainty to facilitate exploration of uncertainty arising through
the process of infectious disease modelling, and explore the ways in which uncertainty is subjugated through the modelling
process. We conclude that uncertainty is multidimensional and is present throughout the process of modelling from “premodelling”, through modelling itself to “post-modelling”. We also identify numerous means by which uncertainty is subjugated,
including quantitative technical practises as well as informal, tacit cultural practices that may influence modes of communication
and thinking. These findings should enable modellers to more realistically communicate their results and policy makers to make
better use of these results for decision-making.

Keywords: uncertainty, dynamical modelling, epidemic
1. INTRODUCTION
Disease epidemics are an important, high profile component of One Health. However, the biological, environmental, social,
political and other systems that influence the course of such epidemics are complex and often poorly understood. Hence,
understanding of these systems is subject to considerable uncertainty and this inevitably affects the ability of any model
representation of an epidemic to predict future events. Nevertheless, models have gained a central role in contingency planning
for outbreaks of human and livestock diseases and in guiding policy responses in the face of epidemics.
Whilst it is frequently acknowledged that “models are only as good as the data fed into them and the assumptions made in their
design” there has been little debate addressing the uncertainty that is inherent in modelling, nor how this has (or has not) been
dealt with in the modelling process and in the presentation of the results of modelling. The result is that uncertainty in modelling
remains largely unknown, unexplored and uncontested.
This paper arises from a 3-year interdisciplinary study undertaken by a team of veterinary scientists, epidemiologists,
sociologists, microbiologists and environmental scientists. The project utilised a range of data including interviews and
workshops with scientists (including mathematical modellers, infectious disease biologists, and public health and veterinary
scientists) and policy-makers and advisors, policy documentations, scientific publications and enquires and reports into key
animal epidemics. The results of this study arise through iterative qualitative analysis of these data sources in combination with
group discussions amongst the authors and other researchers.
In this paper we (i) develop a typology of uncertainty to facilitate exploration of uncertainty arising through the process of
infectious disease modelling, and (ii) explore the ways in which uncertainty is subjugated through the modelling process. We use
the term “subjugation of uncertainty” to reflect the variety of practices adopted to minimize and/or hide the potential impact of
uncertainty on the veracity of the results of modelling.
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2. TYPOLOGY OF UNCERTAINTY
Despite recent recognition that disaggregation of model uncertainty (across a range of disciplines) into subtypes may aid clearer
understanding and communication (Ferguson and Harrison, 2010) there have been relatively few attempts to classify uncertainty
in modelling into a usable typology. A useful starting point is (Knol et al., 2009), which adapted the typology developed by
(Walker et al., 2003; Janssen et al., 2005) to explore and reveal uncertainties in environmental burden of disease assessments.
The typology developed in this project (Table 1) builds on this previous work. We classify three dimensions of uncertainty;
Process, Nature and Expression. Uncertainty arises throughout the modelling process. Pre-modelling, there may be uncertainties
associated with conceptualisation of the system to be modelled and in the data that may be input into a model. Within the process
of modelling itself there may be uncertainty due to model specification, parameterisation and programming. Post-model,
uncertainties may arise through the presentation of model results and their subsequent interpretation, and also in terms of the
ensuing implementation of any modelled intervention, which may not occur precisely as modelled. In addition, there may be
uncertainty as to collateral effects of recommended interventions, including health, social and political effects. Whilst we
acknowledge fuzziness in the boundaries between these classifications, we believe that this categorisation highlights those
processes that relate to the system to be modelled, including the social construction of that system and what is important within it,
in the process of modelling itself, including the technical mechanisms applied to reduce and explore uncertainty in this arena, and
post modelling, where the results of modelling become social entities.

The nature of uncertainties categorizes those that may be reduced with improved knowledge (such as better measurement of
demographic data) and those which are an inherent part of the system and not reducible through measurement. The latter includes
stochastic variation, unpredictable variability in individual and societal behaviours, known ignorance (where a process is
identified but poorly understood), total ignorance (where processes remain unknown) and surprise (including shifts in the social,
behavioural technological or other landscapes).
There are several means of expression, including statistical (as a distribution of values), scenario (where possible future scenarios
are explored), narrative (including discussion and/or enumeration of possible uncertainties) and omission (where uncertainty
remains deliberately or inadvertently unexpressed).
Table 1: Typology of model uncertainties
Dimension

Categories
Pre-model

Process

Model
Post-model
Reducible

Nature
Irreducible
Statistical
Scenario
Expression
Narrative
Omission

3. Subjugation of uncertainty in infectious disease modelling
Our analyses of interviews and documents indicate that subjugation of uncertainty may occur through both formal, explicit
technical practices, as well as informal, tacit cultural practices that influence modes of communication and thinking (Table 2).
We do not claim that the practices outlined are a complete description, or that they are the best description. Rather, they are
intended as an aid to discussion that may illuminate further or better descriptors.
We use the term “subjugation of uncertainty” to describe the combination of formal and informal modes of action used to control
uncertainty in the process of modelling that was described in section 2. We contend that such subjugation is a key way through
which authority is gathered to models so that they may act within the decision making process.
The practises outlined in Table 2 are not simply a list of independent modes of action, but rather represent a multidimensional
space, in which an uncertainty arising in a particular location, of a particular nature and that is expressed in a particular way may
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be subjugated through the application of a cluster of formal and informal practices. Hence, formal, technical practices are
culturally agreed and interpreted and may be subject to the range of informal practices.
Whilst formal, explicit technical methods of subjugation are routinely mentioned in texts and scientific papers, informal, tacit
cultural methods typically remain hidden. Recommendations that “In a case when an assumption simplifies or approximates the
underlying epidemiology, it should be clearly stated why this assumption has been made and how this may influence the results”
(Woolhouse et al., 2011) can at best be only partially fulfilled and many potential uncertainties may remain unmentioned and
perhaps not considered: a practice we call omission and which may be deliberate or inadvertent. This effect may be accentuated
because technical efforts and subsequent discussion tend to focus (not surprisingly) on reducible uncertainties, perhaps
highlighting the need for more precise measurement and providing justification for choices made, with more limited discussion of
irreducible uncertainties, thereby minimizing the potential of the latter. Minimisation may take other forms. For example,
technical practices such as sensitivity analysis may reduce uncertainty associated with the potential impact of the choice of a
particular parameter value, whereas emphasis of the apparent determinacy of a model minimises the impact of irreducible
uncertainties.

Table 2: Modes of action employed in the subjugation of uncertainty
Category

Mode of Action
Verification
Comparison with independent data
Comparison with input data
Comparison with other models

Formal technical
practices

Scenario analysis
Sensitivity analysis
Parameter Estimation
Model description
Enumeration of uncertainties

Informal
practices

Omission
Justification
Minimization

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
Epidemics, including of zoonotic diseases, are an important component of One Health. Frequently, such epidemics require
substantial intervention in order to be brought under control or eradicated. Since serious disease events may occur infrequently,
decision makers and others may draw on limited knowledge and experience of the biological, environmental, social, political and
other systems that influence the course of such epidemics. Dynamical modelling is frequently used in such situations to inform
decision-making. We find that uncertainties associated with the use of models in this situation become subjugated through a
range of technical and cultural practices, thus enhancing the authority afforded to the model results. We also propose a typology
that may aid communication and consideration of uncertainties and suggest that this may improve the use of modelling in
decision-making.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that uncertainty is multidimensional and is present throughout the process of modelling, from “pre-modelling”,
through modelling itself to “post-modelling”. We also identify numerous means by which uncertainty is subjugated, including
formal, explicit technical methods as well as informal, tacit cultural methods. These findings should enable modellers to
communicate their results more realistically and policy makers to make better use of these results for decision-making whilst
appreciating inherent uncertainties.
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Abstract
In Haiti Cholera has infected over 300,000 people and killed over 5,000 since it has been introduced to the country in
October of 2010. It has been reported post-earthquake relief international workers introduced cholera into Haiti, which
has caused a major public health concern. Studies on cholera epidemics indicate more people are at risk for developing
infection and possible death. Mathematical models have been used to suggest the impact of certain proposed public
health interventions and control measures. Provision of clean water is known to be an effective intervention for
cholera. In the setting of Haiti’s cholera outbreak this intervention has shown to be challenging for Haiti in light of its
poor infrastructure. Cholera vaccination has been controversial in the midst of Haiti’s cholera outbreak. Dissemination
of health-educational messages has also shown to have its limitations in poor resource areas like Haiti. Despite the
Haitian government’s efforts on using mass media on preventative measures such as hand hygiene there has been a
continued increase in morbidity and mortality rates. Subsequently, it is accepted that a comprehensive intervention is
best when it includes acute care, public health measures, vaccination and education. The success of such
comprehensive intervention relies on the methodological means for implementation and the key players. We are
suggesting an inclusive implementation model, which intercepts with each component of a comprehensive cholera
intervention. Moreover, it will identify the key players that would facilitate the implementation of such intervention.
The suggested inclusive implementation model will involve community health workers, volunteer workers abroad,
Haitian healthcare providers, public health officials, traditional healers and physician/nurse partners abroad. We
postulate that this model and its inclusive list of players would assist policymakers when implementing a
comprehensive cholera intervention in Haiti.

Key Words: Cholera Epidemics, Effective Public Health Measures, Health Education, Capacity Building, Cultural
Competency approach, Comprehensive approach to Implementation of care & management of cholera, National
preventative and care Policy, Haiti

INTRODUCTION
Haiti is the poorest nation in the Western hemisphere with an inflation rate of 27% in 1995 and an unemployment rate
of more than 70%.1 Haiti is predominantly an agrarian state with an agricultural work force of 61.7 of the population.
On January 12, 2010 a devastating earthquake further debilities a nation that was already handicapped in many sectors.
Before the earthquake, Haiti did not have any adequate sanitation systems and most parts of the country did not have
any reliable safe water supply.1 Any major storm can produce serious flooding and subsequently transmit related
infectious diseases and water borne illnesses. A significant amount of land is lost each year due to major deforestation
and erosion, further jeopardizing the infrastructure. Haiti has a population of about 9 million people with an average
life expectancy of 52 years. Haiti has a maternal death rate of 520 per 100,000 and the probability at birth of reaching
the age of 65 is only 34.2%.1 The top two causes of death in Haiti are communicable diseases and circulatory diseases.
More specifically HIV/AIDS ranked first with 5.2% of the total deaths with a prevalence of 3.81%. Diarrhea and
intestinal diseases death rate is 31.97%.1 In addition to its unacceptable rate of morbidity and mortality, Haiti also has
an insufficient health care workforce that is ill equipped to face its healthcare crisis. Haiti in 1996 was recorded to have
only 2.4 physicians per 10,000 population,1 which has worsened since the Earthquake in January 2010. Moreover,
Haiti’s Ethno-medical practices and its traditional health sector, is still a tremendous source of care for the disease
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stricken people of Haiti.2 A large part of the Haitian population rely on traditional healers at some capacity however,
40% of the population strictly relies on this sector for care due to their inability to access formal health services.3

Soon after the devastating earthquake, Haiti suffered from a cholera outbreak on October 2010. The origin of this
epidemic has been increasingly important to the people of Haiti, especially since the nation has not had a cholera
epidemic for over 100 years. Some have even argued that cholera have never entered the shores of Haiti.4 Cholera was
introduced to Haiti by the international community in their efforts in provide post earthquake aid to the country.5 More
importantly since its outbreak, cholera has infected over 500,000 people in Haiti and about 7,000 have died from their
infection. Haiti’s lack of adequate sanitation measures and poor clean water supply, has favored this outcome and
despite the recent decline in the prevalence rate of cholera infection, it is expected to persist.6 In the beginning of the
outbreak 80% of the infection rate came from the Artibonite Valley and other surrounding rural areas where accessing
these communities can be difficult.7 It was found that poor sanitation measures, lack of effective personal hygiene and
inadequate chlorination of water supply are some of the culprits for the persistent infection rate.8 In addition, secondary
to the 2010 earthquake, 1.3 million Haitians are now living under plastic tarp tents in close quarters which have created
a ripe condition for cholera.7 Any intervention measures in these situations would be abated by the economic conditions
at the family and community levels.9 Moreover, the delay in commencing an effective vaccination campaign in the
country has deprived the country of a more complete interventional approach.10,11 Due to the vaccinations known
effectiveness of achieving about 80% protectiveness,12,13 a vaccination program will begin in the country even when
little is known about the effect of the vaccine when it is used reactively after an epidemic.10
However, because of Haiti’s urgent health situation, vaccination was deemed appropriate.14 Mathematical models have
already postulated that a comprehensive intervention that includes vaccination is likely to curtail cholera epidemic in
any community.15 As Haiti prepares to introduce a more comprehensive intervention for Cholera,11 it will be
increasingly important to consider implementation strategies. There have already been studies showing that by
including well trained community health workers to any implementation model it will increase the effectiveness of
most interventions.16 In this paper we are proposing our model as a more complete one because it has introduced
traditional healers and volunteer healthcare providers from abroad as part of the model (Figure 1).

PROPOSED INTERVENTIONAL MODEL
This proposed model is based upon our current studies and review of the situation in our partnered facilities in Haiti.
We have captured the experiences of Haitian healthcare providers, public health officials and volunteer healthcare
providers who have faced the cholera epidemic on different capacities. Based upon our Health experience of Haiti, we
strongly came to an academic conclusion that for any cholera prevention program, cultural competency is one of the
most important capacity building factors that significantly contributes not only to more effective communication when
outbreaks occur but also is associated with a more favorable health outcome. Therefore, since 40% of the population is
already relying on traditional healers for their care,2 they can potentially serve as an anchor to expanding the reach of
any cholera intervention. In addition, we believe by capitalizing on their already established trust with their perspective
communities, it would also enhance the effectiveness of any proposed comprehensive intervention for cholera. Figure1
summarizes our proposed inclusive implementation model for the cholera epidemic.
Our model also includes healthcare providers from abroad in order to provide additional support to Haitian healthcare
professionals in the country as they face this epidemic. The Haitian healthcare workforce is already scant,17 and by
including international assistant in an academic model could potentially scale up all interventions. We also believe that
each player would have their own unique role and have areas in which they would contribute most (Table 1).
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Figure 1: Model suggested by Coupet/Nassiri/Archer

Table 1: Proposed Responsibilities of Key Players
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PROJECTED IMPACT
Although more implementation studies are needed, the projected impact of our model can potentially lead to positive
outcomes such as decrease morbidity and mortality and reduce healthcare workforce downtime.

CONCLUSION
Haiti is in urgent need of a comprehensive and practical disease preventative model similar to what has been already
proposed.18 In addition, the current cholera outbreak is an alarming ongoing public health concern and all
comprehensive intervention models are in need of an effective inclusive implementation model in which we believe our
model serves.
We also believe that our model would increase access to current cholera interventions in Haiti and provides a more
effective communication among various health and government sectors in combating the cholera epidemic. Moreover it
can also minimize the burden of health economy and ultimately serve as a model strategy for other regions of the world
were cholera epidemic is a public health challenge.
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ABSTRACT: Global climate change is predicted to lead to an increase in infectious disease outbreaks. Reliable surveillance for
diseases that are most likely to be influenced by climate is required, and given limited resources, policy decision makers need
rational methods with which to prioritise pathogen threats. This work describes a novel method for disease prioritisation. We
identified more than 30 criteria that could be used to prioritise diseases according to the likelihood of emergence in response to
climate change in Canada. Sixty four experts from academic, government and independent organisations assessed the influence
of the criteria on disease emergence and impact. Amongst the criteria that were considered most influential in prioritising
diseases were: potential economic impact and severity of disease in the general human population. Some of the climate criteria
deemed most likely to influence disease emergence were: an annual increase in temperature, an increase in summer temperature
and an increase in summer precipitation. Climate was considered to be most influential on vector borne, food and water borne
diseases, and less influential on air borne diseases or direct/indirect contact diseases. The expert opinion was used to design two
different Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) models that can be used to prioritise diseases. These were an Excel
spreadsheet-based tool and a model using the ‘MACBETH’ MCDA software. The models were tested on a small number of
example diseases. They provide a practical method of prioritising potentially emerging infectious diseases in Canada.
Keywords: Emerging infectious diseases, climate change, Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been predicted that global warming will cause unprecedented changes to the earth’s climate (Greer, Ng & Fisman 2008).
Canada will experience for example warmer temperatures, more rainfall and more frequent droughts. These events are likely to
change the incidence and distribution of emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases and the impact could be substantial
(Greer, Ng & Fisman 2008).
Reliable surveillance for diseases that are most likely to emerge as a result of climate change is required. Policy decision makers
therefore need to be able to prioritise a list of potential emerging or re-emerging pathogens that are likely to affect animal and
human populations. We define an emerging or re-emerging infectious disease as a disease that has newly appeared in a
population or that has existed but is rapidly increasing in incidence or geographic range (Morse 1995).
Here we devise rational methods to identify infectious diseases that are most likely to emerge in Canada as a result of climate
change and to identify those that warrant more detailed investigation. We describe a priority setting exercise that used expert
opinion to assess the importance of disease characteristics. We then used Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) to develop
two different prioritisation tools based on this expert opinion.

2. METHOD
A questionnaire was designed and was distributed to a panel of experts to assess diseases according to their likelihood of
emergence in response to climate change in Canada. Experts came from a variety of backgrounds, including public and animal
health, federal and provincial agencies, universities and independent organisations. Most, although not all, individuals were based
within Canada. The questionnaire was divided into two parts. In the first part experts were presented with a list of more than 30
criteria. Experts were asked to indicate how likely it was that each criterion would influence the chance of a disease emerging in
Canada. Many of these criteria focused on the influence of climate on disease emergence. In the second part experts were asked
to measure the importance of emerging diseases about which they had specialist knowledge by selecting an answer for each
criterion from the predefined measurement scale.
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The expert opinion was used to design two different prioritisation tools – the first was a simple spreadsheet model designed in
Excel and the second was a model developed in the MCDA software ‘MACBETH’. In brief both models present a list of criteria
and ask the user to select an answer for each criterion from a pre-defined drop-down menu. Criteria were weighted according to
the expert opinion using empirical probability distributions to account for the variability among experts. The results from the
second part of the questionnaire were used to measure the likelihood of emergence and the impact of ten different ‘test’ diseases.

3. RESULTS
Sixty four experts assessed the influence of the criteria on disease emergence and impact. Amongst the criteria that were
considered most influential in prioritising diseases were: potential economic impact, severity of disease in the general human
population, human case fatality rate and the type of climate that the pathogen can tolerate. Some of the climate criteria deemed
most likely to influence disease emergence were: an annual increase in temperature, an increase in summer temperature and an
increase in summer precipitation. Climate was considered to be most influential on vector borne, food and water borne diseases,
and less influential on air borne diseases or direct/indirect contact diseases. The impact of emerging diseases on human
populations was deemed to be more important than the impact on animal populations. Consensus about the influence of some
criteria was evident within the expert group, although for others there was considerable variation.
The rankings of the ‘test’ diseases from the two models were compared. The diseases that tended to rank the highest included
West Nile virus, Giardiasis and Chagas disease, while Coccidioidomycosis tended to rank the lowest. Diseases whose emergence
was most likely to be influenced by climate included West Nile virus and Hantavirus. Diseases whose emergence were least
influenced by the climate factors included Coccidioidomycosis.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
Public health is faced with complex new risks, including emerging zoonoses and climate change and rational priority setting
requires understanding of a complex system. Here we describe an innovative and practical method of prioritising potential
emerging infectious diseases associated with climate change. The MCDA tools that have been developed offer added value
because they are adaptable to the speciality of the user e.g. public health, veterinarian. They might also be adaptable to a specific
region which is particularly important given the geographical heterogeneity and sheer scale of Canada. Clearly our study cannot
account for the complexity that underlies disease dynamics however the tools that have been developed offer a basis for early
warning and disease surveillance.
The holistic approach of One Health is reflected in this work where a multidisciplinary team of experts offered a range of
opinions and priorities. It thereby provides added value by using an integrative and holistic strategy to assess complex risks.
The Global Risk Forum promotes a multi-disciplinary approach for enhanced and overall risk reduction. The work presented here
is pertinent to the GRF health risk areas of ‘climate change, ecosystems and water’ and ‘emerging diseases’. It is relevant to a
number of the GRF Davos One Health Summit disciplines including: ‘diseases’, ‘public health’, ‘global change and sustainable
development’, ‘early warning and prevention’ and ‘collaboration’.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This work identified a number of criteria that might be used to prioritise diseases and it used the opinion of a range of experts to
determine the importance of these criteria. In order to design a reliable method of disease prioritisation, the criteria and
measurement scale need to be explicit, measurable, and should minimise the influence of factors such as personal interest and
political agenda (Doherty 2000). This work therefore invited opinion from a cross-section of experts in order to account for a
range of opinions and priorities. The responses were used to rank the criteria and to determine subject areas where there was
considerable agreement, disagreement or a level of uncertainty.
Experts indicated that vector-borne diseases are most likely to be influenced by the direct effects of climate change, followed by
food and water borne diseases. This is unsurprising because the pathogen of these disease types tend to spend some time in the
environment. Of the climate criteria, the ones of most concern were related to annual and seasonal increases in temperature and
an increase in summer precipitation.
Both MCDA tools proved a simple and user friendly approach to prioritising diseases according to climate change by including
explicit scoring of 30 criteria and incorporating weighting methods that account for variation in expert opinion. They provide a
dynamic interactive tool that can help identify diseases that should be investigated more fully, for example diseases for which a
full risk assessment should be pursued.
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ABSTRACT: Disease surveillance, management and control need to assess the relative importance of diseases and pathogens.
This work describes the use of the Hirsch index (H-index) as a novel method to measure the impact of pathogens and therefore to
prioritise diseases. This bibliometric index was developed to quantify an individual’s scientific research output and has recently
been used to quantify the impact of human pathogens. Here it was used to identify and prioritise infectious diseases that have the
highest impact upon human health in the North American region. A previously generated list of 6090 infectious organisms was
used for analysis. Literature searching mechanisms from 1900 to 2009 were used to determine that 566 of these were human
pathogen species that have been recorded in North America (Canada, USA, Mexico and Greenland). The H-index of these
pathogens was calculated using Web of Science (WOS) (Anon.2011). H-index scores ranged from 0 to 584. The H-index for
emerging pathogens tended to be greater than non-emerging pathogens. For a select number of pathogens the H-index was
calculated every 5 years from 1900 to 2009. This demonstrated that the H-index of a pathogen varies over time and we discuss
whether it may be an indicator of disease emergence.
Keywords: H-index, disease prioritisation, North America.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to detect and respond to future emerging diseases, reliable surveillance is required, with particular attention to those with
potentially large public health impacts (Parkinson & Butler 2005). Such disease prioritisation often involves the use of decision
support tools to identify which diseases to target and which areas to focus resources and funding. The work presented here
investigated a novel quantitative method to measure the relative impact of human diseases that could complement more
conventional risk assessment. It involves the use of the Hirsch index (H-index); a bibliometric index which was originally
developed to quantify an individual’s scientific research output (Hirsch 2005). The H-index of a word or phrase measures the
number of published papers, Np, that have been cited Nc or more times. It therefore considers the amount of work (the number of
publications, Np) and the quality of the work (the number of citations, Nc). It can be calculated within some bibliographic
software packages such as the Institute for Scientific Information’s Web of Science (WOS) (Anon.). The H-index of a pathogen
is known to be significantly positively correlated with their likely impact as measured by Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY)
estimates (McIntyre et al. 2011). The aim of this work was to use the H-index to identify the pathogens that have the highest
impact upon human health in the North American region.

2. METHOD
The ‘Emerging Infectious Disease 2’ database (EID2) (www.zoonosis.ac.uk/eid2) contains a list of 6090 infectious organisms
and was used to identify pathogen species that infect humans. Detailed information about animal pathogens was not available
from the EID and further analysis therefore focused on pathogens known to infect humans. All data searches described below
were undertaken in October 2011.
Information about pathogenicity, zoonotic potential and emerging status had been defined in the EID for some (but not all) of the
pathogens and was also extracted (Taylor, Latham & Woolhouse 2001). Pathogenic status was defined as one of “frequently
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pathogenic” (causes morbidity and/or mortality in the general population), “non pathogenic” (does not frequently cause clinical
signs within the general population, but may affect immune-compromised individuals) or “unknown”. Zoonotic pathogens were
defined as those naturally transmitted between vertebrate animals and man. Pathogens previously but no longer transmitted from
animals, such as HIV, were not regarded as zoonotic. Emerging pathogens were defined as those that have appeared in a human
population for the first time, or have occurred previously but are increasing in incidence or expanding into areas where they had
not previously been reported, usually over the last 20 years.
Two methods were used to identify which of the 6090 pathogens have been recorded in the North American region, which was
defined as Canada, United States, Mexico and Greenland. The first method involved searching for the pathogens within the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) nucleotide database website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore); the
metadata for nucleotide sequences in some cases contains information about where pathogens have been isolated. The second
method used the PubMed database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=pubmed) to search for all publications where
the pathogen and the North American search terms co-occurred.
The H-index of all of the human pathogens deemed to have occurred in North America was calculated using Web of Science
(WOS) (Anon.). In addition, to assess how the index changes over time, the H-index scores were calculated for six species every
year from 1960 to 2009 inclusive. The pathogens were Chikungunya virus, Hendra virus, Monkeypox virus, Nipah virus, Rift
Valley Fever virus and Trypanasoma cruzi (the cause of Chagas disease). The pathogens were selected for interest to the Public
Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) (N. Ogden pers comm.)

3. RESULTS
There were a total of 6090 entries in the database that were reviewed, of which 1828 were classified as human pathogen species.
Of the 1828 human pathogen species 566 were recorded in the North American region. The majority (42.4%) of pathogen species
were bacteria, followed by fungi (22.8%).
The H-index of pathogens ranged from 0 to 584, although most scored a relatively low value (median = 38). The species with the
highest H-index values included person to person transmitted bacteria (Helicobacter pylori) and viruses (Hepatitis B and C virus,
Human Immunodeficiency virus), bacteria that cause multiple clinical infections (Staphylococcus aureus) and food-borne
pathogens (Escherichia coli). Pathogens that were frequently pathogenic had higher H-index scores than pathogens that were not
pathogenic or whose pathogenicity was unknown.
A total of 27.4% (109/398) of the species were classified as emerging and a total of 66.1% (265/401) were zoonotic. (A total of
398 and 401 of the species had been assigned an emerging and zoonotic status respectively to date). Emerging pathogens had a
significantly higher H-index than non-emerging pathogens. The H-index of zoonotic and non-zoonotic pathogens was not
significantly different.
Additional analysis focused on pathogens that have been identified as a potential threat to Canada by the Public Health Agency of
Canada or in the scientific literature (Greer, Ng & Fisman 2008). These included Rift valley fever virus, Hendra virus and Nipah
virus. These pathogens were ranked according to their relative impact as measured by the H-index. Examples of the ‘pathogens
of interest’ with the highest H-index were Giardia intestinalis, Coccidioides immitis and Escherichia coli. These examples are
zoonotic and tend to be virulent, spread from person to person fairly easily and usually cause relatively mild symptoms in the
general population (although they can be severe in individuals who are immunocompromised).
Preliminary testing showed that the H-index score of pathogens varies considerably over time. For example, the H-index of Rift
Valley fever virus increased gradually since 1960, while the H-index of Hendra virus and Nipah virus was zero until the 1990s,
but has increased relatively rapidly from that time onwards.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The ‘One Health’ integrative and holistic strategy is necessary to manage today’s complex and interdependent health risks. This
work offers added value by describing how the H-index can be used as a global measure of the impact of a pathogen. It is an
objective, time and resource efficient measure that could be used for rational disease prioritisation and could be complementary
to complex risk assessments.
The Global Risk Forum promotes a multi-disciplinary approach for enhanced and overall risk reduction. The work described here
is relevant to a number of the GRF Davos One Health Summit disciplines including: ‘diseases’, ‘public health’, ‘global change
and sustainable development’ and ‘early warning and prevention’.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The H-index is an indicator of the relative scientific interest in a pathogen or disease and previous work has shown that it is
correlated with measures of Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALY) and can be used as a measure of impact (McIntyre et al.
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2011). It provides a quantitative measure that can be calculated quickly and easily that could be incorporated into disease
prioritisation exercises.
This work focused on pathogens that are or have been recorded in the North American region. Occurrence in North America
may be an indicator of the pathogens that are more likely to emerge again in the same area, either because they are endemic and
have the potential to re-emerge or because in the past they have had the opportunity to arrive and emerge in the region. Clearly
this is a simple indicator and other non-endemic pathogens that have not previously been recorded in the region could still
emerge.
Preliminary analysis of time series data demonstrated that the H-index of a pathogen varies over time. We hypothesise that the
change in the value of the H-index over time might be a crude indicator of a pathogen emergence or the spread of infection.
However, whether it might be used for surveillance purposes is unclear. This is because there is likely to be a time lag in the
measure of the H-index and the relative impact, and because newly emerging pathogens are likely to be under-represented. The
index will also reflect trends in interest of pathogens or research fields.
In conclusion, the H-index can be used as a quantitative and time efficient measure of the impact of pathogens on humans which
can be used as a method of disease prioritisation.
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Management of public health emergencies in aviation
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ABSTRACT: Aviation can contribute to the rapid dissemination of disease – almost any city can be reached by an infected
individual within 24 hours. Furthermore, passenger numbers are significantly reduced by public health emergencies, restricting
income to national economies as well as to airlines and associated businesses. During SARS in 2003, passengers through Hong
Kong fell by 80%. During the H1N1 outbreak in 2009, international passengers to Mexico initially fell by over 40%.
To mitigate the major impact of public health emergencies on the aviation sector, emergency preparedness is essential. This, in
turn, demands communication and collaboration between many stakeholders. Developing appropriate networks often requires
traditional business, cultural and personal barriers to be overcome: public health authorities must work with civil aviation
authorities, airlines, airport operators, air traffic control, customs and immigration and others. To help communicate risk concepts
the media needs to be involved.
In 2006 the International Civil Aviation Organization established the Cooperative Arrangement for the Prevention of Spread of
Communicable Disease through Air Travel (ICAO, 2012) to develop harmonized, multi-sector guidance to States, International
Organizations and commercial enterprises involved in aviation. This facilitates effective management of public health
emergencies and potential emergencies in the aviation sector. It works closely with several other UN agencies, especially the
World Health Organization, and with trade associations such as the International Air Transport Association and Airports Council
International. CAPSCA improves the response to public health threats by assisting States, airports and airlines to improve
preparedness. It organizes regional training events and conducts assistance visits to individual States and international airports.
During the Fukushima nuclear accident, the CAPSCA network formed the basis for a working group including seven UN
agencies and two international organizations. Three news releases helped reduce anxiety and maintain transport links to and from
Japan. The CAPSCA model may be useful for improving multi-sector preparedness plans in other sectors.
Keywords: aviation, health, emergency, preparedness, transport

1. INTRODUCTION
Article 14 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation (ICAO, 2006), signed by 191 contracting States, concerns the
prevention of spread of disease by air travel. The International Civil Aviation Organization is the United Nations
specialized agency responsible for the implementation of the Convention by setting standards and providing guidance for
aviation safety, including public health emergency planning, as well as security and environmental protection.

1.1 Communication and Collaboration
In 2005, when concern was increasing due to the threat from H5N1, ICAO recognised that in order to fulfil its obligations
under the Convention concerning prevention of spread of disease, it needed to involve several other stakeholders. The
World Health Organization (WHO) was an essential partner as were two trade associations, the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) and Airports Council International (ACI) representing aircraft and airport operators respectively. The
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was also an important player. ICAO sought to facilitate
communication and collaboration between all five organizations.
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2. COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENT FOR THE PREVENTION OF SPREAD OF
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE THROUGH AIR TRAVEL (CAPSCA)
Utilizing grant aid from the United Nations (UN) Central Fund for Influenza Action (CFIA) and from States in the Asia
Pacific region, ICAO commenced the CAPSCA project in 2006. Its goals were to help protect the health of the public, air
travellers and aviation workers, and to provide assistance to States/Territories in developing multi-sector preparedness
plans. Guidelines were produced to encourage States to implement articles of relevance to aviation from the WHO
International Health Regulations (2005). Concurrently, guidance was developed that directly addressed the needs of
international aircraft and airport operators, which were posted on the websites of IATA and ACI. The guidelines were
harmonized by all five organizations so that a consistent approach was applied throughout the aviation sector. All
guidelines were made available free-of-charge on public websites.

2.1 Developing a global programme
CAPSCA needed to develop into a global programme in order to address the global risks posed by air travel – an event in
one region may be promulgated by aviation to affect the health and well being of populations in any other. This was clearly
demonstrated by the H1N1 pandemic. Fortunately, three further grants from the CFIA enabled CAPSCA to expand from
the Asia Pacific region to Africa, the Americas, Europe and finally to the Middle East. A global CAPSCA programme was
established in 2011.

2.2 Providing Assistance to States
The CAPSCA project in each region provides regional training seminars and workshops for both aviation and public health
personnel, bringing together different skill sets found in aviation and public health personnel. Very often such
professionals have not previously communicated. In addition, assistance visits to individual States (at minimal cost to the
State) are provided by a small team of two or three trained individuals, during which an international airport is visited and a
gap analysis undertaken. Local training is given and a confidential report is provided, which can be used as a basis for
improved preparedness planning. The assistance team ideally comprises experts from both public health and aviation
sectors.

3. LESSONS LEARNED
Based on the experience obtained during regional CAPSCA meetings and national/local assistance visits, it has been found
that public health officers often do not fully consider the special aspects of aviation when developing preparedness plans.
Likewise, aviation personnel may give insufficient attention to public health emergency planning since they concentrate
primarily on prevention of aircraft accidents. Public health emergency planning in aviation can therefore fall between two
stools. The interface between the two sectors is the most challenging e.g. identification of a case of communicable disease
at the airport or on board; communication by the pilot with the public health authority at destination; management of the
arrival of an aircraft carrying a suspected case; transport of biological samples for analysis; communication and
management of health risks to travellers and to aviation workers.

3.1 Political will and strong management support – at a high level – is required
Successful horizontal collaboration, across different sectors and even between different stakeholders in the same sector
requires political will and strong management support, at the highest levels. Experience has shown that such support is
often lacking.

3.2 Both public and private organizations need to collaborate
The trade associations representing international aircraft and airport operators have provided valuable operational
experience and expertise when developing preparedness plans.
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3.3 Preparedness plans require testing
Having developed a preparedness plan, it needs to be tested. A public health emergency simulation should be as realistic as
possible but table top exercises are effective and relatively inexpensive to organise. However, in many States they are not
undertaken often enough.

4. FUTURE OF CAPSCA
The CAPSCA programme provides a platform, unique in aviation, to help meet the challenges of multi-sector preparedness
planning. To date, approximately 70 States have joined the programme and 36 international airports have received
assistance visits. To encourage the aviation sector to work with the public health sector to consider preparedness planning
for public health emergencies and potential emergencies as part of it routine work, changes have been made to several
ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs), contained in the 18 Annexes to the Convention on International
Civil Aviation. These SARPs are audited periodically by ICAO as part of its (mandatory) Safety Oversight Audit
Programme and a summary of results are published on the ICAO public website. This has found to be an effective method
of improving compliance with ICAO SARPs and from 2013 the audit protocol will include questions on public health
emergency planning. In addition, CAPSCA has begun to address longer term responses to public health emergencies by
developing guidelines for business continuity planning.

4.1 Extension to public health emergencies other than communicable disease
During the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident in 2011, the networks already developed by CAPSCA were very useful
in providing the basis for an ad hoc transport task force, including seven UN agencies and two trade associations, to deal
with issues involving aviation. Questions such as the risks associated with flying through a radioactive plume; carriage of
contaminated travellers and cargo; screening for radioactivity of aircraft, passengers and goods from Japan on departure
and arrival were addressed. Three news releases helped to reassure travellers of the action being taken to minimise risks,
and to promote continued travel to and from Japan. The IHR (2005) includes references to non-communicable public
health risks and future CAPSCA work will address these to a greater extent than previously.

4.2 Funding
Funding for CAPSCA thus far has been provided primarily by the UN Central Fund for Influenza Action. This funding
opportunity ends in December 2012 and additional funding for CAPSCA is not yet secured. Resources from ICAO’s
regular programme are not likely to cover funding of travel and subsistence of experts. To meet the annual costs (about US
$300,000) other sources of income are therefore currently being sought.

5. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The CAPSCA programme adds value to the One Health Approach as follows:







Reduced impact of public health emergencies on populations:
o Reduced spread of disease
o Delayed spread of disease
o Peak effects of disease reduced
o Mitigation of economic effects
o Timely return to normal operations
o Proportional response encouraged – ‘knee jerk’ reactions minimised
o Improved management of risk perception – for air passengers and aviation personnel
Improved multi-sector communication and collaboration, primarily between the aviation and public health
sectors.
Harmonization of approach across different sectors resulting in increased efficiency.
Synergistic development of standards and guidance, utilising resources from different sources, both public and
private.
Facilitation of global, regional, national and local harmonization of preparedness plans.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
1
2

3
4

5
6

Aviation is important in public health emergency planning because it can spread disease quickly yet can also help
mitigate its effects.
Aviation is affected early during a public health emergency or potential emergency and national economies can
be severely impacted by a reduction of aviation traffic. Adequate planning reduces the initial economic impact
and facilitates recovery after the event.
Public health emergency planning in the aviation sector has received insufficient attention in the past.
Development and implementation of an effective preparedness plan requires multi-sector communication and
collaboration and, often, a change in the culture and management methods of both public and private
organizations. This takes time to develop.
The most important changes to be made when developing effective national and local preparedness plans are
relatively inexpensive to apply, but require political will and the support of high level management.
Periodic testing of preparedness plans is an essential part of the planning process.
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The Lighthouse in Malawi:
Innovating HIV/AIDS services for scaling-up
34 million people live with HIV/AIDS
worldwide, 68% in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Malawi, located in South-Eastern
Africa, has made signiﬁcant progress
in HIV prevention and treatment.

1 Background

4 Conclusions
A comparative analysis reveals a number of enabling and
limiting factors for the scaling-up of Lighthouse HIV/AIDS
service innovations. Firstly, the organisational culture of
learning and the visionary leadership style of the management
are key drivers for innovation at the Lighthouse.
Secondly, Lighthouse has established a high profile in operational research, resulting in 25 studies and 31 publications
between 2005 and 2010. The drivers for operational research
at Lighthouse are the electronic data management system,
well-resourced monitoring and evaluation capacities, and the
organisation’s research skills and competences. Thirdly,
the key factors for successful scaling-up of Ligthhouse innovations have been collaboration and networks, dissemination of
evidence, policy windows, and strategic planning.

HIV/AIDS in Malawi
Malawi is a landlocked, densely populated country in Southern
Africa with a population of 16 million. 80% of the population
live in rural areas. With an annual per capita GDP of 800 US$,
Malawi is one of the least developed countries. During the
1990s, like other countries in Southern Africa, Malawi faced a
rapid spread of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV):
In 1996, 23% of the urban adult population was HIV positive.
In recent years, the national HIV prevalence stabilized at
12% – roughly one million Malawians are infected.
Despite limited resources and a dramatic shortage of health
workforce, Malawi is on track to reach the Millennium
Development Goal (MDG) to combat HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis. More than 250,000 people living with HIV/AIDS –
63% of those in need – have access to life-saving antiretroviral
treatment (ART). This study reviewed the experience of the
Lighthouse – a Malawian non-governmental organisation – in
piloting HIV/AIDS service innovations for national scale up.

2

Aim, objectives and method
An organisational case study
The aim of this study was to learn how the Lighthouse
through its model intervention strategy influences the
national HIV/AIDS programme.
The study objectives were as follows:
1. Identify Lighthouse HIV/AIDS model interventions.
2. Describe and analyse the processes of innovation and
operational research at the Lighthouse.
3. Investigate enabling and limiting factors that contribute to
the national scaling-up of Lighthouse model interventions.
4. Establish conclusions and recommendations addressed
to the Lighthouse.
The case study was conducted between May and July 2011,
including interviews, document review, and participant
observation. Open-ended face-to-face interviews were carried
out with 30 persons, of which 20 were Lighthouse staff
members and 10 representatives of Malawian partner institutions. The study protocol was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine and by the National Health Sciences Research
Committee of the MoH, Malawi.

Developed and piloted at the Lighthouse:
The touchscreen based electronic
data management system is a critical
tool for operational research in HIV care.
The system has been replicated to
16 clinics throughout Malawi.

The case of the Lighthouse shows that NGOs can contribute
to achieving the 2015 MDG target of universal access to
ART by innovating, implementing and researching model
interventions in HIV and TB care.

Picture: Lighthouse, Lilongwe

3 Results
Lighthouse health care services
The Lighthouse Trust manages two HIV/AIDS clinics
in Malawi’s capital Lilongwe. The clinics provide comprehensive HIV care to more than 22,000 patients.
By the end of 2010, the Lighthouse clinics provided life-long
antiretroviral treatment (ART) to more than 14,000 patients.
The figure below shows that since 2007, when Lighthouse
launched the integrated HIV/Tuberculosis clinic “Martin
Preuss Centre”, patient numbers increased exponentially.
Besides delivering health care services, the Lighthouse Trust
supports the Ministry of Health in nationwide HIV/AIDS
training of health workers, and supervision and mentoring of
governmental health facilities.
Number of retained patients on ART 2004-2010
in the two Lighthouse clinics
(cumulative numbers, by the end of the year)
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Lighthouse innovations for scaling-up
Since 2005, the Lighthouse in close collaboration with the
Ministry of Health (MoH) has developed, implemented and
evaluated HIV/AIDS service innovations for scaling up:
Nurse-based ART provision:
Lighthouse developed a number of pilot projects to delegate
tasks in HIV care to lower health worker cadres. The most
successful task shifting measure is the ART patient review
by nurses, launched in 2005. Based on the Lighthouse
experience, the Ministry of Health in 2006 introduced nurseled ART provision at a national scale. Today, 75% of all
ART patient visits at the Lighthouse are managed by nurses.
Integrated treatment of TB and HIV:
In Malawi, 61% of the Tuberculosis (TB) patients are
HIV positive. Lighthouse established a clinic for integrated
TB/ARV treatment – a unique approach in Malawi and
the region. Results are encouraging: 65% of TB suspects and
95% of TB patients know their HIV status; 68% of HIV
positive TB patients start ART. Based on lessons learnt at
Lighthouse, the National Tuberculosis Control Programme
is now introducing ART treatment at public TB clinics.
Touchscreen based electronic data system (EDS):
Quality monitoring of patient and programme data are critical
components in the roll-out of HIV/AIDS care. A touchscreen
based electronic data system (EDS) for resource-limited
settings was developed at the Lighthouse in collaboration with
Baobab Trust. The system allows efficient management of
large volume patient data in real time. The EDS improves drug
adherence monitoring and radically reduces waiting times.
The system was adopted by the Ministry of Health and implemented in 16 high burden HIV/AIDS clinics in Malawi.

Conceptual framework
Scaling-up health service innovation
The conceptual framework of this study is influenced by the
approaches on the scaling-up of health service innovations
of the World Health Organization and by the “breakthrough
improvements” approach of the Institute for Healthcare
Improvement (IHI). The conceptual framework conceives the
spread of pilot interventions on a continuum of innovation,
operational research and scaling-up as interlinked processes.
WHO & ExpandNet (2010). Nine steps for developing
a scaling-up strategy. Geneva.
IHI (2006). A framework for spread. From local improvements to system-wide change. Cambridge.
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ABSTRACT: Improved communication across human, animal, and ecosystem health systems is thought to contribute to better
health outcomes. Studies have demonstrated that cooperation between public health professionals, veterinarians, and wildlife
biologists has resulted in success and cost-savings for the monitoring and prevention of zoonotic diseases such as SARS and
H5N1. However, far fewer studies have empirically examined how multi-level communication processes across health systems
can have an impact on health outcomes. This presentation integrates theory, concepts, and practice from environmental, health,
and risk communication to develop a research framework that connects research variables with health outcomes and suggests
potential areas for future research studies.
Keywords: communication, risk communication, one-health, health communication, infectious disease
In the past fifteen years, the most significant global epidemics have been zoonotic, from the emergence of the Hanta virus in
1993 to Rift Valley Fever in 2000, H5N1 in 2005, and H1N1 in 2009. These diseases serve as a potent reminder that the health
of the environment, people, and animals is closely interconnected. In response to the pressing need for innovative and effective
interventions for the prediction and prevention of these zoonotic diseases, the One Health concept is being promoted in the
animal and human health communities. The fundamental concept of One Health is based on effective communication and
collaboration among professionals in human, animal, and ecosystem health. The One Health approach has taken on renewed
significance in the past ten years as governments, health organizations, and research universities have recognized the importance
of including animal, human, and ecosystem health professionals in planning for response and recovery to infectious disease
outbreaks.
Most emergency plans now acknowledge the importance of communication across health sectors. It is assumed that increased
communication and collaboration among professionals in human, animal, and ecosystem health will advance understanding of
how diseases function across species and different environments. Based on these assumptions, a number of organizations, groups,
and programs across the United States have been established to promote the exchange of information across the human and
animal health systems. However, despite the increased focus on One Health communication in government documents and the
academic literature, little has been discussed of how research on One Health communication may help address the challenges
ahead. At this juncture, such research is critical, not only in improving professional communication that can lead to better health
outcomes, but also to inform curriculum development in the nascent programs of One Health across the country.
To date, discussions of One Health communication have not addressed issues that are commonly discussed within the more
developed sub-disciplines of risk, environmental, and health communication. Discussions in these sub-disciplines have moved
beyond the initial examination of message development and one-way transmission to look at communication as a dynamic social
process that is especially unpredictable in situations of great uncertainty such infectious disease outbreaks. Communication
researchers are currently exploring how social and cultural factors affect deeply held assumptions. Communication researchers
now recognize that communication is a two-way process in which messages and transmission pathways evolve and change as
people interact and exchange ideas. For example, communication researchers are looking at the interrelated concepts of trust,
expertise, and uncertainty and how they affect and shape communication processes.
Environment, health, and risk communication theories and concepts provide an effective way to understand how, when, by whom,
and under what circumstances health information is introduced, discussed, and reformulated in different contexts. Recent work in
risk communication suggests that people manage and respond to information across health sectors in a way that makes sense to
them within the context of their daily routines (Alaszewski, 2005). Slovic et al. (2004, 2005) have found the perception of risk to
be highly context-specific and potentially perishable, evolving along with social and cultural orientations. Although media play a
role in shifting perceptions of health, this shift is thought to occur at the societal level. The labels that media assign to disease
outbreaks, for example, can contribute to shifts in psychological, social, institutional, and cultural processes that affect societal
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notions of health (Ungar, 1998). Media may contribute to societal judgments of risk; but, individuals are more likely to form
personal risk perceptions from interactions with social networks (Petts and Neimeyer 2004; Scherer and Cho 2003). Risk
information from the media may take on more relevance during disease outbreaks, when the demand for information increases
(Mcinerney et al. 2004; Griffen et al. 2004). At these times, when the demand and supply of information is at its peak, people
may view information through a different frame. Research in health and risk communication has documented transition states in
behavior and perception as individuals evolve in response to shifting patterns of beliefs and experience. Social cognitive theories
such as Stage theories are thought to have particular relevance because they help identify stages and transition points at which
individuals may be the most receptive to certain types of information.
Recent work on organizations in environmental and health communication research has also contributed valuable insights into
how communication affects performance and the research findings from this work have provided policy-relevant
recommendations. Communication research offers theoretical value and can influence the discussion of a number of important
issues. Consequently, it can provide insight into important, but understudied areas, such as the perceived risks, challenges, and
benefits of sharing knowledge across professional networks. Research findings from organizational studies can offer theoretical
value and inform the discussion of a number of important issues (e.g. professional identity, intra-organizational interactions,
appropriate channels for conveying information, etc.). By contributing understanding on how research evidence is transmitted,
shared, and promoted through institutions, communication research can help advance communication and collaboration across
the human and animal health systems.
The research questions that need to be asked are complicated and multi-layered, making it even more important to draw from
what has been learned in the past. This paper advocates a broad scope for research on One Health communication, reviews
existing literature to inform the research direction, and highlights some gaps in research that need to be addressed. Finally,
suggestions are made on how theories and concepts from the existing literature can strengthen One Health communication
research and define a research agenda.
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ABSTRACT: As part of its mandate, the European Centre for Diseases Prevention and Control (ECDC) identifies, assesses and
communicates threats to human health from food- and waterborne diseases (FWD). ECDC launched in 2010 the Epidemic
Intelligence Information System for FWD (EPIS-FWD) which is a restricted web-based communication platform bringing
together multidisciplinary experts to ensure the early detection and coordination of the response to multi-state outbreaks through
the timely sharing of cross-sectorial information. This system gathers more than 350 epidemiologists, microbiologists,
veterinarians, food safety officers but also policy makers and risk managers. The majority of them are from the 27 European
Union member states and EEA/EFTA countries; however experts from Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa,
Turkey and the United States of America also contribute actively to the information exchange.
The keys functionalities of EPIS-FWD are the outbreak alerts and the discussion fora. The outbreak alert function encompasses
an early detection and warning tool calling for collaboration within the network. In 2010, 31 outbreak alerts were launched by 15
countries; among those, nine (30%) were later proven to be multi-state outbreaks. The restricted discussion fora support the
coordination of investigations and response activities in the affected countries through a proactive exchange of information
moderated by ECDC. Communications regarding the STEC outbreak in May and June 2011 generated 73 postings, contributed to
the identification of 125 cases in twelve countries outside Germany and facilitated the coordination of a European response.
By bringing together multidisciplinary experts from different backgrounds and countries, EPIS-FWD ensures the timely detection
and early warning of international FWD outbreaks and facilitates the coordination of response activities. As the EPIS platform
concept has proven to be successful in strengthening the collaboration between stakeholders, in 2011, ECDC has initiated the
development of similar platforms for other communicable disease groups.
Keywords: Early warning and response, Food- and waterborne diseases, Outbreaks, Communication platform, Multidisciplinary
approach

1. BACKGROUND
1.1 Mandate of the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)
The European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) is an independent agency of the European Union (EU)
established in 2005 and seated in Sweden with the aim to support and promote global health security. The agency covers the 27
EU Member States and three European Economic Area/European Free Trade Association (EEA/EFTA) countries: Norway,
Iceland and Liechtenstein [1].
As part of its mandate, ECDC identifies, assesses and communicates current and emerging threats to human health posed by
infectious diseases. More specifically, for food- and waterborne diseases (FWD), ECDC aims to improve surveillance, to
strengthen laboratory capacity and to ensure the early detection and response to international outbreaks.
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1.2 Information exchange before implementation of the communication platform for FWD
Up to March 2010, all outbreak alerts about FWD within the EU and EEA/EFTA countries were done via emails (or email-based
listservs) sent to contact points in the Member States. The subsequent coordination of the investigations and response activities
were arranged through person-to-person communication between the affected countries.

2. THE EPIDEMIC INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR FOOD AND WATERBORNE
DISEASES (EPIS-FWD)
2.1 Objectives of EPIS-FWD
In March 2010, ECDC launched EPIS-FWD which is a restricted web-based communication platform bringing together
multidisciplinary experts to ensure the early detection and coordination of the response to international outbreaks through the
timely sharing of cross-sectorial information. EPIS allows the gathering of all outbreak related epidemiological and
microbiological information in a single, centralized place. All partner countries receive the full information at a very early stage
and get immediate access to updates.

2.2 Stakeholders
The system gathers more than 350 experts in epidemiology, microbiology, veterinarians, food safety officers, policy makers and
risk managers from the 27 European Union member states and EEA/EFTA countries, but also from Australia, Canada, Japan,
New Zealand, South Africa, Turkey and the United States of America.

2.3 Key functionalities
The keys functionalities of EPIS-FWD are the outbreak alerts and the discussion fora.
The outbreak alert function encompasses an early detection and warning tool calling for collaboration within the network. Every
member country has the possibility to launch an outbreak alert following identification of an unusual event in their country.
To support the coordination of investigations and response activities among affected countries, countries can request the creation
of a restricted forum for discussion. Not only experts from the EPIS-FWD network but also external experts that would
contribute to the investigation and response activities can be invited to these fora by implicated countries or ECDC FWD experts.

2.4 Links with other EU surveillance and alert systems
EPIS-FWD is part of an EU-wide surveillance and alert system for food safety and close links are established with The European
Surveillance System for epidemiology and microbiology (TESSy), the Rapid Alert System for Food and Feed (RASFF) and the
Early Warning and Response System (EWRS).

3. RESULTS
Following the implementation of EPIS-FWD, ECDC observed an increase in number of outbreak alerts launched, with 48
outbreak alerts launched in 2011 compared to respectively 31, 28 and 33 alerts launched in 2010, 2009 and 2008. Likewise, the
number of messages shared increased drastically, with 776 messages in 2011, compared to 414 in 2010 and less than 300 in 2009
and 2008 [2, 3]. EPIS has clearly facilitated the exchange of information and after a time of adaptation for the users during 2010,
the system is now fully operational.
Respectively, one quarter and one third of the outbreak alerts in 2011 and in 2010 were outbreaks involving at least two
countries, which emphasizes the need for a tool facilitating cooperation between countries. Communications regarding the Shiga
toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) O104:H4 outbreak in May and June 2011 generated 73 postings in EPIS-FWD,
contributed to the identification of 125 cases in twelve countries outside Germany and facilitated the coordination of a European
response. Another example is the investigation in July 2011 of a Salmonella Heidelberg outbreak where a meal consumed during
an international flight was implicated as the likely source of infection with cases identified in passengers of the same flight from
five countries. Finally, EPIS-FWD supported the investigations of the Salmonella Strathcona outbreak reported in September
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2011 for which there were 43 postings by 30 different countries. In total, five countries successively reported associated cases,
which contributed to the identification of the vehicle of infection (tomatoes) [3].

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
By bringing together multidisciplinary experts from different backgrounds and countries, EPIS-FWD ensures the timely detection
and early warning of international FWD outbreaks and facilitates the coordination of response activities. Such a platform
guarantees the sharing of information with all stakeholders involved at any stages of an outbreak and as it facilitates an easy and
rapid exchange of information, experts are more prone to be active and responsive within the system. This was confirmed by the
large increase of number of outbreak alerts and subsequent postings in 2011 compared to previous years.
The EPIS-FWD platform covers only enteric diseases. As the system proved to be successful in strengthening the collaboration
between stakeholders, other similar platforms were developed by ECDC to cover other infectious diseases such as legionellosis
(EPIS-ELDSNET), vaccine preventable diseases (EPIS-VPD) and antimicrobial-resistant infections (EPIS-AMR). A feasibility
study will be conducted for a new EPIS platform focused on animal-human interface and covering emerging, vector-borne
diseases and other zoonotic diseases.

5. NEXT STEPS AND CONCLUSIONS
EPIS-FWD is a useful tool to facilitate the early detection of multinational outbreaks and the coordination of the response among
participating countries and among disciplines. For its second year of use, information exchange within the platform considerably
increased, which confirm users’ buy-in. In addition, during evaluations conducted by ECDC through surveys and at the EPIS
revision meeting in January 2011, users have clearly acknowledged the added value of the system.
The current version of EPIS-FWD is under revision and a new version will be launched in 2012. This new version will include
additional functionalities and tools for epidemiological and microbiological investigations.
As a result of the success of EPIS-FWD, additional EPIS platforms were developed to respond to the needs of increased
information sharing between disciplines and countries.
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ABSTRACT: A pandemic is defined as an epidemic infectious disease that spreads through human populations in large
regions or the entire world. It is interesting, but at the same time comforting, to note that the effects of recent disease
outbreaks that were declared pandemics such as bovine spongiform encephalitis (BSE), avian and porcine influenza or
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) turned out to be not as catastrophic as predicted. As a consequence, stakeholders
and some members of the general public are losing confidence in scientific health information. A team of experts has focused
on the problem created by the fact that pandemics have been explained to the public primarily by paraclinicians such as
virologists, bacteriologists, molecular scientists and pathologists. However, one may get the impression that their true
interest in pandemics is often overshadowed by a welcome opportunity to explain the importance of their research and to
secure funding for the future. It is felt that emerging potential pandemics should be introduced to the general population by
public health specialists in order to regain the trust of the former. These specialists are expected to have a better holistic view
of endemic disease processes and should be able to build trust even when information is weak and fragile.

1. INTRODUCTION
What happened to pandemics like BSE, avian and porcine influenza and SARS? Their impact on human populations
generally has not been as catastrophic as predicted. The catastrophic effects of BSE were limited to the United Kingdom;
however, because the endemic was restricted in time and space, it was not a true pandemic. One problem of the assessment
of BSE was the overconfidence displayed by some people who extrapolated from existing theories despite weak evidence.
Another was belief fuelled by a combination of personal agendas, premature commitment to far-reaching decisions, failure to
address uncertainties and a lack of provisions that would allow reconsideration and adjustment of previously made decisions.
Finally, there has been insufficient questioning of general scientific logic and implementation of health schemes. How can
these pitfalls be solved?

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The author belonged to a team of experts looking at potential adverse effects of vaccination against Blue Tongue Virus
infection (BTV; Tschuor et al., 2009; Hässig et al., 2009). He was also a member of the expert team for the eradication
program of Bovine Virus Diarrhoea (BVD) in Switzerland. As a bovine herd health specialist he was asked to look for
possible solutions to problems inflicted on farm animals by mobile phone transmission stations (Hässig et al., 2008, 2009,
2012). This paper presents a synopsis of the pitfalls identified and in addition, refers to the larger scale of pandemics.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our view, a major problem was that the pandemics were explained to the general public by paraclinicians. These people do
excellent and valuable work, but the bottom line is that like all other scientists, they need grants to be able to survive the
tremendous pressure to publish. Under these circumstances it is not surprising that an infections agent is often presented to
the larger public to be very dangerous. This is also an ideal venue to publicize previous and ongoing research and justify the
need for more public funds. A common tactic is to ask the public the following question: “Well, what do we do when the
virus/bacterium mutates?” Here we have to remember that a mutation can occur in any disease-causing agent, but that most
mutations are actually lethal for the infectious agent itself, which is then being destroyed. Of course, some mutations can
have deleterious effects on the health of human and animal populations. What is often lacking from statements relating to the
‘importance’ of a newly emerging disease-causing agent is the concept of probability and concrete probabilistic models, or
information about the way the disease-causing agent is transmitted within a population. Paraclinicians are health providers in
a classical sense: Simply put, they prefer to look at an infectious agent in terms of its destruction, and at restoration of health
in the population. This concept is based on Koch’s postulates from 1880 and is presented here (Koch, 1982):
•

The microorganism must be found in abundance in all organisms suffering from the disease, but should not be
found in healthy animals.

•

The microorganism must be isolated from a diseased organism and grown in pure culture.

•

The cultured microorganism should cause disease when introduced into a healthy organism.

•

The microorganism must be re-isolated from the inoculated, diseased experimental host and identified as being
identical to the original specific causative agent.

Koch’s postulates are usually fulfilled in individual cases, but not when populations are involved in a disease process. Koch’s
postulates were supplemented by the first definition of health by the WHO in 1946 in San Francisco (WHO, 1946):
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Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.
This is a definition of health as a steady state, rather than a process. It is widely used and is still the only definition of health
given in Wikipedia. However, if applied strictly in a wider context, nobody would be expected to do dangerous work even if
it benefited society as a whole; for example soldiers, police officers of fire fighters. Because health is an ongoing process and
constantly in flux, a new definition of health was proclaimed in the Ottawa Charter of 1986 (WHO, 1986):
Health is a resource for social and developmental means, thus the dimensions that affect these factors must be changed to
encourage health. Health equity must be reached where individuals must become empowered to control the determinants that
affect their health, such that they are able to reach the highest attainable quality of life. Health promotion cannot be achieved
by the health sector alone; rather its success will depend on the collaboration of all sectors of government (social, economic,
etc.) as well as independent organizations (media, industry, etc.).

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
To regain the trust of the general public, health officials must improve the way they communicate with the public. To achieve
this goal, solid basic information from paraclinicians is vital, combined with good collaboration among clinicians,
paraclinicians and public health specialists. Public health specialists should serve as information specialists in health matters.
When people receive convincing and logical evidence-based information, they shall be likely to place trust in what they shall
hear from health officials about pandemics.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Health professionals form a link between medical specialists such as paraclinicians, and the public. A big challenge will be to
build trust in a paradoxical society that has the desire for freedom of choice as well as freedom of risk, when only weak and
unstable information is available. In the future „One health“ must strengthen its focus on health information.
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ABSTRACT: In the last five years, considerable interest has been generated with respect to how to encourage trans-disciplinary
approaches to controlling emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases. One Health and EcoHealth initiatives have begun to
emerge. One of the initiatives in Asia is the Building Ecohealth Capacity in Asia (BECA) project, funded by the International
Development Research Centre (IDRC) and AusAID. This paper summarizes knowledge from BECA workshops and discussions
to outline a basic strategy for promoting an ecohealth approach in research and in practice relevant to reducing zoonotic disease
in Asia. Three main aspects of a strategy are discussed: 1) promote transdisciplinary approaches to understanding the complexity
of zoonotic disease that compromise food safety; 2) increase teaching and application of ecohealth in medical sciences and other
subjects relevant to food safety; and, 3) bring ecohealth and One Health approaches into health policy discussions, particularly
where these discussions influence policy formulation. Constraints and suggestions to reduce them are also presented.
Keywords: EcoHealth, One Health, food safety, zoonoses, Asia.

1. INTRODUCTION
Considerable interest has been generated in the last decade in transdisciplinary approaches (crossing of disciplines to generate a
holistic approach) to address the precipitating factors of emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases. This has been punctuated by
a rapid growth of interest in One Health and related philosophies, formation of several One Health and EcoHealth initiatives in
Asia, development of related networks, launching of workshops, and creation of centres of excellence. Most if not all of these
networks and collaborations recognize that a joint approach to preventing and responding to zoonotic disease requires improved
communication, sharing of knowledge and resources, agreement to work together, and building capacity in skills and institutional
response to hazards and outbreaks.
Many of the hazards addressed by these One Health and ecohealth initiatives are linked to food safety issues. For example,
microbial contamination of livestock products, socio-economic factors related to marketplace structure, and producer
involvement in participatory surveillance programs. This paper offers suggestions for the role of ecohealth in improving food
safety in Asia, based on discussions and other activities that have taken place within the framework of one of the new ecohealth
initiatives in the region, the Building Ecohealth Capacity in Asia (BECA) project. The BECA project, facilitated by Veterinarians
without Borders/Vétérinaires sans Frontières-Canada and funded jointly by the International Development Research Centre
(IDRC) and AusAID, aims to build capacity for ecohealth research and application through partnering with six Asian countries
(Cambodia, PR China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Thailand, and Vietnam). International trade in food products, both imports and
exports, will be an increasingly important element of Asian economies over the next decade (Hertel, Ludena, and Rae, 2007);
building capacity in ecohealth will support this growth while contributing to national and regional ability to develop and comply
with food safety standards of local, regional, and international stakeholders, improving food safety for Asian consumers.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The main source of the recommendations in this paper is observation by the authors during a series of workshops and meetings
held by the BECA project in the course of developing capacity in research in ecohealth in Asia. The ongoing workshops are
designed to increase knowledge in ecohealth and to generate interest in applying ecohealth to local problems. Presentations from
regional participants have emphasized application of principals to solving problems that may engage participants in their
respective agencies and countries. Three workshops have been conducted (Fundamentals of Ecohealth, Research Issues in
Ecohealth, and Ecohealth Influencing Policy) and the general stream of discussion during these workshops added to some of the
basis of this paper. More than 100 participants have attended the workshops, and several participants have attended more than
once. Discussions during workshops have been stimulated by task oriented problem solving and break-out sessions, usually
directed at applying some component of an ecohealth approach to a particular health problem. Two smaller meetings were held to
discus monitoring and evaluation of ecohealth related projects and complexity; approximately 24 people attended these meetings.
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It should be noted that the five pillars of ecohealth are: i) transdisciplinarity; ii) gender and socioeconomic equity; iii) engaging in
a participatory process; iv) recognition of complexity; and v) sustainability (after Lebel, 2003).
Questionnaires handed out to workshop participants were also used to gather data regarding views on the general usefulness of
the ecohealth approach, expected application, consideration of working with other health and related disciplines other than one’s
own, and demographic data. At each of the first two workshops, 35 questionnaires were returned anonymously. Participants were
free to provide open comments. Follow-up with key participants was also conducted on an email or personal communication
basis to solicit opinions regarding the potential applications of an ecohealth approach.
These data and observations were valuable to developing some of the recommendations in this paper. As well, an evaluation of
the impact of the training and information received by Vietnamese participants was conducted. The results of that evaluation
were also used for this paper.

3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Analysis of questionnaires gathered at the BECA Researchable Issues workshop identified the following three most important
researchable ecohealth issues: i) prevention and control of emerging infectious diseases; ii) zoonotic disease including food borne
disease; and iii) better understanding of the epidemiology of infectious diseases. These researchable issues have clear relevance
to controlling food borne disease and improving food safety in Asia. Nevertheless, if research and application in ecohealth in
Asia is to be effective in improving food safety, a number of additional issues need to be addressed.
The level of interaction within and between institutions that needs to occur and identification of an associated effective leadership
structure is a complicated matter as anyone who has worked with public health issues will recognize. Often multiple agencies,
ministries, academic institutions, and industry representations take charge of various aspects of the same food safety theme or
issue. Our participants identified at least two ministries involved in food safety in each of the Asian countries in this study, and
usually more. The Government of Vietnam cites more than seven major ministries/directorates involved in food safety for
example (ASEAN, 2006) while the Government of China reports ten (Government of PR China, 2011). Within each, there are
again several agencies responsible for various tasks and duties related to food safety. This was a common observation and
concern among participants and was cited as contributing to the difficulty of effective communication and knowledge sharing
within and across institutions. More specifically, participants cited the following as constraints to improved willingness to
communicate: i) lack of knowledge of institutional structure; ii) weak access to other agencies; iii) chain of authority impedes
communication; and iv) cultural barriers.
Contributing to these barriers is the reluctance to admit a lack of knowledge or even lack of awareness that other realms of
knowledge exist that should be consulted. It must be accepted by health professionals that one individual, department, or
profession cannot possibly be expert in all matters related to food safety, from microbiology to toxicology to behaviour. Food
safety issues are no less complex than other ecohealth problems and require transdisciplinary approaches.
This leads to the first recommendation of this paper in developing an ecohealth approach to food safety: food safety experts need
to promote and accept transdisciplinary approaches to understanding the complexity of zoonotic diseases that compromise food
safety. There are good examples where this is already happening to a degree, but there is still much work ahead to forge
transdisciplinary working relationships.
A second major point addressed need for increased knowledge and training in ecohealth and related topics. The BECA
workshops and meetings have experienced a much higher level of demand for training than can be accommodated – initially
there were up to four times the number of formal requests to participate than could be accommodated, but this has swelled to
easily ten times capacity. Other ecohealth initiatives are experiencing a similar high level of interest in training in ecohealth. This
is also the case with the many One Health initiatives; at the recent 1st International One Health Conference (Melbourne, 2011)
there were more than 600 delegates, many of whom were attending a One Health or ecohealth related meeting for the first time.
From a Southeast Asian perspective, a One Health University Network in Southeast Asia has been initiated by USAID in May
2011 and committed by 16 faculties of public health, medicine and veterinary medicine in four countries Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand and Vietnam. As well, two EcoHealth Resource Centres focusing on training and availability of related resources are
being developed in Southeast Asia, one at Chiang Mai University and the other at the Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia.
Demand for ecohealth and One Health training clearly is increasing.
Nevertheless, despite this anticipated increase in demand, when the BECA project leaders consulted participants who represented
academic or related Asian institutions involved in training health professionals, they learned that none were teaching a formal
course in which understanding of ecohealth or One Health was part of the curriculum. Differences of opinion may exist on how
this should be addressed, but if ecohealth is to be applied to food safety, there must be training beyond the introductory level.
This would include extended field exercises, graduate education, training of field practitioners, research activities, and
engagement with industry, government, and communities in solving real life problems. The response from participants as well as
persons outside the project has been enthusiastic in terms of developing course and programme options for ecohealth courses
(academic, industry training, research institutions, etc.) but of course the reality of bringing this to fruition is dependent on
funding, leadership approval, and teaching capacity. One of the proposals that came out from different regional discussions was
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to gradually integrate ecohealth or One Health concepts and practices in the existing teaching modules that could be more easily
accommodated, such as environmental health, epidemiology, nutrition and food safety.
This is the basis for the second recommendation of this report: for ecohealth to contribute to improvements in food safety in Asia
there needs to be increased teaching and application of ecohealth in medical sciences and other subjects relevant to food safety.
Policy is a third area of high need and concern relative to food safety in Asia. From discussions with numerous stakeholders
including BECA workshop participants, agency and ministry representatives, persons working in food industries, and academics,
several general observations can be drawn.
There is a false impression among many stakeholders that the process of policy formulation rests solely in the domain of
government. In fact, all stakeholders have a role to play in the policy process. This is particularly true of engaging in dialogue
with those who are executors or legislators of policy; they may not be government representatives, but they probably do hold
some authority in governance (from community to provincial to national levels). Even for those stakeholders who have better
understanding of the policy process, there was a feeling that community members are somehow too far removed from the policy
process to have opportunities for engagement. For an ecohealth approach to food safety to be of value, it is essential that
stakeholders recognize the importance of engaging with the policy process, at all stages, at all opportunities, and with wide
representation from community members (i.e., usually the persons who ultimately are affected by policy).
The third recommendation of this paper is to bring ecohealth and One Health approaches into health policy discussions,
particularly where these discussions have influence on the policy formulation stage of the process. For food safety policy
formulation to have relevance, input from members of the non-scientist community is equally important.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The complexity of the issues surrounding food safety in Asia demands systems of prevention and control that embrace a wide
number of disciplines, are founded and applied by those with sound competence (knowledge, attitudes, skills, and awareness),
and incorporate ecohealth in the policy process to support their effectiveness. For our broad-sweeping recommendations to be
effective, they will require not only investment in resources needed for change but also development of partnerships from village
communities up to international trading partners. Of these proposed changes, we feel the third (bring ecohealth and One Health
approaches into health policy discussions) may be the most neglected. The latter is important because of the strong influence
preferences and choices (including willingness to examine and change their rankings) have on behaviour change. To increase
engagement in the policy process, there must be existence and awareness of opportunity. For example, preparation and promotion
of gatherings to discuss food safety related topics (e.g., village discussions, town hall meetings) that will influence policy
decisions complete with a plan for dissemination of meeting conclusions.
While interest in ecohealth instruction is high and administrators seem willing to consider such changes, unless the identified
infrastructural constraints are addressed this is unlikely to change soon. For this reason, workshops and related training programs
may be of high value until regular programmes are established.
With respect to applying these recommendations in improving food safety in Asia, probably the most important constraint is
limited acceptance for application of ecohealth to the many opportunities that exist. Where it has been successful in application,
transdisciplinarity has either benefitted from a starting point of previously existing good relations and communications between
individuals across disciplines or agencies (e.g., the Government of Vietnam-UN Joint Programme to Fight HPAI), or it has been
the product of a long and carefully cultured relationship for the benefit of all stakeholders, such as the collaborative work in food
safety between Thai ministries, industry, and producers (for a recent example of this collaboration see Bangkok Post, 2011).
To encourage transdisciplinarity, it may be helpful to start simply. For example, sharing knowledge through programme briefs,
post-training information sessions, or inviting ecohealth practitioners outside one’s area of expertise to meetings to share
experiences or approaches to food safety. Of course, producers and industry should be included in such activities.
Finally, ecohealth and One Health are now on the interest lists of donors and implementing agencies. It is timely to pressure
donors to fund collaboration, transdisciplinary approaches to food safety, training in ecohealth, and dialogue with individuals and
institutions influential in policy formulation are some additional suggestions.
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ABSTRACT: Bali, Indonesia had no known case of rabies prior to November, 2008 when a rabies outbreak began which has
claimed at least 100 human deaths and hundreds of canine lives, the only known carrier. Controlling the dogs began with simply
killing the dogs; currently vaccination and education programmes are being used. While the vaccine confers solid protection, the
ecohealth picture of controlling rabies in Bali makes this a difficult disease scenario to analyze and control. We describe the use
of business decision management tools to examine the management response to the Bali rabies outbreak and conclude that the
response had gone through a cycle of problem recognition which influenced control features. Problem identification and response
started as a simple process (kill the dogs), moved to a more complicated phase when cultural factors were identified as being
important, and occasionally shifted into stages when control seemed out of reach (chaos according to systems theory). Our team
advocates that an ecohealth approach is warranted which addresses the fourth and final component of complex systems theory,
complexity itself. We suggest that identification and understanding of the phases of complex problems such as rabies control is
important to developing sustainable solutions.
Keywords: rabies, ecohealth, One Health, Bali, complexity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Prior to November 2008 the island of Bali, Indonesia, had never knowingly had a single case of rabies in any species. It was in
that month that a rabies epidemic began, possibly brought to the island when an infected dog not yet showing clinical signs came
ashore with its human master. The Bali rabies epidemic continues to this day, with at least 100 human deaths reported. Control
efforts in dogs, the only identified carrier transmitting the virus, began with simply killing the dogs to current vaccination and
education programmes. Although the vaccine confers solid protection, an ecohealth perspective (see Lebel, 2003) on rabies
control in Bali will predict that this is a difficult disease scenario to analyze and control.
The Building Ecohealth Capacity in Asia (BECA) project, facilitated by Veterinarians without Borders/Vétérinaires sans
Frontières-Canada and funded jointly by the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) and AusAID, was launched in
January 2010 and continuing to the end of 2012, is one of several new ecohealth initiatives in Asia. The project aims to build
capacity for ecohealth research and application through partnering with six Asian countries (Cambodia, PR China, Indonesia, Lao
PDR, Thailand, and Vietnam). The principal activities include workshops and training sessions, smaller focused meetings,
development of policy briefs, and design of monitoring and evaluation methods for ecohealth projects. The project has been
working with several lead Indonesian researchers who are contributing to the control of rabies in Bali. Using business decision
management tools, we recently examined the evolution of responses to the Bali rabies outbreak and concluded that the response
had gone through a cycle of problem recognition and actions which influenced control features.
This paper outlines the process we took, the phases of the epidemic we identified in terms of complexity theory, and conclusions
we came to regarding how such a process can inform sustainable control measures for a zoonotic disease such as rabies.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In October 2011, the BECA project held a three day meeting in Chiang Mai, Thailand with 14 key researchers, all but one of
whom who had attended previous BECA workshops and meetings. Participants were chosen based on their role in leading
ecohealth work in the region and their energetic and insightful participation in past meetings. The BECA Principal Investigator
identified two key business decision management tools – the Strategic Assumptions Surfacing and Testing (SAST) process
(Mason and Mitroff, 1981) and the Cynefin Framework approach (Kurtz and Snowden, 2003) – that would serve as the basis for
exercises in identifying and assessing complexity of ecohealth problems (see figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. A Strategic Assumptions Surfacing and Testing
four quadrant layout.

Figure 2. Cynefin Framework domains after
Kurtz and Snowden (2003).

After introductory presentations to outline the SAST and Cynefin methods, participants were split into groups to try and apply the
techniques to regional ecohealth problems, including the rabies epidemic in Bali. The groups reconvened and discussed
successes, identified barriers to adoption, frustrations, and potential solutions. The main objective of the meeting was not to
convince participants of two new techniques that should be applied to analyzing ecohealth problems, but rather to identify
strengths and weaknesses of those approaches and to move to developing potential new methods. This paper focuses only on the
outcome of the exercises and discussions relevant to the rabies epidemic in Bali.
The SAST process attempts to bring deep but key assumptions to the surface by identifying and homing in on those assumptions
through consideration of multiple stakeholder perspectives, strategic questioning, and reflection on what assumptions
stakeholders will find the most troubling. A key feature of the exercise conducted at our brief BECA meeting was to map
assumptions based on a four quadrant approach, vertically defined by least to most certain assumptions, and horizontally by least
to most important assumptions. Assumptions in the upper right quadrant are thus considered part of a Certain Planning Region,
meaning most important, and the lower right quadrant are Problematic Planning Region, implying important but critically
uncertain assumptions which deserve close attention. Our results and conclusions are reported below.
The Cynefin Framework tool is essentially an analytical tool for matching a situation with a response, founded in complexity
theory. In so doing it helps to distinguish among simple, complicated, complex, and chaotic contexts. Our exercise consisted of
the following steps defined by guiding questions: 1) how is the situation being framed (simple, complicated, complex, and
chaotic); 2) what are the implications of this framing relative to situational response; and 3) what are appropriate ways of
managing a situation based on the basis of this framing.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A very brief synopsis of findings from the above exercises is presented here with regard to the rabies epidemic in Bali. The SAST
approach outlined the following points: community awareness was underestimated by most stakeholders as a key factor in
controlling rabies; in general, it is extremely difficult for a stakeholder of one group to differentiate between least and most
important assumptions of another stakeholder who is not present; some stakeholders are primarily motivated by human health
and are not interested in the animal welfare concerns, making humane but slower solutions more challenging; establishing a
working network of communication and joint effort between local, provincial, and national governments is a key to overcoming
the barriers to cooperation inherited with devolution of government responsibility, both judicial and fiscal; and finally, elevated
responsibility of dog ownership was viewed as important to success of any action plan. All of these factors were deemed most
important and most certain (upper right quadrant) although not without debate.
The Cynefin Framework approach (see Figure 2) identified several phases of the Bali rabies outbreak and response. For several
months following November 2008 the problem could be categorized as chaotic or unordered; there was no clearly defined
relationship identified between cause and effect (that is, the epidemiology was unexplored) and although dogs were the likely
source of infection, questions remained as to what were the factors maintaining the epidemic. Thus the response developed was
to get rid of dogs thought to be rabid and treat patients with whatever therapy was possible (many patients sought medical
assistance too late). By mid-2009 participants at our meeting noted that the authorities viewed the problem as a simple one in the
context of complexity theory. The dogs were the source of infection and the appropriate response was to eliminate them. Because
many dogs are not easily approached in Bali, the method chosen was poisoning with a strychnine-laced bait. However, the
authorities had not anticipated the negative response from villagers and also from outside observers to this inhumane method of
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euthanasia – dogs suffer a prolonged death which is distressing for people to witness. Village stakeholders objected as did NGOs
from on and off the island. Calls for dialogue and public forum were slowly being heeded.
Clearly things were more complicated than a direct cause and effect relationship and unravelling the epidemiology was going to
take some effort. Nevertheless, once this complicated set of circumstances was understood, it seemed a sustainable solution could
be developed. Part of this was movement to rabies vaccination, accepting that household stakeholders valued their dogs and did
not want them to suffer, and authorities listening to the voices of concerned Balinese and NGOs from off the island. Still, a joint
effort to examine the complete picture of rabies etiology and epidemiology on the island and embrace the community as part of
the process to developing a solution was not yet in full motion, suggesting a complicated operative context. This is reinforced by
the assumptions at the time that the complicated problem was well on the way to being understood (cause and effect relationships
are perceptible and solutions can be developed based on the facts).
By November 2010 the BECA meeting participants outlined several disciplines and groups of stakeholders who were actively
investigating the rabies epidemic and, independently and together, working on developing a solution. Several key factors were
known to be important to understanding the epidemiology better: vaccines were effective but accurate dog population knowledge
including ownership was unclear; canine ecology on the island is not well understood; culture and sociology plays an important
role in the epidemiology of rabies in Bali; effective and accepted governance and directives are critical to sustainable solutions;
developing and implementing an effective participatory rabies prevention communication programme will require considerable
effort but is viewed as essential; and a transdisciplinary approach is needed. The rabies control effort had entered a complex
operative context. The general consensus of participants at the BECA meeting was that stakeholders may disagree about the exact
nature of the problem and solution, there are no easy right answers, good results will be highly influenced by identifying the
appropriate initial conditions, and interactions between the dogs, villagers, authorities, other possible reservoirs such as wildlife,
and vaccine strategies were almost certainly “non-linear” and existing within a dynamic system.
Finally, it was rewarding to participants at this BECA meeting that an ecohealth perspective on controlling rabies in Bali is
developing and the five pillars of ecohealth research are being addressed (transdisciplinarity, gender and socioeconomic equity,
engaging in a participatory process, recognition of complexity, and sustainability).
The above summarizes a procedure the discussants followed which can be identified as a probe, sense, and respond process.
Sensing requires collecting sufficient data to identify patterns of behaviour; probing (trying new things, experimenting, process of
examination) allows patterns or potential patterns to be more visible; and responding involves choosing best or most appropriate
responses from among a set of options for that context.
While admittedly thin on details, the exercise was valuable to identify management approaches used in business that can shed
new light on processes for developing solutions to health challenges. This team is developing this approach further and plans are
under way to upscale the exercise with a much wider group of Balinese stakeholders.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The meeting reported in this paper allowed participants to identify the rabies problem in Bali from new viewpoints, identify and
synthesize factors of simple to complex operational contexts, and address a real-world problem that is affecting the livelihoods of
more than three million people. Clearly the initial thinking that the rabies epidemic in Bali was simple, and thus had an
uncomplicated solution, was neither accurate nor sustainable. Subsequently, once it was clear cultural and environmental factors
had to be considered, the problem was obviously complicated. That is, analysis would reveal rabies was due to some series of
events; controlling these events would control the disease. But thinking in this operational context also shifted as the outbreak
progressed. With greater understanding and dialogue, the rabies epidemic was identified as a complex issue with a large number
of non-linearly interacting factors, acting as a dynamic system on which a single solution could not be imposed. Occasionally,
from a business management perspective, the problem showed elements of chaos - unpredictable with many unknowns and no
clear single action being the best response.
We conclude that response to the rabies epidemic in Bali is currently operating in a complex context, though it occasionally may
display as other contexts. This has profound implications for control options and for development of an ecohealth approach to
management and control of the rabies epidemic in Bali.
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ABSTRACT: Accidental injuries have become a major public health concern in developing countries, with an increasing number
of orthopedic procedures in suboptimal conditions. This study investigates infection rates following internal fixation in closed
tibia fractures and surgical infection management in India. Ten (government and private) Indian hospitals are participating in this
prospective multicenter study. Information about the hospital's surgical infection control measures and standard antibiotic
administration protocol are collected, as are patient demographics, timing of accident, admission, surgery, and fracture
characteristics. Pre-operative photographs demonstrate soft tissue damage of the fractured site. Pre- and post-surgery radiographs
are collected for reference purposes. Pre- and postoperative blood tests are performed. Pre- and post-operative information about
fracture management, soft tissue damage and antibiotic prophylaxis are also recorded. Patients are monitored over one year for
the onset of symptoms which may be attributable to surgical site infection. Patients with any combination of symptoms undergo
further diagnostic procedures and bacteriological analysis of wound swabs. Positive bacteriological results are further
differentiated and undergo antibiotic sensitivity and resistance tests. If infection is diagnosed, infection management and
treatment outcome are documented. At study end, a blinded central outcome adjudication committee will judge on infection
occurrence. Analysis of infections will be conducted stratified by time (<2 weeks, 2-10 weeks and >10 weeks) and location
(superficial and deep infection). At the 6- and 12-month follow-up visit, all patients will complete the SF-12 and EQ-5D
questionnaires to investigate if quality of life differs when infection occurs within one year after surgery. The study will yield
important information to help reduce surgical infection rates and improve surgical infection management in developing countries.

Keywords: Infection management, infection distribution, India, tibia fractures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to accelerated urbanization and industrialization, trauma has become a major public health problem in India. With a
population over one billion and an annual urbanization rate of 26%, the magnitude of the problem is a cause for concern (1). The
number of orthopedic procedures in Indian hospitals has increased, along with a growing incidence of severe wound infections
caused by multiple drug resistant bacteria (2, 3). However, epidemiological data regarding infection rates, microbial agents
causing orthopedic wound infections and antimicrobial sensitivity pattern are limited (4).

1.1 Incidence of implant related infections in developing countries
The incidence of infection after internal fixation of closed fractures is generally below 1-2%, whereas the incidence may exceed
30% after fixation of Grade III open fractures (5). Information about infections after implant surgery in developing countries is
scarce, where circumstances are more disadvantageous and measures to prevent infections may be limited.
Kulshrestha (6) reported an infection rate of 6.7% in a retrospective study in India with 30 open tibia fractures; Khan et al (7)
found an infection rate of 5.8% in a prospective study in Pakistan with 104 closed fractures (7); Saris et al (8) in a prospective
study with 194 closed fractures reported an infection rate of 3.3% and Steiner et al (9) in a prospective study in Ethiopia with 27
open fractures found an infection rate of 18.5% (9).
Surgical site infection after implant surgery is problematic for both patient and surgeon. This may lead to increased antibiotic use,
prolonged hospital stay, repeated debridement prolonged rehabilitation, morbidity and mortality (7). In India, rising additional
treatment costs are in general borne by the patients and their families (1).
This study will investigate surgical infection rates and management in India, which factors have an influence on the occurrence of
an infection, and whether further action in orthopedic infection prophylaxis and management is required. Recruitment for this
prospective, observational, multicenter study will begin in the 3rd quarter of 2012 with the last patient follow-up expected in the
3rd quarter of 2014.
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2. METHODS
A total of 10 city and district hospitals drawn from the government and private sector across India will participate in this study.
During the study initiation, information about the hospital's infection control measures and standard antibiotic administration
protocol, which are related to the surgery, will be collected to understand what actions are taken in Indian hospitals to prevent the
occurrence of surgical site infections.
A maximum number of 1,000 patients (based on an estimated infection rate of 5% according to results from the feasibility
questionnaire and the literature) with closed tibia fractures treated with for surgical reduction and internal fixation will be
enrolled. Definitive recruitment number will be evaluated during an interim analysis. Patient demographics, time interval from
accident to admission to surgery and fracture characteristics will be recorded. Photographic pictures will be taken preoperatively
to demonstrate soft tissue damage of the fractured site. Blood tests (Leucocyte count/diff, CRP level and ESR level) will be
performed pre-and postoperatively. Information about fracture management, soft tissue damage (Tscherne classification) and
antibiotic prophylaxis given prior and after surgery will be registered. Plain radiographs which are taken prior and after surgical
intervention will be collected as reference material for further investigation in patients who develop surgical site infection.
2.1 Monitoring
Every patient will be monitored within a one year follow-up period for the onset of symptoms, which give rise to the suspicion of
surgical site infection. Patients with any combination of symptoms such as persisting/increasing local pain, erythema, edema,
wound healing disturbance, large hematoma, and fever will undergo further diagnostic procedures, such as diagnostic imaging,
hematological tests (leukocyte-count and –differentiation, CRP-, ESR level), and bacteriological analysis of wound swabs.
Positive bacteriological results will be further characterized and undergo antibiotic sensitivity and resistance tests. If infection is
diagnosed, infection management and treatment outcome will be documented.

3. RESULTS
The data collected is designed to answer the primary and secondary outcome measures, the results of which will be contained in
the final report planned for 2015:
3.1 Primary outcome measures
Primary outcome measures: Overall surgical infection rate within one year after internal fracture fixation of closed tibia fractures
in India. Distribution of infection per type, stratified by time and deep infection.
At the end of the study a blinded central outcome adjudication committee will judge whether an infection has occurred. Analysis
of infections will be conducted stratified by time [early (less than 2 weeks), delayed (2-10 weeks), and late onset (more than 10
weeks)], and location [superficial (skin and subcutis affected) and deep infection (deep soft tissue affected)]. (See Table 1).
Table 1: Classification of SSI according timing of onset (5)
Classification

Onset of symptoms

Characteristics

Early infection

< 2 weeks

Predominantly acquired during trauma or implant surgery, caused by highly
virulent organisms (e.g. S. aureus, Gram-negative bacilli)

Delayed infection

2-10 weeks

Late infection

> 10 weeks

Predominantly acquired during trauma or implant surgery and caused by low
virulence organisms (e.g. coagulase-negative staphylococci); occasionally
caused by haematogenous seeding from remote infections

3.2 Secondary outcomes measures
The secondary outcomes measures include infection management and treatment outcome, as well as the influence of a variety of
clinic and patient factors (e.g. fracture type) on the occurrence of infection will be assessed.
At the 6- and 12-month follow-up visit, all patients will complete the health-related quality of life questionnaires SF-12 and EQ5D to investigate if quality of life differs depending on the occurrence of an infection one year after surgery. Information on
complications will also be collected.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
This study adds value to the One Health approach because it deals with some of the effects caused by accelerated urbanization
and urban living. Increased industrialization leads to a growth in the number of accidental injuries in cities which may find
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themselves unable to deal with the population increase. The pressure that increasing numbers of patients with fractures presenting
for treatment causes to a clinic's infrastructure may lead to operations in suboptimal conditions. This problem is not unique to
India and so the results of this study may be applied to other developing countries facing rural flight and increasing numbers of
patients in an urban setting.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This study will yield important information to help reduce surgical infection rates and improve surgical infection management in
developing countries.
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ABSTRACT: Government-industry-university work groups have emerged in the United States as a dynamic mechanism for
encouraging integrated and holistic risk management strategies for catastrophic animal diseases such as foot and mouth disease
and highly pathogenic avian influenza. Systems thinking and a One Health approach have fostered all-hazards risk analysis that
consider the likelihood and consequences of catastrophic animal infectious disease (CAID) introduction and the national
emergency response in the context of the health of animals, humans, ecosystems, society and economics. Through active
engagement, innovative prevention approaches and science-based risk management schemes are being designed proactively to
minimize social disruption, support food supply chain continuity, target available resources to pathways carrying the highest risk
of disease spread and reduce the economic damage to animal producers and the food industry. Adoption of integrated and holistic
risk management strategies demonstrates a significant paradigm shift toward a One Health approach.
Keywords: Integrated risk assessment, national response plans, H5N1, highly pathogenic avian influenza.

1. INTRODUCTION
Outbreaks of catastrophic animal infectious diseases (CAID) and emerging zoonoses threaten animal health, public health and the
economic and social stability of countries and regions. Exclusion of these diseases and CAID emergency planning and response
traditionally focus principally, if not solely, on animal health. The responsibilities rest with the official veterinary services, most
often as a function of the agriculture ministry within the national government. The resulting plans and emergency response are
driven by the over-riding goal of containment of disease spread among animals and prompt eradication to return the region or
country to disease free status. While these emergency responses to CAID can be extremely costly, effective control and rapid
eradication benefits agricultural animal health and production at the individual and farm level and contributes to food security
and livelihoods. Disease freedom also facilitates export of animals and animal products for the benefit of the balance of trade and
the national economy. As a result, response strategies focused on rapid eradication are the recognized gold standard.
Responses to emerging zoonoses largely follow this same pattern. Prompt eradication of infected and exposed animals as
potential hosts for the emerging zoonoses is promoted as the most effective strategy for managing the risk of human infections
and their sequella. Success is measured by elimination of serologic evidence of disease in animals and the disappearance of
human cases.
Experiences in the last decade such as foot and mouth disease (FMD) in the UK and exotic Newcastle disease (END) in the
United States in 2001 and the H5N1 pandemic demonstrated significant unintended negative consequences from traditional
national emergency response programs in terms of public health, food security, ecosystems and the non-agricultural economy.
These experiences, along with the escalating cost of CAID containment and eradication, have fueled a reconsideration of the
traditional approaches.

2. TRADITIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR CATASTROPHIC ANIMAL
INFECTIOUS DISEASES
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Successful prevention of CAID through effective import controls and rapid containment and eradication in the face of outbreaks
are considered evidence of the highest level of performance for official veterinary services. The domestic animal health and
production benefits of CAID freedom plus the enhanced export trade opportunities reinforce the traditional emergency response
strategies. Traditional risk management for CAID involves reducing the likelihood of outbreaks and minimizing the animal
health consequences of introduction when it does occur.

2.1 Risk management for imports
Sanitary measures such as import restrictions, pre-importation testing and certification, and import quarantine stations all are
designed to prevent entry of infected animals into a free country. Sanitary measures restricting trade are supported by the World
Trade Organization as long as they can be justified by scientific risk assessment. However, risk aversion and/or the
precautionary principle often drive stricter import measures than the scientific evidence appears to justify.

2.2 Risk management in the face of CAID introduction
Emergency response strategies for CAID are intended to minimize the total number of animals exposed and affected by limiting
the movement of infected animals and animal products, and reducing the numbers of susceptible animals (population-at-risk) in
order to disrupt the spread of the outbreak. Quarantines are put in place for affected premises and broad “stop movement”
restrictions are put in place to control movement of infected and exposed animals and their products. Early in an emergency
response to CAID, “stop movement” orders may be placed on large geographic areas for days until the magnitude of the outbreak
is determined. As the initial investigations are completed, “Control zones” are drawn around the affected geographic area
encompassing all the affected premises and nearby unaffected premises that are considered at-risk.
Mass depopulation of exposed and at-risk animals within the control zone frequently is employed to prevent additional infected
animals and amplification of the pathogen. Depopulation often is accompanied by burning and/or burying in cases where the
carcasses are deemed a significant risk for disease spread. The strategy of mass depopulation of affected, exposed and at-risk
animals and their products, commonly known as “stamping out”, remains the gold standard response promoted by developed
countries. It is accepted as the fastest way to regain country freedom of disease with resulting benefits in the global marketplace
for trade of animals and animal products(1).

2.3 Unintended consequences of “stamping” out and broad stop movement orders
Mass animal destruction strategies have come under increasing scrutiny in recent years because of unintended negative
consequences. Not only are depopulation and disposal expensive, but valuable animal protein is lost and the economic damages
to agribusiness is considerable. In the 2001FMD outbreak in UK, the disruption of non-agriculture related business and
decreased tourism were estimated to have been more costly than the damage to the farm sector. In addition, psychiatric diseases
secondary to the mass animal destruction are well documented in both the farmers losing animals and the responders. Stress
disorders, post-traumatic stress syndrome and suicides have been documented. Finally, the environment impacts, disruption of
rural communities and the public outrage to the destruction of large number of animals create compelling news that captures
headlines and stirs political resistance (3).

3. INTEGRATIVE RISK MANAGEMENT FOR NATIONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING
Integrative risk management emerges from systems thinking and a One Health approach. All hazards are considered and not
simply the CAID and its direct infectious disease sequella. Integrative risk management requires active engagement of all
stakeholders. Trans-disciplinary, cross-sectoral collaboration is required because no single discipline, sector, government agency
or academic unit can understand completely the complexity of the CAID introduction and spread as well as the myriad of
consequences resulting from introduction and from the risk management interventions.

3.1 Estimating the risk and consequences of CAID introductions
The risk of CAID spread itself can be estimated on the basis of the biology and epidemiology of the disease along with the
dynamics of animal movement and the food system. The risk of spread through animal products depends on the effectiveness of
harvesting biosecurity, inactivation caused by processing, and the distribution of animal products.
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Risk analyses using the One Health approach consider all hazards and not solely the direct infectious disease threat of CAID on
domestic animals. Stakeholders and a variety of professional disciplines help identify potential consequences for the ecosystems,
rural communities, public health and the economy. Consequences must be considered at multiple level including the individual
animal producer, the national or regional animal populations including both domestic and wild animals, the food supply chain,
public health, community social and economic stability, biodiversity, food industry business continuity and the national and
global economies.

3.2 Integrative risk management for emergency response planning
Proactive risk assessments using systems thinking and a One Health approach can be used using to support integrative risk
management for emergency response planning. This science-based approach considers not only the biological and
epidemiological aspects of the hazard of concern, but also the all hazards consequences of CAID. The integrative risk
management plans are based on detailed understanding of the entire food system from animal production and transport to food
processing, distribution and utilization. The integrated risk management approach supports food supply chain security and
business continuity as well as disease control and eradication (2).

3.3 Government-industry-university working groups and integrative risk analysis
The Center for Animal Health and Food Safety (CAHFS) at the University Of Minnesota has worked with United States of
America (US) federal and state government agencies, university experts, animal producers and food processors to pioneer
integrative risk analysis approaches using multi-stakeholder working groups. Government-industry-university working groups
are formed to identify hazards, conduct risk assessments and evaluate risk management options for future CAID incursions. The
resulting analyses are refined through an iterative approach so that the results provide the most accurate and comprehensive
information to support policy-makers.

4. SECURE EGG SUPPLY
The food safety manager of a large egg processor approached CAHFS in June 2004 after witnessing the impact of H5N1 on the
poultry industry, economy, livelihoods and level of public anxiety in Thailand. He expressed concern over the potential risk
management response in the US, worrying that a broad stop movement order could destroy his business and that of his customers
by disrupting the supply of egg. Given the adoption of “just-in-time” supply chains for the egg industry, the loss of business
continuity would quickly translate into the disappearance of eggs and egg products from restaurants and stores served by his
company. At the same time, he expressed strong commitment to protecting public health as well as the rapid containment and
eradication of the avian disease should it strike the US. The concept of ‘all hazards’ integrated risk management evolved starting
with these discussions.
A government-industry-university working group was established to explore with the goals of protecting animal and human
health while simultaneously minimizing the unintended consequences of disruption of the egg food supply and the potential
ensuing public perception challenges. The high media visibility of H5N1 was reaching consumers so that disappearance of eggs
from restaurants and grocery stores was likely to create the perception that eggs were pulled from the market because they were
dangerous. Despite strong statements by the World Health Organization and others, emergency import restriction measures taken
against H5N1 affected countries reinforced the perception of danger.
Almost 8 years later, the government-industry-university working group continues to meet via bi-weekly conference calls and
extensive email traffic. An array of proactive risk assessments have been completed (see www.secureeggsupply.com) and are
used to inform policy-makers. These risk assessments address the likelihood of the spread of H5N1 through the movement of
specific products through the supply chain. The results have led to the development of guidelines for egg movement permits as
part of a larger “Secure Egg Supply” concept (SES). The SES has been incorporated into the US government’s foreign animal
disease preparedness plans (4).
Development of the SES itself not only strengthened the emergency response plans but also had a number of positive unintended
consequences. The government-industry-university working group process brought together multiple stakeholders and
engendered a high degree of mutual respect. Government officials have a much deeper understanding of the complexities of the
egg food chain and industry leaders gained a much better understanding of the role and constraints of the official veterinary
services responsible for CAID response. Furthermore, egg producers and processers developed strong buy-in for the resulting
response plan. The success of this public-private partnership has encourage additional active collaboration with animal producers
and food processors of milk, pork, broiler chickens and turkeys.
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5. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The One Health approach to risk management involves simultaneous consideration of multiple perspectives of ‘health’ including
animal health, human health and ecosystem health as well as societal and economic health. A One Health approach leads to a
more holistic risk management strategy that considers not only the direct risks of the CAID but also the unintended negative
consequences to public health, the food supply, societal stability, ecosystems and the economy. The One Health approach
encourages systems thinking and an all-hazards preparedness and response plan. Furthermore, a One Health approach engages a
broader spectrum of stakeholders resulting in greater investment and support for the response plan itself . One Health integrated
risk management simultaneously focuses on reducing the likelihood and consequence of the risk from an all-hazards perspective.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A singular animal disease focus on traditional “stamping-out” strategies may fail to address significant public health, food
supply, environmental and economic risks and consequences. Adopting a One Health approach using systems thinking and
proactive risk analyses can help direct resources to the disease spread pathways of greatest risk and diminish the disruption of the
food supply chain for negligible risk animals and animal products. The resulting reduction in unintended negative consequences
can increase the support of affected stakeholders and the general public while maintaining an effective animal disease response.
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ABSTRACT: A catalogue of One Health (OH) activities was compiled and a transformational change model was created to
inform a global working group of 20 physicians, veterinarians, and social scientists at the Rockefeller Foundation’s Bellagio
Center in July, 2011. The working group reviewed the status of OH implementation, identified challenges, gaps and
opportunities, captured promising practices, reviewed the change model as a potential evaluation tool and generated a strategy for
catalyzing global adoption. Common characteristics of current OH activities included building awareness and knowledge, and
aligning organizations and people; while evidence of developing shared vision and operationalizing OH were observed in less
than half of current efforts. Few OH activities actually resulted in transformational change. The need for a unified effort was
recognized as a critical first step in catalysing global adoption of OH. Participants agreed on a strategy for promoting the
adoption of OH that includes case statements demonstrating the positive impact of the OH approach; the recruitment of
champions across geographical regions, disciplines and sectors; the clarification of the OH value proposition; and the
development of a collective communication strategy in order to gain key constituents, solidify partnerships and secure new and
sustained funding. Success will be evident when OH approaches become the new operating normal for addressing complex issues
at the human-animal-ecosystems interfaces
Keywords: One Health, adoption of One Health approaches, human-animal-ecosystem interfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION
Holistic ‘One Health’ approaches have gained support over the last decade. Although One Health (OH) is not a new concept,
health researchers, educators and practitioners have rediscovered it as a robust tactic for addressing complex health risks at
human-animal-ecosystems interfaces. The adoption of OH approaches appears variable in terms of geography, discipline and
sector (public and private). This project was designed to evaluate current OH activities in light of a transformational change
model and to propose a strategy for catalyzing the global adoption of OH approaches.

2. COMPILATION OF A CATALOGUE OF ONE HEALTH ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS
A compilation of OH activities was developed to establish the current status of global implementation of the approach. No
comprehensive compilation of OH activities was found through web searches and discussions with key informants involved with
OH. Therefore, a systematic compilation was initiated through web searches using the key phrase ‘One Health’. It is important
to note that not all relevant initiatives use the term ‘One Health’ in their title or description. Therefore, key informants known by
the authors also were contacted to identify initiatives embodying the OH approach. A listing of OH initiatives in Asia and
Europe financed by The European Union (2) provided additional input .

2.1 Descriptions of Each One Health Activity and Program
An abstract of each OH initiative was drafted to describe the program activities and characterize its purpose, scope, primary
funders, participants, key collaborators, and monitoring and evaluation strategies. The definition of OH used by each initiative
was recorded or, in some cases, inferred when no explicit definition could be found. Sources of the information used in the
abstracts were gleaned from publications, websites and interviews with key figures involved with or knowledgeable of the
activity. Draft abstracts were shared with each initiative where contact information was available in order to solicit edits and
corrections

2.2 One Health Activities and Programs Identified
Educational programs were the most numerous types of OH activities and programs. Targeted research projects intended to
answer a specific question were the next most numerous followed by informational meetings highlighting the OH approach. OH
field implementation initiatives were less common. Given the objective of evaluating the OH global implementation status, the
catalogue captured all of the field implementation initiatives identified but did not attempt a comprehensive listing of the
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educational programs, targeted research projects or informational meetings. Selected educational programs, targeted research
projects and informational meetings were included as examples. The final catalogue includes 75 initiatives.

3. A CHANGE MODEL APPLICABLE TO ONE HEALTH
Adoption Adoption of the OH approach represents a transformational change in the way health risks at human-animalecosystems interfaces are handled. Therefore a change model was developed to characterize the adoption of OH. The value of
the change model is that it: defines the conditions necessary for successful change; provides an organizing principle or construct
that can be applied locally, nationally or globally; and. drives activities toward impact and ultimately transformation based on the
adoption and use of One Health principles.
The change model was constructed using elements of published models and expert opinion (1, 3, 4, 5). The final model (Table 1)
describes 5 steps essential for transformational change to occur.
Table 1: Transformational Change Model
Stage
Mobilize
commitment

Type of Change
Perspective and
engagement

Description
Awareness and recognition of the benefits of change (perspective) and active
engagement leading to a critical mass of people supporting the change process.

Develop shared
vision

Planning and
communication

A compelling picture is created of what the desired future will look like once the
transformational change has been achieved. This vision is widely shared and
provides the foundation for strategic and operational plans.

Align
organization and
people

Organization and
people capability

Engaged individuals and groups develop the capacity (including authority,
knowledge, skills and competence) necessary to deliver the transformational change.
Relevant institutions demonstrate commitment to the new vision and strategy
through concomitant policy changes; resources (including funding); change of
structures; systems; processes and roles.

Operationalize

Implementing plan
and achieving
results

Activities are underway to implement program plans to achieve the vision. Barriers
are identified and overcome. Quick wins are achieved to maintain engagement and
momentum. Feedback and evaluation are used for continuous improvement and to
gather evidence of the value of the change in approach.

Transform

Sustainability of
change and impact

Changes outlined in the vision become the new norm with continual reinforcement
of new ways of thinking and behavior resulting in an organizational and professional
culture that ensures continued success and impact.

4. BELLAGIO WORKING GROUP ON ONE HEALTH IMPLEMENTATION
Funding was secured from the Rockefeller Foundation to convene a working group to discuss the overall status of OH
implementation and outline a strategy to promote global adoption. A group of 20 physicians, veterinarians, and social scientists
were selected from around the world to participate. The group convened at the Rockefeller Bellagio Center in Bellagio, Italy
from July 26-30, 2011. Over the course of the week, the working group 1) reviewed the status of OH implementation; 2)
identified challenges, gaps and opportunities; 3) captured promising practices; 4) reviewed the change model as a potential
evaluation tool for OH activities; and 5) agreed on a way forward to further catalyse the adoption of OH globally.
Most participants felt that penetration of the OH approach varied in different parts of the world and no one felt that that the
adoption of OH was widespread across all sectors and issues. Major challenges included confusion over the definition of OH, the
scope of activities that fit within the OH approach and the need for more evidence of the benefits of OH approaches. Gaps
included the application of OH approaches to other complex issues like food safety and security. Promising practices included
robust evaluation to support learning from past experiences, active compilation of the benefits of OH approaches, gaining high
level political support, and simulation exercises to practice OH skills and work plans. Use of the change model as an evaluation
tool for assessing the overall status of OH implementation was affirmed and a consensus was reached on the need to implement a
global strategy to promote OH adoption.
The Bellagio participants unanimously supported previous OH efforts and concluded that if OH is going to move to the next level
of impact and importance, it is essential to create a more cohesive and defined vision and strategy. Bellagio participants felt
strongly that advocating One Health requires evidence of a strong scientific underpinning that demonstrates that the concept
makes biological, economic, and scientific sense. Participants concluded that not all evidence is equal and different stakeholders
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require different forms of evidence. Policymakers, political officials, and governmental officials have thresholds for evidence that
can differ considerably from that of scientists or researchers. For some, sufficient evidence already exists. Participants concluded
that while more evidence needs to be gathered, efforts should continue in gathering support for the OH approach among key
stakeholder groups.

5. THE CURRENT STATUS ONE HEALTH GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION
Each of the activities and programs in the Catalogue was evaluated in the context of the change model to assess the global status
of OH implementation. A series of questions was developed for each stage of the change model. Using these questions as a
guide, raters determined which stages of change were embodied in each of the activities and programs. Each initiative was
evaluated for its contribution to each stage of change. When sufficient evidence existed to answer most of the questions for a
stage of change in the affirmative, the initiative was considered to be contributing to that stage.
Overall, almost all the activities and programs demonstrated ‘mobilizing commitment’; three quarters were rated as ‘aligning
organizations and people’; half were rated as ‘developing shared vision’; and 2 of every 5 activities and programs provided
evidence of operationalization. Only one in 10 of the OH activities and programs offered evidence of ‘transformation’.

6. CREATION OF A GLOBAL ONE HEALTH ADOPTION STRATEGY
The Bellagio working group generated a Global Strategy Map to create a concrete plan of action and next steps for global OH
implementation using current evidence and lessons learned. The strategy mobilizes commitment, develops a shared vision,
enhances the capabilities of people and organizations, and implements OH approaches in such a way as to create sustainable
change. The strategy includes the following components:
Developing compelling stories (case statements) for OH. Case statements must be tailored to different key constituents,
recognizing their unique needs and interests as well as recognizing the differing hierarchies of evidence required by
each.
Mobilizing broad commitment via a global communications plan and the recruitment of OH champions from corporate,
political, non-governmental agency, philanthropic, academic and public policy sectors.
Using points of leverage such as existing successful examples of OH implementation to create value propositions for
key constituents.
Unifying OH efforts around this adoption strategy to enhance opportunities for securing resources and solidifying the
cross-sectoral partnerships necessary to implement and sustain OH approaches worldwide

7. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The assessment of the current status of OH implementation establishes a point of reference for measuring progress. Analyzing
current OH activities and programs in the context of a change model informs the development of a global adoption strategy. The
consensus emerging from the Bellagio working group provides validation of the status assessment and commitment to launch a
global strategy for adoption of the OH approach.

8. CONCLUSIONS
An analysis of 75 examples of OH activities and programs from the perspective of a change model suggests numerous efforts in
building awareness and knowledge, and aligning organizations and people, but fewer examples of developing shared vision and
operationalizing OH. Catalyzing global adoption of the OH approach for addressing health risks at the human-animalecosystems interfaces will require:
More strategic efforts to build the case for OH using different types of evidence for different stakeholders;
Recruiting a broader pool of OH champions from diverse sectors, disciplines and perspectives;
Solidifying partnerships through demonstration of the OH value proposition; and
Gaining the support of key constituents.
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A more cohesive and defined vision and strategy bringing together major OH leaders and programs will be essential in moving
OH forward to the next level of importance and impact.
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Abstract
1. Introduction
The Greendale fault runs east-west under the alluvial Canterbury plains in New Zealand. It is
not a “major” faultline and geotechnical experts estimate that it ruptures approximately once
every 16,000 years. On 4th September 2010 this fault ruptured and gave rise to an earthquake
of magnitude 7.1 on the Richter scale, centred on Darfield which is a small town some 30km
west of the city of Christchurch. While power was lost for up to three days, there were no
fatalities and building damage was confined to a few older properties.
Since that time Canterbury has experienced more than 8000 aftershocks and continues, at the
time of writing, to experience aftershocks in excess of 5.0 and occasionally 6.0. The most
significant of these was on 22nd February 2012 at 12.51pm when an aftershock of 6.3
magnitude centred very close to the city of Christchurch (population 330,000) destroyed
many buildings and resulted in 182 deaths. Arguably, it was New Zealand’s largest ever
disaster. Power, water supplies and sewerage were severely damaged. Although power was
restored within a week for most households and within three weeks for all households,
reticulated water took up to two months to restore to some homes. The sewerage system,
though repaired within seven months, remains fragile more than one year later and is
currently undergoing ongoing renovation.
While it has to be acknowledged that there were individual tragedies across the whole city
and beyond, most of the deaths occurred in only two central city buildings, one of which, the
“CTV building”, had been damaged in the first earthquake. This damage had not been
identified after the first earthquake, despite extensive engineering checks. New Zealand has a
strict building code which is rigidly adhered to and this undoubtedly saved thousands of lives.
However, the tragedy of the CTV building demonstrated how repeated aftershocks can
weaken even well constructed buildings. The cost of repairing buildings to a suitably high
standard is very expensive and, even then, it may be difficult for owners to lease a building
about which potential tenants have anxieties. The damage to city buildings, the cost of
restoration and an appropriately conservative approach earthquake safety in the face of
continued aftershocks has meant that more than half of all buildings in the Christchurch
central business district are to be demolished.
At the same time, the ground upon which the city stands has been thoroughly checked and
deemed safe to rebuild on. This presents an unprecedented opportunity for the people of
Christchurch to build a brand new city.
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2. The process of reconstructing Christchurch

The New Zealand government established the legislative authority for earthquake recovery by
passing the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 under which it established the
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) whose rôle it was to oversee the various
processes and plans associated with the earthquake recovery.
It had quickly become apparent that a major reconstruction of the city would be required.
“Share an idea” was a series of public consultations where Cantabrians could listen to the
issues surrounding reconstruction of their city and also submit ideas (both small and large) on
how this could be achieved. Over 106,000 ideas were submitted. These were collated and
sorted and this provided direction for the Christchurch City Council’s Draft Central City Plan.
Overwhelmingly, the main theme to emerge from the “Share an idea” process was of a green
and sustainable city with an emphasis on people, their health, safety, happiness and well
being.
The draft was completed within three months and then went out for further consultation.
Various agencies were consulted during this phase and it was at this stage that the integrated
recovery guide was used to help health and other agencies focus on how the new Christchurch
would foster health and wellbeing through the 21st and into the 22nd century. The final draft
was passed unanimously by the Christchurch City Council on 15th December 2011 and has
now been submitted to the national government for approval.
3. The Integrated Recovery Guide1
The Integrated Recovery Guide was developed after the September 4th earthquake as a manual
based on the Health Promotion and Sustainability through Environmental Design report2. This
detailed document was informed by a Health Impact Assessment and was designed to assist
policy makers in including consideration of health and sustainability in urban design. It was
key component of the Canterbury Urban Design Strategy (UDS)3. The integrated recovery
guide was more of a “how to” manual specifically tailored for earthquake recovery, and this
manual assumed far more importance after the February earthquake when it became evident
that there would be a total reconstruction of the whole of Christchurch central business
district. However, the manual was grounded in existing policies and practices.

Figure 1.
The Wider Determinants of Health4
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The purpose of the guide is to allow different agencies to discuss how their policies affect the
broader determinants of health as described recently by Barton et al4. There are questions in
the guide which are designed to elucidate how the design of a city could have a far greater
impact on health outcomes than simply the delivery of hospital and health services. Being a
New Zealand document, it acknowledges an indigenous New Zealand (MƗori) model of
health promotion5. Cultural identity the world over is important for well being an many
indigenous cultures have holistic views of health which can be usefully applied to urban
design.
The recovery strategy for Christchurch used a standard disaster recovery matrix:
•
•
•
•

Social environment
Built environment
Natural environment
Economic environment

In addition, the integrated recovery guide minimises the risk of “silo-ing” these four
environments by encouraging effective communication between all planners and agencies.
The guide asks planners to specifically consider fourteen key areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

equity
neighbourhood amenity
public services
cultural diversity
natural capital
active lifestyles
housing stock

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

resource sustainability
transport
economic development
food security
social and community capital
community safety
community resilience

Space is provided for making note during cross agency meetings under each of these areas.
4. Conclusions
In the aftermath of several highly destructive earthquakes in the city of Christchurch, the use
of the integrated recovery guide, a tool to assist planners in the design of a disaster afflicted
city, has helped bring together agencies to consider the health implications of their policy
decisions. The Christchurch Central City plan was developed using this tool and the
reconstruction of the city as a sustainable and healthy city for the 21st century can now begin.
Canterbury continues to experience large aftershocks and evidence suggests that the
previously growing population has fallen and may fall further with continued seismic activity.
The success of the integrated recovery guide and the wider recovery process will be measured
in a number of ways, but particularly by the restoration of a growing and healthy population.
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ABSTRACT:

Following veterinary recommendations, some producers restrict people with influenza symptoms from entering pig
barns, and recommend that workers regularly be immunized. A more widespread application of these principles
could mitigate future impact of the seasonal influenza virus on the pig industry. While the Public Health Agency of
Canada encourages all Canadians to be vaccinated against influenza, there remains a relatively low compliance rate.
It was the intent of this project to determine if the vaccination rate of swine workers can be increased through
making immunization more easily available.
Methods
A registered nurse who was willing to travel to the farms was hired, and when possible, visits were timed to coincide
with loading of trucks to capture the trucker population. Each participant was provided with a letter from the
Canadian Swine Health Board and a two page “Influenza Fact Sheet” from the provincial Department of Health and
was offered a free seasonal influenza vaccine.
Results
Out of 105 farm workers eligible for vaccination, the program succeeded in vaccinating 35 people in addition to the
15 that were already vaccinated prior to the program thus raising the vaccination rate from 14% to 47.6%.
Conclusions
The good news is that making access to vaccination more convenient created a greater than 300% increase in the
number of swine workers becoming vaccinated for seasonal influenza. The rate of vaccination reached
approximately 50% of the target population, which is a higher compliance rate than even for medical workers, and
greater than the national rate of the general public, which is around 34%. However, 50% of the target population
remains uninterested in vaccination; consideration perhaps should be given to exploring the reason why swine
workers prefer not to be vaccinated for seasonal influenza.
Keywords: seasonal influenza vaccination swine workers
1. INTRODUCTION
The 2009 H1N1 human pandemic widely noted in the human health arena also had a significant impact on pork
production. Because of a genetic similarity to the classical H1N1 influenza strain circulating in pigs, the media
called the new human strain “swine flu” which resulted in public confusion and a reduced demand for pork.
Recognizing that the pandemic strain can also infect animals in close association with humans i.e. dogs, cats, pigs
and ferrets; the pandemic led to further problems when trade restrictions were imposed on pigs and pork products
from regions where the virus was detected.
The Canadian trade troubles were initiated from the initial discovery of the pandemic virus in a pig herd in Canada
where we now think the virus was transmitted from humans to pigs1. This pattern of human to pig transmission has
always been a part of the normal ecology of the influenza virus. The likelihood of cross species transmission
increases with the similarity of viral strains and the frequency of contact between shedding humans and susceptible
pigs. In the recent pandemic, pigs are not thought to play a significant role in spread of the virus among humans2.
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Following veterinary recommendations to protect pigs3,4, some producers restrict people who have influenza
symptoms from entering pig barns, and recommend that workers have regular influenza vaccinations. A more
widespread application of these principles could mitigate future impact of the influenza virus on the pig industry.
The Public Health Agency of Canada encourages all Canadians tp be vaccinated for influenza5, but even among
medical workers influenza vaccination has a relatively low compliance ratei for a number of reasons9,8. Influenza
infections continue to create societal costs from work absenteeism and secondary infections that have more severe
medical outcomes.
It was the intent of this project to determine if the rate of vaccination of swine workers can be increased through
making the vaccine more easily available.
2. METHODS
The method of delivery was selected to provide the most flexibility in terms of being able to capitalize on personnel
when they were available including evenings and weekends. A registered nurse was hired who had farm experience
and who was willing to travel to the farms and adjust and keep her own schedule as information on employee
availability became known. During the initial days of the project the pork office established ‘routes’ that covered
off the most farms in the most efficient manner as possible, keeping in mind bio-security at the same time. Persons
missed due to barn staff scheduling, etc. were noted and areas were grouped to once again capitalize on travel
efficiencies as much as possible when going back to pick up stragglers at a later date. Visits were timed to coincide
with loading of trucks as much as possible to cover off truckers if possible. Each participant was provided with a
letter from the Canadian Swine Health Board and a two page “Influenza Fact Sheet” from the provincial Department
of Health.
3. RESULTS
Table 1: Vaccination rate outcomes
Potential Vaccinations:

91 Farm Personnel
14 Trucking Personnel
105 Total

Actual Vaccinated:

32
2
1
15

Others:

Farm Personnel
Trucking Personnel
Non-Farm Person (contractor)
Already vaccinated

1 Not available
54 Not interested
105 Total
Pre program rate of vaccination
Post program rate

14.3%
47.6%

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
4.1 Regulation:
In Canada, the cost and distribution of seasonal influenza vaccine varies by province, on Prince Edward Island the
Provincial Public Health Office was limited in their mandate as the provincial programs were targeted towards highrisk groups only and this did not include swine farm personnel. The office would only provide vaccine free of
charge to those entities serving the high-risk groups.
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4.2 Liability:
Part of the provincial regulation requires that anyone administering flu vaccine must have the backing of a licensed
practitioner and their corresponding liability coverage. The Provincial Chief Public Health Officer, though excited
about our project could not support it in this context, as it would create a conflict of interest with the existing
mandate of Provincial Public Health Agency regarding flu vaccinations. Other doctors were approached to provide
backing but with the exception of the doctor who was willing there was not a widespread willingness amongst those
physicians asked to participate.
4.3 Vaccine Access:
Though the Provincial Public Health Office was not in a position to offer or sell vaccine to a project targeting people
outside of the declared high-risk groups, they did advise that each year, surplus vaccine is disposed of by the various
clinics and practitioners to whom they have released supplies. Practitioners were hesitant to sell this vaccine, a)
because they wanted to make sure their own supplies did not run out, and b) they felt responsible for releasing the
vaccine into an unknown environment. Some private sector suppliers such as pharmacies and travel clinics source
their own supply through manufacturers and distributors but again there was a desire to ensure their own supplies
were maintained. The vaccine sourced for the pilot program was from the provincial source and was considered
surplus by the medical clinic where the doctor who sponsored the project practiced.
4.4 Social Resistance
There continues to be a fear in some people about potential negative effects of seasoan influenza vaccination. On
one large farm the owner was willing to have the vaccination but when he asked his staff the first one was openly
not receptive and the other barn staff quickly followed suit in their withdrawal.
4.5 Scheduling:
Larger farms were very difficult to coordinate vaccinations without multiple visits due to staff scheduling. Smaller
farms with an owner and 1 or 2 staff were easier to cover off in a single stop but even then, if children were involved
they were at school during the day. If farm visits could be coordinated with livestock loading it provided an
opportunity to offer the vaccine to the truckers. Some contract personnel working on farms at the time of a farm
visit were given opportunity to be vaccinated including carpenters, plumbers, feed truck drivers, etc.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The good news is that making access to vaccination more convenient created an over 300% increase in the number
of swine workers becoming vaccinated for influenza. The rate of vaccination reached approximately 50% of the
population, which is a higher compliance rate than even for medical workers where the rate is around 30%6 and
greater than the national rate of 34%. 9
However, 50% of the target population remains uninterested in vaccination. To further increase the vaccination rate,
two steps may be of value.
1.

Consideration may be given to studying the reason swine workers remain uninterested, followed
by…

2.

An education program to address those concerns.
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ABSTRACT
Lead toxicity remains a major environmental health risk. Pakistan and South Asian countries
consider phasing-out of leaded gasoline as an adequate measure for control of lead. However,
lead deposited in environmental media and maternal bone continues to expose fetuses and
children. Previous studies have shown that 50% of neonates in an urban area of Pakistan had
cord blood lead levels above10 μg/dL. In our current study, a pioneer study on lead exposure in
South Asia, we are recruiting women delivering at two hospitals in Karachi, Pakistan and we are
measuring lead in environmental media in their homes. The specific aims are: (1) to estimate
mean umbilical cord blood lead level and the proportion of newborns with high cord blood lead
levels (>10μ/dl); (2) to determine sources and levels of environmental lead exposure in
children’s homes and surroundings; (3) to identify major determinants of umbilical cord blood
lead level (BLL) including environmental sources and maternal determinants. We are
interviewing mothers presenting for delivery at the study hospitals and are collecting their blood
for BLLs, serum ferritin and hemoglobin, and also umbilical cord blood for lead levels in
newborns. We are conducting environmental source measurements in homes and surrounding
environment. So far we have recruited 260 mother/newborn pair and completed 216 home base
environmental samples. Initial results show lead levels higher that 10 μg/dL in majority of
mothers’ and cord blood samples. At home environment high levels are found in cooking
utensils, bangles and surma (a traditional cosmetic for eyes). We plan to disseminate research
findings for national policy makers and public health professionals. This study will contribute to
understanding the sources of lead in environment that will provide a basis for which to inform
issues of lead abatement and environmental risk reduction in Pakistan and other countries in the
region.
Keywords: Lead, pollution, children, lead sources
1. INTRODUCTION
Lead toxicity remains a major environmental health risk throughout the world. While developed
countries have ongoing programs for lead prevention and mitigation, Pakistan and other
developing countries in the region consider phasing out of leaded gasoline as adequate for the
control of lead and that lead is no longer a significant environmental problem. Our preliminary
study in 2005 found that about 50% of neonates in an urban area of Pakistan had cord blood lead
levels (BLLs) above10 μg/dL, a level which the World Health Organization/Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (WHO/CDC) denote as a level of concern in children. Based on well1
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conducted prospective follow-up studies in developed countries, there is growing evidence of an
association between children exposed to lead levels and lowered cognitive function (Canfield et
al 2003, Lanphear et al 2005). Some studies also suggest an association between lead exposure in
early life and behavior problems in children that may persist into young adulthood and contribute
to delinquent behavior and violent crime (Dietrich et al. 2001). Viewed in the perspective of
developing countries such as Pakistan, the above findings raise concerns about the health of
children and of their future potential to be productive members of society.
The broad objective of the study is to provide a basis for control and prevention of further lead
exposure in Pakistan that will result in reduction of BLLs in children. The study will not only
document the extent to which exposure of children to lead is a public health problem in Pakistan,
but also will identify the main sources of exposure to lead in the country. Our previous crosssectional study of prenatal lead exposure among 540 mother-infant pairs at two tertiary care
hospitals in Karachi, Pakistan was limited by the lack of lead measurements in children’s homes
the by the high proportion of persons lost to follow-up, FFQ for calcium assessment was not
validated and surma use was not explored in detail. Only 65% of subjects could be traced six
months following the study. Therefore, for the current research we are recruiting a new cohort of
mother-infant pairs, perform concurrent environmental measurements, to use a validated FFQ, to
assess surma use in more detail and to develop tracing procedures for future follow-up of study
subjects.
2. METHODS
The study is conducted in Karachi, Pakistan - in a low income setting. Karachi, the largest city is
the main port and industrial and trade center of Pakistan. The city is multi-cultural and multiethnic. The population of Karachi is more than 15 million, of whom more than 40% live in
squatter settlements. It has the largest traffic fleet in the country. The city has various industrial
sites. Our study hospitals serve mainly low socio-economic population. The methods with
specific aims are as follows:
Specific Aim 1: To estimate the mean umbilical cord blood lead level and the proportion of
newborns with high cord blood lead levels (>10μ/dl)
We are recruiting mothers at the time of delivery, and collecting infant’s umbilical cord blood for
lead levels at birth.
Specific Aim 2: To determine sources and levels of environmental lead exposure in children’s
homes and surroundings
A structured questionnaire is administered to the mothers while in the hospital to elicit
information on potential sources of lead. We are using the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) Method 7702, “Lead by Field Portable X-ray Fluorescence (XRF),”
method to measure lead in toys, soil, house dust, paint, cookware, cosmetics and traditional
medicines. Drinking water is analyzed using the graphite furnace atomic absorption
spectrophotometry (GFAAS) method.

2
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Specific Aim 3: To identify determinants of cord BLL
We are interviewing mothers at the hospital before discharge. Information on maternal covariates
such as sociodemographic factors, current and past obstetric history and diet will come from
maternal interviews. We are doing maternal anthropometric measurements and collecting blood
for to measure blood lead, serum ferritin and hemoglobin. We will use a linear regression
analysis to evaluate the association between environmental measurements of lead, other
covariates and cord BLL.
Specific Aim 4. To develop subject tracing procedures for further follow-up of mother-infant
pairs
Traceability of cohorts is a major issue where within city and out of city migration is common.
Further, locating a home through a street address in an unplanned slum is very difficult. We are
collecting multiple tiers of information during maternal interviews that include: subject’s address
with directions and phone numbers (home and/or cell phone numbers if available); paternal work
address; immediate relatives’ and neighbors’ contact information; contact information of
subject’s permanent extended family contact. We are using this information of tracing subjects
through developed contact algorithm and develop a strategy for subject contact for further
follow-up.
3. RESULTS
So far we have recruited 260 mother infant pairs. We have visited 216 household as follow-up
visit to determine environmental lead levels. The response rate is more than 90% and follow up
rate of getting environmental samples is also more than 90%.
High levels of lead have been found in cooking utensils mostly the one which are painted and
from surma which is a traditional eye cosmetic which is commonly used by women and also
applied to eyes of infants. So far we have analyzed 76 mothers blood samples and 68 newborn
cord blood sample. Blood lead levels of mother are still found to be alarmingly high with about
40 of the 76 mothers bloods have more than 20 μg/dl of lead whereas another 15 having level
between 15μg/dl and 19μg/dl and equal number ie 15 having level between 10μg/dl and
14μg/dl. Only 6 have levels less than 10μg/dl. 68 newborn cord blood levels are also found to be
high and showing similar distribution. 32 out of 68 have more than 20μg/dl of lead whereas
another 15 having level between 15μg/dl and 19μg/dl and equal number ie 15 having level
between 10μg/dl and 14μg/dl and 6 have levels less than 10μg/dl.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary results from our study suggest that maternal and newborn lead levels are still very
high in our study participants. This suggests that children are at high risk of cognitive function
decline and of the development of problematic behavior patterns. Several factors including
surma/ethnicity, low iron intake, father’s occupation in lead-based industry, nutritional status of
mother, low SES have been shown as determinants of cord BLLs in our previous study. A
limitation of that study was the lack of measurements for lead in various environmental sources
such as paint, household dust, water, surma, etc. Another limitation was the large proportion loss
to follow-up. In the present study we are measuring lead levels in the environmental sources.
3
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Also due to a more detailed information gathering for follow up we are able to tract and measure
lead levels in household environmental sources in majority of the study participants.
We are expecting that the study finding will identify the various sources of lead exposure more
accurately. We also envision following this cohort to test interventions which are relevant in
local context and cost effective. We will also assess the impact of these interventions on
children’s blood lead levels and on their neurocognitive and behavioral outcomes. We also
foresee a potential need to design interventions for reducing transfer of lead from mothers to
their fetuses by nutritional interventions during pregnancy. Our current work will provide critical
data for designing these interventions.
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ABSTRACT: Patient nonadherence to prescribed medication is common: on average, 30-50% of prescribed
medicines are not taken as prescribed. This phenomenon has profound medical and economical consequences.
The ABC Project was designed to produce evidence-based guidance for improving patient adherence and
subsequent better use of medicines by Europeans. This paper summarises the work undertaken under ABC
Project, and provides recommendations for European policymakers in order to bridge the gap between science
and practice.
Keywords: patient adherence, policy reccomendations, Europe, public health, best practice

1. INTRODUCTION
Patient nonadherence to prescribed medication is common: on average, 30-50% of prescribed medicines are not taken as
prescribed. Nonadherence can have a negative impact on patient wellbeing and the economic impact on scarce health care
resources is significant. Despite much research to understand the causes, consequences and solutions or policy responses to
medication nonadherence, numerous gaps in knowledge remain and clear research-based evidence of how to reduce nonadherence on a large scale remains elusive.
2. METHODS
Research under ABC Project was conducted in several domains in order to:
• obtain European consensus on terminology used in the field of non-compliance (extensive literature review, and expert
meeting)
• identify the determinants of non-compliance with short-term and long-term treatment (patient survey, and literature review)
• obtain insight into current practices of compliance management (healthcare practitioners survey, pharmaceutical industry
survey, review of clinical guidelines, review of medical schools curricula)
• assess the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of compliance-enhancing interventions (literature reviews)
• develop policy recommendations for promoting patient compliance in European healthcare and help their implementation
(Delphi study on experts, survey of national policymakers)

3. RESULTS
Results of the above-mentioned research were integrated into one cohesive set of policy recommendations, which may serve
as guidance for relevant stakeholders.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
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ABC Project recommendations will help bridging the gap between science and practice in the field of patient ahherence to
medication. Particularly, these recommendations will inform decision-makers, practitioners and experts from politics,
government, IGOs, business, science, NGOs, media and the public on the effective and cost-effective strategies for improved
patient adherence.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Through mixed methods research, the ABC project team have shortlisted a number of policy recommendations which, if
implemented, could improve patients’ adherence to medications in Europe.
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ABSTRACT: The devastating heat wave of 2003 ranks as the worst natural disaster in modern French history, having produced
nearly 15,000 deaths. Mortality was strikingly uneven during the catastrophe. With only three percent of France’s population,
Paris witnessed seven percent of the nation’s mortality. The victims were disproportionately drawn from France’s most socially
isolated populations, including the elderly poor, the addicted, and the physically and mentally disabled. And while startlingly few
of the victims were homeless, many lived in marginal or provisional housing when the disaster struck, and in particular, in
substandard rooms on the top floors of older apartment buildings in the city in a precarious situation that exacerbated their
vulnerability. Drawing on extensive ethnographic fieldwork and archival research, this paper addresses the relationship between
place and vulnerability in the urban environment. The heat wave represented an unprecedented ecological crisis. Yet it played out
in a built environment that itself structured risk for vulnerable populations. Among the paper’s major contentions is that a
housing crisis that has preyed unequally on those in the lowest socioeconomic ranks in Paris has generated a population, which
while technically “housed,” lives on the precipice of homelessness. It was this population that represented the most vulnerable
group during the heat wave. It focuses in particular on the vertical dimensions of mortality during the crisis; that is, the ways in
which building structures themselves constituted important microgeographies of mortality based on the floors of victims’ and
survivors’ residence.
Keywords: 2003 heat wave, urban health, vulnerability, geography, mortality.

1. INTRODUCTION
In August of 2003, France witnessed the deaths of nearly 15,000 people whom some might call the first victims of global climate
change—those who died during the devastating heat wave. Although the heat wave struck most of western and central Europe,
the disaster was particularly murderous in France. This study investigates the circumstances of a particular subset of those who
died during the heat wave. They are part of a group of a hundred or so whom the media quickly labeled “the forgotten”—those
who died alone and whose bodies remained unclaimed by family or friends, and who were buried at state expense in Paris’s
municipal cemetery at Thiais in the aftermath of the disaster. As this paper contends, they disproportionately represented
France’s most socially isolated populations, including the elderly poor, the addicted, and the physically and mentally disabled.
Drawing on extensive ethnographic fieldwork and archival research, I want to address the relationship between place and
vulnerability in the urban environment. A housing crisis that has preyed unequally on those in the lowest socioeconomic ranks in
Paris has generated a population, which while technically “housed,” lives on the precipice of homelessness. In particular, those
who lived in former servants’ quarters on the upper stories of 19th-century buildings—where they suffered from both increased
heat load and the cumulative effects of desperate poverty and marginalization—represented the most vulnerable group during the
heat wave.

2. URBAN GEOGRAPHIES OF VULNERABILITY DURING THE HEAT WAVE
One critical element of the disaster is that, like other heat waves, it was primarily an urban phenomenon. For example, Paris is
home to some three percent of the French population, but experienced over seven percent of the disaster’s total mortality. There
are strong environmental and social explanations for such differences in the mortality burden. Climatologists and epidemiologists
have long attributed such differences to what they call the urban heat island effect, which links land-use patterns with heat
concentrations. A preponderance of reflective surfaces, vehicle exhaust, ozone concentrations, tall buildings’ capacity to stifle
breezes, large concentrations of heat-producing sources, and other factors particular to urban environments create important
temperature differences across landscapes, at times as much as ten degrees Fahrenheit between downtown regions and
surrounding rural areas.
Yet the contemporary city’s microgeography of mortality has at least as much to do with local forms and disorders of urban
sociability and habitation as it does with the city itself as a pathological mechanism. The key question is perhaps not whether
cities show higher mortality rates than other environments, but instead where cities show concentrations of mortality. What
particular environments and neighborhood structures coincide with higher risk of death during heat waves and other disasters?
Such an analysis allows for a finer accounting of how to evaluate risk and vulnerability in urban communities by potentially
exposing more specific factors that influence health outcomes. These factors might include building styles, neighborhood layouts,
crime rates, concentrations of relative wealth and poverty, access to transportation, and proximity to hospitals and other health
care services among others.
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2.1 Methods
When investigating the deaths of the heat wave’s “forgotten” victims over the course of ten months of field research in 2007 and
2009, I visited addresses distributed throughout Paris. I obtained these addresses from municipal vital statistics offices that record
deaths for all Paris residents. I then engaged in semi-structured interviews with neighbors, building custodians, and shopkeepers
in the area around each address. The interviews were designed to confirm the identities of the decedents and to obtain
information about their life circumstances and the circumstances of their deaths. Among other information I sought was where
exactly in the building the subjects lived, how frequently they left the building, how socially connected or isolated they were, and
what their general health conditions were. In all, I visited 93 sites and conducted well over 100 interviews with informants who
knew decedents who died during the heat wave and were buried at public expense in the disaster’s aftermath. More than sixty
percent of these subjects lived atop their neighbors in tiny uninsulated single rooms or other marginal housing. They include
owners of these rooms and renters. They were distributed in districts rich and poor, north and south, east, west, and center.
I also engaged in extensive archival research to determine the historical trajectories of building styles and urbanization in Paris.
The critical collections for this research included the Bibliothèque nationale de France, the Bibliothèque Historique de la Ville de
Paris, and the Institut National de l’Audiovisuel.

2.2 Historical Dimensions
The 19th-century reconstruction of the city of Paris fundamentally remade the city. While many historians have argued that the
rebuilding of the city—which created concentrations of wealth in the center and moved poorer populations to the margins—
eradicated poverty from the city, it is critical to recognize a new architectural style that emerged along with the city’s
reconstruction. Building codes and rising rents encouraged landlords to create a building style that housed domestic servants
directly under the uninsulated roofs of the new buildings. The result was the establishment of new quarters in residential
buildings that dramatically increased population density on these “extra” upper stories, even as the number of total buildings
within city limits decreased.
The chambres de bonne or “maid’s quarters” that resulted remain an important fixture of the Parisian landscape. These tiny
rooms are a sign of the persistence of desperate poverty amid unimaginable wealth. They are vestiges of a Dickensian social
inequality from an era that preceded the development of the welfare state. Even in France, where the welfare state is a critical
element of citizenship, the chambre de bonne is a hidden sign of the state’s limits of protection. As the heat wave of 2003 made
all too clear, the chambre de bonne is also a clear sign of a particular spatial distribution of vulnerability in contemporary Paris: a
vertical geography of economic inequality that is matched by an unequal burden of risk. While many scholars have engaged with
the biopolitical dimensions of urban form—that is, the ways in which the city, as a technological system, organizes and
systematizes life toward the ends of a deployment of power by state and capital—few have explored the ways in which the
vertical dimensions of urban space operate toward the differential valuation of life (Weizman 2002; Gandy 2005, 2006, 2010). It
is a valuation that “makes live and lets die,” according to the philosopher Michel Foucault’s (1981, 1991) description of the
operations of a new form of modern sovereignty that first emerged in the late eighteenth century with the decline of absolutism.
While the structures of accessibility, comfort, convenience, and transport that date to the Haussmann period and the Belle Epoque
encourage the flow of capital and community for those at the political and cultural center, a literally structural violence pushes
the already marginal—the elderly, the undocumented, the addicted, and the desperately poor—into the invisible spaces of the
chambres de bonne.

3. VERTICAL GEOGRAPHIES OF MORTALITY
Several critical factors unite these chambres as sites of vulnerability. The first and most obvious is the increased heat load of
units on the upper stories of buildings, and in particular, those uninsulated from the zinc roofs above. Temperatures increase
dramatically as one climbs to the tops of these buildings, and even more so where sun blazes on uninsulated metal roofs. The
chambres de bonne thus ironically serve as a protective buffer for apartments below: they operate as an insulating zone for the
rest of the building in both winter and summer. Smaller apartments with only one window—at times a skylight rather than a wallmounted window—suffer especially, with no capacity for cross-ventilation. The absence of baths or showers in most of these
rooms leaves no easy means to cool off. With neither televisions nor radios, those who live in these circumstances are the last to
hear alerts of risks that apply in many cases most specifically to them.
Yet just as important as these risk factors are those that link such properties to poverty and marginalization. The legal status of
such rooms in the French building code indicates just how small such apartments can be. The code “grandfathers” in existing
construction, and allows for the continued rental of rooms of no less than nine square meters and a ceiling height of 2.2 meters.
One-room apartments are exempt from the general requirement of a bath or shower and toilet, required only to have access to a
toilet in the same building, and with no requirement for access to bathing facilities, and many such rooms, operating outside the
law, do not provide running water in the apartment itself (Décret n°2002-120).
These factors have made the chambres de bonne the least expensive form of lodging in Paris, and given the city’s desperate
housing shortage, have made them the principal housing for the city’s poorest residents (Serafini 2007b). Renting for a few
hundred euros per month, they offer reasonably priced shelter for those who can withstand the long climb up six or seven flights
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of stairs and a life with no amenities. But as the media have also reported, the price per square meter of these apartments is
among the most exorbitant in Paris (Lentschner 2007).
There are three principal populations who live in these apartments: students, immigrant families, and the elderly poor. Life for
residents in these conditions is challenging to varying degrees. Their floors are often lined with loose wires and leaky plumbing,
exposed to weather through open skylights, and teeming with pigeons and mice. For the young and able-bodied students who live
in such circumstances, many of whom I met and interviewed in the course of my research, these conditions are inconveniences
(Equy 2007). But for the elderly and disabled, a descent down a narrow spiral staircase is literally life-threatening, and carrying
sufficient water for maintaining basic hygiene can be nearly impossible. For Paulette, an 84-year-old who bathed from a common
sink in her mouse-infested hallway, her final years were an assault on dignity; the same went for Sonia in her cold-water room on
the seventh floor in the 16th arrondissement. For Robert, who weighed 150 kilograms, climbing seven flights of stairs was a daily
threat to his heart. For Marie, an 89-year-old who had recently broken her hip, life on the seventh floor was a virtual
imprisonment.
These conditions are not new. Newspaper reports about poor families stuck between such rooms and homelessness echo those of
the past century (Serafini 2007a, 2007b). A report from the late 1950s calls the living conditions of families in the chambres de
bonne “unacceptable,” and epidemiological reports from the early twentieth century noted that the chambres de bonne were
highly overrepresented in tuberculosis prevalence (Henry and Febvay 1957; Fijalkow 1998). Moreover, the police have long
projected the quasi-illegality of such lodgings onto their residents. The chambres are a fixture of detective fiction and true crime
stories (Ross 1997; Coffman 1999), and are now the sites of frequent police raids and identity checks: in the course of such raids
in 2007, several children of undocumented immigrants without papers leapt from their apartment windows only to be critically
injured (Laske 2007a, 2007b).

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The One Health Approach advocates the exploration of complex links between human and ecosystem health, among other
connections. This paper, and the broader project from which it derives, consider the urban environment as part of a complex
ecology with the capacity to structure risk and vulnerability for marginal populations. Given the increasing urbanization of the
planet, we must consider the built environment in an ecological frame. Like Hurricane Katrina, the heat wave disaster of 2003
points to an increasing permeability between so-called “natural” and “technological” disasters. While the catalyst for both of
these disasters is found in meteorological extremes, each disaster’s apparent discrimination against (respectively) New Orleans’s
and Paris’s poorest and most marginal citizens resulted in large part because of technological vulnerabilities in each of those
cities’ built environments. Failing levees and negligent building codes are literal structures of vulnerability that place the least
resilient populations at heightened risk for natural hazards.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The chambres and other forms of marginal housing—rooming houses, squats, and residential hotels—are a key site in a long
history of poverty, marginalization, and disenfranchisement in contemporary Paris. They are an artifact of deep economic
inequalities in the city, reflected in powerful health inequalities. It is all too easy to overlook the political economy of housing in
emphasizing the physical dimensions of risk these dwellings pose to their residents. Contemporary discussions about the heat
load on upper stories echo studies of tuberculosis a century ago, which attributed higher rates of the disease among residents of
chambres de bonne not to the poverty that forced their residents to share insufficient space, but to ineffective ventilation. Such
moves ignore the very real risks that attend economic marginalization, in particular when that marginalization is compounded by
physical or mental disability.
The chambres de bonne point to the ways in which pragmatism has trumped paternalism in the contemporary welfare state.
Despite wide agreement that they are an unacceptable solution to the housing problem, to remove them from the market would
deprive the city of some 20,000 housing units, exacerbating the existing housing crisis. City officials repeatedly decry the
situations of families with no other recourse, but there is little that they have done to mitigate the worst abuses. Aside from
placing families in public housing units often located in unstable neighborhoods outside the city limits, the housing ministry has
effectively ignored the plight of those in such units. Yet the chambres remain an important space of risk and vulnerability in the
urban environment, particularly for the elderly. They are literal sites of marginalization: repositories for those who have lived out
of productive and social citizenship. In ordinary periods, they are miserable shelters tucked out of sight where the poor of Paris
live alone. During the heat wave, they were sites, indeed agents, of a phenomenon of dying alone.
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ABSTRACT: In the spring 2011 there was an Europe-wide food emergency, when the EHEC bacteria killed more than 20 people
and over a thousand got sick. In the beginning Spanish cucumber was suspected as a source for the epidemic, but later on German
bean sprouts were believed to have been the culprit. False conclusions caused a several hundred million euro loss for Spanish
farmers. In the fall 2011 a woman died and several got sick from botulism that was found in Italian olives in Finland. Both of
these incidents show the lack of an accurate and timely warning system for lethal health related emergencies in most countries. In
Finland the state owned Finnish Food Safety Authority Evira has been given more authority to warn people about contaminated
food. However, except for national television and radio alerts, there is no specific warning system for food and health related
emergencies in the country. This discussion concerns all kinds of emergencies, including food and health related issues, and can
be addressed by the national development of general public warning systems. As messages transmitted via television and radio
based alert systems often fail to reach the right people, Finland (and many other countries) are currently planning to develope a
more accurate public warning system based on people´s personal mobile phones. There are a couple of alternative technologies
available for public alerting, but numerous obstacles impede deployment at the national and international level. With respect to
food and health related emergencies, there seem to be deficiencies in the food production and delivery chains which inhibit rapid
tracking of contaminated food chains, and which also inhibit warning those who are at greatest risk of getting sick. Clearly, this
issue calls for additional research and development work, which highlights the need to focus on development of the technical side
of mobile warning systems in harmony with international standards, and increased scrutiny into food production and supply
chains. As a positive result of this work, affected and at risk -areas should be definable quickly and accurately identified, and the
transmission of precautions to at risk -populations should be able to be started as soon as possible.
Keywords: Food and health epidemics, mobile emergency messaging, tracking of food production-, supply and delivery chains

1. INTRODUCTION
In food and health epidemics there are many cases where the public warning about an expected contamination cannot be
delivered accurately and quickly to an at risk -population. If the origin and spreading trail of the epidemic is unclear, may people
die or become seriously ill before the spread of the epidemic can be stopped.
1.1 Some examples of recent epidemics
Contaminated food and water cause epidemics quite often even in highly developed and industrialized areas such as Europe, of
which the EHEC epidemic in the spring 2011 is one of the latest examples (Leblebicioglu, 2011). As the origin of the bacteria
was at first mistakenly attributed to the Spanish cucumber, the disease continued to spread while at the same time enormous
amounts of Spanish vegetables were unnecessarily destroyed all over the Europe. People also stopped eating other vegetables,
which multiplied the economic loss for food producers, retailers and restaurants. The source of the epidemic was finally believed
to be found in German bean sprouts. Around twenty people died and more than a thousand became ill. Economic losses were
several hundred million euros. If in this case authorities would have known exactly where the contaminated food originally came
from, and where it had been delivered, precautions could have been focused only on those places and people affected. That might
have saved many people´s lives and health, and minimized economic losses. Unfortunately the origin of the infection was
initially misidentified, and even if it had been correct, there was no public warning system available, which could have delivered
precautions to those places and people who were already infected or at an immediate risk for infection.
In the fall 2011 a woman died and others became ill from botulism in Finland after eating a particular brand of Italian olives
(Jalava, et.al, 2011). The origin of the poisoning was detected quite soon and with the help of retailers, health officials soon found
out that those olives had been sold in certain food markets and three restaurants in four cities in different parts of the country. As
there was no dedicated warning system available, a national warning of poisonous olives was given to all citizens in the country,
even though they were served and sold in four cities only. After the EHEC epidemic and botulism poisoning, the Finnish Food
Safety Authority Evira was given more authority in warning citizens of food related risks, but a dedicated system for warning of
focused food and health epidemics is still missing.
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1.2 Places for additional systems development work
When food related risks on public health are examined more closely, there can be found at least four scenarios where
contaminated subjects move within an area and in which more developed tracing and warning methods would be needed. Typical
situations are, for example:
1. warning about contaminated food and water which are produced or served locally
2. warning about contaminated food and drugs imported from abroad (including direct internet orders)
3. tracing infected people and places in food production and delivery chains
4. tracing livestock and plants which carry infectious and heritable diseases (for species that are used for food production).
In some of these cases local or explicitly defined and focused warnings about the unhealthy food would be most useful, whereas
in some other cases international cooperation would be needed. In food production chains such as milk, the whole transportation
and refining process of the food should be traceable. If an animal on a farm is medicated for an illness, its milk should not be
mixed with healthy animals’ milk. If that however happens, there must be a way to trace the transportation route of that particular
milk share and to stop it as soon as possible.
Similar tracing methods should also be available in food delivery chains. When for example a contagious food share is being
transferred through international logistics routes and national retail chains, there should be a fast way to find out where that food
has been delivered and when, and how many people, where and when have received it. Tracing should also cover direct internet
orders, because people may order drugs, supplements and herbal medications from international sources of questionable
reliability or quality. In some cases, delivered products may be counterfeit, or produced with poor quality control allowing for
significant variation in dosage strength or introduction of toxic ingredients like strychnine and sildenafil in medicines that are
meant for improving sexual health. These were found when The Medical Product Agency in Sweden analysed a sample taken in
total from 42 000 tablets that were taken into closer inspection in a special operation of the Customs, Police and Medical Product
Agency in Sweden (Läkemedelsverket, 2012). Current technologies would enable identifying the names and contact information
of people who receive contaminated materials. Building such systems is however expensive and it would also run counter to the
emerging and established laws of data privacy. This can restrain retailers´ chance to trace faulty products and their users.
1.3 Alternative digital warning techniques
In most countries warnings about severe food and health risks are given through public media and internet portals, and as
television and radio broadcasting. Mobile emergency messaging systems have been developed as well, but so far there is no
widely-accessible information about using them for transmission of alerts about contaminated food and infectious illnesses.
When people are warned about contagious illnesses through e-portals, they should already be aware of that issue before starting
to find more information from the internet. Newspapers, social media, public television and radio reach people faster, but even
they do not cover all, because people are not following those media all the time or at all. When warning alerts are given in the
local language only, many people will miss warnings for that reason as well. Also disabilities like blindness and deafness will
hinder people from receiving urgent messages (Sullivan, Hakkinen & DeBlois, 2010).
When emergency information has to be broadcasted over a wide area, it can unnecessarily address people who are not in danger.
That may irritate people, and diminish the credibility of the warning system. Alerts should therefore be selectively transmitted
only to those, who are in a real danger. Information should also be given in a form comprehensive to the intended targets.
In order to target emergency information only to at risk -individuals, modern telecommunication technologies such as localization
services, smart and feature phone functionality, language services and various user interface solutions should be applied. The use
of these systems should be enforced by law, and the costs of building, operation and maintenance of these systems should be
covered by the government, or by a partnership of government authorities, commercial information providers and mobile service
providers. Applications should also support the mobile devices which people primarily use. More preferably, public warning
systems should be built as technology-independent as possible, so that the emergency messaging would not be endangered for
reasons like variable market share of telecommunication operators and mobile phone manufacturers, or for the replacement of
personal devices with the next-generation equipment. Furthermore, mobile warning systems should operate in an international
context, so that when people are staying temporarily in a foreign country, they would receive urgent emergency messages as well.

2. OBSTACLES IN TAKING MOBILE EMERGENCY SYSTEMS IN USE
In Finland, only the government has the authority to give emergency notifications in life threatening situations. Operative charge
is given to national Police and to the government led Emergency Response Center that operates in all parts of the country. Also
the Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, Ministry of Transport and Communications, and the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs of Finland are responsible for informing people of major risks that threaten their life and health. Also some
state owned institutes like The Finnish Food Safety Authority Evira, The National Institute for Health and Welfare, The Finnish
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Meteorological Institute and The Finnish Transport Agency have the authority to warn people of serious risks that are caused by
poisonous food and lake-, household- and drinking water, contagious diseases and animal diseases, dangerous weather
conditions, poisonous clouds and bad quality of air, dangerous traffic conditions, faulty and dangerous consumer products etc.
In critical situations all people are warned through national radio and television channels. Because of the wide range of the
broadcasting area, some might get also unnecessary messages. Unnecessary harm is however diminished due to the small number
of official alerts per year, and due to the small population and low density of people. There are only 5.4 million people in a 340
000 square kilometre area of Finland, which makes only a half person per square kilometre in some parts parts of the country. In
city areas population is at the highest aroud 2700 people per square kilometre. Compared to the cost of building a highly
developed alarm system into the scarcely populated area, the cost-advantage relationship of radio and television broadcasting
system is good. While, however, practically all people in the country have either ordinary cellular phones or smart phones, it
would be natural to deliver emergency messages also through these more sophisticated communication channels.
The first hindrances for the development of mobile alert systems in Finland have been the high costs and the democratic
government system. As there are in use peripheral devices from many different generations like the 2G, 3G and 4G phones, and
while also these phones have several kinds of operating systems, it is not possible to take in use very sophisticated warning
systems. According to the law, all citizens should have the same services, so when the advanced systems will not run in the 2G
phones, it is not allowed to build them for the newer equipment either with the government funding. Private companies are not
interested to build them either, because the investment would not generate any economic value in return.
Unlike smart phone applications, short messaging systems SMS and cell broadcasting systems CBS are not dependent on the
technology generation or operating system of the mobile phones. Therefore these two are the most common techniques in mobile
phones based emergency messaging at this moment. For being able to cover all people and for enabling messages being delivered
fast, both systems require some investments in national telecommunication infrastructures. Systems should also be usable for all
people, so from this aspect text messaging is the most convenient way to inform people of danger. All phone types are already
ready for receiving this kind of messages and people are used to use them. The reliability and speed of getting messages through
in emergencies is however better in cell broadcasting systems, which is a very critical feature when there is a high risk of loosing
lives, and when there is only a short time available to warn people. As a disadvantage, cell broadcasting requires at least in this
technological development phase activation of a certain application into each user’s personal device. The required application
must also be kept active all the time in case of emergency alerts, which consumes the telephone´s battery fast. Cell broadcast does
also not function across international borders. Due to these reasons, cell broadcast is not feasible for many ordinary and elderly
people’s use and for international emergency messaging. With technical development work, by international agreements and with
investments on integrated emergency systems most of these difficulties could however be passed.

3. INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
At the European level, there has been an international project of eight countries (CHORIST) in 2006 - 2009 funded by the
European Commission for testing and proposing various technological solutions to support rapid and effective protection in
major natural and industrial disasters. The discussed solutions focus on the enhanced citizens' safety and communications
between rescue actors. The project ended with recommendations of future work.
Referring to this process, major technological interest in mobile warning systems in Europe has been focused on cell broadcast in
public warning. The key actor in this process has been the Netherlands, and similar systems have been tested in some other
European countries as well. These tests see cell broadcasting as a promising technology for warning civilians, but a lot of
technological development work, standardization, process development and international agreements need to be done before the
systems run smoothly and before they can be taken in use widely. Especially data transfer across national borders is difficult.
Within the EU also a position paper has been produced about the cell broadcast in civil alerts. The paper identifies the strengths
of this technology, but also several major issues that need to be resolved for getting it into wider use. Also the political support
for this technology has been recognized, but clear decisions to implement this technology for civil alert are missing.
Referring to the experiences in Finland, also other than technical issues need to be taken into consideration when public warning
systems are planned into an international context. Firstly, the harmonization of warning procedures must be widened from a
national and continent level into a global level, because people travel a lot. Also the shift of the global economic balance from
Western countries into Asia and other emerging markets implies of a growing need for the implementation of fully global
warning systems. Attention should also be paid to the usability and costs of these systems, so that all countries could afford
taking in use them. One very critical issue is also the weakness, heterogeneity and lack of telecommunication infrastructures in
different parts of the world. If in the Western world user applications are very complicated, they will not function in areas where
masses of people spend their holidays, and where also the local population is high. In these areas also international investments
are nowadays high, which increases the need for improving emergency services and infrastructures there.
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4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
Following One Health principals, all people in the World should have equal opportunities to be saved in emergencies, and to be
informed of lethal risks. All people should also be aware of the self -protection and evacuation procedures and they should have a
chance to act accordingly. Unfortunately the technical means of warning people in advance are inadequate or they are lacking in
many parts of the World. In many places people are also unaware of what they should do if something unexpected happens.
The ideal way of protecting people would be warning each person personally in advance. Currently the most efficient way to
reach them is to do it by personal mobile phones. According to One Health ideas, public warning systems should cover the whole
World and operate in the same way in all places. This is very challenging technically, because the digital divide in mobile phone
technologies is very deep between different parts of the World, and because also the coverage and capacity of telecommunication
infrastructures varies significantly between different areas. Similar solutions can be taken in use in all parts of the World only if
they are extremely simple, and if proper telecommunication infrastructures will be built in all inhabited places. Mobile warning
systems also require investments in positioning services, and in technologies that enable sending large amounts of messages in a
very short notice and within a very short period of time.
It would be a major task to implement similar emergency systems into all parts of the World, and it is not only the question of
technology how it could be done. This issue has been discussed for several years already, and even though there is a political
understanding for fostering this process, practical steps are taken slowly. Even industrialized countries which have the best
resources to build these systems, are not taking in use them. Major reason seems to be the relatively low cost-advantage rate,
which shows continuous costs and practically no revenues for these systems. For encouraging governments to take concrete
actions for implementing mobile warning systems there should be more show cases of how these systems save people,
environment and property by early warnings and rapid reactions. The advantages of these systems could also be demonstrated by
making a list of severe incidents and by evaluating what benefits these systems might have had in those occasions.
For making progress, there should be a permanent international follow up on how these things are proceeding in different
countries. Also commitments should be made, because without commitments and targets no results may be achieved. In addition,
governments should have incentives to take these systems in use. For example, real life showcases of how many lives and how
much environment and economic resources would have been saved due owing to these systems, might be efficient.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Contaminated food and drinking water, as well as contagious diseases appear frequently all over the world. People are informed
about them mostly through a public media and e-portals, and through public warning systems that operate on television and radio
broadcast. In some cases endangered people might be reached most efficiently by mobile phones. Mobile phone based warning
systems are, however, difficult to take in use widely, because many technologies still have some deficiencies which reduce the
usability of advanced mobile phone applications in an emergency use. Also the telecommunication infrastructures lack some
additional improvements for being able to deliver large amounts of public alerts within a very short period of time. Mobile alert
systems, telecommunication infrastructures and peripheral devices need therefore additional research and development work for
enabling the construction of efficient alert systems in all countries. Also new field tests and trials need to be done for getting more
experiences and success stories of these systems. Furthermore, international cooperation is needed for agreeing upon some
common procedures and practices which should be followed in various emergency situations. Also the technical messaging
standards need to be same in different countries, so that the critical messages could cross international borders without any
obstacles, and without needing to feed them again into different kinds of systems while crossing international borders.
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ABSTRACT: Bacteria are becoming increasingly more resistant to antibiotics. As a result, the number of usable drugs is
decreasing, while no new drugs are expected in the short term. This complicates the treatment of certain infections in humans.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bacteria are becoming increasingly more resistant to antibiotics. As a result, the number of usable drugs is decreasing, while no
new drugs are expected in the short term. This complicates the treatment of certain infections in humans. The scope of the
problem is so great that the World Health Organisation made ‘antimicrobial resistance’ the theme of its annual World Health Day
in 2011.
The extensive use of antibiotics in food animal production, the sector that produces food of animal origin, plays an important role
in the discussion around the development of resistance. Since resistant bacteria can be passed on from animals to humans, the use
of antibiotics in the treatment of animals contributes to the problem. In 2010, the Ministers of Health, Welfare and Sport and of
Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality of that day asked the Health Council of the Netherlands to examine what is known
regarding the contribution of antibiotic use in food animal production to the presence of resistant bacteria in humans and what
measures can be taken to reduce this contribution. The Health Council put together a Committee to answer this request for
advice.

2. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1 Top three resistant bacteria
According to this Committee, there are three groups of resistant bacteria that pose the largest threat to public health and for which
there are concerns about a possible causal relationship with the use of antibiotics in food animal production. These three groups
are the vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE), the methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and the bacteria that
produce extended spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL). VRE and MRSA are primarily an issue within hospitals and are kept in
check by an intensive infectious disease control programme, which in the case of MRSA is referred to as a ‘search and destroy’
policy (which involves detecting carriers, isolating them and eliminating the bacteria from their system). The relationship
between the use of antibiotics in food animal production and the occurrence of VRE in hospitals is not as clear as once thought
years ago. The livestock-associated MRSA can be well contained in hospitals, but it now also seems to occur in the general
population. The biggest problem is posed by the ESBL-producing bacteria. These bacteria spread quickly and are not confined to
hospitals but also occur outside of them, particularly as the cause of poorly treatable urinary tract infections. Though it is not
possible to determine precisely the extent to which food animal production contributes to the spread of resistance due to ESBL,
the Committee thinks that the greatest microbial risk to public health arising from food animal production at the present and in
the near future is posed by ESBL-producing bacteria.

2.2 Recommendations
The government and food animal production sector have made agreements to reduce the use of antibiotics in food animal
production and in this way to rein in the risks of resistance development. The Committee applauds this development, but finds
that additional measures are needed – in some cases to stop problems that have already arisen, such as the ESBL-producing
bacteria, and in some cases as a precaution, to prevent new problems from impacting the treatment of people in the future. The
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Committee makes a distinction here between measures which can be taken in the short term and lead to relatively fast results and
measures which will take longer to produce eventual results.

2.3 Additional measures against ESBL
The Committee recommends that the antibiotics now used as a last resort to treat infections caused by ESBL-producing bacteria
be reserved for this treatment. For this reason, the Committee proposes barring tigecycline from the veterinary market and
discouraging the veterinary use of carbapenem class antibiotics by tightening up the so-called ‘cascade system’. In the long term,
an alternative must be found for the use of colistin in veterinary medicine. A ban is not feasible in the short term because colistin
is the drug of first choice in the treatment of certain animal diseases.
The second recommendation with respect to the ESBL-producing bacteria pertains to prohibiting third and fourth generation
cephalosporins in the group treatment of animals, also in the short term. The fact is, there are indications that the use of these
antibiotics in group treatment has promoted the occurrence of ESBL-producing bacteria. In addition, the Committee recommends
that third and fourth generation cephalosporins are banned for use in drying off dairy cows (i.e. stopping lactation). To ensure
that resistance is actually reduced, the preventive and systematic use of all beta-lactam antibiotics in food animal production
should be banned in the longer term. Therapeutic use for individual animals based on good diagnostics will need to remain
available in exceptional cases. The regulations the profession is developing should then, however, be followed to the letter, as the
Committee is of the opinion that a general ban is appropriate if this is not the case.

2.4 Limiting antibiotic use in food animal production
The risk of antibiotic resistance grows in proportion to the amount and frequency of antibiotic use in food animal production.
Due to the public health risk and by way of precaution, the Committee therefore recommends in the short term to reserve all new
antibiotics – as well as existing antibiotics not yet used or no longer used in veterinary medicine – for use on humans in the first
place. In addition to tigecycline, which was already mentioned in connection with the ESBL-producing bacteria, these antibiotics
include various glycopeptides (e.g. vancomycin), daptomycin, oxazolidinones (e.g. linezolid) and mupirocin.
Secondly, the Committee advises taking measures to ensure the discon-tinuation of fluoroquinolones and aminoglycosides (in
addition to colistin and beta-lactam antibiotics already mentioned in connection with the ESBL-producing bacteria) in the long
term, apart from therapeutic use in individual animals based on good diagnostics and according to professional guidelines. The
Committee expects that banning these antibiotics will enable them to continue to be used on humans. The Committee finds a
longer period of outphasing necessary so as not to endanger the treatment of animal infections. It does, however, recommend that
these measures are implemented as soon as possible. The Committee expressly states that it feels a general ban is applicable if the
professional guidelines are not closely followed in daily practice.
In limiting the use of antibiotics in food animal production, the Committee sees the enforcement of the agreements as crucial: it
must be clear which agency will monitor compliance and is authorised to punish violations. Good and transparent registration of
antibiotic use in food animal production is essential in this regard.

2.5 Research on resistance
Research is necessary for gaining more knowledge and insight into the development, mechanism of action and spread of
antibiotic resistance. Resistance develops dynamically and it is currently unclear as to which sources and routes of transmission
play what role in its occurrence and spread.

3. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The advisory report is a clear example of the One Health approach: departing from a problem defined in human health (antibiotic
resistance and its consequences), it investigates the contribution to this problem originating from animal husbandry.
Measurements to be taken in antibiotic prescription in food animal production are recommended, that will help to reduce the
problems in public health.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This advisory report has been drawn up from the perspective of public health and in line with the implemented policy to reduce
the use of antibiotics in food animal production. The Committee makes recommendations that are intended to result in a
reduction in the use of antibiotics in general and some classes of antibiotics in particular. Antibiotic resistance is an international
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problem; some of the Committee’s recommendations would therefore have more effect if they were to be adopted in an
international context. However, the Committee is of the opinion that measures only taken in the Netherlands could certainly also
lead to a reduction of the problem. The Committee also realises that, if its recommendations are adopted, they will ultimately not
be able to be carried out without restructuring that is sometimes drastic. The responsibility for bringing about this kind of
restructuring goes further than just the food producers and pertains just as much to the market and the consumers. That issue,
however, falls outside the scope of this advisory report.
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ABSTRACT: Diseases of domestic animals not only have considerable direct economic and social consequences, but also
have the potential to spread to humans, sometimes presenting alarming threats to international health. The contexts in which
national and international policies are constructed to predict, contain and mitigate these disease outbreaks is inherently
uncertain, characterised by indeterminacy as well as a lack of sufficient data. In moments of crisis, the interdependencies
between scientific knowledge, social and environmental criteria are brought to the fore, and the limitations of the research,
policy and stakeholder communities in understanding them are often exposed. We present the results of a three year project
that examined how the uncertainties in disease control strategies are perceived and communicated between networks of
people involved in outbreak control and management. We developed a conceptual framework of disease containment to
indicate how scientific and social, economic and political uncertainties, as well as those arising through the practice of
containment itself, could be better identified and communicated. . Key to our research were in-depth interviews and work
shadowing with individuals and organisations involved at all levels of disease outbreak containment. The project involved
analysis of the formulation of policies as well as their communication, but in this paper we particularly reflect on how well
the communication of guidance/policy occurs at and between organisational levels between animal, human and
environmental health stakeholders. We conclude that a sounder understanding of the compositions, motivations and
interactions of these groups could lead to higher levels of trust and compliance, and reduction in risk from disease threats.
Keywords: uncertainty; animal disease; science; policy

1. INTRODUCTION
Animal and zoonotic diseases present major worldwide environmental, social, health and economic policy concerns. If not
contained, they have potentially devastating consequences for exposed communities. Containment strategies intended to
mitigate against disease outbreaks vary widely in scale and scope, from planning and prevention policies through to critical
outbreak responses. Quick and judicious decisions are often required as new information becomes available at each stage of
disease containment. Such information is always compromised by various forms of ‘uncertainty’.
We present the results of a three year interdisciplinary project that examined how different types of uncertainties that are
inherent in disease control strategies are perceived, managed and communicated between networks of people and
organisations involved in disease outbreak control and management. Our main objective was to bring together natural and
social science approaches to analyse the complexities and uncertainties embedded in animal disease management strategies.
Ultimately we aim to contribute to more integrated and effective, strategies of containment for animal disease based on
better cross-disciplinary understanding and working.

2. APPROACH AND KEY FINDINGS
We developed a conceptual framework of disease containment to indicate how scientific, social, economic and political
uncertainties could be better identified (Fish et al.2011). We focussed on three disease areas: Avian Influenza, a highly
pathogenic disease of poultry with the potential to spread to humans; the waterborne parasite Cryptosporidium which infects
both humans and animals and is responsible for contamination of public drinking water supplies; and Foot and Mouth
Disease, a disease of farm animals with devastating economic consequences. For each we investigated the practices covering
detection, identification, modelling and emergency response. We based our research on a large number of in-depth
interviews amongst stakeholders as well as work shadowing with individuals and organisations involved at all levels of
disease outbreak containment. The project involved the analysis of the formulation of policies as well as their
communication. Analysis of qualitative data generated from more than sixty semi-structured interviews and workshadowing in relevant animal disease government and policy settings over a three year period enabled the identification of
the following “uncertainty themes”. Table 1 shows the themes we identified as well as a brief exemplar for each. Having
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identified these themes we further tested their validity in three disease-specific workshops. A clear and consistent message
from participants in all three disease areas was that all 15 themes were recognisable as “uncertainty themes” with most
participants showing strong identification with issues raised by the themes. We asked participants to score both theme
“importance” and “likelihood” of each uncertainty theme in their own area of operation; we then estimated its overall impact
as a product of “importance” and “likelihood” (Fig 1).

3. UNCERTAINTY THEMES AND IMPACT
Table 1: General ‘uncertainty’ themes affecting optimum disease strategies of containment
Uncertainty theme

Exemplar

T1:Role of individual

Institutional memory loss may occur when a ‘key’ individual leaves an organization

T2:Media Coverage

Influences public perceptions in unpredictable ways

T3:Political Will

Is will is sufficient to be translated into action by funding, legislation etc?

T4:Funding

Disparity in funding across the world for disease containment activities

T5:Priority given to disease

May vary with reference to human and/or animal health by different organisations

T6:Changes in regulation

Mainly occur in response to outbreaks rather than by foresight and pre-planning

T7:Research and development

Lack of availability of funding for R&D of new technology for some diseases.

T8:Role of industry

Industry funding & innovation can be confined to areas in which legislation forces action

T9:Animal/ land management

Some animal production systems conflict with disease risk mitigation or biosecurity

T10:Stakeholder Communities

Complex planning, organization & communication required if many different stakeholders

T11:Dev. of new technologies

Cost can be prohibitive & new systems hard to integrate with existing management practices

T12:Use of technologies

New technologies, such as vaccines, modeling can bring unforeseen uncertainties

T13:International differences

Differing responses to the same disease across the world

T14:Behaviours

Of communities or individuals are difficult to predict and account for in contingency planning

T15:Outbreak response

Objectives can vary leading to ‘disproportionate’ alleviation policies
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Figure 1: Impact of ‘Uncertainty’ themes (by number as in Table 1) for the control and management of the zoonotic
pathogen, Cryptosporidium, as scored by three different stakeholder groups (Policy, Industry and Research).

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
In this study we wanted to address the recognition, understanding and management of uncertainties in animal disease
contingency planning and to discriminate between different qualities of uncertainty since these differences affect appropriate
responses. We found that by carefully studying three different diseases (and thereby bringing together three different sets of
specialists and stakeholders involved with each), general and specific areas of uncertainty could be elucidated. Whilst our
general set of ‘uncertainty’ themes were almost always considered to be important, the likelihood of a particular issue
occurring varies by disease, thus leading to differential ‘impacts’. This finding underlines the growing acceptance of the
need for inter-disciplinary working with maximum possible stakeholder engagement to try to reduce the future impact of
infectious disease. This will become ever more important with an increasing global human population competing for
reducing natural, spatial and food resources.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The interdependencies between the different health disciplines – human, animal, environmental - that are key to the ‘One
Health’ management approach, are mirrored by the interconnectedness that exists between different scientific disciplines and
the need for cross-disciplinary understanding and action in the natural and social science, economic and political fields to
effect successful disease containment. This study has described how a conceptual framework can be useful in mapping out
the different stages of disease outbreak mitigation – from anticipation, prevention, alleviation and care that act over three
occupational levels – political, tactical and operational and can aid in the identification of uncertainties associated with
disease containment plans. By using this approach with three case study diseases, which exhibit different etiologies, we
identified general ‘uncertainty themes’ that can exhert differential impacts on the outcome of a particular disease control
strategy. Uncertainties are ever present and cannot ever be completely eliminated, but we argue that by addressing this issue
in relation to infectious disease and by integrating knowledge from the widest possible number of stakeholders and
disciplines, we stand the best chance of effectively coping with future disease threats.
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ABSTRACT: This paper reviews Vietnam’s national level water related policies with focus on the National Rural Clean Water
Supply & Sanitation Strategy (NRCWSS 2020 Strategy) with respect to potential impact on human, animal and environmental
health at the level of the small scale farmers. A systematic review of literature and other available information such as published
national water related research, and evaluation reports on rural clean water and sanitation Vietnam over the period of 2006 –
2011 were was conducted. The review indicated that the level of participation of grassroots stakeholders such as farmers (e.g.,
livestock farmers), veterinarians working in the community, and public health workers in water supply and sanitation programs is
limited. Agricultural development especially livestock production is as key development goal for Vietnam, however livestock
production farmers and the veterinary service does not appear to be actively engaged in broader initiatives to ensure water quality
and sustainability of supply. Small scale livestock production farmers remain at high risks for waterborne infectious diseases, and
their livestock can be impacted by these diseases and can also contribute to contaminating water with its faeces. However,
linkages between water and livestock production were not explicitly addressed in the NRCWSS 2020 Strategy. Although water
service policies have direct impact on small scale farmers, water management policies are also important factors in ensuring
sustainable agricultural activities. A reduction in the availability of water can constrain small scale farmers from having
productive crop yields and healthy livestock production. The roles and responsibilities of various government agencies are not
well defined with respect to the design and implementation of policies for water services, water resource management, and
health. Given the vital role and potential impacts to the health of both humans and animals, the predominant small scale livestock
production, and the environment, the NRCWSS 2020 Strategy needs to be updated and revised using One Health approach with
more end-user’s participation and both horizontal and vertical collaboration to address the interconnected issues of water, health,
and small scale livestock production explicitly, therefore maximize the utilization of the limited water resource but also to reduce
the negative socio-economic and health impacts on rural population especially waterborne diseases among small scale farmers
and their livestock.
Keywords: Vietnam, Water, Policy, Diseases, Livestock
1. INTRODUCTION
It is estimated that more than 2.8 billion people will be living in either water-scarce or water-stressed regions of the world by
2025, more than 2 billion people lack access to improved sanitation, 95 % of wastewater around the world is discharged into the
environment without treatment, and nearly 2 million people die from diarrhoea each year, and nearly 90 % of diarrhoea is
attributed to unsafe drinking water, inadequate sanitation, and poor hygiene (USAID 2009). Water is believed to be the vehicle
for about 80 % of infections in people (Sattar, Tetro, & Springthorpe 1999;Timothy E.Ford & Rita R.Colwell 1996). Water is one
of the main factors that can limits future increasing production of food which depends upon reliable sources of fresh water in
addition to improved seed varieties, fertilizers, and farm management technologies (USAID 2009). Farmers, by whom a
burgeoning population depends for food, is competing with industrial, other households, and environmental uses for this scarce
water supply (Mark W.Rosegrant, Ximing Cai, & Sarah A.Cline 2002). There is a move internationally to engage communities in
the development of policy thereby enhancing compliance and easing implementation, and this review is undertook to see how
much engagement there was at the grass roots level particularly small scale livestock production farmers in water policy
development in Vietnam with respect to the supply and cleanliness of water and the likely health impact at the grassroots level
i.e. at the level of the small scale farmers. The review focuses on the NRCWSS 2020 strategy which is the most relevant national
water policy, with respect to implication to public health at the level of small scale livestock farmers and other grassroots
stakeholders. A One Health approach is suggested for changing policy that might reduce the risk of waterborne diseases at the
level of small scale farmers.
2. METHODS
Online searches were performed using Google Scholar, Medline (OVID), Global Health, CAP abstracts, EMBASE, Biomed
Central, and Biological Sciences brought in by the University of Calgary portal. The aim was to indentify published materials
relating to water policies with particular reference to supply and cleanliness of water and its impact on public health at the level
of small scale livestock farmers, and respective key stakeholders in Vietnam. The searches were limited to materials dated from
2000 to November 15th 2011. Two additional documents were identified by looking at the list of cited references in the most
relevant articles in the first reviewed articles. As for the review process, the titles and abstracts of the sixty five identified
documents found from performed searches were first screened for relevance. From that, twenty nine documents were excluded
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for reasons of irrelevance such as a simple report without discussion of methods, unclear results, and results that did not address
the key review questions. Thirty six documents were retrieved for further review. The full text of the thirty six retrieved
documents was reviewed with respect to titles, abstracts, methods used, and conclusions. Two additional documents were
identified for review by searching the lists of cited references of the most relevant articles. In total, thirty eights documents were
included for final review with one document (policy) selected for analysis and recommendations (the NRCWSS 2020 Strategy).
3. RESULTS
Vietnam has issued many policies relating to water through the key central government agencies such as: the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD); the Ministry of Construction (MOC); the Ministry of Health (MOH); the Ministry
of Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE), Department of Water Resources Management (DWRM); the Ministry of
Planning and Investment (MPI); and Electricity of Viet Nam (EVN). The level of participation of grassroots stakeholders such as
farmers (e.g., livestock farmers), veterinarians working in the community, and public health workers were limited in this process.
Small scale livestock production farmers are at high risks of waterborne infectious diseases, and their livestock may also have a
role in contaminating water. However, linkages between water and livestock production were not explicitly addressed in the
NRCWSS 2020 Strategy. Although water service policy has direct impact on small scale farmers, water resource management
policy is also an important factor in ensuring sustainable agricultural activities. A reduction in the availability of water can
constrain small scale farmers from having productive crop yields and healthy livestock production. The roles and responsibilities
of various government agencies are not well defined with respect to the design and implementation of water related policies and
health policy.

3.1 The background of water, health, and water policies in Vietnam
In Vietnam the majority of population in the rural areas are small scale farmers whose living standards are low and income can
only meet the most basic needs of food and clothes. In particular, over 70% of them use water which does not meet basic
hygienic criteria and 50% of them do not have latrines; most of the other 50% use unhygienic latrines. Furthermore, awareness of
water supply and environmental sanitation is very limited (MoC & MARD 2000;Timothy E.Ford & Rita R.Colwell 1996;Vu Thi
Thanh Huong 2001). In some provinces, only 1.1 % of the tested water sources meet the clean water standard (Tran Le 2011). On
the other hand, traditionally in agriculture production in Vietnam, water is considered as the most important factor for agriculture
(Bach Anh Hong, 2007). It is estimated that 20 million rural people have no access to improved sanitation which in turn costs
Vietnam’s economy US$780 million (1.3 % GDP) per year for poor sanitation. Meanwhile improved sanitation is a socially
profitable investment, e.g., using pit latrines in rural areas have an economic return of at least six times the cost; and for farmers
with livestock, latrines with biogas generators are proven to be an economically profitable option with a benefit-cost ratio of 3.0
(Water and Sanitation Program (WSP) 2011). In the past, government’s water policies were focused on mobilizing capital and
human resource to overcome numerous difficulties and shortages, flood consequences, trying to restore water structures, and
repairing dyke breaks. Since then the water has always been the important issue for the government, and the Law on Water
Resources has been approved by the National Congress in May 1998 and came into effect in January 1999 after about 15 years of
formulation. The water development plan for the period leading to 2010 was established with focus on adequate supply, water
usage coupled with water resources protection, avert water-related dangers, intensification of water resources management,
policy on community priority, socialization of water resources services, and water financial policy.
3.2 The National Rural Clean Water Supply & Sanitation Strategy up to 2020 (NRCWSS 2020 Strategy)
The most important document guiding the development of water supply and sanitation in Vietnam has been the NRCWSS 2020
Strategy commencing in August 2000. It was the Ministry of Construction (MoC), not Ministry of Health (MoH) or Agricultural
& Rural Development (MARD), which initiated the NRCWSS 2020 Strategy fourteen years ago with technical and financial
support from Danish International Development Assistance (DANIDA). The NRCWSS 2020 Strategy was then written up and
approved in 2000. The NRCWSS 2020 Strategy provides a long term and overall framework for rural water supply and sanitation
development particularly the construction of water supply and sanitation facilities has been considered essential to address “basic
hygienic criteria and half of rural households do not have latrines. Water and sanitation related diseases such as diarrhoea,
intestinal worms, and intestinal diseases are very common, accounting for the highest proportion of people's common diseases”.
The main objectives of the NRCWSS 2020 Strategy include the two “improvements” in health of the rural population and living
conditions and the one “reduction” of environmental pollution from human and livestock excreta (MoC & MARD 2000).
Two immediate objectives which must be implemented by 2020 to achieve the above mentioned development objectives are: 1)
all (100% of) rural people will use clean water of the national quality standard with at least 60 litre/capita/day and used approved
latrines through active promotion of community participation and demand responsive approach; and 2) achieve universal good
personal hygiene practice of rural people and good environmental sanitation of communes and villages through focused
education. The targets by 2010 are 85% of the rural population has access to water supply with at least 60 litre/capita/day, and
70% use approved latrines and have appropriate personal hygiene practice (MoC & MARD 2000;Takeo Tanaka 2011). Five main
solutions in the strategy include: a) information, education and communication (IEC) and community participation; b)
organizational strengthening, strengthening of state management and human resource development; c) renovation of financial
mechanism; d) mobilization of various funding sources to develop the rural water sanitation strategy; e) research and
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development and application of appropriate technology; f) issue needing particular attention during organization of strategy
implementation (MoC & MARD 2000). The Government of Vietnam promises a strong commitment in taking guidance and
support role to other stakeholders in implementing the strategy. In particular, there will be more specific policies to help the poor,
the social policy target household, ethnic minority people and areas with extreme difficulties. Sustainable development is the
underlying principle on top of the immediate development. Cost recovery, demand responsive, and socialization of the rural
water supply and sanitation are the general approaches to the implementation of this strategy (MoC & MARD 2000). However,
no explicit reference with respect to ensuring grassroots level engagement in water policy development was found in the strategy.

4. DISCUSSION
In general, by 2010, it is reported that the total of 52,122,468 (83%) of rural population have access to clean water supply which
is about 3.6% increase per annum of the total number of rural population having access to clean water supply since 2005 (Dao
Xuan Hoc 2011). This indicator shows that the first target for 2010 of the NRCWSS 2020 Strategy is almost achieved. However,
in Hai Phong for example, by August 2011, it is otherwise reported that only about 40% of rural population have access to clean
water supply that meet the water quality standards of MoH. One of the reasons for failing to meet the target is the economic
challenges; farmers are not in a position to contribute financially to the construction of water supply and sanitation system.
Meanwhile, farmers are expected to be the highest (38%) source of funding contribution to the national rural water supply and
sanitation program (Christine Sijbesma, Truong Xuan Truong, & Jacqueline Devine 2010;MONRE 2011) in comparison with
the 20%, 19%, 16%, and 5% contribution from central government budget, other sources, international assistance, and household
credit respectively. The other reasons are lack of awareness of the role of clean water in the life, health and development of rural
population, and geographical variance and availability of water sources among different rural areas. Moreover, the targets and
objectives of water policy do not match with financial availability as well as the capacity in mobilizing resources (MONRE
2011). It is reported that one of the reasons for not achieving the full objectives of the rural water and sanitation program is
poverty and lack of awareness among disadvantaged village level farmers in remote areas (Dao Xuan Hoc 2011).
Relating to water resource management policies, although the government has shown strong commitment, the governance and
legal tool for enforcement and management of impact of industrial waste water treatment (economic zones) were considered
inadequate with incomprehensive sub-law documents (Hubert Jenny 2011;Nguyen Van Diep et al. 2011) and unclear legislation.
The roles of Ministry of Natural Resource & Environment (MoNRE) and Ministry of Agriculture & Rural Development
(MARD) in the area of river basin planning and management have not been well defined (Nguyen Thai Lai 2011). There exist
both internal and external challenges e.g., simultaneously delivering upon a series of profound institutional reforms while
developing new strategies, policies, legal frameworks, broad range of newly articulated sector goals given a rapidly shifting
macro context, and limited operational experience such as WTO (Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Hanoi 2010).
The Standing Office of the National Targeted Program of Rural Water Supply and Sanitation, the MoH, and the Ministry of
Education and Training (MoET) do not regularly receive the information and data needed for effective strategic planning as it is
common that provincial departments are not submitting reports that are required as part of their mandate which implies that the
planning process will continue to be top-down (Netherlands Development Organisation (SNV) 2010). In regards to research and
development, most research activities address irrigation and likely have single sector approach focusing more on construction,
dams, embankments, and recently with flood control and reservoir regulations, water treatment, and bio-treatment (Nguyen Van
Diep, Nguyen Hong Khanh, Nguyen Minh Son, Nguyen Van Hanh, & Patrick Huntiens 2011). Therefore, there is need for more
collaboration among different ministries and different levels of stakeholders.
There have been reported problems with respect to the issues of competition and multiple usage of water (agriculture, industry,
domestic, aquaculture, environment) and management of reservoir system regulation (Nguyen Van Diep, Nguyen Hong Khanh,
Nguyen Minh Son, Nguyen Van Hanh, & Patrick Huntiens 2011), water based competition (Dang Kieu Nhan, Nguyen Van Be,
& Nguyen Hieu Trung 2011), and even trans-boundary competition issues(François Molle 2005;Nguyen Van Diep, Nguyen
Hong Khanh, Nguyen Minh Son, Nguyen Van Hanh, & Patrick Huntiens 2011). In addition to livestock, emerging shrimp farms
dominate the landscape southern Vietnam’s Mekong Delta (Nguyen Tac An 2002) which are also affected by water quality (Loïc
Charpy et al. 2009). Appropriate water resources management are important stakes in order to ensure a sustainable aquaculture
activity (Phung Giang Hai 2011). A decline in relative water supply will constrain farmers from raising crop yields as quickly as
they did in the past (Mark W.Rosegrant, Ximing Cai, & Sarah A.Cline 2002).
5. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
One Health is a trans-disciplinary and co-operative approach taking into consideration a wide range of factors, and exploring the
human, animal, and environmental health interface, food safety and security, and agriculture. A One Health approach is needed in
the design and implementation of water policies to maximise the capacity and contribution from different sectors in enhancing
the effective and safe utilisation of limited water resource, thereby contributing to the reduction of waterborne diseases among
small scale farmers and their animals. This review paper discusses the role and implication of different various sectors, considers
multiple stakeholders from government agencies, private sector to grassroots community in the design and implementation of
water related policies with respect to the health of not only humans (farmers) but also animals (livestock) and the ecosystems.
Findings from this review could be of interest to Vietnam and other countries as evidence to support the One Health approach in
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the design and implementation of water policy. One Health approach can help maximise the capacity of and contribution from
different sectors in enhancing the effective and safe utilisation of water resource, therefore contribute to the reduction of
waterborne diseases.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Water and water related polices have a vital role and potential impact on the health of humans and animals, the small scale
livestock production, and the environment in Vietnam. In order to maximize the utilization of the limited water resource and
reduce the negative socio-economic and health impacts on rural population, the existing NRCWSS 2020 Strategy needs to be
updated and revised using One Health approach with more participatory bottom up approach, better consideration the local
context, and integrated horizontal and vertical collaboration to address more explicitly the issues of water, health, and small scale
livestock production. More research is needed to find balance among the components of the strategy, especially the two
components of clean water supply and sanitation.
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DGDXVWPHQWVQRWDOLQPDWHVHOHFWLRQWUHDWPHQWDGPLQLVWUDWLRQDQGGLHW


0DWH6HOHFWLRQ


5ROHVXVHGLQWKLVH:SHULPHQWZHUHGHVFHQGHGIURPDZLOGSRSXODWLRQLQ9OOLQRLV(LJKWHHQPDOHVDQG<IHPDOHVFRPSULVHGWKH
IJHQHUDWLRQDQGWKHIJHQHUDWLRQZDVXVHGLQWKHVWXG(QJHOO67SHUIRUPHGDQHDUOLHUH:SHULPHQWZLWKWKHVRFLDOO
PRQRJDPRXVSLQHYROHV60LFURWXVSLQHWRUXP7DQGIRXQGWKDWYROHVH:SRVHGWRKLJKGRVHVRIDVSHFLILF( %VVKRZHGLQFUHDVHG
DJJUHVVLYHHKDYLRUWRZDUGDJVWUDQJHUKYROHRIWKHRSSRVLWHVH:GXULQJSDUWQHUSUHIHUHQFHWHVWV6VHHVHFWLRQ!7HKDYH
PRGLILHGWKDWSURWRFRODOORZLQJWHVWVXDHFWVWRJFKRRVHKWKHLUPDWHRIRSSRVLWHVH:XVLQJDQLWHUDWLYHSURFHVV$IHPDOHYROH
ZDVJLYHQWKHRSSRUWXQLWWRFKRRVHRQHPDOHIURPDVHWRIWKUHHHVKHZDVSDLUHGZLWKDPDOHDIWHUGLVSODLQJLQWHUHVWVQLIILQJ
QXOLQJRUHLQJLQFORVHSUR:LPLWGXULQJDKDOIKRXUWULDOHFDXVHWKLVH:SHULPHQWVSHFLILFDOODGGUHVVHGPDWHSUHIHUHQFH
WKLVSURFHGXUHVXSSOHPHQWHGWKHVWDQGDUGSUDFWLFHRIJFUHDWLQJKDPDWFKKRXVLQJWZRLQGLYLGXDOVLQDFDJHIRU$KRXUVRULQ
DVOLWWOHDVVL:KRXUVLIPDWLQJRFFXUUHG6LOOLDPVHWDOBB7


7UHDWPHQWDGPLQLVWUDWLRQ


HFKRVHRUDOLQJHVWLRQRI( %VWRHVWUHSUHVHQWWKHSURDOHH:SRVXUHLQWKHHQYLURQPHQWDQGWRDFFRXQWIRUILUVWSDVV
PHWDROLVP6AHQJVWOHU75ROHVZHUHGLYLGHGLQWRWKHWKUHHWUHDWPHQWJURXSVRIFRQWURO6QR( %H:SRVXUH7DPLHQWDQG
HOHYDWHGHQYLURQPHQWDOOHYHOV4KH( %VZHUHFRPLQHGLQWRDVXJDUIUHHUDVSHUUIODYRUHG&D*HOL6%OHDUA23RUWODQG
DLQH8$7DQGZHUHDGPLQLVWHUHGWRYROHVHYHUILYHGDV$VLPLODUSURWRFROKDVUHFHQWOHHQSURSRVHGMKDQJ
NKWWSFFZZZQDWXUHFRPFSURWRFROH:FKDQJHFSURWRFROVFBBOFLQWURGXFWLRQPDVDQDOWHUQDWLYHWRVWUHVVLQGXFLQJJDYDJH


3UDLULHYROHGLHW


3UDLULHYROHVUHFHLYHSKWRHVWURJHQVWKURXJKWKHLUQDWXUDOGLHWZKLFKFDQHYHUURDG9QWKHZLOGWKHHDWYHJHWDWLRQLQFOXGLQJ
WKHVWDONVOHDYHVDQGVRPHURRWVDQGVHHGVRIPDQWSHVRISUDLULHSODQWVLQFOXGLQJDOIDOID60HGLFDJRVDWLYD7OXHJUDPD
6%RXWHORXDJUDFLOL7DQGFORYHU67ULIROLXPVSHFLHV76HQKXVVHQB!HIOHKDUWDQG2OVRQBB7HYHUDOFRPPRQUDQGVRI
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FRPPHUFLDOFKRZDOVRFRQWDLQKLJKOHYHOVRISKWRHVWURJHQVLIWKHXVHVRDVDSURWHLQVRXUFH64KLJSHQHWDO$79Q( %OD
H:SHULPHQWVKRZHYHULWFDQHGLIILFXOWWRLVRODWHWKHWUHDWPHQWZKLOHWKHVXDHFWVDUHH:SRVHGWRRWKHUH:RJHQRXVHVWURJHQV
RHWWJHU4RQJHWDO6BB<7UHFRPPHQGHGWKHXVHRIHVWURJHQIUHHIHHG XULQJWKLVVWXGWKHIDQGI6WHVW7JHQHUDWLRQVZHUH
IHGORZHVWURJHQFDVHLQDVHGUDLWGLHW6IRUPXODO!H"HVHDUFK LHWV9QF8HZUXQVZLFN8C7


%HKDYLRUDOWHVWVDQGDGGLWLRQDODQDO\VHV


3DUWQHUSUHIHUHQFHWHVWV?XDQWLIDYROHQVHKDYLRUWRZDUGLWVSDLUHGPDWHJLYHQWKHRSWLRQRILQWHUDFWLQJZLWKDJVWUDQJHUKYROH
HFRQGXFWHGWKHSUHIHUHQFHWHVWVPXOWLSOHWLPHVRQWKHVWXGSRSXODWLRQVGXULQJWKHLUILUVWDQGVHFRQGOLWWHUVZLWKRWKWKHPDOH
DQGWKHIHPDOHDVWKHWHVWDQLPDOV4KHGHVLJQIROORZHGSURWRFROVVLPLODUWR(QJHOOHWDO67DQG&LPHWDO6$7$WKUHH
FKDPHUHGUHFWDQJXODUDSSDUDWXVZDVFRQVWUXFWHGZLWKWUDQVSDUHQWZDOOVDQGGLYLGHUV XULQJDSUHIHUHQFHWHVWHLWKHUWKHPDOH
RUIHPDOHRIDSDLURQGHGFRXSOHZDVWHWKHUHGLQRQHFKDPHUVRWKDWLWFRXOGQRWH:LWLWVFKDPHU9QWKHRSSRVLWHFKDPHUZH
SODFHGDWHWKHUHGJVWUDQJHUKDQLPDOWKDWZDVQRWSDLURQGHGDQGKDGQRWHHQH:SRVHGWRHQGRFULQHGLVUXSWRUV4KHUHZDVDQ
RSHQLQJODUJHHQRXJKIRUDYROHWRSDVVWKURXJKWRPRYHHWZHHQWKHFKDPHUV4KHWULDOHJDQZKHQDQXQWHWKHUHGWHVWDQLPDO
ZDVSODFHGLQWKHFHQWHUFKDPHUDQGHQGHGDIWHUWKUHHKRXUVXQOHVVH:FHVVLYHDJJUHVVLRQHQGHGLWHDUOLHU4HVWVZHUHYLGHR
UHFRUGHGDQGODWHUPDQXDOOVFRUHGRVHUYHUVXVLQJHKDYLRU4UDFNHUVRIWZDUHYHUVLRQ'4KHWHVWVZHUHOLQGLQWKDWWKH
RVHUYHUVVFRULQJWKHYLGHRVGLGQRWNQRZWKHWUHDWPHQWRUVH:RIWKHLQGLYLGXDOV4HVWVZHUHVFRUHGIRUGXUDWLRQRIWLPHWKHIUHH
UDQJLQJWHVWDQLPDOVSHQWLQHDFKFKDPHU6LQFOXGLQJLQWKHFHQWHUFKDPHU7VRFLDODQGDQWLVRFLDOHKDYLRU6HJWDFWLOHFRQWDFW
JURRPLQJPDWLQJDVVRFLDOHKDYLRUVDQGFKDVLQJDWWDFNLQJDQGLWLQJDVDQWLVRFLDOHKDYLRUV7$OORSDUHQWDOHKDYLRUWHVWVZHUH
FRQGXFWHGDVHGLQSDUWRQH:SHULPHQWDOGHVLJQDOHVHWDO6$7ALVWRORJLFDOWHVWLQJLVSODQQHGZKLFKZLOODLGLQ
XQGHUVWDQGLQJWKHHIIHFWVRI( %VRQVPDOOPDPPDOUHSURGXFWLYHWLVVXHILVKHUHWDO6BBB7IRXQGWKDWHIIHUHQWGXFWHSLWKHOLDO
FHOOKHLJKWZDVDXVHIXOSDUDPHWHUIRUPHDVXULQJHIIHFWVRIHVWURJHQH:SRVXUHLQPDOHUDWV9QIHPDOHVXWHULQHZHLJKWVFKDQJHG
LQDGRVHGHSHQGHQWZDLQPLFHDQGSLQHYROHVH:SRVHGWRHQGRFULQHGLVUXSWRUV6(QJHOOHWDO7
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DQGHLWKHUWUHDWPHQWJURXSDQGQRVLJQLILFDQWHIIHFWRIWUHDWPHQWVRQILJKWLQJ
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8RUWK$PHULFD4RDVFHUWDLQZKLFKRIWKHIRXUFKHPLFDOVPDHDIIHFWLQJHKDYLRUIXUWKHULQYLYRVWXGLHVVXFKDVWKLVRQHDUH
QHFHVVDUHFDXVHHKDYLRULQPDQYHUWHUDWHVSHFLHVLQFOXGLQJKXPDQVLVLQIOXHQFHGHQGRFULQHKRUPRQHVWKDWDUH
FRQVHUYHGDFURVVVSHFLHVRXQGDULHVUHVXOWVPDKDYHVLJQLILFDQFHHRQGSUDLULHYROHVDQGWKHLUSRSXODWLRQGQDPLFV4KH
LQIRUPDWLRQHLQJSURGXFHGLVDSSOLFDOHLQHYDOXDWLQJKHDOWKLQPDQLSXODWHGHQYLURQPHQWVDQGLVUHOHYDQWIRUFLWSODQQHUV
DJURQRPLVWVDQGDOOZKRKDYHDVWDNHLQGHYHORSLQJWKHXVHRIZDVWHDVDUHVRXUFH
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$QGHUVHQAHQULNHLHJULVWADQVUXHGLHADOOLQJRUHQVHQHQWH4HUQHV4KRPDV6!7IDWHRIHVWURJHQVLQDPXQLFLSDOVHZDJH
WUHDWPHQWSODQW+QYLURQPHQWDO6FLHQFHR7HFKQRORJ\!@6<7$$
DOHV#DUHQH#LP$OHUWH&HZLV"HHVH$QWRQLDKH%DUWHU%XH6$7RWKR:WRFLQDQGYDVRSUHVVLQPDLQIOXHQFH
DOORSDUHQWDOHKDYLRULQPDOHSUDLULHYROHV+RUPRQHVDQG%HKDYLRU$'!'$S!
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ROWAHFKXKPDFKHU8H HJHQ*A6BB<7SHFLDODVSHFWVRIHQGRFULQHPRGXODWRUVLQKXPDQDQGHQYLURQPHQWDOULVN
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1. INTRODUCTION
Innate immunity is the pivotal system that facilitates interactions with microbes at the interfaces of an organism with the
environment. These immune responses are mediated in large part by Toll-like receptors (TLR) and CD14, a group of
transmembranous and intracellular proteins which recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) (1). The
development of innate immunity is determined by genetic and environmental factors. There is evidence that gene expression of
innate immunity receptors is up-regulated by farming related exposures which have been associated with decreased risk for
allergic diseases in childhood (2-4).

2. OBJECTIVES
The PASTURE study (Protection against allergy: study in rural environments) offered the opportunity to prospectively determine
environmental and nutritional exposures associated with the gene expression of innate immunity receptors during pregnancy and
the first year of a child’s life.

3. METHODS
PASTURE is a large prospective birth cohort study conducted in rural areas of Austria, Finland, France, Germany and
Switzerland which recruited 1133 pregnant women and their new born children. At birth and at year 1 of child’s age, 938 (cord
blood) and 752 blood samples were taken, respectively. mRNA expression of Toll-like receptors (TLR) 1-9 and CD14 was
assessed in blood leukocytes by quantitative PCR. Extensive questionnaires were administered by interview to the mother of the
child within the third trimester of pregnancy and two and twelve months after birth of the study child. Questions were based on
previously published studies and designed to assess respiratory and other health issues of the mother, agricultural exposures and
potential confounders such as active and passive smoking, parental education and family size. In addition to the extensive
questionnaires the mothers kept a weekly diary from month 3 to year 1 of the child’s life to record among others the introduction
of a variety of food items. Exposures were related to gene expression of innate immunity receptors by analysis of variance and
multivariate regression models.
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4. RESULTS
Gene expression of innate immunity receptors in cord blood was generally higher for farmers compared to non farmers,
significantly for TLR7 (adjusted geometric means ratio, 1.13; 95%- confidence interval, 1.00-1.28, p=0.048) and TLR8 (aMR,
1.14; 95%-CI, 1.03-1.26, p=0.011). Unboiled farm milk consumption during the first year of life showed the strongest
associations with mRNA expression at year 1, with a statistically significant up-regulation of TLR4 (aMR, 1.23; 95%-CI: 1.041.46, p=0.017), TLR5 (aMR, 1.20; 95%-CI: 1.02-1.41, p=0.030) and TLR6 (aMR, 1.20; 95%-CI: 1.04-1.39, p=0.013) expression
when compared to no farm milk consumption and considering the diversity of other foods introduced during that period.

5. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The research illustrates the important role of the microbial environment to human health. The farming environment conferring
protection from allergic diseases is strongly influenced by the presence of farm animals and thus represents an example of the
important interface of human and animal health.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Previously reported protective effects of farming environment and unboiled farm milk consumption on allergic health outcomes
could be associated with changes in gene expression of innate immunity receptors and subsequent immune responses.
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One Health outlook: food waste, scavengers and zoonotic diseases.
Margaret LUCK1, Jan SLINGENBERGH2, Sigfrido BURGOS3 and Juan LUBROTH4
ABSTRACT: Data collated by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) suggest a strong positive relationship between
GDP per capita and daily food waste production. This comes as no surprise given that rising incomes allow for higher
allocations to purchase food items. When coupled to garbage collection data (again a GDP per capita dependent variable) it
becomes possible to generate rough estimations of the proportions of urban food waste not collected and thus available to
scavengers, including birds, rodents, mice, stray/feral dogs and cats, and also wild canidae approaching town areas in search
of foods. This scavenging for food waste represents a public health risk of growing importance to urban agglomerations
around the world. In mega-cities in Africa and Asia hosting anywhere from 14 to 27 million people, it is estimated that urban
food waste available to scavengers will range from 28 to 70 percent of total food waste. This translates—depending on
population, incomes, eating habits and other factors—into 1,400 and 3,100 daily tonnes of urban food wastes. The successful
colonization of urban environments by wildlife may have significant implications for disease flare-up. Incidentally, most
emerging infectious disease agents are also circulating in wildlife and are zoonotic. It is expected that rising incomes and
population growth will continue to fuel urban development in major cities, and in situations where this translates into a
piling up of urban food wastes, this may contribute to the emergence of diseases. Apart from the common food and water
related disease agents that cause infections in humans, there are also specific diseases such as rabies and alveolar
ecchinococcosis that may be passed by stray dogs to humans.
Keywords: urban food waste, scavengers, zoonoses, rabies

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on one aspect of the complex interplay between urbanization and zoonotic disease emergence, examining
the implications of growing worldwide production of urban food waste for wildlife scavengers and other opportunistic
feeders in urban environments. Using rabies as an example, it illustrates the degree to which infection by zoonotic disease
and consumption of anthropogenic food sources can intersect. It then describes a novel method to estimate the quantity of
urban food waste available to scavengers and other opportunistic feeding animals using data on population, income and
municipal solid waste production, composition and management. Application of the method for 148 countries with
populations over one million and for 426 of the world’s most populous urban agglomerations makes it possible to identify
those areas that, in the absence of effective municipal solid waste management and wildlife control measures, are likely to
sustain large populations of wildlife scavengers.

2. FOOD WASTE
Food waste, an inevitable product of human settlement, has been the object of study by waste management researchers, who
classify it as one component of municipal solid waste (MSW).5 In general MSW is defined as refuse produced by
households, businesses and light industry, excluding heavy industrial and hazardous wastes. However, inconsistency in the
definition of MSW (e.g., inclusion of only residential waste) and in its measurement (e.g., at the point of generation vs.
collection) continue to constrain international comparison of MSW statistics (Bai and Sutanto, 2002, IBRD 1999, UNSD
2009).
Food waste generally comprises 20-80% of total MSW mass (Adhikari et al., 2006). Both the production and composition of
MSW are strongly associated with income. Numerous studies have established that MSW production per capita increases
strongly with rising income and that the proportion of MSW made up of food waste declines with rising income (Cointreau
1982, Alter 1989, IBRD 1999, Khan and Burney 1989). As with MSW, inconsistent definitions have stymied international
comparison of food waste data, with some studies and national environmental departments classifying the entire organic
portion of MSW as food waste and others reporting separately the food waste and yard waste fractions of organic waste
(OECD 2007).
Waste management studies of food waste have sought to quantify greenhouse gas emissions from land filled food waste
(e.g., Rasmussen and Khalil et al. 2002, Ozkaya 2005, IPCC 2001) and have sometimes made broad reference to negative
human health impacts of improperly managed MSW; however the potential link between food waste production rates and
scavenger-associated zoonotic disease has been very rarely studied. Contesse et al.’s excellent 2004 study quantifying
anthropogenic food resources available to urban foxes, a notable exception, pertains only to the city of Zurich.
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3. SYNURBANIZATION OF WILDLIFE
“Synurbanization,” adjustment of by wild animal populations to specific conditions of the urban environment (Adrezejewski
et al. 1978), is a response to world-wide urbanization (Luniak 2004, Bradley and Altizer 2006). Synurbanization occurs
when urban development destroys longstanding natural habitats while creating new, free ecological niches (Luniak 2004).
While many animal species may disappear from cities altogether due to habitat loss (Mcdonald et al. 2008), species with
sufficient ecological and behavioral plasticity successfully adapt to the urban environment ,often attaining population
densities far higher than those found in natural habitats.
Historically, free-roaming dogs and cats have been the principal consumers of food waste. In many parts of the world rising
incomes have been associated with reduced social acceptance of free-roaming animal populations, broad implementation of
animal control programs, and ultimately to the virtual elimination of street dogs and reduction of feral cat populations to no
more than 10% of the overall cat population.
The virtual elimination of the populations of the free-roaming cats and dogs that traditionally consumed human food waste
from European and North American cities has created an ecological niche now being filled by via synurbanization by
growing wildlife populations, including raccoons, coyotes, skunks, red foxes, gray squirrels and bobcats (Riley et al. 1998,
Gloor et al. 2001, Parker and Nilon 2008, Schweiger et al. 2007, Fedriani 2001). It is likely that a similar pattern will be
seen in Latin America, Asia and Africa as dog and cat control programs there take hold.

4. IMPLICATIONS OF SYNURBANIZATION FOR EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASE
Colonization of urban environments by wildlife is likely to have implications for disease emergence, since most emerging
infectious diseases are zoonotic and most emerging zoonotic diseases affect wildlife. Of 175 human pathogens identified as
the cause of emerging diseases, 76% are zoonotic (Taylor et al., 2001). Wildlife are associated with 90% of emerging
zoonotic diseases (Cleaveland et al. 2007). Pathways by which synurbanization of wildlife may foster disease emergence
include: a) increasing the number of pathogen reservoir hosts, b) increasing incidence of infection among reservoir hosts, or
c) changing the pattern or frequency of contact between reservoir and human hosts (Cleaveland et al. 2007, Gortazar et al.
2007, Deplazes et al. 2004).
Urbanization may contribute to zoonotic disease emergence through the pathways of increased availability of food resources
for wildlife scavengers and simultaneous destroying natural habitats, which in turn may lead increased populations of
wildlife and higher frequency of contact between wildlife and humans, thus increasing risk of zoonotic disease emergence or
re-emergence.

5. INTERSECTION BETWEEN ZOONOTIC DISEASE AND FOOD WASTE IN WILDLIFE
SCAVENGERS AND OPPORTUNISTIC FEEDERS: THE EXAMPLE OF RABIES
As an illustration of the potential intersection among zoonotic disease, food waste and wildlife scavengers, a literature
review was conducted to: 1) identify the principal terrestrial wildlife species infected by rabies by region; and 2) determine
which of those species has been shown to consume anthropogenic food. Species for which five or more cases of rabies had
been reported since 1980 were included. As shown in Table 1, 84 different species were identified: 76 with documented
rabies cases in one region, 5 in two regions, and 3 in three regions. Of the 84 species, evidence of consumption of
anthropogenic food was found for 27 (32%).
Table 1. Number of principal terrestrial wildlife species infected by rabies by region with anthropogenic food consumption

Region
Africa
N. America, Latin America/Caribbean
Asia and Oceania
Europe
Total6

Number of terrestrial wildlife species
infected by rabies
36
34
6
19
84

of which number (%) that
consume anthropogenic
food
11 (31%)
12 (35%)
5 (83%)
9 (47%)
27 (32%)

6. ESTIMATION OF URBAN FOOD WASTE AVAILABLE TO SCAVENGERS
Total urban food waste available to scavengers was estimated using a three-step process. First, food waste production data
per capita was correlated with gross domestic product (GDP) per capita applying the method used by Adhikari et al. (2006)
to food waste data reported by waste management statistics and studies for 36 geographic areas. Second, the proportion of
waste available to scavengers was estimated using percent of population not served by municipal waste collection as a proxy
measure. Third, the total daily urban food waste production was estimated for 149 countries with population greater than
6

Total is less than the sum of numbers by region because some species appear in more than one region.
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one million and 426 of the world’s most populous urban agglomerations using the results of the analyses conducted in the
two previous steps.

6.1 Correlating GDP with Food Waste Production
The GDP was used to estimate food waste production because research in the field of waste management has established that
municipal solid waste production and composition are strongly correlated with income (Cointreau 1982, IBRD 1999) and
because reliable GDP time series are available for nearly all countries. A literature search for studies reporting food waste
production per capita (or municipal solid waste production per capita along with composition percentages) since 1980
identified studies for 16 cities and 20 countries.
Application of linear regression to the data produces the following equation:
DFWPpc = .2275 + 7 x 10-6 GDPpc

(R2 = 0.57, p<.001)

where DFWPpc is daily food waste production per capita in kilograms and GDPpc is per capita GDP based on purchasing
power parity in current international dollars.

6.2 Estimating the proportion of food waste available to scavengers and opportunistic feeders
To estimate the proportion of food waste available to scavengers and opportunistic feeders, the complement of percent of the
national population served by municipal solid waste collection, one of the key environmental indicators compiled by the
United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD), was used as a proxy measure. The UNSD reports the percent of the national
population served by municipal waste collection for 49 countries with population of one million or greater (UNSD 2009).
Application of logarithmic regression to the data produces the following equation:
PS = 0.2056Ln(GDPpc) - 1.1172 (R2 = 0.76)
where PS is the percent of the national population served by municipal waste collection and GDPpc is per capita GDP based
on purchasing power parity in current international dollars.

6.3 Estimating total daily urban food waste production
Application of the two regression equations described above to 2010 GDP per capita and urban population data for the 148
countries with 2010 population greater than one million for which the IMF reports GDP data produces estimates of the total
daily urban food waste available for scavengers.
Table 2, below, lists the predicted 20 urban agglomerations projected to produce the greatest quantity of urban food waste
available to scavengers in the year 2025. The four largest predicted producers of urban food waste, Mumbai, Dhaka,
Kinshasa and Delhi, together are projected to produce more than ten million tones of food waste available to scavengers
every day. Only Asian, Africa and Latin American cities figure in the top 20. Two European cities, Istanbul and Moscow
enter the top 50 list.
Table 2 The 20 urban agglomerations7 with highest predicted urban food waste available to scavengers in 2025.

Projected 2025
population
(millions)8

Estimated percent of
UFW available to
scavengers

Predicted 2025 daily
UFW available to
scavengers (tonnes)

Mumbai, India

26.4

46%

3,089

Dhaka, Bangladesh

22.0

54%

3,084

Kinshasa, D. R. of the Congo

16.8

70%

3,012

Delhi, India

22.5

46%

2,688

Kolkata, India

20.6

46%

2,456

Urban agglomeration, Country

7
The term “urban agglomeration” refers to the population contained within the contours of a contiguous territory inhabited
at urban density levels without regard to administrative boundaries. It usually incorporates the population in a city or town
plus that in the suburban areas adjacent to the city boundaries.
8
Source: UNESA 2008.
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Karachi, Pakistan

19.1

46%

2,296

Lagos, Nigeria

15.8

45%

1,845

Shanghai, China

19.4

28%

1,518

Manila, Philippines

14.8

39%

1,524

Cairo, Egypt

15.6

34%

1,410

Lahore, Pakistan

10.5

46%

1,264

Chennai, India

10.1

46%

1,210

São Paulo, Brazil

21.4

17%

1,108

Mexico City, Mexico

21.0

17%

1,100

Jakarta, Indonesia

12.4

35%

1,157

Beijing, China

14.5

28%

1,137

Bangalore, India

9.7

46%

1,161

Hyderabad, India

9.1

46%

1,086

Chittagong, Bangladesh

7.6

54%

1,070

Kabul, Afghanistan

7.2

56%

1,036

7. CONCLUSION
The current global wave of urbanization, unprecedented in human history, is profoundly and irreversibly modifying the
interplay among humans, the earth’s natural environment and wildlife. It is difficult to overstate the speed with which
urbanization is taking place, particularly in the developing world where urbanization will be most intense in the coming
decades.
The density of food waste production in urban areas poses challenges for waste management systems even in wealthy
countries (Gloor et al. 2001); in developing countries of Asia and Africa, where urbanization will be most intense in the 21 st
century, the problem is severe. In India, one of the world’s largest food waste producers, the average collection efficiency is
only about 70% (Sharholy et al. 2008). In developing countries waste that is not collected is often dumped in open plots or
wetlands (Johannessen and Boyer 1999, Kumar and Goel, 2008).
The re-emergence in some parts of the world of three zoonotic diseases associated with scavenger and opportunistic feeding
animals—rabies, echinocococcus and leptospirosis—suggests that the nexus of food waste, zoonotic disease and scavenger
and opportunistic feeding animals is likely to be fruitful area for investigation (WHO 2010, Schweiger et al. 2007, Pappas et
al. 2008). This suggestion is supported by the finding in this report that 32% of terrestrial wildlife species in which rabies
infection has been documented have been shown to consume anthropogenic food sources.
Clearly, a One Health approach is required to confront the health risks associated with urban food waste scavenging.
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ABSTRACT: Counterfeit drugs are a global problem with significant and well documented consequences for global health and
patient safety, including patient deaths. This multibillion-dollar industry does not respect geopolitical borders and threatens
public health in both rich and resource-poor countries alike. The epidemiology of counterfeits is also wide in breadth and scope,
including thousands of counterfeit incidents per year, encompassing all types of therapeutic classes, and employing a complex
global supply chain network enabling this illegal activity. In addition, information technology available through the Internet and
sales via online pharmacies have allowed the criminal element to thrive in an unregulated environment of anonymity, deception,
and lack of adequate enforcement. Though recent global enforcement efforts have led to arrests of online counterfeit sellers, such
actions have not stemmed supplies from illegal online sellers nor kept up with their creativity in illegally selling their products.
To address these online dangers, we propose a global policy framework utilizing public-private partnership models with
centralized surveillance reporting that would enable cooperation and coordination. This should include active surveillance of the
Internet through cooperation and leveraging of respective technical strengths of public and private sector stakeholders (including
Internet service providers, pharmaceutical companies, civil society, NGOs, international organizations, international law
enforcement, and national drug regulators) as well as joint development of new innovations to combat this illegal global trade.
Such a dynamic feedback system could result in additional seizure of counterfeit drugs by law enforcement, the removal of
suspected counterfeit drugs from the drug supply chain by healthcare providers, the removal of websites illegally selling such
drugs, and interdiction using cooperative law enforcement systems and public health actions. A global solution engaging all
relevant stakeholders is the best way to combat this global health crisis.
Keywords: counterfeit drugs, global health governance, public-private partnerships, global health, drug safety.

1. INTRODUCTION
At the end of 2010, WHO IMPACT’s “Operation Pangea III,” resulted in the seizure of approximately 1 million illicit and
counterfeit pills valued at some $2.6 million.(Interpol 2011) This multi stakeholder actions including some 45 countries, and
other private and public actors was the largest enforcement action in against criminal Internet-based activities for sales of
dangerous counterfeit medicines.(Interpol 2011)
Yet the counterfeit medicines are well established and continue be made available on in the global marketplace.(Liang
2006) In particular, the definition of what constitutes a “counterfeit” medicine has been the subject of on going global debate and
the source of contention among member states of multilateral organizations. WHO recognizes the challenges in achieving a
standardized definition of counterfeit medicines, that often includes debate over intellectual property rights and access to
medicines. However, this issue has yet to be resolved and WHO has requested member states to send terminology of
“counterfeit” used in national drug legislation in order to better understand the issue.(Mackey & Liang 2011)
Meanwhile, counterfeit drugs and their global purveyors continue to proliferate across a wide spectrum of drug classes
and global regions. These include fake and dangerous drug products that are expired, inactive or improperly stored/transported,
have the wrong concentrations or dosage, have no active ingredient, or contain harmful or toxic contents.(Liang 2006) Equally
troubling is the difficulty in differentiating genuine medicines from their counterfeit versions often not recognized by patients or
physicians, and requiring laboratory tests to verify authenticity.(Siva 2010)
Most importantly, these presence of these counterfeit medicines have a significant negative impact on global health and
on individual patient safety. Their purchase and use can result in patient injury, non-treatment, and even documented death.
From a public health and one health perspective, their use can also lead to antimicrobial resistance for diseases with a high global
disease burden and mortality such as malaria, HIV, and Tuberculosis.(Anon 2010) This risk is highlighted by data showing that
counterfeit medicines have been implicated in over 700,000 deaths from malaria and tuberculosis.(Harris et al. 2009)
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2. ILLICIT E-COMMERCE
The primary driver for enabling the globalization of counterfeit medicines over the global marketplace is the Internet.(Siva 2010)
Yet, forms of illicit e-commerce is widespread with WHO estimating that over 50% of medicines purchased from sites not listing
their physical address are most likely counterfeit.(WHO 2010) Other studies also show similar concerns regarding drug safety
over the Internet, with studies showing that only approximately 4% of online drug sellers fulfil legally required mandates of
requiring prescriptions at point of sale.(NABP n.d.) This emerging and ubiquitous technology may mislead consumers, lack
transparency, and may be fuelling the estimated 90% increase in worldwide counterfeit sales from 2005-2010.(Anon 2010)

3. PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS AS A SOLUTION
In order to address the challenges of regulating the global online illicit drug marketplace, new and unique solutions are required
from a multi-stakeholder perspective. Regulation of online pharmacies requires a global framework of cooperation,
harmonization, and unified action. These requirements fit well into public-private partnership models (“PPPs”) that leverage the
respective strengths and technical capabilities of both the public and private sector.
These PPPs should actively engage both the pharmaceutical industry, service providers, public health agencies,
multilateral organizations and civil society to promote centralized reporting and surveillance systems that cooperate with each
other. Only coordinated action can stem the tide of illicit online pharmacy proliferation which encompasses a number of
different services and technology platforms.(Mackey & Liang 2011)
This begins with effective surveillance of illicit online pharmacy actors which can only be accomplished through active
and real-time surveillance. Technical expertise of Internet service companies that actually provide the technology and services
driving e-commerce and provide the necessary platform to sell drugs illicitly online (e.g., Internet Service Providers; domain
registrars, etc.) need to be included and held accountable. The drug industry also has an important role to play by providing
financing, cooperation, intelligence on suspected counterfeits, and corporate supply chain management knowledge to inform
policymakers and researchers on the scope of this problem.(Mackey & Liang 2011) These efforts should be combined with law
enforcement and drug regulatory expertise to maximize enforcement efforts against these criminals. Technology that can be
utilized to enhance technology based surveillance includes analysing web search analytics, traffic information, search engine
marketing systems, electronic financial payment information, and domain/registry information.(Mackey & Liang 2011)
In addition, PPPs can act as industry leaders in development of collaborative and innovative technologies to enable
automated surveillance of illicit online pharmacies. This can include developing technology based solutions for reporting using
algorithms, logic models, crawling bots/spiders, and key term searches. These tools can be used to actively survey the web for
illicit online pharmacies selling suspected counterfeits under certain fixed parameters and work to take them down on a recurrent
basis.(Mackey & Liang 2011) Such systems should also be disseminated to both developed and resource-poor countries for their
use at low or no cost to protect their vulnerable populations. This information could form the basis for further investigation by
regulators and enforcement agencies who can verify information and data and seek verification of status with manufacturers and
then assess appropriate action.(Mackey & Liang 2011) The results of this surveillance and enforcement should also proactively
be communicated to the public in order to promote healthy behaviour and safe drug purchasing.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The integrative approach of the “One Health” paradigm requires application of multidisciplinary fields of human health, animal
health, environmental health, food safety & security and agricultural components. Similarly, the fight against counterfeit
medicines requires an integrative approach to surveillance and enforcement. This includes bringing together both public and
private sector actors in human health, virology and chemical sciences, and environmental health to assess risk factors associated
with sourcing and purchasing of counterfeit medicines. Indeed, the use of counterfeit medicines that are substandard can lead to
antimicrobial resistance that can also be exacerbated by overuse of antimicrobial agents in animal health applications. In
addition, environmental impacts of climate change and impact on vector control can lead to increased use of medicines
commonly counterfeited and used by vulnerable populations. Hence, it will be crucial to assess these unique risk factors when
attempting to surveil and pursue enforcement against the trade of illicit counterfeit medicines.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Counterfeit drugs are currently being sold over the Internet and are not restricted by geopolitical borders. This represents a
significant global public health threat which has yet to be addressed effectively. The growing use of the Internet is fuelling this
illicit trade. Effective solutions require collaboration, coordination and shared responsibility of both public and private sector
actors with resources and time devoted by each. PPPs represent the best possible option to address this multidimensional threat.

5.1 Images
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ABSTRACT: Brain drain resulting from imbalance in health worker migration from resource-poor countries to developed
countries represents a serious global health crisis that endangers health equity and gives rise to bioethical issues. Developed
countries rely upon annual health worker outflow from countries already burdened with inadequate health infrastructure,
capacity, and global disease burden, resulting in millions of dollars in health investment losses as poor countries cross-subsidize
rich nations. Though a number of strategies have been explored to address this global injustice, imbalances remain and continue
to endanger the stability of public health systems globally. To address these bioethical and equity issues and the need to explore
opportunities in improving global health care, we propose a comprehensive global health governance policy which advocates for
the development of a global health resource fund operated by a collaborative partnership between the World Health Organization
and the World Bank. It would provide sustained infrastructure for funding and equitable redistribution of resources to improve
working conditions in resource-poor countries and also provide a formalized immigration pathways for workers, based on
developed country fees that reflect their benefits from heath worker migration. The establishment of the proposed Global Health
Resource Fund in conjunction with an international framework for health worker migration can create global governance policy
to promote appropriate investment in health systems and health strengthening, retain workers, and assess present and future
resource-poor country needs to address brain drain.
Keywords: health systems strengthening, health worker migration, brain drain, global health governance, global health policy

1. INTRODUCTION
The “brain drain” is a well known deficiency in global health with a global shortage of health workers increasing annually.
Conditions of disproportionate flow of emigration and immigration from poor to rich countries gives rise to several bioethical and
social justice issues and have an adverse impact on global public health. This includes the global movement of nurses,
pharmacists, physicians, public health workers, and health care administrators who often leave countries that are already
suffering for a high global disease burden.(Kuehn 2007) This migration is fuelled by demographic transition in the developed
world, growing burden of chronic diseases and growingly complex and expensive health interventions.(Council n.d.)
Conversely, health care professional leave their developing countries due to poor working conditions, lack of opportunities and
resources, and concerns regarding their own security and well-being.(Kuehn 2007) Indeed, the globalization of health workforce
migration often negatively impacts those patient populations who already suffer from lack of access.

2. DEMAND AND SUPPLY IMBALANCES
The imbalances created by brain drain that persist between rich and poor countries as well as urban and rural settings is well
documented. This includes data suggesting that resource-poor countries provide some 20% of OECD country physicians.(World
Health Organization 2010a) In addition, high-income countries employ approximately 23-28% of all international physician
graduates, of which 40-75% are provided by lower-income countries.(Mullan 2005) Further, even though North America and
Europe only represent 20% of total global disease burden, they have the highest prevalence of healthcare workers.(World Health
Organization 2006) In contrast, Africa suffers from approximately 24% of global disease burden but only benefits from 3% of
the global health workforce.(World Health Organization 2006) Often these resource-poor countries have been ravaged by the
infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS which not only leads to emigration by healthcare workers, but also creates significant
resource challenges for public health systems.(Samb et al. 2007) Currently 57 resource-poor countries have been identified by
WHO as having a critical shortage of health workers.(World Health Organization 2006)
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3. LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT POLICY EFFORTS
In order to address the imbalances presented by the global health worker brain drain it is important that efforts to improve
working conditions, providing fair remuneration, opportunities for professional development, and building up health systems
infrastructure continue in countries adversely impacted by brain drain.(Marchal & Kegels 2003) Unfortunately, these
improvements may come at significant cost and external donor funding may instead be focused on disease intervention
programs.(McColl 2008) Other solutions such as task shifting and rebalancing of financial and non-financial incentives have also
been explored. Task shifting offers the opportunity to delegate tasks from higher-skilled healthcare workers (such as physicians)
to other healthcare providers (such as nurses or community health workers). However, though shown successful in improving
some health outcomes for diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases as well as increasing uptake of immunizations (Samb et
al. 2007), task shifting nevertheless requires significant investment in training, credentialing, creation of health
intervention/clinical protocols, and development of management systems which may be difficult to employ.(Samb et al. 2007)
Similarly, rebalancing of incentives to offer enhanced packages (both monetary and non-monetary) in order to improve retention
and ability to hire new workers also requires significant investments, strategic planning, and organizational modifications that
may not be feasible in resource-poor settings.(McColl 2008)
The adopted 2010 WHO Global Code of Practice on the International Recruitment of Health Personnel also attempts to
address negative impacts of the brain drain. However, the code is non-binding and has yet to lead to the development of bilateral
and multilateral agreements to support these goals.(World Health Organization 2010b)

4. BRAINSTORMING POLICY PROPOSALS
Current limitations to solutions addressing the brain drain have failed to “reverse” the inequitable redistribution of health worker
resources from resource-poor countries to rich countries. In order to address these imbalances we propose a comprehensive
solution that both reallocates resources to impacted countries and creates a safe and efficient immigration pathway for health
worker migration.
We propose a global fee-supported system, the Global Health Resource Fund (“the Fund”) for recruiting and hiring
activities of healthcare workers by developed countries. Dues to be collected and used by the Fund are to be calculated based on
local and regional impact of medical professionals recruited/hired by the developed country, and the burden represented on the
developing country’s health care infrastructure and proportionate impact.
Global fees would be assessed at the state level using national legislation to possibly collect from private entities as
necessary. These fees would be contributed to the Fund and administered by a joint WHO-World Bank specialized agency that
would allocate funding of health projects involving health capacity and infrastructure building as well as improving access to
healthcare.
We also propose that a global framework for health worker migration be developed in conjunction with the Fund. This
could be supported by an international database of healthcare employers and workers seeking migration opportunities.
Establishing a formalized system of international migration would provide a safe and efficient pathway for migration and
mitigate potential “brain waste.” This rules-based system should also allow healthcare workers to return to their home countries
without penalty in the event of a public health crisis.

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The integrative approach of the “One Health” paradigm requires application of multidisciplinary fields of human health, animal
health, environmental health, food safety & security and agricultural components. Similarly, addressing the brain drain
encompasses many professions beyond physicians and nurses and can impact professionals from a variety of fields including
veterinarian services, and environmental and agricultural scientists. The totality of this brain drain on global health needs to be
assessed from this multidisciplinary perspective. Not only are clinical services provided directly to patients at stake, but also
important aspects of disease surveillance, vector control, biosecurity, and elements of social determinants of health that may be
adversely impacted by brain drain of scientists, researchers and health-related professionals. In an era of globalization of
diseases, it will be crucial that all countries have adequate infrastructure and capacity to address emerging global health
problems. This can only be accomplished if brain drain is reversed through proactive global policy making.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The brain drain phenomenon is an on-going challenge in improving global health outcomes and the success of multilateral global
health programmes. In order to address this on-going crisis we propose global health policy reform establishing the Fund for
equitable reallocation of resources and a coordinated global immigration pathway to ensure safe and efficient migration and data
collection on health workforce movement.
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Abstract
The distribution and value of phenolic Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals (EDCs) were
studied in surface sediment samples from Anzali Wetland, Iran. These samples were
collected from 21 sites during the time span of June-May 2010. In each sampling site,
4-Nonylphenol (4-NP) and Octylphenol (OP) were detected with maximal
concentrations of 29 and 4.3 μg kg-1 dry weight (dw), respectively. High levels of
Alkylphenols (APs) were found near urban areas. These levels had no signiﬁcant
difference in any of the stations. One of the important factors in controlling the fate of
these compounds in the aquatic environment appeared to be Total Organic Carbon
(TOC). The results of the current study indicate that EDCs are ubiquitous in sediments
from northeast wetlands of Iran, contaminating not only the aquatic habitats in this
area, but also the animals living there. Therefore, there is a possibility of threats to the
environmental and human health.

With regards to the above-mentioned points, fishes in this area could be exposed to estrogenic alkylphenols
both directly, from the sediments where they live, and indirectly, through the sediment-dwelling invertebrates
on which they feed (Ley et al., 1999).
The denderogram profile of the five sediment sample locations according to their 4-NP, OP, and TOC
patterns hierarchical cluster is shown in Fig 5. It presents that the samples may be classified in to two main
groups (high polluted stations and moderate polluted stations). The clusters have been chosen to maximize
the differences among cases in different cluster. The stations of A2, A5, E5, and E6 were separated from the
other samples due to their contributions to biomarker characteristics (4-NP, and OP, TOC).

APs analysis
The procedures for chemical analysis were followed using the methods previously defined in
(Zakaria et al., 2002; Nakada et al., 2004; Shahbazi et al., 2010).
After drying the samples with freeze drier and anhydrous sodium sulphate, 50 μL of 10 ppm
deutreated surrogate was directly spiked onto the sample. The sample (10g) was then Soxhlet
extracted with DCM 270 ml for 10h. At that point, sample extracts were passed through a 5%
H2O deactivated silica gel column (1cmi.d.×9 cm, 6g, 100-200 mesh; F.C.923, Davis on
Chemical) to remove polar components (Takada et al., 1994; Isobe et al., 2001; Nakada et al.,
2004). Rotary evaporator was utilised to concentrate the target compound to a few milliliters. In
addition, mild stream of pure N2 gas was applied to dry the sample. After the addition of IIS, the
4-NP and BPA fractions were directly analyzed by GC-MS. These compounds were determined
by a Hewlett Packard 5973 or 5972 quadruple mass selective detector (MSD) and operated under
the Selected Ion Monitoring mode (SIM). The silica capillary column used in GS-MS was a DB-5f
(30m · 0.25mm i.d., 0.25 μm ﬁlm thickness). The oven temperature program was as follows: the
initial temperature was 70 °C for 2min, then raised to 180 °C at 30 °C/min, to 200 °C at 2 °C/min,
to 300 °C at 30 °C/min, and held for 10 min. The injector and detector temperatures were set at
280 °C and 300 °C, respectively. GC-MS operating condition was 70ev ionisation potential with
the source at 200 °C and electron multiplier voltageat 2000ev. The used carrier gas was Helium
at a ﬂow rate of 1ml/min. A 1μl sample was injected in splitless mode with solvent delay of 5 min.
Using full scan mass spectra, the characteristic ions and retention times of the target compounds
were obtained and identiﬁed from m/z 50 to 500. SIM mode was applied for quantitative analysis
(Chen et al., 2005). These ions (m/z 107, 121, 135, 149, 177, 220) were monitored for 4-NP, and
(m/z 107,135, 206) for OP (Fig 3).
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Fig 3: GC/MS chromatograms of target compounds in standard solution, A: IIS and
SIIS represented 2,4,6-tribromophenol as internal standard, Bisphenol A-d16 as a
surrogate standard and Bsphenol A standard respectively. B: 2,4,6-tribromophenol
as internal

Results and Discussion
APs concentrations in surface sediments
The results obtained from 4-NP and OP analysis in sediments are shown in Figs 4. The 4-NP
concentrations ranged from 0.05 to 29 μg g-1dw and that of OP from 0.01 to 4.26 μg g-1dw in
different stations. The results of Levene test for 4-NP concentrations indicated a slight
heterogeneity of variances across groups (S= 3.218; p= 0.039).
In addition, results of Levene test for OP concentrations showed a homogeneity of variances in all
groups (S=0.977; p=0.446). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the relationship
between OP concentrations among different locations. The ANOVA results indicated no significant
difference (F=0.513; df= 4, 17; p=0.727) in the OP concentrations among the five locations.
In the current study, the comparison of APs’ amounts showed that from among the five locations,
sediment samples from location E had the highest mean of 4-NP and OP concentrations, In
addition, sediment samples from locations A and B also, showed the highest mean of 4-NP and
OP concentrations, respectively.
However samples from location C had the lowest concentration of these sediments. The amount
and quality of discharged waste water varied greatly as a result of fluctuations in the industry and
population of coastal and lagoon cities (Jin et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2011). The high concentration of
APs in location E may be due to urban runoff and sewage outfalls at this location which was the
closest to urban areas. In addition, since nonylphenol ethoxylates and octylphenol ethoxylates are
found as emulsifiers in many herbicides and insecticides which are sprayed on crops (Edser,
2007; McKinlay et al., 2008; Grzes ´kowiak et al., 2009), these compounds will perhaps be
presented to the environment for many years to come. It is worth mentioning that the relatively
lower abundance of OP compared to 4-NP at all locations can be justified by the lower commercial
use of octylphenol polyethoxylate (20%) compared to NPnEO (80%) (Talmage, 1994; Ley et al.,
1999).
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Fig 4: 4-NP, and OP concentrations (mean μg g-1 dry weight ± standard error) in
sediment from the Anzali Wetland
TOC and concentration of EDCs in sediments
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) concentrations in the sediments correlated signiﬁcantly
with 4-NP. However, a poor positive correlation was found between OP and TOC (Fig.
5). This poor positive correlation may be the result of several factors including the
characteristics of the water body, input flows, harbor activities and dierences in the
ecosystem features of the lagoon environment (Wang et al., 2010). Prior studies have
noted that the importance of the distribution patterns of APs might be related to TOC of
sediments, which is an important factor for absorption of these compounds (Johnson et
al., 1998; Ferguson et al., 2001; Jonkers et al., 2003; Rice et al., 2003). TOC in the
sediments plays an important role in physicochemical binding sites for APs. As a result
of high organic content of sediments, pollutant absorption increases due to their
phenolic moiety (Porter and Hayden, 2003; Xiang-li et al., 2007). In addition, the
relatively high log Kow values of APs and BPA leads to their high affinity to TOC in the
sediments (Ferguson et al., 2001; Xiang-li et al., 2003; Ivashechkin et al., 2004; Chen et
al., 2005). With regard to the fact that these compounds are hydrophobic and that their
phenol ring breaks slowly, the TOC in the sediments acts as a sink for them, leading to
ultimate biodegradation of APs to CO2 and H2O to proceed slowly. (Nimrod et al.,
1996; Ley et al., 1999). Furthermore, the high levels of organic matter in the sediments
may incite the activities of microorganism, leading to elevated biodegradation of APs in
the sediments (Ekelund et al., 1993; Van Ry et al., 2000; Hessel soe et al., 2001; Xiangli et al., 2003).

Materials and Methods
Sampling and sampling preparation
Sediment samples were taken from a total of 22 stations in Anzali wetland in May- June
2010. Table1 and Figure 2 show a detailed description of the locations and sampling
stations. Surface sediments were randomly collected using Van Veen grab. After the
storage of samples in aluminum foil bags, they were kept in a cooler box with ice or dry
ice, transported to laboratories, thawed, homogenized, and finally stored in a freezer at
−30°C until chemical analysis.
Table and Fig2: Positions, number of samples analyzed (N), and descriptions of sampling
stations of sediment collected from the Anzali Wetland.
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Table 2: Concentrations of APs (ng g-1 dw) in surface sediments around the word
Location
Great Lake and Lawerence rivers, Canada
Tyne and Tees estuaris
Tokyo Bay, Sumidagawa and Tamagawa rivers, Japan
Elbe River, German
Estuary sediments, Holand
Baden–Wurttemberg South west, German
Estuary sediments, Holand
Okinawa and Ishigaki Islands, Japan
Pearl River estuary and South China Sea

NP

OP

170-72000

<10-1800

30-9050

2-340

Ley et al. 1999

30-13000

3-670

Isobe et al. 2001

367-997

21-77

Heemken et al. 2001

0.4-1080
10-259

Jonkers et al. 2003
<0.5-8

0.4-1080

Changjiang River, China sea

1.56-35.8

Anzali Wetland, Iran

50-29000

Bolz et al, 2001
Jonkers et al. 2003
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Conclusions
The purpose of the current study was to determine concentrations of 4-NP, and OP in sediments of Anzali
wetland which is a wetland with international importance (Ramsar Site). The only source of these
compounds is anthropogenic activities which are generally in the form of discharging large quantities of
untreated effluent or sewage treatment plants to aquatic environments. Since these compounds are known
to be persistent toxic chemicals, the findings of the current study can be used to develop targeted
interventions aimed at monitoring them in the environment.
In addition, the results of this investigation show the correlation between the levels of APs with TOC. Taken
together, these results suggest that TOC in the sediments appeared to play an important role in controlling
the fate of these compounds in the aquatic environment.
With regard to the fact that 4-NP was the main contaminant with an average of 4.06 μg g-1dw in sediments,
followed by OP (average, 1.20 μg g-1dw) ,it seems that there might be a risk of synergistic effects of
numerous pollutants, including those named in this study, raising particular concerns in aquatic animals.
Based on the data available in the literature, APs levels may possibly cause histological and biochemical
endocrine disrupting responses on aquatic animals at Anzali wetland. More broadly, research is also needed
to determine toxicological studies and bioassays on the endocrine disrupting effects of 4-NP, and OP by
using local biota samples.

Figi: Anzali wetland
Introduction
Anzali wetland is a coastal lagoon in the Caspian sea near Bandare Anzali in the
northern Iranian province of Gilan. This lagoon which is an important aquatic
environment for animals is home to both the Selke Wildlife Refuge and the
Siahkesheem Marsh. In addition, this area is a precious water body hosting more
than 150 species of overwintering migrant birds every year. However, Rasht, Anzali,
and other cities in this area, release a large amount of untreated sewage in this
lagoon. Moreover, since residents in this region eat the polluted fishes and birds of
this wetland, the contamination is transferred to the consumers.
Regarding the importance of this lagoon and the fact that various waste waters enter
this wetland, this current study was conducted to detect and determine the
abundance of concentration of 4-Nonylphenol, Octhylphenol, and Bisphenol A in
surface sediment of the said lagoon.
4-Nonylphenol (4-NP), and Octhlphenol (OP), are xenoestrogen compounds which
are also called Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals (EDCs) (Xiang-li, et al., 2007). While
NP is utilized as a surfactant in different industrial processes such as the production
of detergents, emulsiﬁers, wetting agents, dispersing agents in household products
and also in agricultural and industrial applications (Nice et al., 2000; Vincent and
Sneddon, 2009). The OP are used as tackiﬁers in tire rubber, in recovery of oil in off
shore processes, and in printing inks, pesticide formulations (as a dispersant), and
something like 4-NP (Nimrod and Benson, 1996; Kumaran, 2010).
In the aquatic ecosystem, the main source of Alkylphenols (4-NP and OP) is the
discharge of effluents from sewage treatment works (Ahel et al., 1994b). Throughout
sewage treatment, alkylphenols ethoxylates are biodegraded by the hydrolytic
elimination of ethoxylate groups into short-chain ethoxylates, and finally to
alkylphenols themselves (Nimrod et al., 1996; Ley et al., 1999), leading to the
formation of increasingly more lipophilic and constant metabolites. These breakdown
products are pollutants which can be found everywhere in the aquatic environment
and have been noticed in sewage emissions as well as surface sediments at various
concentrations (Talmage, 1994). Due to the long half-lives of these compounds and
their log Kow value (i.e. 4.12- 4.48 for APs), they are easily absorbed on to
sediments (Wang et al., 2010).
Research findings indicate that 4-NP can bind to estrogen receptors in wildlife and
mimic the actions of endogenous estrogen, causing reproductive disorders (Fairchild
et al., 1999; Xiang-li, et al., 2007). As a matter of fact, endocrine disrupting properties
of these compounds lead to feminization and carcinogenesis in numerous organisms
(White et al., 1994; Sonnen scheinand Soto, 1998; Sumpter, 1998; Grzeskowiak et
al., 2009). Alkylylphenols is frequent pollutants, especially near known areas of
sewage treatment, industrial discharges, and municipal waste waters (Ahel and
Giger, 1996; Ley et al., 1999; Rice et al., 2003).

3

Fig 5: Denderogram of 4-NP, OP, and TOC sediments from five stations A, B, C, D and E after hierachaical
cluster analysis.
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Understanding pathogenic mechanisms of leptospirosis, a disease of global
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ABSTRACT: Leptospirosis is a bacterial zoonotic disease with a worldwide distribution. This neglected disease is a significant
public health problem, and is increasingly being recognized in developing countries and tropical regions. Major outbreaks of
leptospirosis are associated with flooding after severe weather and the rapid urbanization in developing countries where slum
settlements have produced the conditions for epidemic rat-borne transmission of the disease (Ko et al., 2009). Understanding how
Leptospira infects humans and animals is of fundamental importance for the development of effective control strategies. Animal
models significantly advance studies to elucidate pathogenic mechanisms of leptospirosis since they study the pathogenesis of
infection as it actually occurs; in vivo veritas. Clinically relevant pathogenic isolates of Leptospira interrogans serovar
Copenhageni were used to develop acute and chronic disease models of infection in guinea pigs and rats respectively. Results
confirm that leptospires derived from in vivo sources differ significantly from their in vitro cultivated counterparts (Monahan et
al., 2008, Nally et al., 2005, Nally et al., 2007). Thus, the validity of in vitro cultivated leptospires being used as bacterin vaccines
for disease control and diagnostics is limited. The most severe clinical manifestation during acute leptospirosis is massive
pulmonary haemorrhage (PH), an especially rapid disease process with high mortality rates. Experimental animal infections
demonstrate that the aetiology of PH may be mediated, in part, by autoimmune mechanisms of disease since deposition of IgM,
IgG, IgA and C3 was detected along the alveolar basement membrane of haemorrhagic lung tissue, in the absence of detectable
leptospiral antigen (Nally et al., 2004). This highlights the need for the development of alternative treatment strategies.
Characterization of those host-pathogen factors that facilitate acute and chronic disease processes will progress the understanding
of the biology of Leptospira to improve diagnostics and the prevention of this neglected emerging disease.
Keywords: Leptospira, zoonosis, reservoir hosts, animal models.

1. Introduction
Leptospirosis is a neglected zoonotic disease of global significance. Pathogenic Leptospira colonize renal tubules of chronically
infected reservoir hosts, from which leptospires are shed via urine into the environment. Excreted leptospires survive in wet
environments and contact with incidental hosts can results in infection. Incidental hosts, including humans, horses, dogs, pigs,
cattle, and wildlife can present with an array of clinical manifestations of infection including acute mild leptospirosis, severe
icteric leptospirosis and massive pulmonary haemorrhage. In contrast, infection of reservoir hosts such as the rat is asymptomatic,
despite persistent colonization and shedding of Leptospira from kidneys.
Leptospires are inherently difficult bacteria to work with: they have fastidious growth requirements and cultures
become avirulent as they are maintained in the laboratory. Cultures are maintained at 28-30oC which differs significantly from
the body temperature of 37oC encountered during infection of mammals. Leptospires react to this changing environmental signal
and others, including changes in pH, osmolarity, iron concentrations, and presence of serum, by regulating gene and protein
expression to facilitate disease. Thus, in order to identify how Leptospires adapt to the host during acute and chronic infection,
animal models of chronic and acute disease have been developed.

Fig. 1: Scanning electron micrograph of Leptospira interacting with equine conjunctiva.
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2. Reservoir Hosts
Rats and dogs are natural carriers of Leptospira, and act as reservoirs for transmission of disease to humans (Bonilla-Santiago
and Nally, 2011, Rojas et al., 2010). Experimentally infected rats remained clinically asymptomatic but shed leptospires in urine
for several months at concentrations of up to 10 7 leptospires/ml of urine. Proteomic analysis of rat urine-isolated leptospires
compared to in vitro cultivated leptospires confirmed differential protein and antigen expression, as demonstrated by twodimensional gel electrophoresis and immunoblotting. Furthermore, while serum from chronically infected rats reacted with many
antigens of in vitro-cultivated Leptospira, few antigens of rat urine-isolated Leptospira were reactive. Results confirm that
differential protein expression by Leptospira during chronic infection facilitates its persistence in the presence of a specific host
antibody response. Loa22, a virulence factor of Leptospira, as well as the GroEL, were increased in leptospires excreted in urine
compared to in vitro cultivated leptospires. Differentially expressed host urinary proteins include membrane
metalloendopeptidase, napsin A aspartic peptidase, vacuolar H+ATPase, kidney aminopeptidase and immunoglobulin G and A.
Results confirm differential protein expression by both host and pathogen during chronic disease and include markers of kidney
function and immunoglobulin which are potential biomarkers of infection (Nally et al., 2011).

3. Incidental Hosts
Human patients suffering from leptospirosis present with a diverse array of clinical manifestations, including the more severe and
often fatal pulmonary form of the disease. The etiology of pulmonary hemorrhage is unclear. Isolates of Leptospira acquired
from patients suffering from pulmonary hemorrhage were used to develop a guinea pig model of pulmonary hemorrhage (Nally
et al., 2004). Gross findings post-infection confirmed extensive hemorrhage in the lungs and on peritoneal surfaces as the likely
cause of death. Immunohistochemistry confirmed the presence of large numbers of leptospires in kidney, liver, intestinal tissues,
and spleen, but few inflammatory cells were seen. In marked contrast, few leptospires were detected in infected hemorrhagic lung
tissue. Blood chemistries and hematology did not reveal the etiology of the hemorrhage observed. There was no chemical or
microscopic evidence for disseminated intravascular coagulation. To ascertain an immunopathologic role during disease,
immunofluorescence was performed on infected lung tissues and confirmed the presence of IgM, IgG, IgA, and C3 along the
alveolar basement membrane. This suggests that an autoimmune process may be the etiology of fatal pulmonary hemorrhage in
leptospirosis. Subsequent studies with lung tissues from human patients that died as a result of leptospirosis and pulmonary
haemorrhage showed similar results (Croda et al., 2009).

4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
4.1 Reservoir Hosts
Rats and dogs are reservoir hosts of Leptospira. For the first time, humans are also recognized as asymptomatic carriers of
infection (Ganoza et al., 2010). Biomarkers of chronic infection identified in rats and dogs can be applied to human patients.
4.2 Incidental Hosts
A study of leptospirosis associated pulmonary haemorrhage in guinea pigs suggests that pathogenesis is mediated in part by
autoimmune mechanisms. Similar results were observed when extrapolated to human tissues. Pulmonary haemorrhage is now
recognized in dogs with acute leptospirosis and studies are underway to determine if canine pulmonary haemorrhage is similar to
that in guinea pigs and humans.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In order to provide effective diagnostics, vaccines and treatments, it will be essential to understand the biology of Leptospira
during naturally occurring acute and chronic infections. Naturally and experimentally infected animals, including rats, dogs and
guinea pigs, display similar disease processes to those observed in humans which provides for novel studies to determine
pathogenic mechanisms of disease, as well as the evaluation of novel therapies and vaccines.
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ABSTRACT
The island of Hispaniola has nearly three-fourths of the Caribbean region’s AIDS cases, with
Haiti confronting the highest prevalence of HIV infection in the region. Both Haiti and the
Dominican Republic have struggled to respond to the epidemic of HIV/AIDS based upon the
resources available to them. While the primary route of HIV transmission in Haiti is sexual
encounters, in Dominican Republic the transmission of HIV has been attributed to unprotected
sex, injected drug use, and sexual tourism (sex workers – “trabajadores sexuales”), especially in
Boca Chica, a beach town with approximately 50,000 residents and a primary destination for
international tourists to the Dominican Republic. We have developed an academic approach to
address the critical role of HIV prevention in Haiti and Dominican Republic with a primary
focus on cultural competency in HIV prevention. Training and mentoring opportunities are
offered to local healthcare professionals including the nurses and social workers. Our needs
assessment survey indicates STD screening is a vital HIV prevention tool in at-risk communities,
especially among the youth. Our new approach to HIV prevention issues is to plan on
developing a telemedicine connection with selected partners as a strategic goal to strengthen HIV
preventive capacity building. Although global attention to HIV and AIDS remains strong,
particularly regarding treatment initiatives, preventive and interventional capacity building
strategies should also gain attention. Treatment alone (if available and implemented in resourcelimited countries) will not reverse the epidemics of HIV in the endemic regions of the world.
Major barriers to sustainable HIV programs include lack of resources and trained personnel,
cultural impedance, the absence of a coherent and sustainable HIV prevention policy, and most
importantly, inadequate funding mechanisms to support HIV prevention capacity building.
Fulfillment of such unprecedented challenges will significantly fill the existing gaps in HIV
prevention measures on the island of Hispaniola.
Key Words: HIV/AIDS, Prevention & Control Training, Capability Building
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INTRODUCTION
The Caribbean region has the highest prevalence rates of HIV infection outside sub-Saharan
Africa, with nearly three-fourths of the region’s AIDS cases occurring in Haiti and Dominican
Republic (1). Haiti has a population of 10.1 million, in which more than half of its population
lives below the national extreme poverty line. It has an overall estimated adult HIV prevalence
of 2%. (4). The Dominican Republic, a country with a population of 9.5 million in which 42.2%
of the population lives below the national poverty line, has an estimated HIV prevalence of 1%.
However, among commercial sex, workers and their clients, prevalence rates range from 2.512% depending on the location, with heterosexual sex representing the major mode of
transmission (5).
As Haiti has the highest prevalence of HIV infection in the region, together Haiti and Dominican
Republic have struggled to respond to the epidemics of HIV/AIDS based upon the resources
available to their healthcare delivery infrastructures. The two countries differ in health services,
politics, economy, and social structure; however, Dominican Republic is a common tourist
destination. While the primary route of HIV transmission in Haiti is sexual encounters (2 and 3),
in Dominican Republic the transmission of HIV (4) has been attributed to unprotected sex,
injected drug use, and sexual tourism (sex workers – “trabajadores sexuales”), especially in
Boca Chica, a beach town with approximately 50,000 residents and a primary destination for
international tourists to the Dominican Republic, where HIV has become a silent epidemic.
TRAINING PROGRAM
In addressing the critical role of HIV prevention and control measures, we have developed an
academic approach to an HIV prevention training tool designed for young health care
professionals from Dominican Republic and Haiti, who had four weeks of training arranged for
them by MSU Institute of International Health. The training was conducted by faculty from
Department of International Medicine (College of Osteopathic Medicine) in partnership with
Ingham County Department of Health in Lansing, Michigan. We have also focused on the
importance of cultural competency in our training module in implementing this HIV intervention
program as an added communication skill for our trainees. The training program specifically
addressed interventional algorithm for genital ulcer syndrome, STDs syndromic approach and
syndromic case management.
RESULT
Together with a cultural competency approach, the key outcomes of our training program in
selected communities of Haiti and Dominican Republic resulted in increased AIDS knowledge
and awareness, sexual risk reduction, and reliance on self to bring changes in behavior.
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CONCLUSIONS
The seriousness of HIV prevention and control measures in Haiti and Dominican Republic calls
for a more academic approach in enhancing the knowledge and clinical skills of local healthcare
professionals to more effectively participate and contribute in HIV interventions tailored to the
endemic profile and local context. Absence of evidence- and community-based intervention
programs results in inefficient public health measures. It is important to identify HIV prevention
gaps at the national and regional levels. Such gaps should be addressed in an interdisciplinary
approach to reduce the incidence of HIV infection, especially in at-risk communities. The
cultural competency component of our training program served as an effective tool of
communication between the trainees and the members of the community. While this training
program has some limitations, overall we believe the impact of our training program implicates a
need for national policy making.
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ABSTRACT: Alliances work best when legitimate interests of different partners combine to further a common
goal. In Europe, on the initiative of the European Commission, a range of technology platforms have been
established, led by the respective industries, to drive technological development, resulting amongst others in the
creation of the European Technology Platform for Global Animal Health (ETPGAH). Its focus is on threats to the
European animal and human population from emerging diseases, also taking a global perspective. It looks at
availability of tools for diagnosis, prevention (vaccines) and treatment (pharmaceuticals) bringing researchers in the
relevant areas to one table and facilitating exchange of experience and development of new projects.
This is a tangible contribution to the objective of One Health, as it aims to eliminate zoonotic threats to humans by
preventing or controlling diseases in animals.
By identifying the most critical gaps and focusing research, progress will be made more quickly in developing our
capacity to control diseases. ETPGAH succeeded in stimulating cross border research collaboration and in the
follow-on project DISCONTOOLS is working on a detailed model to identify gaps and prioritise diseases.
DISCONTOOLS, a joint initiative of industry and a wide range of stakeholders including the research community,
regulators, users and others, provides a mechanism for focusing and prioritising research that ultimately delivers
new and improved vaccines, pharmaceuticals and diagnostic tests. Great progress has been made in 2011 on gap
analysis and prioritization of disease threats. This in turn led to an international project looking to coordinate
international scientific knowledge on specific animal diseases – STAR IDAZ which was launched in May 2011.
IFAH, the international animal health industry association, is part of this new project, bringing to the table the tools
and the output achieved through the ETPGAH and DISCONTOOLS.
Keywords: Public-private partnership, prioritisation, emerging diseases, technology, zoonoses.
1. INTRODUCTION
Animal diseases – be they epizootic, major food-producing animal disease complexes or zoonoses – continue to represent a major
threat to animal health and welfare but also human health when we speak of zoonoses. As a means of co-ordinating activities and
working more efficiently, the European Technology Platform for Global Animal Health (ETPGAH) was established in 2004 on
the initiative of the European Commission. The work of the ETPGAH identified six major themes – prioritisation of animal
diseases, gap analysis, fundamental research, enabling factors, regulatory issues and the need for a global perspective.
This thought process led to the creation of a European Research Area Network (ERA-Net) in Europe called EMIDA
http://www.emida-era.net/ bringing the European funders of research together. It also led to the creation of the DISCONTOOLS
project www.discontools.eu as a means of working on prioritisation and gap analysis. In addition, it also stimulated the creation
of STAR-IDAZ http://www.star-idaz.net/ as a means of co-ordinating the research effort across the globe.

2. European Technology Platform for Global Animal Health (ETPGAH)
The ETPGAH was established in 2004 with the aim of bringing stakeholders together to identify the critical future needs in
animal health research. As the aim was innovation – especially bringing new products to market – the ETPGAH, like all similar
Technology Platforms, is led by industry. This was a condition of funding by the European Commission. The stakeholders
include includes representatives from the universities, research institutes, chief veterinary officers, farmers, vets, diagnostics
industry, veterinary pharmaceutical industry, Heads of Medicines Agencies, European Medicines Agency and the OIE amongst
others. The work of the ETPGAH identified six major themes – prioritisation of animal diseases, gap analysis, fundamental
research, enabling factors, regulatory issues and the need for a global perspective.
The outputs from the ETPGAH include a Vision, Strategic Research Agenda and Action Plan which can be found at
www.etpgah.eu
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3. DISCONTOOLS
Following on from the ETPGAH, the DISCONTOOLS project commenced in 2008. It has developed a disease prioritisation
methodology enabling the prioritisation of research in order to stimulate the delivery of new or improved diagnostics, vaccines or
pharmaceuticals. This will help to improve our ability to effectively control animal diseases. Having established the
methodology, work is on-going on 52 diseases, including zoonoses, in terms of building a reference database ensuring a clear
focus on priority research areas leading to more rapid breakthroughs in technology development. The DISCONTOOLS project
has also developed a gap analysis model for each of the prioritised diseases to identify where research is needed.
The zoonoses considered in the project include Anthrax, Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy, Bovine Tuberculosis,
Brucellosis, Campylobacter, Chlamydiosis, Crimean Congo Haemorrhagic Fever, Cryptosporidiosis, Cysticercosis, E. coli,
Echinococcosis, Hepatitis E Virus, Leishmaniosis, Leptospirosis, Nipah, Q Fever, Rabies, Salmonella and Trypanosomiasis.
The zoonoses highlighted have already been placed on the public website.
With each of the 52 diseases, an Expert Group was established to agree on relevant data concerning the diseases – Disease and
Product analysis – and the Expert Group then identified gaps and scored the disease in terms of prioritisation. Of the 52 diseases,
data on 30 have already been approved and placed on the public website www.discontools.eu Work is nearing completion with
results for an additional 18 diseases going through an approval process whilst data on the final 4 diseases is awaited.
The DISCONTOOLS Scoring Model along with criteria can be seen in Annex 1.

4. STAR-IDAZ
The “Global Strategic Alliances for the Coordination of Research on the Major Infectious Diseases of Animals and
Zoonoses” (STAR-IDAZ) was launched in May, 2011. The overall aim of STAR-IDAZ is to improve coordination
of research activities on the major infectious diseases of livestock and zoonoses so as to hasten the delivery of
improved control methods at a global level. This will be achieved through the establishment of an international
forum of R&D programme owners/managers and international organisations for the purpose of sharing information,
improving collaboration on research activities and working towards common research agendas and coordinated
research funding on the major animal diseases affecting livestock production and/or human health.
The scope of the project includes co-ordination of research relevant to emerging and major infectious diseases of
livestock, including fish and managed bees, and those infections of livestock that may carry the risk of disease threat
to human health. Diseases of wildlife will also be considered where they are identified as reservoirs of infection with
emerging and major infectious diseases of humans or production animals.
5. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
The animal health research community focuses on controlling diseases in animals. The ETPGAH stimulated co-ordination across
the relevant stakeholders. In particular, the DISCONTOOLS project encompasses 19 major zoonoses. The analysis by the Expert
Groups will bring a greater focus to the most critical gaps in our ability to control or better control these zoonoses in animals. By
then prioritising the zoonoses, we focus the research effort on those areas which will deliver the greatest impact. This will speed
up the delivery of new or better diagnostics, vaccines or pharmaceuticals. In turn, this will improve our ability to control these
diseases in animals thus reducing their impact as zoonoses. The STAR-IDAZ project delivers a global initiative in this area.
Tangible achievements since 2004 include the co-ordination of stakeholders, the launch of cross border collaborative research in
Europe via EMIDA, the establishment of gap analysis and prioritisation models in DISCONTOOLS including the placing of the
information on a public website. This information may be updated on a continuous basis and the objective is to ensure that it is a
reference point for those investing in research and development in the animal health sector.
In terms of the One Health approach, the added value is to use our expertise to prevent zoonoses passing from animals to man.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The work of the ETPGAH, DISCONTOOLS and STAR-IDAZ advance our ability to control zoonoses in animals by bringing
greater focus and efficiency to the research effort. Whilst outputs such as diagnostics, vaccines or pharmaceuticals will not
emerge directly, the stimulation of a more efficient system will hasten the delivery of improved control methods. Having
established methodologies, it is important that this effort is continued to ensure an on-going focus on the most important research
targets over time taking on board changes in the environment in which we operate.
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Annex 1

DISCONTOOLS SCORING MODEL
“Prioritising research into new or improved tools”
DISEASE ________________
Criteria
Disease knowledge
1. Speed of spread
2. Score for number of species involved
3. Persistence of infectious agent In the
environment
4. Risk of spread to susceptible populations
5. Potential for silent spread
6. Wildlife reservoir and potential spread
7.Vector reservoir and potential spread
8. Variability of the agent
9. Understanding of fundamental immunology
10 Host pathogen interaction
Impact on animal health and welfare
1. Disease impact on production
2. Duration of animal welfare impact
3. Proportion of animals affected suffering
pain/injury/distress as a result of the disease
Impact on public health – human health
1. Impact of occurrence on human Health
2. Likelihood of occurrence
3. Impact of occurrence on Food Safety
4. Transmissibility (spread from animals to
humans)
5. Spread in humans
6. Bioterrorism potential
Impact on wider society
1. Economic direct impact (including
cumulative cost (e.g. Enzootic vs. epizootic)
2. Economic indirect impact (social, market)
3. Agriterrorism potential
Impact on trade
1. Impact on international Trade due to existing
regulations
2. Impact on EC Trade due to existing
regulations
3. Potential for regionalisation
4. Impact on Security of Food supply
Control Tools
1 Appropriate diagnostics
2 Appropriate vaccines
3. Appropriate pharmaceuticals

0

1

Scores
2 3

Coef
4

Total (score*coef)
/100

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
0

1

2 3

4

/100
8.33
8.33
8.33

0

1

2 3

4

/100
4.16
4.16
4.16
4.16
4.16
4.16

0

1

2 3

4

/100
8.33
8.33
8.33

0

1

2 3

4

/100
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25

+2

+1

0 -1

-2

/100
16.66
16.66
16.66

Total score
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Abstract
Compared to the internationally high profile emerging zoonoses such as Sudden Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI), “neglected” zoonoses such as bovine tuberculosis, rabies, and Human African
Trypanosomiasis (HAT) remain endemic throughout many developing countries, with little consideration given to their
current and potential impact on society. With a case example of a public private partnership (PPP) used to combat human
sleeping sickness in Uganda, this presentation aims to discuss the ways in which programmes for the control of endemic
zoonoses could also benefit from the One Health movement, and the potential contribution of One Health approaches to
both poverty alleviation in developing countries, and wider health security across many regions of the world.
Keywords: Endemic zoonoses, One Health, Africa

Introduction
The role a One Health approach can play in augmenting solutions to the complex health problems of the 21st century has
been well documented. The ever-changing risks posed to global health security through emerging infectious zoonoses has
been verified by such diseases as Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza, Nipah Virus and SARS; and has called for closer
collaboration between disciplines to preserve the delicate balance which occurs between man and his external environment.
Endemic zoonotic diseases however, are common in developing and middle income countries throughout the world,
particularly in rural areas where conditions for their transmission and perpetuation are ideal. Poverty, reliance on livestock
for income or food, and the close proximity in which animals and people live together in the developing world are all factors
which favour the spread of both emerging and endemic zoonotic disease (Okello et al 2011, WHO 2009). Besides affecting
the health of people in these poorest communities, livestock productivity losses or death as a result of zoonotic disease
places an even greater strain on those whose livelihoods depend upon them.

Stamp Out Sleeping Sickness (SOS): Case Example of a “One Health” Approach for Neglected Zoonotic
Disease
Human African Trypanosomiasis, otherwise known as “sleeping sickness”, is a parasitic disease found throughout 36 subSaharan African countries (WHO, 2010). The Rift Valley roughly separates the two forms of the disease; the acute (caused
by Trypanosoma brucei rhodesiense) found in East Africa, and the chronic form (caused by Trypanosoma brucei gambiense)
found across parts of West Africa. Transferred to humans through the bite of an infected tsetse fly, Uganda is the only
country in Africa thought to harbor both forms of disease (Kabasa & Waiswa, 2009). A long history of research in Uganda
had shown the acute T. b. rhodesiense form of disease moving out of its endemic areas in the southeast of Uganda into five
previously unaffected areas north of Lake Kyoga (Fevre et al, 2005). A subsequent survey identified that only 150km
separated the acute form from the focus of chronic gambiense in the north (Picozzi et. al, 2005), prompting great concern of
a “public health nightmare” which could result if these two forms of disease merged (Butcher, 2009). As a result, the Stamp
Out Sleeping Sickness (SOS) initiative was launched in October in 2006 in order to slow the northwards spread of T. b.
rhodesiense and prevent the merger of the acute and chronic forms. Stamp Out Sleeping Sickness (SOS) is a public private
partnership between the government of Uganda (represented by the Co-Coordinating Office for the Control of
Trypanosomiasis in Uganda - COCTU), the French multinational drug company Ceva Sante Animale, IKARE (a UK
registered charity), and Makerere and Edinburgh Universities (SOS Press Kit, 2011).
Advancement in molecular diagnostics over the years have found cattle to be the major reservoir of T.b rhodesiense
(Welburn et. al 2001); this discovery was a major factor in the SOS intervention design, which included raising awareness
and sensitisation of the Ugandan public to HAT, nagana (the cattle form of trypanosomiasis cause by species such as T.
vivax and T. congolense) and the SOS campaign, as well as block treatment of cattle in five districts in an attempt to stave
off the northern spread of the acute form (Butcher, 2009). Additionally, five private veterinary practices were established in
the northern intervention districts, where communities are encouraged to keep their cattle sprayed against tsetse fly as an
ongoing prevention against ticks and nagana, and also human disease (Welburn, SC personal communication). To this end,
the SOS campaign is an example of a One Health intervention whereby both political and environmental factors contributed
to a changing disease profile, in which treatment of the animal reservoir has ultimately prevented human suffering. The SOS
project has just completed its second phase, where similar activities are being carried out in Soroti and Tororo districts in the
east of Uganda (Anna Okello, field observations).
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Added Value to the One Health Approach
There is undeniable logic for the control of zoonotic disease in developing countries in order to improve human health and
subsequent productivity of their livestock, and increase food security and safety regionally and potentially globally. There is
also acknowledgement that despite addressing these “neglected” zoonoses of particular concern in certain communities, the
capacity for detection of emerging zoonoses will also be increased with community awareness and participation in
surveillance networks. Institutional support for the control of neglected zoonoses is growing; several international forums
and publications have identified the growing widespread support for their control emulated in this summary “by
simultaneously saving lives and securing livelihoods, the control of neglected zoonotic diseases offers a real and highly costeffective opportunity for alleviating poverty, especially in remote rural communities and marginalized periurban
communities” (WHO, 2009).

Conclusion
To date, much evidence exists of the international co-operation promoting One Health; but despite the necessary and
commendable actions occurring internationally, a question nevertheless remains on the application of this concept at the
local level, particularly in developing countries where risk factors remain high, and resources are arguably fewer.
It therefore proposed that in order to ensure One Health remains a truly global entity, implementation of One Health
approaches for the control of “neglected” zoonotic diseases is a potential platform whereby developing countries can provide
leadership towards global health security.
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ABSTRACT: In 2010, Europe and its neighbouring countries experienced outbreaks of West Nile Fever (WNF) infection, which
coincided with hot spells during the summer months. The study analysed temperature as a driver of the disease transmission.
Deviations of weekly temperature (mean, minimum and maximum) of spring-summer 2010 from the perennial weekly average
of 1981-2010, were calculated for 15 meteorological stations that characterize the sub-climate of the outbreak locations.
Associations were analyzed between 2010 temperature data and the number of WNF cases, reported from Russia (419 cases),
Greece (262 cases), Israel (104 cases), Romania (56), Turkey (38), Hungary (16), Italy (7) and Spain (2).
Most of the WNF cases occurred from June 28 to October 31, while the main peak reported during August 23-September 5.
Summer 2010 was exceptionally warm at most stations. The period from the end of July to mid August was extremely hot in
Russia (deviations >9°C), in Romania and Turkey (>5°C), but less so in Greece (>3°C) and Israel (>4°C).
Pearson and lag correlations between temperature and WNF cases showed significant positive associations (0.31<r<0.65) for the
Russian and Romanian stations at lags of 2-4 weeks. In contrast, for the southern countries (Greece and Israel) significant
correlations (0.31<r<0.49) appeared during the same week (lag 0), representing an immediate response. At these stations
significance was also observed during lag-times of 1-3 weeks. Weak significant results were found for Turkey, at lags of 3-4
weeks. Multinomial Logistic Regression and Binary Logistic Regression showed again that the relationship was dissimilar at
different latitudes. While the northern stations correlations were associated with a lag of up to four weeks from times of
increasing heat, the southern stations exhibit an immediate response to the temperature.
Although WNV transmission is multi-factorial, the environmental temperature should be considered in the risk assessments of
the disease.
Keywords: West Nile Virus, Temperature, Climate Change, Europe.

1. INTRODUCTION
West Nile fever (WNF) is caused by the West Nile virus (WNV), a virus of the family Flaviviridae that is a part of the Japanese
encephalitis antigenic group. WNV mainly infects birds and infrequently human beings through the bites of infected Culex spp
mosquitoes. The infection can be a serious disease for humans with significant mortality in the elderly and those with underlying
chronic disease, and may have long-term health consequences (Green et al, 2005).
In Europe and its neighboring countries the virus has been isolated in mosquitoes, wild rodents, migrating birds, hard ticks,
horses, and human beings (Semenza and Menne, 2009).
Multiple factors impact WNV transmission, epidemiology and geographic distribution. However, environmental temperatures
were found to influence vector competence for arboviruses in general, and WNV in particular (Cornel et al. 1993). The
aggressiveness of the vector (Culex modestus) was positively correlated with temperature and humidity (Ludwig et al., 2005).
Warm conditions were detected to be crucially important causes that instigated the outbreaks (Turell et al., 2001; Paz and
Albersheim, 2008) and summer temperature was found as one of the most important environmental variables modulating WNV
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activity in Europe (Savage et al., 1999). High temperatures speed up the replication development of the virus within the mosquito
vectors, and this rapid amplification directly affects the likelihood of the mosquito reaching maturity and subsequently infecting
other hosts (Pats et al., 2003). Warming of the mosquitos’ environment boosts their rates of reproduction and number of blood
meals, prolongs their breeding season, and shortens the maturation period for the microbes they disperse (Pats et al., 2003;
Epstein, 2005; Tibbetts, 2007). High temperature during incubation affects the transmission of WNV in Cx. pipines and
profoundly influences mosquito-to-vertebrate transmission rates (Dohm et al., 2002).
During the 2010 summer, human infections with WNV have occurred in Russia, Romania, Hungary, Greece, Turkey, Israel, Italy
and Spain (ECDC, 2010). During the same period, the air temperature was unusually elevated compared to normal in Eurasia. In
fact, 2010 was of the top three warmest years recorded since the beginning of the instrumental climate measurements, in line with
the continuing trend. During that summer, Eurasia had to cope with exceptional heat-waves and a record of high numbers of
extreme warm nights had been documented in parts of south-eastern Europe (WMO, 2010).
Hence, the weather conditions during summer 2010 should be considered in the analysis of the WNF outbreaks during that
period. Moreover, since the warming is a continuing trend it should be measured in the evaluation of the risk of WNV
transmission in the coming years.
Accordingly, the aim of this study was to assess the relative importance of temperature variables in the transmission of WNV in
Europe and its neighboring countries.

2. DATA
Data on WNF in humans were compiled by the ECDC from different research authorities’ sources. Most of the WNF cases
reported from Russia (419), Greece (262) and Israel (104), less were occurred in Romania (56), Turkey (38) and Hungary (16)
and few cases reported from Italy (7) and Spain (2).
Sixteen formal WMO (World Meteorological Organization) meteorological stations, that characterize the sub-climate of the main
locations of the WNF outbreaks in the EU and its neighboring countries during 2010, were selected from NOAA Information
Service. For each station, daily data of mean, minimum and maximum temperature, were analyzed for the 30 years between19812010, this for the period from March 1st to October 31st (prior and during the outbreak) per each year (see the WNF eruptions at
http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/activities/diseaseprogrammes/emerging_and_vector_borne_diseases/PublishingImages/110623_West_Nile_map_2010_h
igh_res.JPG).

3. METHODS
For each station and each climatic parameter The daily data was averaged and combined to artificial “weeks” of seven days.
The mean weekly anomalies of summer 2010 compared to the perennial weekly average of the period 1981-2010, have been
calculated by normalizing the deviation.
Pearson correlations have been calculated between the weekly average of the minimum, mean and maximum temperatures and
the dates of WNF onset for each concurrent week. Additionally, lag-effects were also explored, as it was assumed that mosquito
population and virus response may lag behind increasing ambient temperatures by several weeks. Therefore, analyses were
conducted for lags of 1 to 4 weeks of occurrence.
A Binary Logistic Regression method used to assess whether there was any response to the 2010 temperature deviations
regardless of the specific number of weekly occurrences. Multinomial logistic regression analysis assessed the relationship
between the temperature deviations and the specific number of cases observed weekly. Essentially, for each of the weather
stations two sets of five analyses were conducted, requiring to control for the family wise error rates (α, type I error). The initial
significance level was set to α = 0.05, but after applying the Sidak correction (Abdi, 2007), the significance rate was set to α =
0.0102.
4. RESULTS

4.1 WNF cases in humans
The first case of WNF in humans was reported in week # 14 (May 31-June 6) in Israel. For all other locations, most of the cases
were reported between weeks #18-35, while the main outbreak occurred between weeks 22-30 (Fig. 1). A clear peak was seen at
weeks 26-27 (August 23-September 5). The development of the eruption was characterized by one main peak in week 25 in
Greece and in week 26 in Russia and Romania. The outbreak in Israel was different and characterized by sequential behaviour.

4.2 Temperature anomaly
Calculation of the weekly anomalies of summer 2010 (for the minimum, mean and maximum temperatures separately) clearly
shows consistent positive anomalies of the air temperature during this summer (see an example in Fig. 2). Weeks # 22-24 (end of
July to mid August) were extremely hot in Russia (with mean anomalies of more than 9°C), in Romania and Turkey (>5°C) and
to a lesser extent in Greece, Israel (>4°C) and Spain. A sharp decrease was found in week 32 in all countries except in Israel.
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Fig. 1: WNF cases in humans per country during the study period
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Fig. 2: Temperature anomalies during summer 2010 in Volgograd, Russia

4.3 Correlations between temperature and WNF
Pearson and lag correlations between the weekly averages of the minimum, mean and maximum temperatures and the dates of
WNF onset show linkages between temperature and morbidity (see examples in Table 1). Significant positive results
(0.31<r<0.65) were found for the Russian stations at lags of 2-4 weeks but not for the concurrent week (lag 0). Positive linkages
were detected also for Bucuresti in Romania at lags of 2-3 weeks and for Constanta at lags of 1-4 weeks (0.33<r<0.61). In
general, the strongest results were obtained at lag times for the colder countries (Russia and Romania).
In contrast, at the southern countries (Israel and Greece) which are characterized by hotter climates, the significant relations
between the temperature and WNF cases appear at the same week (lag 0) and present an immediate response. At these stations
significance was also observed at longer lag-times with a lag of 1-2 weeks in Thessaloniki, with all lags in Larissa (especially for
the minimum and mean temperature), at lags of 1-3 weeks in Ben-Gurion Airport station (minimum temperatures) and for Haifa,
Israel (mean temperature). Weak results have been found for Turkey, at lags of 3-4 weeks.
Different pattern was detected for Hungary while the significant results (0.32<r<0.50) were found later, only at lags of 6-7 weeks.
Correlations were not computed for Italy and Spain since their number of WNF cases was limited.
Table 1: Results of Pearson and lag correlations between the weekly average temperature and the dates of WNF onset, at selected
stations. Bold values = significant results.
Volgograd, Russia

Thessaloniki, Greece

min

mean

max

min

mean

max

lag 0

0.16

0.25

0.26

0.49

0.37

0.31

lag 1 week

0.20

0.28

0.29

0.45

0.36

0.32

lag 2 weeks

0.38

0.44

0.44

0.37

0.30

0.24

lag 3 weeks

0.63

0.63

0.61

0.29

0.24

0.19

lag 4 weeks

0.61

0.65

0.64

0.28

0.19

0.13
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4.4 Multinomial Logistic Regression and Binary Logistic Regression
In seven stations significant relationships between the 2010 summer temperatures and WNF occurrences were observed. Nonsignificant relationships were obtained at the Turkish stations and for Thessaloniki. At the Israeli stations analyses were
significant with respect to the deviations from the mean of the mean weekly 1981-2010 temperatures. At Larissa (Greece)
significant correlations were found. In Bucuresti (Romania) significant relationships were found with both the minimal and mean
weekly temperature deviations, and in Rostov, Volgograd (Russia) and Constanta (Romania) the significant correlations were
found with all independent variables explored. Another pattern which emerges from the analysis was the relationship between
lag-time responses of WNF emergence to the temperature deviations at different latitudes. Here again, southern stations exhibited
an immediate response to the temperature deviations. For example, in the Israelistations a lag-time of 0 weeks were observed.
However, a response gradient existed with increasingly northern stations. In contrast to the southern stations, in the northernmost
stations significant correlations were associated with a lag of up to four weeks from times of increasing temperatures. At these
stations significance was also observed at shorter lag-times, but the significance become more apparent and stronger as the lagtime increased. Significant results were not found for Hungary, Italy and Spain, in part due to sample size constraints.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
Summer 2010 was extremely warm in all stations where large outbreaks were observed. Pearson and lag correlations between
temperature values and the dates of WNF onset show significant positive linkages. The strongest results were received at lag
time for the colder countries (Russia and Romania). Uncharacteristically elevated temperatures during the summer of 2010
correlated with WNF outbreaks, along a geographic latitude gradient: colder countries of more northern latitude (Russia and
Romania) displayed strong statistically significant correlations with lags of up to four weeks from times of increasing
temperatures; in contrast, warmer and more southern countries (Israel and Greece), presented correlations with a minimal delay.
It is important to note that other determinants of the disease transmission (such as other climatic parameters, bird migration,
WNV in horses, etc.) were evaluated as well. However, the current presentation focuses on temperature only which is a crucial
parameter. Although WNV transmission is multi-factorial, the environmental temperature should be considered in the risk
assessments of the disease. Despite future uncertainty, the warming tendency has to be considered in predicting further WNF
outbreaks. Usually, interactions between climatologists, entomologists and physicians are limited. They do not tend to exchange
information that can be readily employed in vector management. By raising the awareness of the relation between the WNF
emergence and extreme heat conditions, the spread of the disease could be intercepted before it advances into a full blown
outbreak.
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ABSTRACT

The Global Early Warning System for Animal Diseases including major Zoonoses (GLEWS) is a joint mechanism that builds on
the added value of linking the alert mechanisms of FAO, OIE and WHO and triangulating needed expertise and disciplines from
the three organizations to provide a unique opportunity for joint risk assessment of potential health threats. FAO, OIE and WHO
use their organizational systems to detect threats, verify information via national authorities, other country representation and
relevant networks. A closed electronic platform has been developed to manage, present and store the GLEWS data. The GLEWS
Task Force in FAO, OIE and WHO, regularly tracks and verifies disease events, conducts epidemiological analyses and
maintains a web platform to facilitate information exchange on disease threats at the animal-human interface. There is potential
for strengthening GLEWS and supplementing joint risk assessment with information on drivers for emergence and persistence of
disease to build a more complete body of evidence towards understanding trends, epidemiology and build on preventive and
predictive capacity to better assess risks and to ultimately aid prevention, control and effective containment of these disease risks.

Keywords: Animal Diseases, Zoonoses, Early Warning, Epidemiological Intelligence,

1. INTRODUCTION
The GLEWS initiative started in 2006 with the participation of FAO, OIE and WHO in 2006. The three main partners and
leading international organisations in animal and human health share a common objective to enhance the early warning and
response capacity for the benefit of the international community (figure 1).

Figure 1. Global Early Warning for Major Animal Diseases including Zoonoses
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Mutual benefit has been identified throughout a common early warning process. The three organizations use complementary and
partly overlapping sources of information to identify infectious disease events. Through sharing of information on disease alerts,
the capacity for early warning of the three organizations is enhanced and strengthened while avoiding unjustified duplication of
efforts. For zoonotic events, alerts of animal disease outbreaks provide direct early warning so that human surveillance may be
enhanced and preventive action taken and similarly, there may be cases where human surveillance is more sensitive and alerts of
human cases precede known animal occurrence of disease. Coordinated work and communication at the animal and human
interface between public health and animal health services is essential to improve early warning mechanisms.
There is also added value in combining and coordinating the verification processes. One source of information is often not
sufficient to verify or deny the presence of a disease in a country that did not spontaneously report it itself. A rumour might be
denied by an official institution, although the epidemiological context usually tends to demonstrate the contrary. False negatives
or false positives results of disease tracking activities depend on the sensitivity of national surveillance systems.
Each disease event tracked in GLEWS has therefore to be verified in light of the current and most updated epidemiological
knowledge available. Factors such as socioeconomics and demographic data on livestock also represent a valuable source of
information in this risk assessment exercise.
Joint risk communication and dissemination of risk assessment results carried out by FAO, OIE and WHO are based on different
information sources providing a comprehensive analysis of the disease event and its possible consequences in its specific context
of human and animal health.
The overall aim of GLEWS is to improve the early warning and response capacity to animal disease threats of the three sister
organizations for the benefit of the international community.

Specific objectives of GLEWS are:
•

Allow member countries to better prepare themselves to prevent incursion of animal diseases/infection and enable their
rapid containment

•

Improve the detection of exceptional epidemiological events at country level

•

Increase timelines and sensitivity of alerts

•

Improve transparency among countries and compliance with reporting to OIE in accordance with the international
standards

•

Improve field animal health information quality in near real time

•

Improve national surveillance and monitoring systems and strengthen networks that include public health, medical and
veterinary laboratories working with zoonotic pathogens.

•

Improve international preparedness for animal and zoonotic epidemics and provide rapid, efficient and coordinated
assistance to countries experiencing them.

•

Improve the capacity of the three organizations for early detection of new emerging disease threats, including zoonoses

•

Provide technical support to regions/nations on issues at the animal/human interface of outbreak control

•

Improve integration of human and animal surveillance allowing for simultaneous recognition of disease occurrence
across species

2. GLEWS Structure and Governance
Since 2006 GLEWS has been growing in its capacity and ability to perform Global Early Warning of animal disease events,
including zoonotic events. WHO, FAO, and OIE are in communication on a regular basis with regard to potential zoonotic
events. Several animal disease response mechanisms such as Alert and Response Operations (ARO) in WHO and the Crisis
Management Centre-Animal Health (CMC-AH) FAO/OIE have been triggered through the information verified by GLEWS.
Major animal disease event mechanisms triggered by GLEWS for a joint response include pandemic H1N1 2009, Rift Valley
fever outbreaks in Kenya (2007), Madagascar (2008), Tanzania and Sudan (2008); African Swine fever in Armenia and Georgia
(2007); the Ebola Reston virus in pigs the Philippines (2009) and the Porcine Teschovirus virus infection in pigs in Haiti (2009).
Information from the public domain and from public health, veterinary and food networks is screened daily by the GLEWS task
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forces members supported by tools such as Global Public Health Information Network (GPHIN) and PROMED to assess whether
verification of the information and subsequent risk assessment is warranted.
The GLEWS Management Committee (GMC) is responsible for supervising the implementation of the GLEWS agreement, the
strategic plan and provides general oversight of GLEWS. More specifically, the GLEWS Management Committee guides and
decides on the different tasks to be accomplished by the GLEWS Task Force. The GLEWS Management Committee is composed
of the DG or ADG of each organization, or their official nominees. The GLEWS Management Committee shall approve any
amendments of the GLEWS technical document, which is the basis of the GLEWS agreement, including updates of the Standard
Operating Procedures and Work Plan presented by the GLEWS Task Force defined below. The GLEWS Management
Committee is co-chaired by FAO, OIE and WHO. Participation to these meetings is limited to GLEWS Management Committee
members as defined above and observers.
The GLEWS Task Force (GTF) is responsible for implementing the GLEWS Agreement and GLEWS working programme.
Members of the GLEWS Task Force participate in regular task force meetings and the main objective of these meetings is to
further develop the concept originally brought to the fore in 2002 and make it operational. The GLEWS Task Force is responsible
for elaborating and updating the GLEWS work plan and providing guidance to and supervision of the Working Groups,
according to the Work Plan approved by the GLEWS Management Committee. Furthermore, the GTF defines key early warning
and joint response activities, when appropriate, linking with the existing response mechanisms.
The GLEWS Task Force also revises, when needed, the GLEWS technical document, including updates of the Standard
Operating Procedures and Work Plan. Each organization has designated GLEWS focal points that constitute the GLEWS Task
Force.
The focal points are the points of entry into each organization and act as the interface between the GLEWS network and the
respective early warning and response systems in use in these three organizations, including in their respective regional offices.
Other experts involved in disease surveillance and emergency response interact with the GLEWS focal points according to the
situation.

3. GLEWS Activities
GLEWS activities are focused on a list of priority diseases. The development of a web-based FAO/OIE/WHO electronic platform
has facilitated the flow of information exchange between the task force members. FAO is the organization responsible for hosting
the GLEWS platform because UN standards and the multiple databases available in FAO and related to food, agriculture,
climate, trade, poverty indices, and livestock populations. FAO is also responsible for maintaining and updating the GLEWS
website which increases the visibility of GLEWS activities implemented jointly by the three organizations (www.glews.net).
The GLEWS web site includes sections related to maps showing the latest main disease events verified through the GLEWS
initiative, information about activities implemented jointly, reports of working groups, and access to subscription to different
publications including bulletin, early warning messages related to the GLEWS priority diseases and response to disease
outbreaks. The contents and the information displayed on the GLEWS website are updated in agreement with the three
organizations using standard operating procedures (SOPs) which have been discussed and agreed upon. For instance, only
confirmed cases of human cases from WHO and confirmed animal cases from OIE are displayed on the public map of main
GLEWS events on the web site.
Disease data analysis is at the core of the GLEWS. Joint activities have been carried out in this field to improve the
understanding of diseases and relationships with factors driven by disease risks such as wildlife, environment, trade, prices,
biosecurity, etc. GLEWS gives high priority to both sharing assessments undertaken by either of the organizations as well as joint
analysis and assessment of epidemiological and other data. However networking with research institutions worldwide is needed
and GLEWS seek for external expert advice is needed to further support this component and it require specialists from research
institutions and reference centres from medical and veterinary laboratories, public health and research institutes, for example for
events of unknown cause or newly emerging diseases to assess the zoonotic potential and risk of further spread.
Joint activities and risk assessment would need to be closely linked to a capacity to respond to disease emergencies thorough the
mechanisms of each organization. To illustrate the synergies, Animal Influenza and Rift valley fever (RVF) are good examples,
of coordination and collaboration on this field.
For the implementation of the GLEWS activities, there are close links with other non official early warning systems such as
PROMED and GPHIN which provide GLEWS with information on non official reported events that are verified and followed up
by the three partners. Collaboration also has been established with official networks on Food Safety hazards such as International
Food Safety Authorities Network (INFOSAN) and the joint FAO/OIE Network for Animal Influenza Virus (OFFLU).
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4. GLEWS ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
Since the beginning of the GLEWS implementation in 2006, this interagency initiative have been visionary in promoting
collaboration and coordination between public health authorities and agriculture sector at all levels in particular for zoonotic
diseases or emergent diseases affecting animals and human.
FAO, OIE and WHO are committed to address health risks at the human-animal- ecosystems interface by strengthening animal
and human health institutions, as well as partnerships, and to manage existing and novel diseases that will be of public health,
agricultural, social and economic importance. Effective strategies for improving national, regional and community level
pandemic preparedness and response should be further developed or refined. This tripartite relationship envisages complementary
work to develop normative standards and field programs to achieve One Health goals and GLEWS has been identified as one of
the key strategic tools to support and achieve One Health goals.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The successful implementation of the GLEWS project during the last five years has been key to building the capacities and
communication among the three organizations to identify and assess the risks of disease emergence in particular zoonotic
diseases at the animal/human/ecosystem interface.
GLEWS has shown that its added value clearly lies in:
•

Breaking gaps and facilitating exchanges of views between the organizations thanks to almost daily contacts;

•

Improving data sharing and collaboration between the partners;

•

Identifying risks and communicating them early;

•

Driving continuous joint risk assessment;

•

Providing recommendations for surveillance, prevention and control;

•

Helping to develop best practices and guidance for surveillance, prevention and control of disease at human-animalecosystems interface;

•

Demonstrating the value of cross-sectoral collaboration;

•

Identifying and prioritizing areas for advanced risk analysis and forecasting;

•

Providing support to the response arms of the three organizations.

With maybe the exception of the latter item which is more specific to the three organizations (FAO, OIE and WHO), it appears
that the above list of existing GLEWS added value items would align to the goals of the One Health Global Network (OHGN),
this added value of intersectoral collaboration has also been confirmed during the High Level Technical Meeting (HLTM) to
Address Health Risks at the Human-Animal-Ecosystems Interfaces, held in Mexico City, Mexico on November 15-17, 2011.
GLEWS builds on the added value of linking alert mechanisms and triangulating needed expertise and disciplines from the three
organizations to provide a unique opportunity for joint risk assessment of potential animal and human health threats to assist in
their prediction, prevention and control. GLEWS cannot function in isolation, but relies on surveillance performed at all levels local, national, regional and international - to provide unique real-time information and data. Bringing together the data,
knowledge and expert-base of FAO, OIE and WHO through the GLEWS mechanism allows for advanced intelligence, datamining, inter-sectoral surveillance, predictive analysis and triggering of international emergency systems when necessary.
Looking towards the future the tripartite has recommitted to advancing joint risk assessment and improving the understanding of
drivers of disease emergence and spread in different regions, to provide early warning of potential public and animal health risks
at the human-animal-ecosystem interface.
The Tripartite sees its future work within the GLEWS framework as follows:
• Strengthening of joint risk assessment and risk mapping tools for early warning activities;
• Promoting interoperability of information systems to improve data sharing for early warning and analysis at all
levels (national, regional and global);
• Developing guidance for surveillance and risk reduction of priority zoonotic diseases at animal-human-ecosystems
interface;
• Building capacity and networks to strengthen national and regional surveillance and alert systems;
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• Supporting cross-sectoral collaboration among stakeholders in animal health (including wildlife), human health and
food safety

Efforts to control pathogens and promote preparedness emphasize the need for cross-sectoral collaboration and underscore the
fact that successful and sustained results are possible when functional collaborations are established. FAO, OIE and WHO
recognize that addressing health risks at the animal-human-ecosystems interface requires strong partnerships among players who
may have different perspectives and strengths on some issues. Coordination of these partnerships can minimize the burden on
member countries of multiple monitoring, reporting and delivery systems, and avoid duplicated efforts and fragmented outcomes.
This established and agreed vision will also act as the framework for the collaboration between FAO, OIE, and WHO. Interest
and ambition come from each organization bringing its own perspectives, strengths, and resources to these issues, which are all
complementary in nature. The below-described proposal presents these complementary agendas and roles which highlight the
strengths of each organization. FAO, OIE, and WHO have harmonized activities and created opportunities to work together at all
possible stages so that duplication of efforts and fragmented outcomes are avoided. The partnership of FAO/OIE/WHO has been
and will remain coordinated to minimize the burden on member countries of multiple monitoring, reporting and delivery systems.
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ABSTRACT: Natural disasters and events linked to climate change are on the rise in intensity and frequency, combined
with the increased effect on the society, economy and health sectors. The floods and cyclones affecting eastern Australia in
2011 may have facilitated the local spread of zoonotic infectious diseases, such as leptospirosis, Ross River Virus and
Barmah Forest Virus. Our work with blood bank samples and secondary data analysis aimed at developing an innovative
One Health strategy in the context of disaster preparedness and response, in flood related events.
Keywords: One Health, infectious diseases, disasters, flood

1. INTRODUCTION
As described by Lau et al., 2010, heavy rainfall and associated flooding have been linked to increased numbers of
leptospirosis cases. Leptospirosis is transmitted via water, food or soil contaminated with Leptospira bacteria. During and
after flood events, contamination of the environment, and therefore levels of human and animal exposure are heightened.
With natural disasters possibly linked to climate change on the rise, events such as the recent flooding seen in Queensland in
2011 are likely to occur with heightened frequency and severity
In Queensland and other affected states of Australia, leptospirosis in humans has doubled in 2011 in comparison to the
average annual counts from 2006-2010 (Figure 1). On the veterinary side, although some vaccines are available for certain
strains of the disease, they are only effective for short periods of time, hence outbreaks regularly occur especially in cattle
and dogs, with significant economic consequences. These animal health consequences have yet to be fully investigated in
terms of the recent floods.
Other flood related infectious diseases such as Ross Rover virus and Barmah Forest virus, Murray Valley encephalitis have
seen increased numbers of outbreaks linked to flooding and its effect on mosquito breeding sites and their proliferation.
(www.health.gov.au). The impact of these floods and cyclonic events upon the public, veterinary and environmental domain
are still not fully recognized and despite localized efforts studying the effect of climate events in health terms, a clear One
Health surveillance and intervention strategy involving the major stakeholders needs to be developed.
Using a One Health framework, we aim to demonstrate the added benefits of collaborative surveillance, prevention and
control efforts in both animal and human health. Economic measures will further strengthen the policy and planning
implications of this innovative disaster preparedness and response tool using a One Health approach.

Figure 1 : Notification rates (per 100,000 human population) of leptospirosis in Australia per state (1991-2011). Black
circles represent La Nina years.
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METHODS
Following the One Health framework approach which consists of four processes, leptospirosis disease was evaluated at each
of these steps. The preliminary step is to conduct a risk assessment which serves as a baseline in risk identification, in terms
of condition or pathogen. An important component is to identify the health system infrastructure involved, including the
public health, veterinary and if applicable, environmental systems. This stage of risk characterization will aid in highlighting
intervention or surveillance options, depending on the desired purpose of the model. Secondly, many decisions of any
disease control program will involve an economic branch. Hence, it is important to have an economic overview of the
specific situation, and if possible assess the impact of disease at the societal level – both direct and indirect costs, due to
agricultural, human health and production costs. The third step involves planning of the surveillance, control or intervention
strategies by ensuring the appropriate data is collected, identifying all options be it slight alterations of existing systems or
the development of new approaches. The most important step is the validation process. The evaluation of a project will
depend on its applicability and demonstrated advantages in both health levels and economic terms.

RESULTS
2.1 Risk assessment
In terms of recent climate conditions in Australia, the Bureau of Meteorology states that due to La Nina related events,
increased heavy rain and widespread flooding were reported in par with La Nina years. In addition, the past decade has been
the warmest 10 year period on record as well as the second-highest two-year (2010-2011) rainfall on record
(http://www.bom.gov.au). Other years affected by La Nina, are seen in 1999 in Queensland, 2000 in Northern Territory and
recently the 2010-2011 floods in Queensland.
On the veterinary side, apart from the yearly reported cases of leptospirosis in feral pig hunters associated to their contact
with wild boar which have reported 20% prevalence rates (Massey et al., 2011), there is a lack of available data and active
surveillance concerning important livestock such as cattle, sheep and pigs as well as limited information on rodent infection
rates in association with flood years. Most common reported cattle leptospirosis serovars (there exist 20 known species of
leptospires,with over 200 serovars,) in eastern Australia are Leptospira hardjobovis and Leptospira Pomona, both which can
cause severe disease in humans. As mentioned, flooding after heavy rainfall can spread the bacteria to previously uninfected
farms, hence outbreaks of leptospirosis infection are more common in wet years (Zelski, 2007). In Australia, leptospirosis in
pigs has most often been due to either sv pomona or sv tarassovi (Anonymous 2000). Another possible transmission route
for leptospirosis infection is through flying foxes, whereby 30% seroprevalence has been reported (Anonymous 2000). Other
at-risk populations are seasonal workers on banana farms and sugar cane fields, highlighting the importance of an integrated
environmental control program incorporating this potential transmission route.
Due to the One Health aspects, it is also important to study the health system infrastructure involved in both the veterinary
and public health domain in light of the chosen disease, and incorporate this into the risk assessment stage. This must also
include the network of public and private health institutes which gather data yet possibly do not share it in a systematic way.
2.2 Economic overview
Direct and indirect costs in the public health sector include health care costs due to acute disease, loss of income and
sequelae management, worker compensation and relief staff salaries. Economic consequences on the animal sector is also
important with abortions, reduced milk yields, mastitis costs, young animal deaths and treatment costs, as well as the
expected control and surveillance implementations put into place upon disease detection. Since leptospirosis is often
subclinical in cattle (Anonymous 2000), it is difficult without any form of surveillance to determine risk areas which might
disseminate the disease once in contact with flooding or other propagating circumstances.
A variety of immunisation programs need to be investigated in terms of cost benefit ratios. Depending on whether the farm is
in an endemic zone, or in an epidemic prone area will dictate some of the decision making policies involving vaccination.
Dairy of beef herds will also have different priorities for vaccination preferences. An economic assessment can aid in the
estimation of disease burden and the economic impact on the affected veterinary and public health sectors and communities
for example due to the disease as well as through prevention and surveillance costs. This will provide baseline information
for resource allocation decisions made regarding various options to prevent and manage the specific disease or condition in
animal and human populations including areas of health education, surveillance, vaccination of animals and humans,
environmental management and post-exposure treatment of infected humans.
2.3 Surveillance and intervention strategy
The collection and analyses of appropriate data is important in the surveillance process of a program, as well as deciding on
suitable intervention options. Sampling design includes population selection, sample size calculations and choice of
diagnostic methods. These considerations should include all the different public health and veterinary aspects involved in the
disease dynamics structure. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) maps can be created using the different environmental,
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climatic; vegetation types, water body locations, host population coverage as well as human occupational data into layers
which when combined locate potential hot spot zones for likely leptospirosis areas (Racloz et al., 2007).
2.4 Measurement and evaluation
In collaboration with the Red Cross Blood Service, the use of blood donors as part of a sentinel system for various diseases
including leptospirosis is under analysis. As seen in Mexico (Gavaldon et al., 1995) the presence of these antibodies in
humans is indicative of an active natural infection, and since the disease was mostly asymptomatic, it suggested an endemic
presence in the donor population. Canine blood banks are also being analysed for presence of certain diseases associated
with increased prevalence in post flooding. This will form part of the surveillance system components used in a stochastic
scenario tree analysis (Audigé and Beckett, 1999) which objective of evaluating various passive and active surveillance
forms performances in combination with cost effective strategies (Hadorn & Staerk, 2008; Hadorn et al., 2009).

4. CONCLUSIONS
In light of the current trend in increased climate associated disasters and abnormal events, the development of a collaborative
network of animal, human and ecosystem health partners in terms of surveillance, intervention and control programs is
needed. Therefore, a One Health approach can be beneficial to all involved in both terms of health and economic levels.
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ABSTRACT: In the past decade, One Health themed interventions and surveillance programs have been increasing in
applicability as well as diversity. The authors suggest a common pathway in providing a simple yet comprehensive method
for the development of a specific strategy to approach a problem which can be compared to other programs.
The use of various modelling, economic, prediction and surveillance tools such as geographic information systems, or
stochastic scenario trees will encourage transdisciplinary and multi-institutional exchange, which forms an integral part of a
One Health approach.
Keywords: One Health, strategy, modelling, tools

1. INTRODUCTION
The need and ability of promoting a One Health approach through transdisciplinary collaboration and application is of high
importance, especially due to the complex dynamics involved in current disease control. One Health, defined in this case as
the interface between human, animal and ecosystem health in terms of infectious diseases, disease surveillance, disease
outbreaks, antimicrobial resistance, animal and public health service delivery and economic solutions to both human and
animals in terms of food production and development. It is important to stress the need of translation from research to
application. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed framework consists of four steps. The preliminary step is to conduct a risk
assessment which serves as a baseline in risk identification, in terms of condition or pathogen. An important component is to
identify the health system infrastructure involved, including the public health, veterinary and if applicable, environmental
systems. This stage of risk characterization will aid in highlighting intervention or surveillance options, depending on the
desired purpose of the model. Secondly, many decisions of any disease control program will involve an economic branch.
Hence, it is important to have an economic overview of the specific situation, and if possible assess the impact of disease at
the societal level – both direct and indirect costs, due to agricultural, human health and production costs. The third step
involves planning of the surveillance, control or intervention strategies by ensuring the appropriate data is collected,
identifying all options be it slight alterations of existing systems or the development of new approaches. The most important
step is the validation process. The evaluation of a project will depend on its applicability and demonstrated advantages in
both health levels and economic terms. Once again, this should be assessed in the public, veterinary and environmental
health sectors, demonstrating the added benefits of interdisciplinary actions.

2. METHODS
2.1 Risk assessment
An important component of risk management, risk assessments aid in identifying and highlighting potential hazards and
pathways of disease introduction. In veterinary public health, as demonstrated by Staerk et al., 2006, disease surveillance
itself is an integral component of both risk management and communication. The ability to choose most relevant and suitable
intervention programs depends on the quality of the risk assessment. This process allows for the evaluation of infection risk,
whereby transmission mode, frequency and types of exposure are analysed. Hence the methodology behind this first step
will determine the performance of the framework as a whole. Various modeling tools can be used in this primary
visualization stage, such as the use of Geographic Information System (GIS) maps. Through the collection of various data
layers, thematic maps incorporating risk factors known for a specific disease can be combined to highlight hot spots for
disease incursion and spread, or to locate suitable areas for vector activity in terms of prediction (Racloz et al., 2008).
Due to the One Health aspects, it is also important to study the health system infrastructure involved in both the veterinary
and public health domain in light of the chosen disease, and incorporate this into the risk assessment stage. This must also
include the network of public and private health institutes which gather data yet possibly do not share it in a systematic way.
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Fig. 1: One Health framework

2.2 Economic overview
In present conditions, resource allocation and cost benefit analyses are imperative in determining the success of a health
program, especially in terms of securing future funding. It is recommended to conduct a thorough economic assessment
before any intervention or control program is implemented, as well as using it in the final stage of evaluation.
An economic assessment can aid in the estimation of disease burden and the economic impact on the affected veterinary and
public health sectors and communities for example due to the disease as well as through prevention and surveillance costs.
This will provide baseline information for resource allocation decisions made regarding various options to prevent and
manage the specific disease or condition in animal and human populations including areas of health education, surveillance,
vaccination of animals and humans, environmental management and post-exposure treatment of infected humans.
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2.3 Surveillance and intervention strategy
The collection and analyses of appropriate data is important in the surveillance process of a program, as well as deciding on
suitable intervention options. Sampling design includes population selection, sample size calculations and choice of
diagnostic methods. These considerations should include all the different public health and veterinary aspects involved in
the disease dynamics structure. Whether the purpose of the surveillance is to alter, enhance existing systems or to create
novel ones the collection of relevant data and the identification of intervention options with measurable outcomes should be
well considered in this stage.

2.4 Measurement and evaluation
The successful implementation of a surveillance, intervention or control program can be measured in several ways. This
forms part of the evaluation and validation process of the framework. An example of such a tool is the use of stochastic
scenario trees (Audige et al., 1999, Martin & Cameron 2003). This tool allows for various passive and active surveillance
system components to be evaluated in terms of detection performance in combination with analysing cost effective strategies
(Hadorn & Staerk 2008, Hadorn et al., 2009).
Especially in terms of One Health, it is important to demonstrate an added value in terms of improved health status as well as
economic benefits for the planned surveillance, intervention or control program in the animal and human sectors, and if
possible the accompanying ecosystem.

3. RESULTS
Although in its early stages, a One Health framework has been suggested for the recent emergence of Hendra virus in
Queensland, Australia. Hendra virus not only affects the animals directly involved in disease transmission, primarily bats
and horses, but due to its public health and industry involvement, has potentially serious economic consequences. This
emerging disease has been actively circulating in the South East Asia and Australian region for over a decade, with
estimated 47% prevalence in pteropid fruit bats (Halpin et al., 2000) and having a case fatality rate of 75% in affected horses
(Field et al., 2011). The recent on-going outbreak which was first detected in late June 2011 in Queensland has continued to
infect horses and has been reported in a dog, with the last horse being infected in Townsville in January 2012. In this
outbreak, over 60 horses have died or been euthanized in conjunction to this outbreak of Hendra virus.
Following the proposed framework, after conducting a risk assessment which includes factors such as the analysis of
changes in land use patterns and their effect on bat colony displacement, GIS maps are generated to identify current and
potential hot spots for disease transmission through contact between bat populations, the natural disease host, horses, and
their accidental spill over human population. Due to the heavy economic implications of the disease through the racing
industry and effect on export legalisation, an economic evaluation is necessary to stress the need for appropriate surveillance
and possible intervention programs to be conducted in relevant areas. Finally, a stochastic scenario tree model (AusVet) will
determine the sensitivity of different surveillance and prevention methods, as well as the associated cost-benefit values for
each system component. Demographic data, basic reproduction numbers (R0 calculations) will serve as the basic inputs to a
stochastic scenario tree model which analyses the sensitivity of an intervention (as well as having a cost benefit section)
through @risk and Monte Carlo simulation (Hadorn et al., 2009). The R0 calculations are an important part of understanding
the spread of Hendra, and using available data can be used retrospectively in order to validate the model once processed.
The main objective of this One Health approach will serve as the basis for the development of early warning system , which
would require further work of validation for a range of an early warning system surveillance system components including
blood donors, reservoir hosts density, and climatic factors.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Although a well-planned risk assessment, economic evaluation, surveillance and intervention strategy analysis and the final
evaluation and validation process can create an effective One Health approach to a specific disease, it is the involvement of
transdisciplinary collaboration which holds the key to the level of success.
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ABSTRACT: This study focusing on the impacts of ecological risks to food and health security, conducted in the Laguna Lake
Region, Philippines, aims to understand how risks occurring to current ecological systems affect food and health security in the
selected site. It reflects the five integrative components of the ‘One Health’ approach defined by Global Risk Forum One Health
Summit 2012, including Human Health, Animal Health, Environmental Health, Food Safety & Security, and Agriculture.
Economic activities, population increase, industrialization and rapid urbanization have been occurring in the region leading to
another dimension of vulnerability of the natural and socioeconomic system affecting food and health security. In addition,
increased human settlements, agricultural activities, and industrial development, ecological risks have caused significant impacts
on agricultural, food and water supply on which public health heavily depends. Food and health risks, which result from both
inadequate supply as well as poor quality of food, and water, are contributing significantly to the public health conditions. This
problem is worsened by reported impacts of a changing climate felt directly by farmers, rural and urban dwellers, often
characterized by increased flooding, landslides and drought. Therefore, this study tries to develop a methodology on how
ecological risks affect food and health security; through a field-based approach, investigate how growth and development affect
natural and socioeconomic systems and also how the latter in turn impedes sustainable development efforts. For data collection,
household surveys, focused group discussions as well as key informant interviews are conducted. Laboratory analyses are
conducted with soil, water, biomaterial and fish samples to identify ecological risks at upper, middle and lower watersheds in
addition to medical checks and monitoring. Data analysis is conducted by using statistical and geographical information system
tools.
Keywords: Food security, Health security, Resilience, Ecological risks, Laguna Lake.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Laguna Lake Basin is one of the most important and dynamic land and water formations in the Philippines. Its water body
encompasses the whole of Laguna and Rizal provinces including parts of Metro Manila, Batangas, Cavite, and Quezon, reported
to be among the fastest growing economic zones in the country (UPLB/CFNR, 2005). Economic activities, population increase,
industrialization and rapid urbanization have been occurring in the region leading to another dimension of vulnerability of the
natural and socioeconomic system (ibid.). The region is heavily populated. An important social inflow of population into the
Laguna Lake region is observed and is characterized by a strong expansion of informal settlers, a phenomenon that further
increases local vulnerabilities and related impacts. In addition, due to deforestation, increased human settlements, agricultural
activities, and industrial development, ecological risks have caused significant impacts on agricultural, food and water supply on
which public health heavily depends.
In Laguna Lake Region, it is reported that water quality has significantly deteriorated due to pollution from soil erosion, mine
drainage, effluents from chemical industries, and household discharges leading to food provisions and public health problems
(UPLB/CFNR, 2005). In addition, according to the Philippine Millennium Ecosystem Assessment report (UPLB/CFNR, 2005),
although fisheries are still viable, there is a reduction of fisheries production level from 1980 to 1996 (64% decline) as affected
by human, industrial and environmental factors. Also, there is a decline in the production, mainly due to the reduction of the area
for rice cultivation (by land conversion). The same source reported a prolonged flooding and gradual shallowing of lakebed due
to sedimentation and siltation is detrimental to the welfare of communities living along the lakeshore, including cities and towns.
Moreover, preliminary results from the University of the Philippines (Galvez-Tan et al., 2011, unpublished) reported that
exposure to flood waters or exposure to the lake has brought skin diseases, which are the most common medical complaints from
farmers and fisherfolks. Therefore, already threatened by the above risks, the region is often experiencing flood disasters,
following typhoons, or heavy monsoon rains leading to heavy casualties and grave public health issues sue to the spread of
diseases and submersion and also aggravated by resulting food security problems.
This study tries therefore to develop a methodology on how ecological risks affect food and health security through a field-based
approach.
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2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION
The main purpose of this study organized by both Japanese and Philippine researchers is to critically examine the issues of how
the resource degradation or pollution occurs, from where the pollution originates and the way in which the pollution stresses
aquatic life, food, and subsequently, the public health in the watershed area. A special attention would be focused on how
ecological risks impact the sustainable linkage between agricultural & fishery products and food and health security, from social
and natural science perspectives, in the watershed area of Lake Laguna region.
This research combines the social, medical and physical sciences in order to develop strategies of ecological risk management for
sustainable food, health security and watershed planning in Lake Laguna region which can also be expanded for other Asian
watersheds. The current research is conducted solely in the Laguna Lake region since it represents a good model for Asian case
studies and also due to its importance for its ecosystem services being threatened by ecological risks in line with rapid
urbanization and land use changes.
Ecological risks treated in this study mainly concern soil quality, soil erosion and sedimentation, land cover and crops, water
quality and quantity, and flooding. Food and health risk impacts of environmental risks are addressed based on food and health
risk evaluation. Analysis related to payment for ecosystem services (PES) is also conducted. Finally, GIS-based risk mapping
system is set as a cross-cutting group, to map the risks identified and analyzed in each research group to give an overall picture of
risk in the targeted areas. Five research groups are identified in this Project:
(1) Environmental Risk Analysis Team
(2) Socio-Economic Evaluation Team
(3) Health Risk Evaluation Team
(4) Payment for Ecosystem Services Team, and
(5) GIS-based Risk Mapping Team
The Environmental Risk Analysis Team identifies the exact sources of particular pollutants found in the food chain, and the
factors responsible for their presence. The team uses stable isotope and other analytical techniques to investigate how land use
change is associated with downstream pollution. The Socio-Economic Evaluation Team explores how market- and non-marketbased instruments can be used to improve water quality, food security and public health. The Health Risk Evaluation Team
describes human nutrition, history of disease in the region, especially in relation to socio-economic dynamics. The Payment for
Ecosystem Services Team investigates the design of ecosystem service payment programs that may support robust regional
agroecologies. The GIS-based Risk Mapping Team supports the entire research project by creating a spatially-explicit database of
key variables associated with risk (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Overall research framework
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
One of the major environmental issues in the lake is the contamination of toxic and hazardous substances from the industrial,
agricultural sectors and human wastes. The continuing degradation of the terrestrial and aquatic resources has led to reduction of
their current resource base. The combined effects of the Environment-Human as well as Human-Environment-Human types of
risks had led to the reduction of household income, food insecurity and health deterioration of the inhabitants in the area.
Outcomes from this research project is intended to feed recommendations to improve current environmental, food and health
risks related policies in the Philippines at local, regional and national levels.
Although still at its early stage of implementation, major outputs of the research can be summarized as follows:
One of the major environmental issues in the lake is the contamination of toxic and hazardous substances from the
industrial and agricultural sectors. Heavy metals such as Lead, Chromium, Cadmium, Arsenic, and Mercury, at one time or
another, have been found in concentrations exceeding the prescribed safe levels in the Lake water column.
Lead contamination (Fig. 2) has been found in rivers and lake, for example in tilapia as seen from market and open
water samples; same holds true for some local crop plants such as kangkong (Ipomoea aquatica) and kamote (Ipomoea batatas).
While heavy metals are a concern, it only represents one component of total water pollutants. The bulk of the pollutants
are found to mainly belong to human waste. In this light, the realm of infectious diseases, particularly that which causes waterborne illnesses is of great importance.
The continuing degradation of the terrestrial and aquatic resources has led to reduction of their current resource base.
The combined effects of the Environment-Human as well as Human-Environment-Human types of risks had led to the reduction
of household income, food insecurity and health deterioration of the inhabitants in the area.
The major issue facing the respondents in the three study sites is how they would be able to improve, protect and
expand their current resource base or level of acquirement given: (1) risk and uncertainty in upland agriculture and fishing
activities as sustainable means of livelihood; (2) experience of household food insecurity; and (3) probable health risk due to
unsafe or an unhealthy environment (

Fig. 2: Concentrations of lead (Pb) of water samples in the Laguna Lake Watersheds. Each size of symbol represents its
concentrations (see legend). Left: river water and lake water samples. Right: spring water, well water and tap water samples.
These are preliminary data, not for citation (Saito and Nakano, 2011, unpublished)
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4. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
This study focusing on the impacts of ecological risks to food and health security, conducted in the Laguna Lake Region,
Philippines, aims to understand how risks occurring to current ecological systems affect food and health security in the selected
sites. It reflects the five integrative components of the ‘One Health’ approach defined by Global Risk Forum One Health Summit
2012, including Human Health, Animal Health, Environmental Health, Food Safety & Security, and Agriculture. Rather than
addressing those components separately, this transdisciplinary initiative combines the above in one overall research project.
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Our objective is to see whether
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Introduction

Research Methods

Noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) is a permanent, non-reversible
occupational disease which affects nearly 16% of workers in Malaysia.
As there is currently still no treatment for NIHL, the mainstay of its
management is prevention, structured over the years into a
comprehensive hearing conservation programme (HCP). One of the
main components of the hearing conservation programme is the annual
pure tone audiogram (PTA), designed to detect workers with NIHL
early and to subject them to subsequent interventions that hopefully
might arrest the progression of further deterioration in the hearing
thresholds.

Workers from 3 palm-oil mill factories in Pahang underwent diagnostic
PTA and a total of 300 samples who fulfilled the criteria were selected
(no conductive loss or other causes of sensorineural hearing loss). The
PTA were then assessed and diagnosed clinically and classified
accordingly by looking at the individual PTA configurations with the
right and left ear considered separately. The PTA averages that are used
for analysis are as follows:
1) 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 kHz (used currently by DOSH)
2) 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 kHz (used currently by the Irish)
3) 1, 2, 3 and 4 kHz (used currently by BSA)
4) 2,3 and 4 kHz (used currently by DOSH to define standard
threshold shifts, where an average shift of more than 10 dB compared
to baseline audiogram). The association between clinical PTA
diagnosis and the PTA averages was tested using McNemar’s test.
Finally, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and
negative predictive value (NPV) were calculated for each averaging
method against the gold standard which is the clinical diagnosis of the
hearing threshold.

Research Objectives
To see whether the current method of calculating PTA averages from
PTA thresholds obtained via HCP are sensitive enough to detect NIHL
in these workers.

Research Findings
PTA from clinical diagnosis

0.5, 1, 2, 3 kHz Pass / Negative
Refer / Positive
0.5, 1, 2, 4 kHz Pass / Negative

Normal /
Negative

NIHL /
Positive

Total

Mc
Nemar’s
p value

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

338

196

534

< 0.001

25.2%

100%

100%

63.3%

0

66

66
< 0.001

37.8%

100%

100%

67.5%

< 0.001

47.3%

100%

100%

71%

< 0.001

55.3%

100%

100%

74.3%

338

163

501

Refer / Positive

0

99

99

1, 2, 3,4 kHz

Pass / Negative

2, 3, 4 kHz

Refer / Positive
Pass / Negative
Refer / Positive

338
0
338
0
338

138
124
117
145
262

476
124
455
145
600

Total

Conclusion

Reference

•When compared to the clinical diagnosis of the air conduction PTA, the
current method used now which is an average of 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 kHz is
not sensitive (25.2%) although highly specific (100%).
•The use of 2, 3 and 4 kHz has shown the highest sensitivity (55.3%)
amongst all the other pure tone averages, with 100% specificity as well.
The other two pure tone averaging methods has lower sensitivity when
compared to the 2,3 and 4 kHz averaging, although much higher when
compared to the current average PTA method.
•The current method of using PTA averaging is not a sensitive tool to
use for NIHL screening, although it is very highly specific with very
high PPV. We therefore recommend looking into new techniques for
screening NIHL in HCP.
.
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ABSTRACT: Public health risk assessment (e.g. surveillance, monitoring) is an integral component for informed risk
management. Within the EU co-funded SIDARTHa project emergency medical service (EMS) data from different European
regions were assessed for their applicability for risk assessment of potential health threats. Features of EMS data for risk
assessment were analyzed based on available data and international literature. After the eruption of an Icelandic volcano in April
2010, which led to a dissemination of a volcanic ash plume (VAP) across Europe, potential health effects were examined and
analyzed by applying early warning algorithms on EMS data in three European regions (Austria (Tyrol), Spain (Cantabria), and
Germany (Göppingen)). During the spread of the VAP – a potential Public Health Emergency of International Concern –
temporal early warning algorithms detected on two out of six days deviating numbers of respiratory syndrome in one EMS data
source (Tyrol, Austria). Even though a causal relationship could not be drawn, EMS data are supportive for gaining timely
situational awareness during the occurrence of potential health threats. A linkage of EMS data with data on environmental
hazards could be supportive. Disease surveillance systems focusing on infectious diseases are well established. Whereas the
assessment of potential health threats of environmental nature or of a CBRN source are lacking. An extension of traditional
surveillance is suggested by the International Health Regulations of WHO and a stakeholder consultation effort initiated by the
European Commission. From our point of view public health practitioners should take into account the value of EMS data for
modern health surveillance and monitoring in order to accomplish risk assessment of non-infectious health threats.
Keywords: Emergency medical care data, syndromic surveillance, International Health Regulations (2005).

1. INTRODUCTION
Disease surveillance and health monitoring are important for public health risk identification and assessment; they are an integral
component for informed risk management. In order to get timelier health information for risk assessment and to gain situational
awareness during unexpected and unusual health threats syndromic surveillance activities become more popular. Syndromic
surveillance is defined as “A real-time (or near real-time) collection, analysis, interpretation, and dissemination of health-related
data to enable the early identification of the impact (or absence of impact) of potential human or veterinary public health threats
that require effective public health action…”(Triple S, 2011). For syndromic surveillance activities routine data are used (e.g.
emergency medical service data (EMS)), which were not primarily collected for disease surveillance activities.
The International Health Regulations (2005) (IHR (2005)) of the World Health Organisation (WHO) allocate to surveillance a
central role against cross-border disease threats (Baker and Fidler, 2006). The purpose of the IHR (2005) is “to prevent, protect
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against, control and provide a public health response to the international spread of disease…” (World Health Organization,
2008a). The regulations are legally binding for the WHO Member States and the surveillance and response capacities defined in
the IHR (2005) should be implemented by the Member States until 15 June 2012.
In the 2005 version of the IHR the scope of events to monitor is expanded (Baker and Fidler, 2006). In contrast to the version
from 1969 the current IHR (2005) prescribes to monitor and report any event of potential public health concern regardless of its
source or origin. This means that beside communicable diseases, which previously was on the focus, events that occurred by
environmental or CBRN (chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear) hazards and that might affect the health of the population are
included. In the guiding document to the IHR (2005) 16 case scenarios are described (World Health Organization, 2008b). Three
of them are not of infectious origin (toxic chemical spill, a hazardous toy, and a radiopharmaceutical facility incident).
In this analysis we aimed to apply the public health criteria that are defined in the Annex 2 of the IHR (2005) and the respective
guidance document (World Health Organization, 2008b) on a potential health threat of environmental origin. More precisely we
applied the rules on the volcanic ash plume which covered parts of Europe after the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in Iceland on 14
April 2010. As a practical example a case study was done on this event within the EU co-funded SIDARTHa project (European
Emergency Data Group). This project investigated the use of emergency medical service (EMS) data from different European
regions for syndromic surveillance to support risk assessment of potential health threats.

2. METHOD
2.1 Event and data sets for the case scenario
As potential Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) we chose the dispersion of the volcanic ash plume
(VAP) after the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in Iceland on 14 April 2010. The dispersion of the VAP was appraised on the basis of
information from the Met Office UK (Met Office London, 2010).
For the case scenario we used pre-hospital emergency medical care data as well as data from an emergency department (hospital
care) from three European regions: (1) Data from the Emergency Medical Dispatch Centre Tyrol (EMD-AT) which is responsible
for the area of the City of Innsbruck (118,035 inhabitants), the County of Innsbruck (164,027 inhabitants) and the District of
Kufstein (99,394 inhabitants), Austria; (2) data from the Emergency Physician Service in the County of Goeppingen (EP-DE)
(255,807 inhabitants) which belongs to the federal state of Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany; and (3) data from the Emergency
Department of the University Hospital in Santander (ED-ES) which serves a population of approximately 300,000 inhabitants of
the Autonomous Region of Cantabria, Spain.
It can be assumed that the VAP covered the regions in different periods: Goeppingen/Germany from 15 to 22 April.
Tyrol/Austria was probably exposed from 16 to 21 April and Cantabria/Spain had presumably the shortest exposure time from 17
to 18 April 2010 (Met Office London, 2010). In the following analysis, a general period of exposure from 14 to 22 April 2010 is
indicated for consistency reasons and due to the fact that the exposure assessment is based on a rough estimation.

2.2 Method
We applied the public health criteria of the IHR (2005) in order to determine if the volcanic ash plume which covered parts of
Europe in April 2010 was a potential Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC). The Member States are asked
to report information on potential PHEIC to the WHO. If a potential PHEIC is identified by the national surveillance system the
WHO has to be informed within 24 hours. The answers given to the IHR (2005) public health criteria are based on the assumed
knowledge available at 14 and 15 April 2010.
In addition, a case study was done based on EMS data from three European regions. In this analysis the overall number of
emergency cases as well as the number of cases with respiratory syndrome was monitored during the VAP period. Data from
April 2010 was compared with reference data from 2009 (reference period 1 March to 31 May 2009) of the same emergency
service data source. The number of emergency calls/patients per day in April 2010 was compared to the median, 25th, and 75th
percentile of the same weekdays during the reference period in 2009. In order to identify aberrations from baseline numbers the
C1, C2, C3 algorithms (Hutwagner et al., 2005, Watkins et al., 2008) as well as the CUSUM methodology (Burkom H, 2007,
Lucas JM, 1985, Lucas JM and Crosier RB, 1982) was applied.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Potential PHEIC
In order to assess if the VAP causes a potential PHEIC, four questions on public health or risk assessment criteria needed to be
answered on 14 and 15 of April 2010; if at least two questions can be answered with yes a potential PHEIC is identified:
(1) Is the public health impact of the event serious? Yes/No. The volcanic ash contains fine particles, the smaller these particles
are the more problematic they are for the health of the population, in particular for the respiratory system. It is estimated that 25%
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of the particulars are less than 10 diameters. In case of an ash fall people with heart or lung disease might experience increased
symptoms from their underlying disease. Thus, there might be potential of high public health impact.
(2) Is the event unusual or unexpected? Yes, the event and the potential of the VAP to disperse across other countries are unusual
and unexpected.
(3) Is there a significant risk of international spread? Yes/No. Depending of the wind and air temperature the volcanic ash has
the potential to spread across international borders and to get into the lower atmosphere.
(4) Is there a significant risk of international travel or trade restrictions? No, only the exposure (volcanic ash in the atmosphere)
can have the potential to result in travel restrictions, since it might limit flight safety. But the question focuses on the potential of
increased disease spread due to international travel. The resulting diseases or symptoms are not contagious, thus no flight
restrictions are necessary.
Since one question was answered with yes and two questions were answered with a yes/no combination the event should be
reported to WHO. According to a report of the Chief Epidemiologist of Iceland the event was reported to WHO (Briem H, 2010).
The answers given in this study to the risk assessment criteria are exemplary; they might be different to the assessment of the
Icelandic Chief Epidemiologist.

3.3 Case study
Since EMS data were available daily, we were able to analyse the number of cases on each day during the VAP period. There
was no specific increase in the overall number of emergency cases during the VAP period in the three regions. The number of
cases with respiratory syndrome was in EMD-AT data highest on 17 and 19 April, 2010. For these days the early detection
algorithm (CUSUM) signaled as well that more cases than expected occurred. In the EP-DE data set the 17 and 21 April showed
slightly more patients with respiratory syndrome as it was identified during the reference period in 2009, but no difference was
identified by the early detection algorithm. The highest number of patients with respiratory syndrome in ED-ES data was treated
on 20 April, but no aberration was detected by the early detection algorithm.

4. DISCUSSION
Our analysis shows that also unexpected environmental hazards can cause a potential Public Health Emergency of International
Concern according to the IHR (2005). In contrast to communicable disease surveillance the establishment of timely routine
surveillance of other symptoms or diseases is lacking.
We think that the results of our case study underline the value of emergency medical care data as possibility to gain health
information in a timely manner. In our case scenario we applied very simple analysis methods which enabled us to gain some
awareness about severe health problems in the population during the period of the VAP. Even though a causal relationship
between an increased numbers of emergency cases with the VAP could not be drawn, EMS data are supportive for gaining timely
situational awareness during the occurrence of potential health threats (Buehler et al., 2009). Generally it would have been
possible to perform an age stratified analysis and to display case occurrence in a Geographical Information System. We
performed a geographical analysis (results not shown) which delivered no further explanation to the cases examined in this case
scenario. However, this might be due to the diffuse spread of the VAP and the only assumed potential that health effects could
occur also outside Iceland. A combination of EMS data with other data sources (e.g. temperature, PM10 concentration, pollen
level) would help to gain a quick and more complete picture on (severe) disease occurrence and other exposures and support the
situational awareness during the occurrence of unexpected potential health threats.

5. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
With our research we aim to underline the importance to extend the stock of routine data sources in public health. Even if EMS
data provide no lab-confirmed diagnoses the value of having access to this data source can be supportive as shown in our study.
Other strength of this data source are that they are already available and documented by the EMS for liability reasons, thus no
data collection infrastructure has to be established. Furthermore, the data is often daily and electronically available which
supports timely and easy application. However, to make use of EMS data public health professionals need to invest in their
collaboration with local or regional emergency medical services. This was also highlighted in the paper of MacDonald et al.,
where the mutual exchange of information between frontline healthcare workers and public health authorities was considered as
important for event detection under the IHR (2005) (MacDonald et al., 2011). A collaboration across different disciplines is also
recommended by the “One Health Approach”.

6. CONCLUSION
Public health authorities which would like to be able to assess timely the risk resulting from non-communicable events like
environmental hazards could make use of routinely collected EMS services data. This can support the implementation of the IHR
(2005) in WHO member states to report on events that might fall under the condition of a potential PHEIC.
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Abstract
The Southern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance (SACIDS) is a consortium of southern African academic and
research institutions involved with infectious diseases of humans and animals. It is a One Health Virtual Centre that operates
through these institutions in smart partnership with centres of research in industrialised countries.
The genesis of the Southern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance (SACIDS) is rooted in the realisation that
infectious diseases are and will continue to be a formidable challenge to human welfare and economic development in Africa
over the horizon of 30 years from 2005, and thereby impede Africa’s ability to meet the targets of the UN Millennium
Development Goals (MDG). This view is reinforced by recent studies (King et al, 2006; Brownlie et al 2006; Brownlie et al
2005; Rweyemamu et 2006; Jones et al 2008; Woolhouse, 2008; FAO/OIE/WHO, 2008), which lead to the following
conclusions:
x
About 60% of all infectious pathogens of humans originate from animals
x
Many existing diseases will remain important, but new diseases will emerge in the future – noting that in the last 25 to
30 years, some 70 to 75% of new/emerging infectious diseases of humans had originated from animals;
x
Major infectious diseases are endemic in Africa and Asia; they constitute a high risk for future marginalisation of
Africa;
x
Economic development, changes in habitation and farming systems, globalisation of travel and trade as well as climatic
variations are likely to fuel the spread of infectious diseases;
x
Human mobility and access to international markets for African animal and plant commodities could be severely
constrained by infectious diseases;
x
Societal contexts will be crucial in realising the benefits of the new technological systems. Culture and governance
issues are often under-rated in disease management programmes in Africa;
x
Substantial advances in infectious disease prevention and management will be made through integration of research
across health sectors (human, animal, plant) and disciplines (natural and social science).
Africa is also exceptional in the proportion of communicable diseases suffered with 72% of the disease burden attributable to
poverty, interactions between socio-economic opportunities and the health of animals, people and ecosystems, compared to 27%
in the rest of the world.The environmental aspect is a key feature in Africa. Smith et al. (1999) estimated that about 40% of the
burden of disease in sub-Saharan Africa was environmentally determined – far higher than any other region. For Southern and
East Africa these factors are further complicated by the fact that this region probably has the highest concentration of wildlife in
the world, which coupled with pastoral nomadism and wildlife migration lead to what is probably the highest human-livestockwildlife interaction and a thereby complex pathogen flow patterns across the three sectors (Kock et al 2010). The wetland and
forest ecosystems of the of Congo Basin are characterised by a low livestock density, the consequence of which is that
communities depend on hunting for bush meat and insect in the forests. This also leads to an eco-system of high human-wildlifeinsect interaction and another form of compext pathogen flow across the wildlife-human interface (Muyembe et al, 2012).
Another important aspect of health is that climate change is likely to impact more heavily in Africa than most other parts of the
world and particularly in drylands. For example, more frequent flood and drought cycles appear to be driving outbreaks of
diseases such as Rift Valley fever (Linthicum et al, 1999; Pepin et al, 2010). Droughts result in migrations and stress leading to
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more severe epidemics. For human disease, malaria is increasing in range and seasonality resulting in substantial increase in the
population at risk (Wilkinson, 2006)
Accordingly, since 2005, it has become increasingly apparent that the most cost-effective strategy for addressing the high
infectious disease burden and risk in Africa has to be through close collaboration between the human and animal health sectors
and through a form of sharing expertise and resources across African institutions and ideally be based on ecological systems,
which, in Africa, often transcend administrative or national boundaries. Furthermore, a study of the burden of disease would need
to go beyond the biology of pathogens and the pathological interaction between pathogen and host. Such studies would need to
be holistic in approach and embrace such concepts as ecosystems health, socio-economics, governance, sociology including
syndemics (Singer, 2009; Parkes et al. 2005; Lopez et al. 2006; Rweyemamu et al., 2012).
SACIDS seeks to link approaches that are driven by natural sciences with those that are based on social sciences in the study of
infectious diseases. Thus its Mission is to harness innovation in science and technology in order to improve the capacity of
Africa to detect, identify and monitor infectious diseases of humans, animals, ecosystems and their interactions in order to better
manage the risk posed by them. Consequently, the SACIDS One Health focus is to address infectious diseases in the endemic
settings of Sub-Saharan Africa through a collaborative effort between natural and social sciences to advance the understanding
of interactions between humans, animals and the environment to improve public and animal health. Although, the SACIDS One
Health focus is on infectious or communicable diseases, this focus is in line with the definitions or hypotheses advanced by
others such as (King, 2008; FAO/OIE/WHO, 2008; European Commission, 2010; Zinsstag et al 2011)
SACIDS focuses on trans-disciplinarity with equitable involvement on the one hand of the human and animal health sectors at
national and regional level and on the other of scientists with communities and policy managers. SACIDS operates as a Virtual
Centre whose approach is driven by the concepts of Smart Partnerships and the Community of Practice principle (Wenger, 2002).
Thus SACIDS is rooted in institutions that are already linked within a geo-political entity, that therefore would already have had
some inclination towards inter-institutional and inter-country collaboration. So, within the region SACIDS strives to pull
resources and expertise around a common theme. Then each theme links institutions in southern Africa with world-renowned
centres of research in industrialised countries to achieve its strategic mission, including and especially the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) and the Royal Veterinary College (RVC), which, themselves are linked through the
London International Development Centre (LIDC).
Our approach for filling the knowledge and skills gap is through two One Health MSc programmes (Fig 1) at Sokoine University
of Agriculture (SUA) in Tanzania and the Lusaka Campus of University of Zambia (UNZA). The course at SUA specialises in
molecular biology while the one at UNZA focuses on analytical epidemiology. We also organise short targeted courses for
practitioners.

Structure of SACIDS Sponsored
One Health MSc at SUA and UNZA for Yr1 Courses;
(Yr2 devoted to research project)

Intake 2010/11 =8
Intake 2011/12 = 8
Intake 2011/12 = 11

SUA

Curriculum developed with RVC and LSHTM

Fig 1: Structure of One Health MSc Courses developed by SACIDS.
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From the research capacity perspective, so far we have focused on seven themes, each represented by an exemplar, namely: (i)
Climate dependent, vector-borne diseases, with Rift Valley fever as the exemplar; (ii) Diseases with potential inter-species
concern/spread between wildlife, livestock and humans – represented by Tuberculosis; (iii) Diseases of economic and food
security importance – represented by foot-and-mouth disease; (iv) Bacterial rare diseases – represented by plague; (v)
Dangerous Emerging diseases – represented by Ebola and Marburg; (vi) Systems for disease surveillance and preparedness
analysis – focusing on participatory epidemiology and the application of mobile technologies to field data capture and
transmission; and (vii) socio-economic approaches to One Health policy research. We try and focus several of our programmes
in defined eco-systems. The Community of Practice approach allows for co-supervision or mentorship of PhD students and
Postdoctoral Research fellows, the sharing of resources (e.g. for studying Filoviruses, see Fig 2), encourages SACIDS theme
scientists to collaborate with other groups working in similar fields (e.g. studying foot-and-mouth disease, see Fig 3) and allows
for communities and policy makers to be members of a Community of Practice in SACIDS programmes.

Filovirus Community of Practice:
Studying the ecology of Filoviruses in the Congo Basin

(Sharing resources and expertise)

Collecting bats by mist
nets in Luebo, DRC

Within the BSL-4 Lab of the NICD
Johannesburg

Sample processing in a
field laboratory in Luebo

Fig 2: Sharing resources and expertise for studying the ecology of Filoviruses in the Congo Basin.

FMD Programme: SACIDS/CIDLID BBSRC-DfID/SADC-TADs

BBSRC/DfID
2010-2014
Univ.
Glasgow
UK
Prof.
Perry
UK/East Africa

SUA
Tanzania

WRLFMD
IAH
UK

CVL
Tanzania

WT-SACIDS
2
2009-2014
OVI
RSA

NEU
Tanzania

TAWIRI
Tanzania

UNZA
Zambia

BVI
Bot
RVC UK

CVRI
Zambia

SADC-TADs

Fig 3: Three separately funded projects collaborating in a common programme for studying FMD endemicity in southern and East
Africa
(funding sources: African Development Bank to SADC Secretariat; BBSRC/DfID to University of Glasgow and Wellcome Trust to SACIDS)

Added Value: The SACIDS model of a Virtual Centre located in Africa that seeks effective collaboration with international
research expertise and focuses on infectious diseases from a trans-disciplinary, One Health approach is still novel and
underfunded. Nevertheless, the goal of global health security is likely to be well served the more there are similar local
innovations, like SACIDS and AfriqueOne, that are based in developing countries where conventional epidemic, emerging and
neglected zoonoses tend to be endemic.

Acknowledgement: SACIDS is funded primarily by grants from the Wellcome Trust, Rockefeller Foundation and Google
Foundation. We are also grateful to the support of Sokoine University of Agriculture, and those sponsors, such as FAO of the
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ABSTRACT: Rabies causes 55,000 human deaths annually, half of which are in children under 15 years of age, and has the
highest mortality rate of any infectious disease. This fatal zoonotic disease is endemic throughout most of Asia and Africa, where
over 98% of all human rabies deaths occur from exposure to canine rabies. Additionally, lack of surveillance and adequate
control measures have enabled rabies to spread to previously rabies-free areas (e.g recent outbreak in Bali leading to human
rabies deaths). The gravity of the human health burden, as well as an ignorance of the best methods to control the disease and
hence protect human health can, and often do, result in extreme animal suffering (e.g. dog culling). Not only is the animals’
welfare ignored, but such methods are not supported by evidence. In 2005, the WHO stated that “there is no evidence that
removal of dogs alone has ever had a significant impact on dog population densities or the spread of rabies” and “mass canine
vaccination campaigns have been the most effective measure for controlling canine rabies”. Indeed, evidence converges to
demonstrate the widespread public health, economic and conservation benefits of canine vaccination. We furthermore know that
mass dog vaccination is feasible and effective in a wide range of settings.
Keywords: Rabies control, mass dog vaccination, animal welfare.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rabies has been one of the most feared diseases throughout history and has the highest case-fatality ratio of infectious diseases
(Rupprecht et al. 2002). Rabies is a fatal zoonotic disease, caused by infection with a number of genetically closely related
viruses among the Lyssavirus genus (Rupprecht et al. 2002). It is a viral encephalitis that is spread through the saliva of infected
hosts (Rupprecht et al. 2002).Clinical manifestations vary, but the neurological phase often includes increased aggression and a
tendency to bite and thereby transmit infection; rapid progression to death is then inevitable. Although rabies can infect and be
maintained in several different host species, domestic dogs are by far the most important source of infection to humans, with
more than 95% of human cases caused by bites from rabid dogs (WHO 1999). Rabies is an important disease that exerts a
substantial burden on human and animal health, public health economies, wildlife conservation and animal welfare.

2. UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS TO CONTROL RABIES
While rabies has been successfully controlled in Western Europe, the disease remains endemic is most of Asia and Africa, where
99% of human deaths occur (WHO 1999). If there have been successes in some parts of the world, why is canine rabies still
escalating elsewhere…and are these problems ones that we can tackle with the tools that are currently available? The great
drama of rabies is that we’ve had the solution for a very long time: Pasteur developed a human and a canine vaccine over a
hundred years ago. Unfortunately, cruel and fruitless methods, such as dog culling, are still used in many parts of the world, in an
attempt to control and eliminate rabies.
Dogs also suffer greatly in our attempts to control their populations and in misguided attempts to control rabies. In fact, millions
of dogs each year are inhumanely killed in vain by poisoning, shooting, gassing, beating and drowning (Fig. 1). Dog populations
bounce back and rabies is not eliminated. In 2005, the WHO stated that “there is no evidence that removal of dogs alone has ever
had a significant impact on dog population densities or the spread of rabies”.
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Fig. 1: Culling of a dog in Asia

3. THE EXAMPLE OF BALI
When rabies reached Bali in 2008, the immediate response was to cull dogs in an attempt to control the outbreak. But it didn’t
work. What did work was stopping the culling and starting a mass dog vaccination programme: the number of rabies cases in
humans and dogs significantly decreased rapidly (Putra et al. 2011). Several island-wide mass vaccination campaigns will be
necessary, but Putra et al. (2011) conclude that rabies will be eliminated from Bali.

Fig. 2: First mass dog vaccination campaign in Bali in 2010

4. TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE APPROACH OF RABIES CONTROL: MASS DOG VACCINATION

Evidence converges to demonstrate the widespread public health, economic and conservation benefits of canine vaccination
(Cleaveland et al. 2006). Indeed, rabies can often be eliminated by controlling the disease in the reservoir host (e.g. Lembo et al.
2007). We know that by vaccinating 70% - creating the herd immunity that acts as a barrier to the spread of the disease - or more
of the total dog population we can reduce or eliminate rabies in humans (Coleman and Dye 1996). In 2005, the WHO stated that
“mass canine vaccination campaigns have been the most effective measure for controlling canine rabies”.
Some crucial factors to the effectiveness of a mass dog vaccination programme are listed below:
i. It must be systematic and based on a proper survey of the dog population, not just the number of registered dogs, if that even
exists.
ii. Vaccinated dogs should be identified with a temporary mark of some kind – such as a red collar or non-toxic paint – and there
must be an assessment of vaccination coverage based on a follow-up survey not simply on the number of vaccines used.
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iii. Cooperation from the community is essential, and the public must be sensitized to the vaccination programme and their
confidence in the campaign maintained by demonstrating the proper handling of dogs and good standards and practices. Dog
owners should be encouraged to bring and restrain their own dogs, which promotes an essential concept of responsible pet
ownership.

5. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH

In the fight against rabies, the priority is to safeguard human welfare but not at the unnecessary expense of dogs, but far too often
this comes down to a matter of available resources: “How can we care about animal welfare when human welfare is so low?”.
Animal welfare is often seen as an added cost, a burden. WSPA believes that the adoption of good animal welfare can directly
benefit human health and can actually be central to the success of our attempts to halt the spread of rabies. To ensure
sustainability, coordinated dog vaccination programmes will be needed that have political support and that integrate public
health, veterinary and livestock and animal welfare agencies. The implementation of an integrated “One health” approach appears
as the key to a successful and sustainable rabies control programme.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Mass dog vaccination should prevent rabies in dogs, humans, and wildlife. Nevertheless, it is also critical that awareness and
education programs are set in place to ensure prompt treatment of exposures in humans. The ultimate goal is that every dog has
someone to take responsibility for its welfare and for the risk it poses to others. In the end, one should simply recognise the value
of dogs in human society and the crucial role that dog welfare plays in rabies control.
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Vitalab – Work Place health promotion for a whole region, project and project
evaluation

1.

Purpose
The University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland (FHNW)
implements in cooperation with Health Promotion Switzerland (HPS), a
nationally acting funding agency for health and prevention, as with local
business partners an innovative workplace health promotion project for
small and micro enterprises (SEs). The pilot region is located in the Canton of
Lucerne and includes more than one hundred companies. The first
innovative approach is to foster health promoting tools in a whole region
and not only vertically within one company. The second one is to realise
healthy workplaces not only in SME and big companies, but also in SEs, as
98% of Swiss workforce work in this setting. This approach will be
disseminated in other regions of Switzerland.
SME have limited finances for WHP. Common WHP programs are too costly.
In addition, they have limited personal resources, limited time resources,
low sensitisation for WHP and less division of work (boss is manager and
worker). In SMEs you find mostly family enterprises (labour and private
spheres are not separated) and due to the workload also a multiple burden
(Business, Family, regional public activities). Last but not least SME are
confronted with a lack of long-time strategies (no business plans).

2.

Scope

The major challenge is to persuade and commit the management of the benefits of Workplace
Health Promotion (WHP) and to foster WHP in general in order to increase productivity on one hand
and health status on the other hand. There is evidence that you get an ROI of 1:3 for WHP
interventions. This means for every Dollar invested you get a long-term return on investment of
three dollars.
Regional WHP approach: Access to SEs will be gained via regional WHP networks. The WHP network
is established and maintained by regional (business) partners in the area concerned, which should
significantly facilitate the initiation of contacts, awareness-raising and the implementation of WHP.
In the pilot regions, regional "work and health" advice centres are being developed, which will be
responsible e.g. for network establishment and sustainability. This is a new approach as normally
WHP programs are only implemented in single enterprises.
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Incentives for SEs: Enterprises should be able to derive immediate financial benefits from the
implementation of WHP. The project will have to determine which types of incentives are most
effective for SEs.
Comparative advantage for the whole region: The project will also investigate whether the spread
of WHP among enterprises represents an economic advantage for the region, and if so, whether this
can be marketed as a locational advantage (e.g. a label for the region as a whole) for quality of life in
a rural area.

3.

Method

The project is implemented by using qualitative and quantitative methods. Surveys and
questionnaires provide evidence based data, where as training tools are developed and introduced
by the management and by the workers.

4.

Results

We are currently in half time of project implementation. Training programmes and coaching are
widely realised in the fields of leadership, healthy workplaces, stress prevention, team building, life
domain balance and nutrition. As a consequence companies taking part gather healthy, engaged
employees, less absences, higher productivity and more innovation. This will consequently attract
the region and reduce health insurance fees for the companies. It is also a innovative approach to
reduce fluctuation and attract qualified employees.

5.

Evaluation

This evaluation will assess a new regional approach to the introduction of workplace health
management in small enterprises. The first pilot region selected for implementation and evaluation is
the Lucerne Seetal (lake valley), which is home to 1700 enterprises with around 12,000 jobs.
Responsibility for planning and conduct of the evaluation lies with the Institute of Management (IfU)
at the FHNW School of Business.

The evaluation is designed to achieve the following objectives:

x Justification vis-à-vis the Foundation Council of Health Promotion Switzerland (HPS) and the
public (demonstrating the return on the resources deployed).
x Learning from pilot projects with a view to wider implementation of the project in numerous
regions.
x Establishing a basis for assessing whether wider implementation should be pursued.
x Assessing the effectiveness of the regional approach.
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x Quality control/enhancement of the products to be developed
x Generating new scientific knowledge.
In addition, the evaluation will employ the criteria of the Best Practice approach of HPS, i.e.
systematic consideration of the following three dimensions: Values, Knowledge and Context.

Given the complexity of the VitaLab project, a special IfU evaluation model has been developed,
combining elements of the outcome model (HPS) with elements of the knowledge-oriented
implementation process (North 2005). The model distinguishes four evaluation levels – overall
project, pilot project/region, enterprises and intervention instruments – and also involves four
realisation levels – results, intervention, implementation level and goals. Key indicators have been
defined for the various goals.

6.

Conclusion

The project shows that state of the art workplace health promotion fosters the well being of workers,
increase productivity and quality of life for a whole region.
1. Development of WHP offerings suitable for application in SMEs: Practical and needs-oriented
methods of analysis, courses and advisory services are to be developed, which will be
implemented and evaluated in the pilot regions. We are also looking for Regional sponsors.
That may be suitable institutions, companies or bodies promoting the regional economy,
which are firmly rooted in the region concerned, and which have a sound knowledge of and
close links to local SEs in particular, as well as a demonstrable interest in the introduction of
WHP.
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ABSTRACT: Afghanistan remains one of the most food insecure places in the world. An estimated 10 million people were
considered food insecure in 2011. Our study conducted in 2009, profiles food security in the high altitude province of
Badakhshan, where food production is limited by insufficient arable land, a shorter growing season, poor marketing and lack
of inputs. A key recommendation of this study is that food security in all of the 195 villages assessed could be significantl y
increased through greater income diversification. The villages were located between an altitude of 1272m and 3680m, with
52% assessed as being poor, and 48% considered food insecure in an average year. Livelihoods are concentrated
predominantly on subsistence farming. During times of insecurity, families employ coping mechanisms including selling
assets; migrating; purchasing food on credit; increasing child labour; and begging for food. These mechanisms in turn have a
in/direct but negative impact on health especially among communities at high altitudes that are already vulnerable and fragile
at best. While there have been improvements in food security in 2010, a precipitation deficit in 2011 shows that off-farm
income diversification still represents the best opportunity for improving food security. Secure and regular incomes militate
against shocks caused by natural hazards and the recurring cycles of food insecurity. The increase in incomes can also be
reinvested back into renewing agricultural assets and providing new technologies, leading to improved yields, productivity
and sustainability. Policies necessary to increase access to off-farm employment include greater education and capacity
development; increasing microfinance facilities; business training; price regulation; and improving market systems.
Keywords: Food security, Natural and man-made disasters, livelihoods, poverty, high altitude communities

1. INTRODUCTION
Afghanistan has endured decades of political instability, protracted conflict and natural disasters, all of which have
contributed to food insecurity in the country. Current estimates from the World Food Programme, suggest that in 2011 some
10 million people are food insecure (World Food Programme, News, 2011, World Food Programme, 2011).
Badakhshan is one of the 34 provinces of Afghanistan. It is located in the north-east of the country, between the Hindu Kush
and the Amu Darya. It is primarily bordered by Tajikistan to the north and east. To the east of the province, the Wakhan
Corridor extends above northern Pakistan's Chitral and Northern Areas to a border with China. The province has a total area
of 44,060 km², most of which is occupied by the Hindu Kush and Pamir mountain ranges. Badakhshan is one of the most
populated provinces of Afghanistan with 2 million inhabitants. Historically, the province has always been food insecure even
during peace times and prior to the 1980s, when the local agriculture production only met 50% of needs. The relatively
recent food (price) crisis of 2008-2009 has further increased vulnerability among the population among other factors.

2.0 METHODOLOGY
Our study conducted in 2009, profiles food security in the high altitude regions of Badakhshan where food production is
limited by insufficient arable land, extreme winters, a shorter growing season, poor marketing and lack of inputs. The study
was conducted over a period of ten months starting in mid-June, 2009. Teams of trained assessors, accompanied by
community volunteers, visited 195 villages and interviewed key informants including members of the village councils,
officials of the local and district governmental officials and members of the civil society organisations. Information
collected included data on population demography, livelihoods, state of food security, causes of food insecurity, coping with
food insecurity, and strategies to manage food insecurity. A semi-structured assessment form was designed, translated into
Dari and validated to facilitate use at the field level.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The survey focused on 195 villages at high attitudes, and examined both agro-ecological (e.g. altitude, wheat yields) and
socio-economic factors (e.g. market access, infrastructure, and livelihoods).
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Many of the 195 villages surveyed were found to be food insecure despite various efforts to rehabilitate agricultural systems,
improve livelihoods and militate against disaster. Insufficient support, infrastructure, and access to markets; frequent shocks
such as floods, landslides, and droughts; demands on natural resources, recent (sharp) increases in the price of food, fuel and
transportation have all contributed to increasing the vulnerability of these rural populations. This is further borne out by a
recent World Bank Survey which indicates that almost 70% of the local population is calorie deficient and 61% are
considered to be in poverty (World Bank, 2011, p.1). International trade links are barely developed outside of narcotics,
despite sharing international borders with Pakistan, Tajikistan, and China. Legal trade exists only with Tajikistan across two
border posts, both of which are difficult to access (especially in winter). There is no major electricity grid and the first paved
main road (linking it to neighbouring Takhar) came to the province in 2010. Badakhshan’s inaccessibility and lack of
available agricultural land has resulted in a slow and generally underdeveloped local economy.
The study reveals a population locked into a cycle of food insecurity with very few avenues of escape. The increased
incidence of natural disaster coupled with a dependency on subsistence farming has meant that Badakhshan is a region
blighted by poverty and very low living standards.

3.1. Altitude
Badakhshan province is largely mountainous (reaching as far up as 7485 m), allowing for little agriculture except animal
husbandry usually of sheep and goats. The population surveyed is mostly settled in higher altitude areas: 49% at 2,500 to
3,000m range followed by 24% at 2,000 to 2,500m range. 14% of the villages are at less than 2,000m while 13% are at more
than 3000m (Table 1).
Villages located above 2,000 m which depend mostly on subsistence farming for food are generally food insecure and
characterised by both low food consumption and lack of dietary diversity. They also have relatively higher rates of maternal
and child mortality. These mountainous areas have only one crop per year and there is very little arable land for cultivation.
Many communities in these areas are geographically isolated because of poor or no roads and they have little or no access to
seasonal food markets or health facilities. The traditional livelihood system in these areas is primarily livestock husbandry
which is negatively affected as a result of widespread coping mechanisms coupled with poor markets.
Table 1: Altitude of surveyed villages
Districts

Villages

Arghanj Khaw

<2,000m

2,000-2,500m

2,500-3000m

>3,000m

13

9

3

1

Darayem

5

5

Ishkashim

34

6

26

2

Jurm

3

Kuran Wa Munjan

17

1

14

2

Maimai

15

7

5

3

Nusai

14

8

1

5

Shughnan

14

3

9

2

Shukai

6

6

Wakshan

42

4

20

Warduj

3

2

1

Yomgan

7

4

2

Zebak

22

Overall

195

2

1

1

18

20

2

27

47

96

25

14%

24%

49%

13%
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3.2 Overall Living Conditions
Villages were scored according to ﬁve levels: Very poor, poor, sufficient, good and very good. 102 villages were below
normal (poor or very poor), 33 villages were normal (sufficient), and the remaining 60 villages above normal (good or very
good). While, the data was encouraging in identifying a significant number of villages above normal, that fact that the
majority were below normal, indicates a worrying trend. In addition, the political and geographic instability in the region
means that the 33 villages considered normal remain vulnerable, with a high risk of deterioration.

3.3 Livelihoods
Diversity of income streams outside of the agricultural sector is a key component to ensuring food security. The main source
of on-farm income in the villages is crop production (58%) and livestock (30%); followed by fruit production (7%) and
forestry (5%). Only 6.5% of the total population is employed in the off-farm sector. With sufficient infrastructure and
investment it is clear that there exists a vast labour pool which can be channelled into productive industries. Overall, about
52% of off-farm employment is in the work force (labourers), followed by government service – mainly education
department (28%), military (11%), private service; NGOs (5%), with business/shopkeepers at 4%.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Crop Production

Livestock

Fruit Production

Forestry

Figure 1: Livelihoods in surveyed districts

3.4. Food Security Conditions
Food secure villages were scored either as normal or borderline, and food insecure villages were scored either as insecure or
very insecure, depending on the severity of the conditions in that year. In an average year, 82 villages are borderline, 17 are
secure and 96 are insecure. The number of very insecure villages in 2008 increased from 32 in an average year to 56
compared to 54 expected in the bad year. The average annual food gap duration in the villages is 58 days, and the average
number of households within a village which are food insecure is 80%. In a bad year, the percentage of food insecure
households’ is higher than 90% in all areas and is 100% in 10 of the 13 districts. In the face of such conditions, families
employ various (damaging) coping mechanisms; respondents indicated that they have on different occasions resorted to
selling assets, migrating, purchasing food on credit, increasing child labour, and begging.

3.5. Overall Causes of Food Insecurity
The villages surveyed identified a number of different causes of food insecurity. In 186 villages, lack of agricultural inputs is
the main cause of food insecurity followed by damage from hazards (138 villages, poor markets (133) and lack of
employment (118). The effects of natural disasters are exacerbated by the lack of infrastructure and the isolation of villages
strung out along high mountain valleys, causing disruption to food production. Addiction to drugs as a cause of food
insecurity was an important factor while other causes included access, economic, land, crop and livestock pests and diseases;
weather, and water availability.

3.6 Wheat Yields and Prices
Yield of irrigated wheat is a good indicator of food productivity in these areas. Overall, the 2008 average yield in the villages
(742 Kg/ha) was lower compared to 907 Kg/ha in 2007 and 888 Kg/ha in 2006. The 2008 rain-fed wheat yield (408 Kg/ha)
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was on average 85% of the 2007 yield (481 Kg/ha) and 70% of the 2006 yield (587 Kg/ha). On average, the rain fed yield is
47% of the irrigated wheat yields; It was 34% in 2006, 47% in 2007 and 45% in 2008. In 2011, the combination of falling
yield in both rain-fed, and irrigated lands in Badakhshan, coupled with a decrease the respective geographical area available
for farming has seen a significant wheat deficit arise (-86100 metric tons). Wheat prices have significantly risen in 2011 also,
with prices of wheat and wheat flour up 79% on the year before. The July 2011 price of all cereals together increased by 60
percent above pre-food price crises (Jan-Oct 2007). (FEWS, 2011)

4.0 CONCLUSION: KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
On basis of information collected from the food security assessment and from discussions with community leaders,
authorities and officials of a number of civil society institutions, the following inter-linked measures were recommended for
responding to the repeated cycles of food crisis: Promoting Community Food Security activities, empowering the
Community Development Councils (CDCs), developing a comprehensive food insecurity surveillance and response
mechanism, designation of an in-house food security coordinator, developing community owned food stockpiles, introducing
agriculture diversification, agro-enterprises and value added agriculture to reduce the food gap; improving access to
appropriate agricultural inputs, providing cash transfers to the most vulnerable during food crisis, implementing disaster
mitigation projects, improving nutrition and hygiene, and strengthening links with National food security programs. Two
further recommendations also emerge from the study:
1.

Recognition that food distribution based programmes do not represent the best method of achieving food security.
Income-generating programs are generally a more efficient such as the Afghan National Emergency Employment
Programme (NEEP) and micro-finance programs. Regular wage incomes smooth consumption patterns therefore also
ensuring health and education security. These incomes can also be reinvested back to purchasing agricultural inputs
thereby ensuring a diversity of incomes and food sources within a single household.

2.

Climate change represents a major threat to food security in Afghanistan, and in particular mountainous areas such
Badakhshan where natural hazards are prevalent. An approach which not only emphasises food security, but also
outlines a path to food sovereignty should be considered. National programmes which engage locally governing CDCs
are best situated to tackle this issue successfully. Sustainable food production, resolving disputes related to land tenure,
and stewardship of natural resources needs to be encouraged. Water conservation, food harvesting techniques based on
indigenous knowledge and low tech construction methods need to be intensified through basic technology transfer and
extension work by agricultural aid agencies. Drought-resistant high market value crops should be identified and tested
for long-term productivity.

In conclusion, only an integrated (and adaptive) approach will ensure a sustainable food security future in Afghan
Badakhshan with improved health outcomes, especially among high attitude vulnerable communities against a background
of climate change, disasters, land degradation and development challenges.
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ABSTRACT: A better understanding of disease dynamics across species and sectors should consider the effects and
impacts of multiple factors. These include animal and human population growth, globalized trade, surges in demand for
animal foods, climate change, and rapid changes in land use. Pathogens find convenient niches generated by constant changes
to both landscapes and agricultural production. Pathogens are able to overcome species barriers, political boundaries, and
compartmentalized health systems. FAO sees One Health as a collaborative, crosscutting, multidisciplinary mechanism to
address threats and reduce risks of diseases. One Health can build cohesion to collective efforts in health protection and
improved nutrition. FAO units have already built tools to better address disease threats at global and local levels. These tools
seek improved efficiency and resilience in animal food production systems. Healthy animal production systems converge
with efforts to feed the world through sustainable food production and coherent natural resource management. FAO works
with OIE and WHO to strengthen animal and public health systems by providing inputs into standard setting processes and
strategy developments. Also, early warning and rapid response mechanisms have been developed jointly to explore risks at
the animal-human-ecosystems interface. One Health aims to improve livelihoods, promote rural development, and ensure
food security. Also, it fosters community participation and gender equity in terms of resources, information, goods, services,
and decision-making in rural and urban areas. The approach calls for increased public and private investments to strengthen
existing agriculture and rural development systems. Partnering with other UN organizations and programs ensures that a
proper balance is achieved. Overall, FAO embraces the One Health approach by engaging its depth of skills and a
multidisciplinary focus.

1.

INTRODUCTION

FAO envisages greater emphasis on health through preventive safety measures and sustainability across the continuum of
natural resource management, land use, farming practices, food supply and marketing channels. In practical terms, the focus
remains with the strengthening of veterinary-public health systems, building on the early warning, early detection and early
response capacities and platforms established over the past 30 years. However, the greater emphasis on prevention extends to
safer practices in the production environment and food chain. Food safety considerations extend to live animal production
and marketing, bush and wild meat trade and wildlife conservation. Apart from directly enhancing health protection FAO
proposes greater transparency and improved traceability in food production and supply, with less transactions and where
applicable more localness, which arguably would contribute to decreased risks. The agro-ecological drivers of disease
emergence have to be identified and confronted. The risks posed by the mix of traditional and industrial production systems
coinciding in the same farming landscape and sharing the same distribution and marketing channels have to be addressed
with some urgency as threats are on the increase. The same applies to conflicts that arise at the meeting points of urban/rural
economies and natural ecologies with encroachment and loss of biodiversity of the latter.
We present the main elements of FAO’s contribution to One Health, paving the way for an approach to health protection
defined in broader terms, extending to social and agro-ecological resilience. It seeks to tease out the components of the
Strategy that fall within the technical, policy and developmental scopes of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations.

2. DYNAMICS IN WORLD ANIMAL AGRICULTURE
The livestock revolution continues (SOFA 2009). Rapid growth and technological innovation have led to profound structural
changes in the livestock sector, including: a progressive move from smallholder mixed farms towards large-scale specialized
industrial production systems; a shift in the geographic locus of demand and supply the developing world; and an increasing
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emphasis on global sourcing and marketing. These changes have implications for the ability of the livestock sector to expand
production in sustainable ways that promote food security, poverty reduction and public health.
The livestock revolution is demand driven. Consumption of livestock products has increased rapidly in developing countries
over the past decades, particularly starting from 1980s. Per caput consumption growth has markedly outpaced that of other
major food commodity groups. Per caput milk consumption in the developing countries almost doubled, meat more than
tripled and egg consumption increased by a factor of five since the 1960s.
Significantly, livestock supports the livelihoods and food security of almost a billion people. In many developing countries,
livestock keeping is a multifunctional activity. Beyond its direct role in generating food and income, livestock are valuable
assets, serving as a store of health, collateral for credit and an essential safety net during times of crisis. Livestock are central
to mixed farming systems, produce valuable manure for fertilizing and conditioning fields and provide draught power for
ploughing and transport.
Almost 80 percent of the world’s undernourished people live in rural areas (Hunger Task Force, 2003) and most depend on
agriculture, including livestock, for their livelihoods. FAO data suggest that 60 percent of rural households keep livestock. A
significant share of the livestock outputs of rural households is sold and generates a sizeable contribution to cash income. The
average number of livestock per household is quite small and, in some countries, the poorest rural households are more likely
to hold livestock than wealthier ones. The urban population now surpasses the rural demographic with peri-urban
environments characterised by high density populations, including livestock, vermin, scavenging carnivores, poor hygiene
and want of access to health care.
On a negative note, livestock brings a growing number of novel diseases, posing a threat to public health in addition to
presenting a direct problem to animal production and welfare. A further negative of the livestock sector is its contribution to
greenhouse gas emission, affecting climate change and, perhaps above all, the incidence of pest and disease in agriculture.

3. ANIMAL AND PANDEMIC INFLUENZA
The H5N1 highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) has become entrenched in a restricted number of countries in Africa
and Asia. While the human death toll has been relatively low, the presence of the disease in domestic poultry continues to
pose a significant health risk to humans, to people’s livelihood and to safe commerce. The rapid spread of the disease in
Southeast Asia in 2004 and then into Europe and Africa in 2005, accompanied by the fear that pandemic influenza may
emerge from the ongoing H5N1 HPAI infection in domestic poultry has resulted in an unprecedented global response to
control and prevent the spread of the disease. No other animal disease has received so much attention and immediate funding
as H5N1 HPAI. This truly reflects the concern of the world at large with the potential impact of pathogens circulating in
animal agriculture. Apart from causing over one hundred million human deaths, a severe pandemic may bring several
trillions of USD losses to the world economy and create societal chaos.
Importantly, H5N1 occurrence in poultry and wildlife and fears of a human pandemic triggered enhanced inter-sectoral
collaboration among the international technical agencies and at the level of many countries and heightened the public
awareness of the importance of highly infectious animal diseases. Pandemic preparedness, contingency planning and the
production of vaccines and antivirals have been significantly enhanced.
It is expected that influenza type A host radiation in domestic animals and humans will continue, showing a gradual albeit
progressive increase in the number of circulating viruses. The veterinary and public health implications are likely to be
considerable.

4. DRIVERS OF DISEASE EMERGENCE
Perhaps the most fundamental factor driving disease emergence is demographic forces, both in humans and domestic
animals. Human population growth is projected to rise to 8 billion by 2025, mostly in Asia, Africa and Latin America where
also most of the poor current live. This trend may yield more poor people in absolute terms. Almost concurrently to this
trend, there are a large number of Asian countries that are experiencing strong economic growth. The relatively wealthy and
growing numbers of middle class population in Asia is generating a greater demand for high quality animal source protein.
The significant demand for animal food will necessitate production of a huge number of live animals. In 2008 over 21 billion
food animals were produced to feed over six billion people. By 2020, this demand will increase by 50 percent requiring a rise
of an additional 10 billion food animals.
The sheer absolute numbers of people and animals will have wide ranging and serious implications on the availability, use
and management of land and water, forests and wildlife resources. The change in climate ecosytems and the greater human
contact with wild animals will result in increased exposure to new disease carrying vectors and pathogens. The higher density
of domestic animals and humans will likely present a conducive environment for existing and emerging pathogens, and the
projected increase in movement of people and animals will increase opportunities for the exchange of pathogens worldwide.
A rise in the number of poor people could force farming communities to raise their animals in inadequate sanitary or
otherwise high risk environments, resulting in the further entrenchment of existing disease burdens, which in turn, fuels
disease spread or changes in pathogen characteristics.
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5. RE-DEFINING HEALTH IN FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
Intensive animal agriculture involves mass rearing of animals in confined feeding operations. Health protection levels here
are defined in economic terms. The level of investment in disease control and prevention tends to approach the point beyond
which additional expenditure no longer translates into incremental production worth the extra money spent. Animal health at
the individual farm level relies on a package of husbandry practices, comprising balanced nutrition, animal welfare, adequate
housing, clinical health care and preventive vaccination. Bio-security measures may range from simple forms of biocontainment to more rigid bio-exclusion. In a farming landscape with a mosaic of variable size production units each of these
will adopt a justifiable economic level of investment, creating conflicts area-wide because of the heterogeneity in sanitary
conditions. Old and new forms of livestock production sharing distribution and marketing channels may enhance disease
introduction, spread and persistence.

6. HOTSPOTS, HOT PATHOGENS, DRIVERS AND FARMING SYSTEMS.
FAO estimates that eastern Asia alone has half the world’s standing population of domestic pigs. Also poultry is prominent
here, with an estimated 7 billion chicken, ducks and geese. Influenza viruses circulating in wild birds are progressively
encroaching poultry and pig production areas resulting in increasingly more human exposure and enhancing the likelihood of
animal-human virus genetic exchanges. Yet, it is as yet unclear what this means in terms of pandemic risk.
Some farming landscapes are innately more resilient to disease invasion. Farming systems and the agricultural intensification
process play a main role in pathogen evolution. Increases in host abundance may select for pathogens displaying enhanced
transmission. Epidemic forms of disease may go hand in hand with pathogen (often viral) jumps and spill-over to novel host
types. Smallholder flocks do not usually trigger the emergence of aggressive pathogens spreading around rapidly, or killing
large numbers of animals and/or also affecting humans. Neither do isolated industrial animal production plants with rigid bioexclusion and hygiene protocols. However, the reality usually comprises a mosaic of farm types and holding sizes, coupled to
a network of off-farm food chain interactions together yielding complex networks for pathogen transmission. Drug resistance
occurs where drug use is highest, mostly in rich countries and emerging economies. Pathogens of wildlife affecting domestic
animals and/or humans are more prominent near the Equator. Bats and rodents act as ubiquitous reservoirs for numerous
RNA and other viruses and together represent 70 percent of the total number of the mammal species found on the planet
earth.

7. STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS AND BASIS FOR FAO ACTION IN ONE HEALTH
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

The increased threats to human, animal and environmental health through existing and emerging pathogens is triggered
by multiple, often inter-related factors driven by global development trends;
Current approaches to animal disease prevention and control are largely based on disruption of pathogen transmission.
While these have proven to be effective in many situations (e.g. in the global eradication of rinderpest), they have been
less successful in others (e.g. the persistence of H5N1 highly pathogenic avian influenza despite significant elimination
efforts). There is increasing recognition that, in isolation, conventional approaches may be insufficient and that the root
causes of disease emergence and maintenance need to be addressed for more efficient and sustainable prevention and
control of infectious diseases.
None of the recent epidemic and pandemic events such as Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS), HPAI, and pandemic H1N1 are difficult to predict. They arose through complex
interactions of factors at the animal-human-ecosystem interface. Therefore, there is a need to broaden the current
predominantly reactive approaches to health protection to proactive measures of disease risk mitigation.
Current disease control approaches are driven by the public health (medical) or veterinary sector, each working in
isolation. This “silo behavior” excludes important fields such as forestry, wildlife, environment, economics, sociology,
anthropology, ecology, etc., and the lack of integrated practices impairs necessary synergistic action. This shortcoming
needs to be redressed not only, but particularly in the case of zoonotic diseases.
The prevention of animal diseases is, in most cases, far more cost-effective than their control - the economic impact of
a moderate influenza pandemic could reach USD 3 trillion, preventive action addressing root causes is therefore highly
justified.
Most of the high-impact diseases affect humans and are transboundary in nature; their prevention and control is
therefore central to preserving public health, and protecting this Common and Global Public Good is at the core of the
mandate of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and its partners, including the World
Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) and the World Health Organization (WHO).
Additional outreach to expertise such as those found at the UN Environmental Programme (UNEP) and the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) is needed.

8. FAO’S ONE HEALTH ACTION PLAN PRIORITIES
Building on the global dynamics in food and agriculture and the ensuing emergence of novel disease complexes, and
considering these novel threats in conjunction with the persisting classical disease burdens, the FAO Action plan sets out the
following priorities:
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-

Continuing the combat against HPAI with greater emphasis on a long term approach to preventative action control and
food chain safety precautions, starting with risk-reduction measures in endemic countries;
Building renovated disease management and risk prevention capacities;
Countering emerging disease pathogens dynamics and preventing extension into new areas and changes host
populations or shifting in virulence;
Ensuring human resources and provisions for surge capacity to support collaborative and coordinated activities at
regional and national levels.

9. ORGANIZATION-WIDE FOOD AND HEALTH SECURITY
The above priorities are being addressed in the broader context of achieving global food security, rural livelihood protection,
and balanced agricultural and natural resource management efforts. This entails House-wide involvement in the FAO One
Health Action Plan, with contributions from across the Organizational structure (Figure 1).

Figure 1: FAO domain and contribution to One Health
The Action Plan is reflected in the Medium Term Plan (2010-2013) and the Programme of Work and Budget. It fully
supports and connects to Organizational Results under:
x
Countries’ vulnerability to crisis, threats and emergencies is reduced through better preparedness and integration of risk
prevention and mitigation into policies, programmes and interventions
x
Countries and partners respond more effectively to crises and emergencies with food and agriculture-related
interventions
x
Countries and partners have improved transition and linkages between emergency, rehabilitation and development.
x
Institutional, policy and legal framework for food safety/quality management that support an integrated food chain
approach
x
National/regional authorities are effectively designing and implementing programmes of food safety and quality
management and control, according to international norms
x
New and revised internationally agreed standards and recommendations for food safetyand quality that serve as the
reference for international harmonization
x
Institutional, policy and legal frameworks for food safety/quality management that support an integrated food chain
approach
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x

More effective management of marine and inland capture fisheries by FAO Members and other stakeholders has
contributed to the improved state of fisheries resources, ecosystems and their sustainable use
x
Environmental values of forests, trees outside forests and forestry are better realised; strategies for conservation of forest
biodiversity and genetic resources, climate change mitigation and adaptation, rehabilitation of degraded lands, and water
and wildlife management are effectively implemented
x
Improved access to, and sharing of knowledge for natural resource management
x
Appropriate analysis, policies and services enable small producers to improve competitiveness, diversify into new
enterprises, increase value addition and meet market requirements
Thus, the FAO One Health Action Plan envisages to attain the twin objective of global food and health security.

10. REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT: Hundreds of pet owners refused to be evacuated without their companion animals when hurricane Katrina hit;
thousands more were forced to leave their animals behind (to die or roam the streets) in order to save their own lives. National
and international disaster relief NGOs have been forced to revamp their disaster management policies and welcomed cooperation
with animal welfare NGOs (e.g. the World Society for the Protection of Animals, WSPA, and the World Disaster Alliance for
Animals) thereafter. Why do companion animals mean so much to so many people in practically all cultures of the world? The
last three decades have resulted in much research on human-animal interactions and culminated in acceptance as a legitimate
field of research, e.g., by the US National Institutes of Health, in particular, NICHD. Pet animals bring many health benefits to
their owners (see www.iahaio.org), some hidden, others obvious, and they are increasingly being employed in animal-assisted
interventions to improve the health and well-being of subsets of the general public with special needs (see www.aat-isaat.org).
On the other hand, the risks of zoonoses from companion animals have probably been underestimated. For this reason the
European Commission, after positive reviews of a grant proposal submitted by a coalition of institutions/organizations
(Federation of Veterinarians of Europe, Belgium; University of Copenhagen, Denmark; the International Association of HumanAnimal Interaction Organizations, USA; Erasmus Medical Center, The Netherlands; the World Small Animal Veterinary
Association, Canada; the Federation of European Companion Animal Veterinary Associations, France; Istituto Zooprfilattico
Sperimentale “G. Caporale”, Italy; and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel), has awarded nearly € 1 Mio in an FP7 grant
to create a think tank on companion animals and zoonoses (CALLISTO). Indeed, in many respects human-companion animal
interactions are a perfect example of transdisciplinary research for “One Health”. The Institute for interdisciplinary Research on
Human-Animal Relations, IEMT-Switzerland, has developed 6 theses on how the field of human-animal relations provides added
value to the One Health Approach.

Keywords: companion animals, attachment, social support, health benefits, social capital
1. INTRODUCTION
Companion animals, especially dogs and cats, have accompanied humans thousands of years and are kept by people - in varying
degrees of closeness - in all cultures of the world irrespective of socio-economic developmental status. They were originally
revered for their utility but have probably always provided some degree of companionship to their owners. Until the late 1960s,
most people were unaware of the effects of such animals on their health and emotional wellbeing. Since then, but especially in
the last three decades, numerous studies have examined and demonstrated the positive effects of interactions with, even the mere
presence of companion animals on people of all ages in the general public, as well as therapeutically in animal-assisted
interventions for subsets of that public. In spite of that knowledge within the scientific/medical community, most people simply
“love” their companion animals, consider them to be family members, and mourn at their loss. At the latest hurricane Katrina
poignantly demonstrated this, when hundreds of pet owners refused to be evacuated unless they could take their companion
animals with them, and thousands more were forced to leave their animals behind (to starve or roam the streets) in order to save
their own lives. Other disasters hit farm animals as well, not only an animal welfare issue, but also wiping out the livelihoods of
farmers, reducing food supplies and causing further public health hazards. Many international organizations, e.g. the OIE, FAO,
ECHO and WSPA, now realize the importance of the interaction between human and animal welfare and health in such situations
and are beginning to plan accordingly.
The pet industry is known to be a multi-billion dollar endeavour, providing high quality food, health care and other items, not to
mention jobs. Of course it exploits the “love” of animals, but it also provides for the genuine needs of those animals and wishes
of their owners. But companion animals also bring costs: medical treatment for bites, emissions (noise and faeces removal), the
potential of zoonotic disease transmission, allergies etc. Why are companion animals important to so many people and why are
we willing to put up with those costs and risks?

2. THE IMPORTANCE OF COMPANION ANIMALS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZED WORLD
Just under 50% of all households in the industrialized world house at least one (often more than one) companion animal, so the
phenomenon is widespread. Although pets are known to be kept in practically all, current and past hunter-gatherer societies, they
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are certainly less frequent in those and not fed premium diets! Nevertheless, the human tendency to be attracted to nature,
animals and plants, is universal and called biophilia (Wilson, 1984; Kellert and Wilson, 1993). Although the biophilia hypothesis
is the most recent explanation for the popularity and influence of animals on our wellbeing, the oldest comes from attachment
theory (originally, emotional attachment of an infant to its caregiver and related to a person’s nurturing instincts), and this theory
is gaining new support from physiological and psychological evidence relevant to the fields animal-assisted pedagogy and
therapy for humans (see Julius et al. {in press}, for a review). From about mid-1995, social support theory was drawn upon and
much evidence shows that companion animals can indeed be a significant source of emotional social support (Collis and
McNicolas, 1998) to people of various ages in need of that.

3. THE HEALTH BENEFITS IN THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Turner (2004a, 2008, 2009, 2011) has summarized the effects of companion animals on health and wellbeing in the general
public: Serpell (1991) demonstrated that acquisition of a dog or cat significantly reduced complaints about minor health problems
and improved measures of Quality of Life over an entire 10-month prospective study (dogs), resp. for up to six months (cats).
Friedmann and Thomas (1995) found that independently of social support from people, demographic and other psycho-social
factors, and physiological severity of the original attack, dog ownership predicted higher one-year survival rates after
hospitalization for acute myocardial infarction (cat ownership as well, but not independently of human social support). Anderson,
Ried and Jennings (1992) determined that pet owners had siginificantly lower levels of accepted risk factors for cardiovascular
disease than non-owners and that this was not explicable on the basis of differences in smoking, diet, BMI or socio-ecomonic
profile. But they did report significantly more exercise than non-owners. Later, Jennings (1995) reported that dog owners visited
a doctor in the previous year 8% less often than non-dog owners; cat owners had 12% fewer visits. Turner and Gutzwiller (2001)
analyzed data from a random Swiss government survey on income and expenditures of families over one year and determined
that the probability of facing health costs decreased significantly for cat owners, tended to decrease for dog owners, but was
unaffected by ownership of other pet species. Ascione and Weber (1996) experimentally demonstrated a causal relationship
between contact with animals in the classroom and humane attitudes as well as human-directed empathy one year after that
contact. In cat owners at home, both the mere presence, as well as interactions with the animals reduce feelings of fear,
depression and introvertedness (Rieger and Turner, 1999; Turner and Rieger, 2001; Turner, Rieger and Gygax, 2003). Pets have
numerously been shown to function as social facilitators of increased contact with other persons in children, adults, physically
challenged persons, and non-communicative patients/clients (see below), and the robustness of this effect has been tested
(McNicolas and Collis, 2000).

4. THE THERAPEUTIC BENEFITS
Companion animals have been successfully involved in the treatment of aphasic psychiatric patients (Levinson; Corson et al.),
persistent vegetative state (apallic syndrome), ADHD and CD children (Wilkens and Katcher), children with Down-Syndrom
(Limond and Bradshaw), autistic children (Protmann), Alzheimer patients (Bateson et al.), persons with neurological/motor
dysfunction (Copeland Fitzpatrick) and as an aid for physically challenged persons (Allen and Blascovich). Differences in the
ways children play with dogs can be used to differentially diagnose various psychological disorders with ca. 77% confidence
(Protmann). A meta-analysis of studies on animal-assisted interventions in treating depression yielded significance and a
moderate effect size (Souter and Miller). For reviews and the original references see: Wilson and Turner, 1998; Olbrich and
Otterstedt, 2003, Fine 2010, McCardle et al. 2011a and b). Most recently Beetz et al. (2011), Hediger (2012) and Julius et. al. (in
press) have provided evidence that, and the explanation why interaction with a dog dampens the cortisol increase caused by a
stressful task in insecurely attached children better than a toy dog or a friendly human, allowing creation of a positive internal
working model of relationship, and thereby enabling therapeutic work later on.
Indeed, the importance of human-animal interactions and animal-assisted interventions has been recognized by the US National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development of the NIH, which has called for grant proposals and provides US$ 2.5 Mio
p.A. for this field since 2009.

5. BENEFITS TO THE ANIMALS
Companion animals - without question - live longer than ever today and this is due to 1) advances in veterinary medicine and
care, 2) an increasing awareness of what animals mean to their owners, and 3) an increasing willingness and ability of owners to
provide proper care and housing for their companions. Of course there are exceptions, but these only confirm the rule. Humananimal relationships represent a win-win situation. Owners enjoy better health thanks to their companion animals and those
animals enjoy better health thanks to their owners. This is indeed an added value to the One Health Approach.

6. HUMAN-ANIMAL INTERACTIONS AND ZOONOSES
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The vast majority of animal companions are classical pets such as dogs, cats, rabbits, small rodents, birds and fish. However, an
increasing number of companion animals are exotic and wild animals, posing a poorly understood risk for both human and food
animal health, due to unfamiliarity with the infectious agents they may harbor. These risks of zoonotic infectious diseases
associated with companion animals are the main focus of a European Commission FP-7 program called CALLISTO. 60% of
infectious diseases in people originate in animals and about 75 % of emerging diseases are zoonotic. As companion animals share
the same environment with people, there is a need to clarify the role of companion animals as sources of zoonotic infectious
diseases. In addition to the public health and occupational health risks to companion animal owners, care takers and veterinarians,
food animals also are at risk of infection with (emerging) pathogens from companion animal species. CALLISTO brings
together experts and organizations from different fields of expertise and disciplines in a single interprofessional, interdisciplinary
and multisectorial think tank, representing the major relevant stakeholders, especially European organizations covering pet
owners, pet traders and transporters, pet food producers, farmers, animal welfare organizations, veterinarians and medical doctors
and international public health, animal health and food safety authorities.

7. ADDED VALUE TO THE ONE HEALTH APPROACH
IEMT (www.iemt.ch; see Publications, Weissbuch/Livre blanc Nr. 6 in German and French) has developed 6 theses on how the
field of human-animal relations provides added value to the One Health Approach:
1.

The bio-psychosocial approach of modern health promotion is ideally transposed in the human-companion animal
relationship.

2.

The health promoting benefits of human-animal relationships can be increased by appropriate political and societal
regulations. All persons, not only the animal friends, profit from good companion animal management at the
community level. Therefore, we plan today for the needs of tomorrow.

3.

Companion animals play an important role in supporting independence and mobility. Owning a dog and/or walking
with it promote feelings of security.

4.

Research demonstrates that owning a companion animal increases physical activity and can thereby reduce the health
problems associated with obesity and stress.

5.

Human-companion animal relationships can contribute to reducing our health system costs.

6.

In a society in which an increasing number of people living alone face the problems of loneliness, isolation and
depression, initiatives to promote contact with companion animals are a true investment in the community.
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‘Prevent a Bite’:
Kindergarten children can prevent accidents by learning how to treat dogs with respect

People have been keeping dogs for thousands of years. These wonderfully adaptable
animals are for many adults and children first and foremost a beloved companion, a friend
who is always there and does not criticise. These qualities have made the dog man's best
friend. Yet people continue to suffer injuries as the result of dog bites, because humans
generally know little or nothing about how dogs behave and the significance of their
behaviour patterns. Children who grow up with dogs know their characteristic features and
their differences and therefore know how to behave around dogs. However, some children
believe that dogs think like people and that they are always ready to be petted and stroked.
This idea is partially attributable to films and TV series such as ‘Inspector Rex’, ‘Lassie’ or
‘101 Dalmatians’. There are also children who are afraid of dogs – especially of large dogs. It
is understandable that children have an incomplete picture of how dogs behave and of how
dogs and humans interact; sometimes, their ideas about dogs are totally wrong. Children are
too young to have enough experience in such matters.
In the ‘Prevent a Bite’ dog safety course, children can learn the basic rules that tell them how
to behave with dogs in everyday situations, so that there is no danger of injuries occurring.
What should you do if an unaccompanied dog runs toward children on the street on their
way to school, or runs toward children shrieking and laughing in the playground? When can I
pat a dog, and when should I not? Practising the right way to behave around dogs provides
assurance, helps children to treat them with respect and reduces anxiety.
Our job is to do everything we can to ensure that dogs do not annoy or endanger people, or
indeed other animals. In particular, we work to keep children safe. We offer a training course
designed to prevent dog bites. The course is one important component in a whole group of
initiatives. There are also new stricter regulations on dog breeding and the socialisation of
dogs as well as on responsible dog ownership. Owning a dangerous dog is subject to an
approval process, and all dog-bite incidents must be reported. All of these measures will help
man and dog to live together amicably.
Take advantage of the course we offer and learn how to make a lasting difference in
preventing dog bites!

Why a safety course?
Data collected by the cantons from obligatory reporting of all dog bite incidents since May
2006 proves that children are bitten by dogs more frequently than adults. They are twice as
likely as adults to suffer dog bite injuries requiring hospital treatment. Local and family
doctors also treat far more children with bite wounds. In such cases, children often suffer
injuries to the neck or the head. In two out of three cases, it was the child's own behaviour
which provoked the bite. Animal behaviourists know exactly which situations can become
especially problematic when children interact with dogs, unleashing aggression in the dog as
a result. When children know which situations can be dangerous, and when they learn the
right way to behave in these situations, accidents can be prevented.

What do children learn on the safety course?
In the ‘Prevent a Bite’ safety course, practical exercises teach kindergarten children a few
elementary rules on how to behave in everyday situations with dogs to prevent injuries
caused by bites. The aim is to practise the right responses with children, step by step and in
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a way that they will understand. The children get to know a little more about dogs, their
feelings, their particular needs and the language they use. When designing the course, we
take care to ensure that children are actively involved in learning and that our exercises are
based on everyday situations. For instance, what should children do if they want to pat a dog
they don't know or have to pass a dog on a narrow pavement or in a doorway? And what
should they do when dogs run toward children or even, as can happen, knock them down?
The course is completely safe for children. However, it must be understood that the course is
not intended to teach children to fondle animals. Rather, we aim to teach children how to
treat dogs with respect and to keep an appropriate distance.

How is the safety course organised?
The Veterinary Office of Basel City's Health Department is responsible for organising the
course, working together with the directorate of kindergarten education. The course lasts two
hours and takes place in the lecture hall of the Veterinary Office at Schlachthofstrasse 55,
4056 Basel.
The children are taught by instructors who are specially trained for the course, but their usual
teachers from kindergarten are also present. The instructors are very experienced in
delivering this course to groups of children and are trained both as teachers and as dog
handlers. The dogs used to deliver the course are also specially chosen and trained. Safety
is of paramount importance. Only dogs which meet the following criteria are used in our
courses; they must be perfectly behaved around humans, well used to children, healthy, well
trained, easy-going and responsive to commands at all times.
After the course, kindergarten teachers fill in questionnaires about the course design and
organisation. We constantly improve the course based on this feedback to ensure that we
meet the needs of children and teachers as fully as possible.
The safety course is offered in at least half of all kindergarten facilities throughout the city of
Basel each year. This guarantees that during the two years of kindergarten education a child
can take part in this safety course at least once.
How are teachers and children prepared for the ‘Prevent a Bite’ safety course?
Kindergarten teachers are told the date for the course well in advance. The teacher will also
receive plenty of copies of our letter to parents and of the brochure ‘Tapsi komm’. The letter
tells parents about the purpose of the safety course and why and how it is being held, as well
as listing the date, time, venue and the time their children will be back in kindergarten.
A few days before the date of the course, a member of Basel city's ‘Prevent a Bite’ team will
get in touch with the kindergarten teacher by telephone for a quick conversation. Have some
children in class already had positive experiences with dogs? Or are there some who have
had negative experiences? How many foreign children are there? Do the children
understand German sufficiently well? Does the teacher use dialect or standard German in
class? All these questions must be clarified in advance to enable the course to be tailored to
the diverse needs of each kindergarten class.
It is helpful if the children are familiar with the booklet ‘Tapsi komm’ before they attend the
course. A few days after attending the course, the kindergarten teachers should go over
what has been learnt during the course with the children in class.

What do others think of the course?
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Almost all kindergarten teachers involved assess the ‘Prevent a Bite’ safety course as being
useful and very instructive. Kindergarten teachers and instructors report that, thanks to the
‘Prevent a Bite’ course, many children have lost their fear of dogs, but know how to treat
them with the necessary respect.
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Global Change Ecology
- An International Graduate Program
within the framework of the Bavarian Elite Network
Background and Motivation

Aims and Excellence

Global Changes will strongly affect ecosystems and
societies during the 21st century. There will be a strong
need for specialists in leading positions, that are able to
cope with novel problems. Various processes and
mechanisms contribute to Global Changes. Land use
changes and climate changes being the most important,
but also vectors between continents will have increasing
importance for the spread of diseases and unwanted and
hazardous plant and animal species.

The courses require a high standard of knowledge.
Selection follows a standardized procedure. Environment
related degrees enable for application. However, only
few students are accepted. These profit from excellent
infrastructure and direct communication with
supervisors. Generally, the novel quality and complexity
of Global Changes makes it necessary to train highly
skilled, creative, and flexible students. Job options exist
as well in science and research as in economy and
administration.

Networks and Partners
At the level of universities, the University of Bayreuth
organizes this program, but partners from the University
of Augsburg and the University of Würzburg are integrated.
At the national level, large research facilities take part
such as (DLR, UFZ, MPI-Jena).

The teaching language is English. Interships are offered
also abroad. The international exchange of students
is encouraged by block courses (schools)
at various places around the world
(e.g. Brazil, Spain).
Studying with peers students
from many countries creates
individual perspectives and
networks.
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Internationality
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Semester 2

The general structure of the program (120 CP) connects
natural sciences (research in global change and ecology
- 70 %) and social sciences (laws and regulations, social
dimension, socio-economic implications - 30%). The
degree is the Master of Science. Based on additional
research activity, the PhD can be achieved as well.

Semester 3

Structure and Degrees

Global
Change
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A

Semester 4

Fig. 1: „Global Change Ecology“ Students at the
UNFCCC COP 15 in Copenhagen in 2009

Semester 1

This program integrates strong international partners from
economy (e.g. Munic Re, Nature) and international
organisations as well governmental als NGOs.
Internships at high ranking institutions are mandatory.
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Fig. 2: Structure of the international „Global Change Ecology“
study program.

„This course contributes to capacity building for future
researchers and decision makers around the world to solve
current and future environmental and associated socioeconomic challenges and will become increasingly
important at a global scale.“
Terry Callaghan, former lead author of IPCC.
Contact:
Prof. Dr. Carl Beierkuhnlein, Dept. of Biogeography, University of Bayreuth,
95440 Bayreuth, Germany
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PREVENTION
Because of its worldwide network of more than
13.1 million community-based volunteers, in April
2006, Red Cross and Red Crescent National Societies
(NSs) reached even the remotest communities to
raise awareness on Avian influenza and mitigate its
transmission from animals to humans.

PREPAREDNESS
In September 2007, the IFRC Humanitarian
Pandemic Preparedness team lead
an interagency programme consisting of UN
agencies and US-based NGOs. The positive
impact of this collective approach was clearly
evident when the H1N1 outbreak began in
April 2009.

RESILIENCE
A well-trained
community-based health
workforce has a vital
role in strengthening
resilience.

PLANNING
Simulations allow assessing coordination
among partners and the effectiveness of
a response plan.

Responding to
influenza pandemic
(H1N1) 2009
Basic guidance
for National Societies
PANDEMIC INFLUENZA

NATIONAL SOCIETIES
ENGAGEMENT ON H2P
100
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92%
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G U I D E

PANDEMIC
INFLUENZA
What People Should Know

July, 2009
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PARTNERSHIP
Governments, NSs and UN agencies worked
together during the H2P programme
to address the risk of an influenza pandemic
in 94 countries.
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0

NS that
worked with
Ministry of
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and adapted
standardized
material
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in creating
government
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IFRC is also a member of the TASW initiative “Towards a Safer World”
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ELECTRONIC INTEGRATED DISEASE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM (EIDSS)
Cooperative Biological Engagement Program (CBEP)
EIDSS strengthens and supports monitoring and prevention of diseases
within the One Health concept by integrating veterinary and human
surveillance, passive and active approaches, case‐based records including
disease‐specific clinical data based on standardized case definitions and
aggregated data, laboratory data including sample tracking linked to each
case and event with test results and epidemiological investigations.

Cooperative Biological Engagement Program

Combat bioterrorism and prevent the proliferation of biological
weapons‐related technology, pathogens and expertise
Enhance host governments’ disease surveillance systems to detect
and report bioterror attacks, epidemics and potential pandemics

Royalty-FREE
Open Source considered

Urgent notification data entry; Geo
location

Urgent notification data entry; Geo
location

Disease‐specific clinical and
epidemiological data

Epidemiological investigation with
disease‐specific data (Herd/Flock,
Animal/Bird)

Aggregate case data entry
Linking human cases with
veterinary cases in outbreaks

Human

CISID/
WHO

Veterinary

Inter‐
national

OIE

Diagnostic
IHR2005
Reports
MOA

CDR

MOH

Penside tests and samples
Aggregate case data entry
Active & Vector surveillance

Country

Notifications, Reports,
GeoMaps, etc.

Notifications, Reports,
GeoMaps, etc.

Epidemiology Department

Veterinary Department

Internet
EPI

Tracking links to a specific case

Custom database queries: tables,
graphs, maps and print‐outs

Laboratory tests assignment and
batching

Basic statistical analysis; Buffer
zones

Barcode label technology printing/
scanning

Variety GSI data formats support

Data exchange

EPI

...

Reports

...

EPI

VET

...

Notifications,
Investigations

Reports

Epidemiology
Departments

VET

Region

LAB

VET

VET

Veterinary
Departments

District

Desktop, Web, Handhelds

...

Hospitals, Health Facilities

Farms, Vet Services

Admin and Notification

PACS is a system for accounting, management and control of biological
agent stocks. PACS is a comprehensive and flexible solution for tracking
detailed information on biological materials of any kind throughout their
entire lifecycle
Tracking all kinds of biological materials
Batch data entry and processing
Barcode and RFID technology support
Customizable data entry forms and reports
Sample‐Strain‐Aliquots traceability
Absolute Location of vials: …Room, Freezer, Shelf, Box, Cell

Enhances capability to rapidly detect and respond to disease outbreaks
Links together different levels of a national disease surveillance network in a
secure way
Support One Health approach
Flexible and localizable
Assists countries in IHR compliance

Pandemic threat,
single cases, there is
no vaccine

H1N1

EDP

Diseases of less priority

(*) Identifiable case and
patient information

Turn‐key solution for national electronic disease surveillance system

Other diseases
Sourced from
Sourced from
Hospitals,
Hospitals,
Public
PublicHealth
Health
authorities,
authorities,
Veterinary
Veterinary
offices
offices

Flexibility

Urgent
Notification*

Clinical Signs
Case
Investigation

Urgent
Notification

Lab + sample
data

Lab + sample
data

(Near real-time, up
to 140 data fields)
High

Aggregate data**
(**) All patient and animals
(Daily, weekly, monthly, etc.,
up to 10 data fields)

(Near real-time, up
to 50 data fields)

Data comprehensiveness, quality

Low

As of August 2011:
350+ sites in 5 countries
1000+ people trained
Several thousands cases

Ukraine:
6 sites
48 people
35 diseases
Initial tests

Kazakhstan:
150 sites
360+ people
350+ cases
96 diseases

Georgia:
115+ sites
480+ people
17.100 cases
97/72 diseases
National system

Integrates Veterinary, Human, Laboratory and Clinical data
Supports Open Architecture for data sharing

Near real-time
Near real-time
data collection
data collection
through Internet
through Internet
and Web
and Web

No pandemic threat,
vaccine produced

H1N1

Flexibility

Data access management / audit
System customization: data entry
forms, look ups, reports
Automatic notifications on events
Automatic updates & system
monitoring tools

140+

WHO CISID data export
Open architecture approach
Platform for the regional
cooperation

LAB

Notifications,
Investigations
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Aliquots and derivatives tracking

Standard, ad‐hoc and configurable
reports

0

Sample receiving/registration/
transferring

Armenia:
Implementation
started

Azerbaijan:
88 sites
175+ people
35.000+ cases
85/124 diseases
National system

Uzbekistan:
8 sites
testing
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Induction of vitellogenin and zona pellucida3.1 mRNA expression as a biomarkers of xenoestrogens
compounds by in vivo treatment of nonylphenol in Persian sturgeon "Acipenser persicus“
Shirin Jamshidi, MohammadReza Kalbassi, Majid Sadeghi zadeh, Mohammad Ali Yzdani Sadati

Abstract
Acipenser persicus exist in the Caspian Sea basin. Unfortunately, nowadays, this fish has become an endangered species and listed as threatened,
vulnerable, and endangered throughout their ranges. Population numbers of this fish has suffered a decline as a result of natural an anthropogenic
factors such as the construction of dams, water pollution, over-fishing and commercial operations for Caviar production. This fish is top
predator in sea. Nonylphenol (NP) is a by-product monomer of alkylphenol polyethoxylates (APEs) found in many products including
detergents, industrials plastics, emulsifiers, and pesticides. Estrogenity of nonylphenol was reported in many organisms. Study the health of
aquatic ecosystem is useful for pollutant-monitoring and one way of ecosystem monitoring is finding suitable molecular biomarker. In this study
estrogenic effect of injected nonylphenol in Persian sturgeon was investigated by measuring produced mRNA of vitellogenin and zona
pellucida3.1 genes. Immature juvenile fish groups were injected by different concentration of nonylphenol (1, 10,100mg/kg) for treatments, 17beta estradiol and vehicle for control positive and negative, respectively. Total RNA was extracted from liver of treated fish groups. Quantitive
real time PCR (Q-PCR) quantified mRNA expression of Vtg and Zp3.1 in liver tissue. Normalization were done by two internal control gene (ßctin and 18s rRNA).Analysis data in present study, clearly demonstrates that increased nonylphenol concentration significantly elevates Vtg and
Zp3.1 and therefore, could be developed as a suitable biomarker in Xenoestrogn diagnostic tools.
Introduction
Acipenser persicus exist in the Caspian basin (north of Iran). Unfortunately,
nowadays, this fish has become an endangered species and listed as threatened,
vulnerable, and endangered throughout their ranges. Population numbers of this fish
has suffered a decline as a result of natural and anthropogenic factors such as the
construction of dams, water pollution, over-fishing and commercial operations for
Caviar production.
Environmental estrogens (xenoestogen) have recetly great concerned because of their
ability to mimic natural estrogen hormones and influence critical endocrine functions
in humans and wild life. Lipophilic and persistent nature of most xenoestrogens and
therir degradation products, cause many of these compounds bioaccumulate and
biomagnify in environment. a wide range of man- made chemicals released into the
aquatic environment.these include some organochlorine pesticides, polychlorinated
biphenls(PCBs),surfactants, plasticizers,and some natural chemicals such as
phytoestrogens and mycoestrogens
Alkylphenols are widely used for the manufacture of surfactants and as antioxidants
in the plastic industry. They have been reported to leach from plastic used in food
processing and packing.nonylphenol is predominanint degradation product of
alkylphenols encountered in the aquatic environment
Nonylphenol (NP) is a by-product monomer of alkylphenol polyethoxylates (APEs)
found in many products including detergents, plastics, emulsifiers, pesticides, and
industrial and consumer cleaning products . Researches have identified NP as the
most critical metabolite of APEs mainly due to three major reasons, namely: its
resistance to biodegradation, its ability bioaccumulate and its toxicity. Vitellogenin
(Vg) protein is a phospholipoglycoprotein precursor contained in the yolk, it is an
estrogen-induced female specific serum protein biosynthesized in the liver, secreted
into the bloodstream, and involved in the process of yolk formation. Like Vtg,
synthesis of zona pellucida proteins(Zrp)takes place in liver and mediated by E2
.Both Vtg and Zrp are transported through the blood to the ovaries where they are
incorporated by the oocyte. Vtg serves as nutrient reserve , while Zrp forms the
eggshell that prevents polyspermy during fertilization and provides protections
against mechanical damage to the developing embryo.Induction of Vtg and Zrp in
male and juvenile oviparous vertebrates was proposed to be a sensitive biomarker for
Xenoestrogens.
The aim of selecting two genes in this study was to finding a appropriate genes for
the best biomarker selection.

Materials and Methods
Animals
Thirty six juvenile Persian sturgeons, A.persicus were held in ponds reared at Dr. Dadman
International Sturgeon Research Institute. One years old juvenile fishes body weight range were
130 g -336 g. These fish were raised from eggs originating broodstock from the Caspian basin.
Experimental design
six groups were treated as follows: Group 1 was the negative control1; this group was injected
only with a vehicle (peanut oil) at 2 ml/kg body weight/week. Group 2 was negative control2; this
group was not injected any things.Group3 the positive control; this group was injected with 5
mg/kg/week of E2 (17β-estradiol) dissolved in the same volume of vehicle as used in group
1.Group 4 was injected with 1 mg/kg/week of 4-NP, and group 5 was injected with 10 mg/kg/week
of 4-NP. Groups 6 have got the maximum dose of 4-nonylphenol with concentration of
100mg/kg/week.Group3-6 were injected with vehicle peanut oil as same as group1. Injections
repeated a time in a week in three tandem weeks. After 72h from the last injection,liver tissues of
the fish were sampled. The liver tissues were quickly taken out, immediately frozen in liquid
nitrogen, and kept until isolation of RNA and NP analyses.
RNA-isolation, complementary DNA synthesis
Total liver RNA was extracted using tissue total RNA extraction kit (Roche) four times for each
sample to reduce error in genes expression. Possibility of contamination by genomic DNA in
extracted RNA, examined by treating samples with DNaseІ (Roche) according to manufacture's
instructions. Concentration of extracted RNA was measured by spectrophotometry at 260 nm.
Quality was checked by gel elctrophoresis. Five microliters of extracted RNA was separated and
checked by electrophoresis on 0.8% agarose gels containing ethidium bromide. Extracted RNA
was stored at -80 until analyzed.One μg of extracted total RNA was incubated at 65◦C for 10 min
and immediately placed on ice. Single-strand cDNA was reverse transcribed at 55◦C for 60 min
using transcriptor reverse transcriptase (Roche,Mannheim, Germany)and oligo(dt)16.
Quantitative Real timePCR(Q-PCR) for vitellogenin and Zona pellucida mRNAs expression
Real-time PCR reactions were performed using Syber green method with premix Ex TaqTM
(Takara) on an ABI 7500real-time quantitative PCR system. For Vtg, Zp and ‘housekeeping’
genes, qPCRs were carried out in clear 96-well .To estimate the efficiency of the qPCR reaction of
each gene(Vtg,Zp and ‘housekeeping’ genes), assays were carried out with a pool of cDNA from
female animals. Standard reactions (20 μl) were assembled as follows: 10 μl of Takara SYBR
green Premix Ex Taq , 0.4 μl of Rox Reference Dye (50X), 0.4 μl of forward primer (10 μM), 0.4
μl of reverse primer(10 μM), 1 μl of template and 7.9 μl of diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated
water. In the case of negative controls, cDNAs were replaced by DEPC-treated water. All qPCR
assays were carried out in duplicate using an Applied Biosystems 7500 Conditions for qPCR were
:initial denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds followed by 40 cycles of 95°C denaturation for 3 s and
60°Ccombined annealing and extension for 30 s.

Results and Discussion:
Real-time PCR for both VTG and ZP and indirect enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for VTG showed that VTG were induced in both the liver and
the plasma after a injection of E2 or Nonylphenol. ZP was more responsive to low levels of E2 and Nonylphenol than VTG, and real-time PCR was shown to be
more sensitive than the ELISA for VTG. Persian sturgeon ZP and VTG genes provide a sensitive biomarker for assessing estrogenic activity.
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A novel eukaryotic-cell
cell based bioluminescence assay for
detection of oxidative-stress
stress inducing compounds
by:
Paria Motahari,Majid Sadeghizadeh,Mehrdad Behmanesh

Introduction :
RESULTS :
Free radicals , such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) ,are highly unstable molecules with available electrons , generated
in vivo during metabolic processes . these molecules are neutralized by antioxidants , naturally produced by the body . Recombinant plasmid construction :
The ARE-luciferase reporter plasmid was generated using the Pgl4.26 vector containg minimal promoter upstream of the firefly luciferase gene
however , environmental or behavioral stresses (pollution. sunlight exposure , cigarette smoking , excessive alcohol
. minimal promoter shows the minimum activity of luciferase , when ARE promoter is not activated . core promoter of ARE genes is inserted ,
consumption , ets.) .
in head to tail orientation , through HindIII and XhoI restriction sites .Pgl4.26 is shown in fig.1.
Antioxidant production may lead to a free radical excess , resulting in oxidative stress . oxidative stress produces
damage to lipids , proteins , or DNA , impeding normal cell functioning . these biochemical alterations are implicated in
a growing list of human disease , such as cancer . since antioxidants are naturally present in vegetables , a balanced
diet helps the body to prevent these disease.
The determination of free radicals and antioxidants has been widely investigated in the food technology and human
health fields .
Oxidative stress levels are communicated through signaling pathways resulting in the induction of antioxidant genes as
a protective measure in cells . the cell protects itself from oxidative insult through a variety of signaling pathways that
converge on to the multitude of promoter sequences found in the genomic DNA . from bacteria to human beings ,
oxidative stress can be sensed and responded by a series of proteins including powerful antioxidants and support
enzymes . these critical proteins are therapeutic to the cell , in that their presence helps to eliminate oxidative stress .
the regulation of these genes can be complex , but advances have shed light on some of these pathways . one of these
Fig . 1. Pgl4.26 : Are core promoter is inserted through HindIII and XhoI restriction site.
response is coordinated through a complex signaling network involving the antioxidant response elemnt (ARE) . In
early studies of the chemoprotective response system , a wide variety of chemoprotective inducers were found to be
electrophiles . the transcriptional activation of the chemoprotective response genes by these compounds has been
traced to a cis- acting transcriptional enhancer called the antioxidant response element ( ARE ) , or , alternatively , the
electrophile response element .
ARE activity in human hepatocellular carcinoma exposed to ROS :
the ARE as mentioned above is composed of a cis-acting enhancer region known as the ARE that is directly controlled Theoretically ROS can induce antioxidant response element genes , according to this model , if the cell expose to compounds with the capacity
by several factors that include the transcription factor Nrf2 ,. A repressor Keap1 , and small Maf proteins . AREs have of oxidative stress inducing increase the activity of ARE promoter . these events are proved through our study with luciferase assey.
been detected in the promoters of the following genes : rat and mouse GST-Ya , rat GST-P, rat anh human quinine
Recombinant plasmid was transfected in to the hepatic cells ( Huh7 ) and after 24 h cells were treated with benzoqinin ( oxidative stress
NAD(P)H:oxidoreductase/DT-diaphorase. A region of the murine heme oxygenase-1 promoter has also been shown to inducers ) . ARE activity was monitored through the lusiferaes assey . when Huh7 cells were treated with benzoqinon ,a marked increase of
luciferase count was detected .
have ARE-like promoter .
this system is endogenously activated through the action of oxidative stress on the Keap1 protein . this protein
Generation of a stable cell line expressing a functional ARE-driven reporter transgene : :
normally represses the Nrf2 activator by remaining Nrf2 in the cytoplasm . the activated ARE enhances the expression In this study , ARE-luciferase plasmid containing one copy of core promoter of ARE genes was made . the sequence introduced in to the
Pgl4.26 promoter vector is listed in table 1 . Huh7 cells were used to test this construct , in the period of 16 days after transfection cells were
of any gene downstream of its sequence . the ARE can induce a variety of antioxidant and supporting genes . we
treaeted with hygromycin ( pgl4.26 is resistant to hugromycin ) to omit the cells has notstably transfected . the clony of stable transfected cell
adopted this system for use with our biosensor .
is shown in fig.2.
but we use parts of sequences of ARE and it is the core as a essential parts of functional ARE . ARE core sequences
have been identified in the promoter region of all genes with antioxidant responsive function . this core sequence is
f
ig.2 . Clony of Huh7 (hepatocellular carcinoma ) after a6 days of transfection
sufficient to mediate a response to hemoprotective compounds .
Biosensors are promising tools , suitable for fast analyses , based on inexpensive instrumentation and simple operation
protocols . whereas in the medical field the main objective is the evaluation of the ability of some compounds to
scavenge free radicals ,in food science research aims to detect and quantify them .
Biosensors are a sub-group of chemical sensors and it can be define as a self-contained integrated device , which is
able to provide specific quantitative or semi quantitative analytical information using a biological recognition element (
biochemical receptor ) , which is retained in direct and spatial contact with the transduction element .

Discussion :

Materials and Methods:
Oligonucleotides :
Two complementary oligonucleotides were purchased from Bioneer company. We anneal them through protocol for
annealing oligonucleotides.sequence of two complementery oligonucleotide has benn shown in table 1 .
Table 1. Sequence of inserts in the pGL4.26 promoter vectoroligonucleotide

ARE1
ARE2

TCGAGATCGCAGTCACAGTGACTCAGCAGAATCTGA
AGCTTCAGATTCTGCTGAGTCACTGTGACTGCGATC

Cloning:
Supercoiled plasmid Pgl4.26 ( {luc2/minP/Hygro} Fig. l) was sequentially digested with HindIII and XhoI restriction
enzymes
the pGL4.26 . plasmid was linearized with Hind III , XhoI . the annealed oligonucleotide containing a HindIII and a hxo I
site cloned inserted into the Pgl4.26 vector, Oligonucleotides used in the subcloning steps are listed in Supplemental
Table 1. ARE core promoter was cloned into Pgl4.26 cloning vector(Invitrogen) and transformed into TOP10 (DH5 α)
Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells.
Transformed cells were selected on a LB plate (LB plate/amp) at 37oC for 16-18 hours. Positive transformants were
inoculated into LB broth (LB/amp) (Appendix A) for plasmid propagation. Plasmids were routinely checked by agarose
gel electrophoresis to ensure that the majority of DNA was in the supercoiled configuration.
Sequence analysis :
Sequence were analyzed by BLAST through the National Center for Biotechnology Information (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

Cell culture :
Human hepatoma Huh7 cells were cultured in DMM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% sodium pyruvate and
2mM L-glutamine, penicillin (100 U/ml), streptomycin (100 μg/ml). Cells were maintained at 37 °C in a saturating humidity atmosphere
containing 95% air and 5% CO2.

Transfection :
Huh7cells were routinely grown in DMEM (Sigma Aldirich, MO, USA) containing FCS 10% (Gibco, Linz, Austria), nonessential amino acids 1%, Lglutamine 1%, penicillin 1 U.ml-1, and streptomycin 1
μg.ml-1 at 37°C in CO2 5% and passaged using standard conditions. Twenty-four h before transfection with pgl4.26 plasexponentially growing
cells were harvested by trypsinization and transferredmid,
to 25-mm tissue culture dishes The culture was incubated for 20-24 h at 37°C in a humidified incubator with an atmosphere of 5% CO2. Cells
(2x105cells/well) were seeded into 24-well plates and cultured in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS for 24 h to reach approximately
60-80% confluence before transfection. For transfection, .; in a separate tube, 2 μg Pgl4.26 was diluted in
50 μl DMEMI. Cells were pre-washed with PBS and then Transfection was performed The plasmid (2 g) and 1.5 g of Lipofectamine 2000 were
dissolved in 400 mL culture medium .

Stable, long-term expression of a gene of interest can be either achieved by eukaryotic vectors that harbor elements for episomal
maintenance in the nucleus of a transfected cell or via direct integration of the transfected plasmid into the target cells genome. Episomal
stability is often limited, resulting in gradual loss of transfected vectors that can only be prevented by sustained antibiotic selection eliminating
cells that lost the plasmid. Since chromosomal integration into host chromosomes is a rare event, stably-transfected Huh7 cells was selected
with selection marker (hygromycin:Pgl4.26 has hygromycine resistancy ) and Only those cells which have integrated the plasmid (Pgl4.26)
survive after 16 days, containing the drug resistant gene. (hygromycin:Pgl4.26 has hygromycine resistancy ) and Only those cells which have
integrated the plasmid (Pgl4.26) survive after 16 days, containing
the drug resistant gene. To generate clonal cells, we dilute the resistant cells in such a way that culture as single, isolated cells is achieved, by
plating in 96-well plates . This culture
allows for conduction of the study or the screening using a defi ned and homogenous cell system. Such stable, immortal cell lines offer the
advantage of a ready supply of cells, homogeneity, and the potential for many investigators to work in the same carefully defined system.
Stably transfected cell lines are used extensively in drug discovery . In establishing new assays for high-throughput screening, creation of the
appropriate cell line is a bottleneck.
Our data takes advantage of the cells own antioxidant response to oxidative stress , the ARE , to detect the presence of ROS in deferent
compounds . the ARE is composed of a cis-acting enhancer region known as the ARE that is directly controlled by several factors . this system is
endogenously activated through the action of oxidative stress . the activated ARE enhances the expression of any gene downstream of its
sequence . our biosensor is a promoter based system that relies on cellular machinery for the detection of reactive oxygen species , and can
perform as a suitable tool for detection of oxidative stress inducers in medical fields , food science ,ets,.
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Assay of Luciferase:
cells were pelleted, washed with PBS and lysed for 15 min at room temperature in 50 mL of
reporter lysis buffer (Promega).
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INTRODUTION

to determine the appropriate concentration of NC, MSCs were treated with
various concentrations (0-50 µM) of NC. MSCs treated with 10µM of NC had
shown better growth and non toxic effect (data not shown). Thus 10µM
concentration of NC was chosen as the optimum effective dose and has been used
for the rest of the experiments. To examine whether NC could protect MSCs
against the toxic effects of HQ, cells were pretreated with NC for 12 hours and
then the cells were subjected to different concentrations of hydroquinone for an
additional 24 h and the results were compared to control group without NC
pretreatment.( figure 1.A)
TBARS: The levels of lipid peroxidation were measured by determining TBARS.
TBARS assay showed a decrease in TBARS content of NC-pretreated cells compared
to control group which were just treated with hydroquinone. The TBARS assay
measures lipid hydroperoxides and aldehydes, such as malondialdehyde (MDA)
produced during oxidative stress. The extent of lipid peroxidation was expressed
in MDA equivalents normalized to total protein. (figure 1.B)
TBARS
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Cell culture: Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) were isolated
from human bone marrow and harvested. MSCs were maintained in
Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM), supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 U/mL
streptomycin in a humid atmosphere of 5% (v/v) CO2 and 95% (v/v)
air at 37. For making comparable results , All the experiments were
performed on third passage number of the cells.
Viability assay: to determine an effective non-cytotoxic
concentration(s) of nano curcumin (NC) and hydroquinone (HQ) , the
MTT assay was used. This is a colorimetric assay that measures the
reduction
of
yellow
3-(4,5-dimethythiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl
tetrazolium
bromide
(MTT)
by
mitochondrial
succinate
dehydrogenase. The MTT enters the cells and passes into the
mitochondria where it is reduced to an insoluble, coloured (dark
purple) formazan product. The cells are then solubilised with an
organic solvent and the released, solubilised formazan reagent is
measured spectrophotometrically. Since reduction of MTT can only
occur in metabolically active cells the level of activity is a measure of
the viability of the cells. In order to this, MSCs were cultured in 96-well
plate (104cells) and treated with different concentrations of nano
curcumin and hydroquinone separately. After 24 hours, 20 µlit of MTT
was added to each well and Incubated for 4h in 37C in dark. After
removal aliquot, 200 µlit DMSO was added to each well and the
absorbance was read in ELISA Reader – measure OD in 490 nm. To
examine the protective effects of NC against the adverse effect of HQ,
we exposed NC-pretreated hMSCs to variable concentrations of HQ
and the results were compared to control group (cells without NC–
pretreatment).
Lipid peroxidation assay: The measurement of Thiobarbituric Acid
Reactive Substances (TBARS) is a well-established method for
screening and monitoring lipid peroxidation. Lipid peroxidation is a
major indicator of oxidative stress. TBARS are low-molecular-weight
end products (mainly malondialdehyde, MDA) that are formed during
the decomposition of lipid peroxidation products. Increased levels of
TBARS clearly suggest oxidative damage in the cells and tissues.
Briefly MSCs were lysed in lysis buffer and then 100 μl sample
was added to 200 μl ice-cold 10% trichloroacetic acid on ice for 15 min
to precipitate protein. Precipitated samples were centrifuged at 2,200 g
for 15 min at 4°C. Supernatants were mixed with an equal volume of
0.67% thiobarbituric acid and then boiled for 30 min. Once cooled the
absorbance was read at 532 nm.
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Benzene is one of the toxic and hazardous air pollutants which is used
as an industrial solvent and precursor in the production of drugs,
plastics, synthetic rubber and dyes. Activation of benzene and its
reactive metabolites such as hydroquinone leads to continuous
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which damages DNA,
RNA, and proteins. ROS formation can directly induce genetic changes
and play an important role in many disease. The production of benzene
metabolites is followed by their transport to the bone marrow and
other organs. So bone marrow is one of the most important target of
benzene metabolites.
Curcumin, the yellow pigment of curcuma longa, has been shown to
possess potent antioxidant, antitumor promoting and antiinflammatory properties in vitro and in vivo. In spite of these tempting
attributes of curcumin, insolubility of the compound in aqueous
solutions, actually the main
reason for its poor bioavailability in vivo, has limited its exploitation as
therapeutic agent [5]. Here, we improved the solubility of curcumin by
employing dendrosome nanoparticles in vitro. In this study we have
investigated the protective effect of nano curcumin against
hydroquinone-induced oxidative damage on human mesenchymal
stem cells.
In this study we have investigated the protective effect of curcumin
against hydroquinone-induced oxidative damage on human
mesenchymal stem cells.

RESULTS
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figure 1.A

CONCLUSION
Oxidative stress can be defined as an imbalance between the oxidant and
antioxidant system. It is an important factor in over 50 general diseases. Curcumin,
as a natural product, is known to possess diverse pharmacological properties and
act on multiple targets.
In this study, we evaluated the possible protective effects of NC to protect MSCs
against hydroquinone-induced oxidative stress. Our present study confirmed that
treating MSCs with HQ, an oxidized metabolite of benzene in bone marrow,
resulted in a dose-dependent viability loss (figure 1.A). However, pretreatment
with 10µM concentrations of NC, significantly protected hMSCs against HQinduced cytotoxicity (figure 1.A)
Figure 1.B shows the changes in the levels of TBARS in MSCs. There was a
significant increase in the levels of TBARS, a marker of oxidative stress, in
different concentrations of HQ in MSCs. But the pretreated groups with NC
showed a significant decrease in the levels of TBARS after HQ treatment. So data
indicates the antioxidant property of NC against the HQ-induced oxidative stress .
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Abstract
Background: Cardiovascular disease is one of the most prevalent diseases in the world and
it is expected to be the main cause of death by 2020. The aim of this study was providing
geographical distribution map of the rate of death caused by cardiovascular diseases in the
cities of Isfahan province, Iran, during 2005 to 2009. Methods: The rate of all the deaths in
Isfahan province within 2005 to 2009 was provided. The collected data was used to find out
the rate of deaths due to cardiovascular diseases and preparing geographical distribution
maps. Then, by putting down the death rates for different sexes (men and women), the
geographical distribution map for deaths with regards to cardiovascular diseases was drawn.
Finding: Death rates due to cardiovascular problems were higher in main and central cities
of the province. Death rate was higher in men than women. Conclusion: The observed
model main and central cities is probably due to unsuitable diet, lack of motion, using new
technologies and environmental pollutions including existence of some elements due to
environmental pollutants such as industries, transportations of vehicles and air pollution,
which are more prevalent in the main cities of the province. Also, due to existence of
medical university centers and more health facilities in the main cities of the province, such
as Isfahan, Najafabad, Borkhar and Maymeh, the registration system for deaths and
diagnosing the causes of deaths are more accurate than other cities and towns of the
province. The difference between two sexes could be due to in heritage, male hormones,
some social factors, increasing fat around abdomen in men, exciting or even offensive
behaviors in men, ignoring weight increase in men as compared to women and smoking.
Keywords-component; Cardiovascular diseases, Death, Geographical, Distribution,
Isfahan province. Introduction
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Introduction
Prevalence of cardiovascular diseases is increasing in China, India, Pakistan and the
Middle East. The rate of mortality among developed countries from cardiovascular
diseases is highest in countries becoming independent from the former USSR and is
average in the USA and West European countries and is least in Japan (1). The World
Health Organization (WHO) states that more than 50% of mortalities and in capabilities
due to heart diseases and brain strokes that together cause the death of more than 12
million people, annually in the world could be settled by combination of efforts and
effective, cheap and easy personal actions, through the main risk factors such as
hypertension, high cholesterol, obesity, smoking, harmful factors in the earth, air pollution
and harmful usage of technology. Since development of cardiovascular diseases could
easily be prevented, the advantages of most of the interventions could be obtained during
the first five years of appropriate actions.
In case no actions is done for improving cardiovascular health and the present trend
continues, WHO suggests that by 2020. 25% of the healthy age will be lost due to
cardiovascular diseases (2).Cardiovascular diseases first affected developed countries and
wealthy people, but by developing the epidemy, the people who were socially and
economically in lower levels became vulnerable. Studies in some of the developing
countries have shown that although cardiovascular diseases are more prevalent among
well-off people, but the poor are more exposed to heart attacks. Moreover, poor people
have less attention to health services and their risk factors are not diagnosed on due time
and hence, they do not receive effective treatments. Hence, ignorance from cardiovascular
diseases is a great injustice to poor countries and people (3). Studies in Iran shows that the
first reason for mortalities in Iran is cardiovascular diseases (4). Thus, the precise drawing
of geographical epidemiology of mortality due to cardiovascular diseases in the
community to identify the reasons for the emergence and fighting against the causes is the
main strategy for increasing age and promotion of health in individuals. Geographic
epidemiology is a branch of descriptive epidemiology dealing with analysis of geographic
distribution for the rates of afflictions and mortalities and one of the most important
applications of it as the instincts for finding the causes of diseases, damages of the
mortalities. Among the most important types of studies for geographic epidemiology, the
drawing of geographic dispersion diagrams for mortalities and afflictions could be
indicated (5,7). According to the importance of the subject, the present study deals with
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drawing the geographical dispersion diagrams for the mortality rates due to cardiovascular
diseases in Isfahan Province within 2005-2009.
Research Territory
The studying region is the province of Isfahan that has the area of about 107045 km2,
equivalent to %6/3 of the total area of Iran, and is located between 30°.43´to 34°.27´ of the
northern longitude of Greenwich meridian (fig 1) and the province center has the altitude
of 1550m from the sea level(6).

Fig1. Position of Isfahan Province
Methods
The rate of all the deaths in Isfahan province within 2005 to 2009 was provided. The
collected data was used to find out the rate of deaths due to cardiovascular diseases and
preparing geographical distribution maps. Then, by putting down the death rates for
different sexes (men and women), the geographical distribution map for deaths with regards
to cardiovascular diseases was drawn. in general and also by considering different genders.
Finding
The death rate in 2005-2009 was 35273 in Isfahan Province, due to cardiovascular diseases
that showed the highest rate among other diseases. There were 19614 men (i.e 56%) and
15659 women (44%) regarding the mentioned mortality rate, showing more men than
women. Analysis of the mortality conforming rate of cardiovascular diseases in men
shower to be highest in Isfahan, Najafabad, Borkhar&Meimeh, Fereidan, Natanz,
Ardestan, Mobarakeh, Lenjan&Naein, respectively and the lowest rates were in
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Golpayegan, Tiran &Karvand, Falavarjan&Chadegan, that means that mortality rates were
higher in central counties of the province (Table 1). This is observed for the total
population, and men and women separately. It was significant in most of the central
counties of the province.
(Table 1): The data regarding death due to cardiovascular diseases (8)
Men

Women

(percentage)

(percentage)

10231(29.01)

17.93

11.08

Najafabad

4320(12.25)

6.27

5.97

Borkhar & Meimeh

3432(9.73)

5.31

4.42

Naein

1630(4.62)

2.84

1.78

Lenjan

1876(5.32)

2.84

2.48

Natanz

2205(6.25)

3.34

2.91

Shahreza

1300(3.69)

2.41

1.28

Mobrakeh

1870(5.30)

2.93

2.38

Ardestan

2165(6.14)

3.18

2.95

Khansar

902(2.56)

1.48

1.08

Khomeinishahr

231(0.65)

0.36

0.30

Tiran & Karan

430(1.22)

0.85

0.37

Golpayegan

340(0.96)

0.60

0.37

Fereidounshahr

321(0.91)

0.47

0.44

Semirom

675(1.91)

1.19

0.73

Dehaghan

557(1.58)

0.98

0.60

Fereidan

2243(6.36)

4.74

1.62

Chadegan

56(0.16)

0.09

0.07

Falavarjan

53(0.15)

0.08

0.07

Other cities

436(1.24)

0.66

0.58

Total

35273(100.00)

55.61

44.39

City

Sum of 3 years (percentage)

Isfahan
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Figure 2. Graph of statistical comparison death due to cardiovascular diseases in Men&
Women

After drafting the diagram for distribution of death due to cardiovascular diseases in
Men& Women (fig 2). Death rate was higher in men than women.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of death due to

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of death due to

Cardiovascular diseases in Men

Cardiovascular diseases in Women

Most of the mortality rates with regards to cardiovascular diseases in women was in
Isfahan, Najafabadf, Borkhar&Meimeh, Ardestan and Natanz that is much less in
comparison to men. This means that men have gone ahead of women in this respect. The
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role of weather pollution in emergence of cardiovascular diseases in urban communities is
considered as an effective factor that could not be modified, such that comforting
environmental pollution has been considered relative to different cardiovascular effects
including angina, heart stroke and hearty failures. Heart disease is the bitter achievement of
advance technology. The useful role of technology somewhat allows people to have longer
life and the harmful role of technology provides the change in life style and immobility
(fig3, 4).
Conclusion
By drawing the geographical distribution of mortality due to cardiovascular reasons (by the
use of GIS software), it was observed that the rate of mortality I higher in control and main
counties of the province, which could be due to two reasons: 1) Due to existence of
academic and medical science universities and health facilities in most of the main cities of
the province including Isfahan, Najafabad, Borkhar&Meimeh, the recording systems for
mortalities are more accurate in these cities than the other places in the province. 2)
Improper diet including saturated fat due to mechanized life and better welfare in these
regions and immobility, use of new technologies, and environmental pollutions including
the existence of some specific elements & hard urban life all express the verification of the
hypothesis. Also, it was observed that mortality in men is higher in the province than
women and there could be different reasons for that, which may include inheritance, male
hormones, some social factors, increasing fat around stomach in men, stimulating
behaviors and sometimes offensive behavior, not observing the weight, stress in work
places and smoking.Since the basis for campaign against non-epidemic diseases, including
cardiovascular disease is changing the people’s life style, it seems that it can be achieved
by instructions and training people, making required polices and enacting laws and
necessary regulations to provide on environment that is suitable for promoting healthy
behaviors in life. By proper intervention in the society the effects of risk factors could be
totally eliminated or reduced. Even partial changes could be very useful. Prevention is
possible by intervening the risk factors in cardiovascular diseases such as identification of
some elements in the environment and finding the place of their distribution, avoiding the
use of air pollutants or using them as little as possible, proper use of technology, changing
diets, behaviors, physical habits, reducing anxieties and mental stresses and other
environmental diseases.
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BACKGROUND

RESULTS

It’s estimated that 80% of people
worldwide rely on herbal medicines
for some part of their primary health
care. Despite the benefits, herbal
products may be contaminated with
contaminants such as microbial
agents and heavy metals. It’s therefore important that microbial contamination of herbal preparations,
more so oral liquid preparations be
assessed.[1] However, the assessment of microbial contamination of
herbal oral preparations in Uganda is
not yet done by NDA.[2]

OBJECTIVES
To assess the bacterial contamination of locally prepared
herbal/traditional oral liquid medicines sold in Owino market, Kampala Uganda.

cally, one bottle of each of five different
oral liquid herbal products was purchased. The five products were chosen,
based on first got first sampled. From
each bottle three aliquot samples were
assessed for bacterial contamination by
Results
Microscopy, culture techniques, coaguThe wet preparation microscopic examination, gram stain, cultures, oxidase and catalase reactions showed that all the
Herbal oral liquid preparations locally
laseexcept
test,
preparations had aerobic bacterial contaminations. In addition to bacterial contamination, these products
Mukisa catalyse reactions, oxidase
Cough mixture and Suubi Herbal Cough Mixture had numerous fungi (Candida krusei and Candida glabralata). The
prepared
andkrusei
sold
in Owino
market,
organisms
isolated were Candida
and Candida
glabralata, Streptococcus
pyogenes, Staphylococcus
Epidermidis, and
reactions
biochemical methods.
Staphylococci Saprophyticus, Staphylococcus aureus , Enterobacter, Escherichia coli, Citrobacter freundii and
Kampala
included.
SystematiSerratia
marcescens. were
Muzahara and
Suubi Herbal cough
mixture had the biggest number
of assessments
species of
The
were identification
microorganisms that contributed to contamination. Mukisa cough mixture had the lowest number of species of

and quantification of bacterial contaminants. The bacteria species assessed were; Salmonella Typhi,
Pseudomonas Aeruginosa, Escherichia Coli, Vibrio Cholerae and
Staphylococcus aureaus. The observation or measurements were
analyzed using Monica Cheesbrough 1998[3] and the British Pharmacopeia 2007 [4]

METHODOLOGY

BIOCHEMICAL REACTIONS

microorganism that contributed to the contamination.
CULTURE RESULTS

Culture Results

Table. 2. Biochemical reactions

Biochemical Reactions
observations.

Table. 1. Culture results of the other products
product

Biochemical medium
Sheep

MacConkey

blood agar

Tcbs
Samonela-

White

No growths

Biochemical reactions observed
Lact

Man

ox

cit

mot

ind

urea

slope

butt

GAs

Not

Not

-

Not

Not

Not

Not

Not

Not

Not
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done

done

done

done

done

done

done

done

+

+

-

-

+

-

-

Y

Y

+

+

+

-

-

+

-

-

Y

Y

+

+

+

-

+

+

-

-

Y

Y

+

+

+

_

+

+

-

+

Y

Y

+

Chrom

liquid

hillor

agar

preparations

shigela
Muzahara

Herbal
Minton

No

No

White

green and

growths

growths

growths

growths

brown

present

present

present

present

growths

1 Muzahara
2 Mukisa
Cough

Mukisa

White

lactose

No

No

White

No

Cough

growth

fermenters

growths

growths

growths

growths

mixture

present

present

present

present

present

present

3 Komya

Komya

White

lactose

No

No

White

green and

okolola

okolola

growth

fermenters

present

mixture

growths

growths

growths

brown

4 Suubi

present

present

present

growths

Herbal

Suubi

White

Lactose

No

No

White

No

Cough

Herbal

growth

fermenters

growths

growths

growths

growths

Mixture

Cough

present

present

present

present

present

present

5 Herbal

Mixture
Herbal

white

Non lactose No

No

White

green and

Original

growth

fermenters

growths

growths

growths

brown

present

present

present

present

present

growths

Original

Table. 2. Biochemical reactions observations.

Photo 2. Photo showing
the drugs inbtest tubes
after being diluted to a
1:10 dilutions.
Photo. 2. shows the
confluent type of
growths that were
observed on the plate
which made counting
colony forming units
hard.

This test was done on preparations that had cocci under
gram stain i.e Herbal Original was found to be catalase
positive. i.e. there was formation of bubbles due to release of oxygen. It was also oxidase negative. staphylococcus Epidermidis and Saphylococci Saprophyticus
were found to be present in this products. Muzahara and
Suubi Herbal Cough Mixture was catalase negative

LEVEL OF CONTAMINATION
The growth for each type of drug was observed and the
colony forming units were to be counted on each corresponding plate, then the average of the 3 were taken .
unfortunately the growths were congested and showed
a growth pattern which could not allow counting at this
dilution . (Confluent growth ).

One can conclude that these products can adversely
affect health status of consumers and are also unstable,
since all the five products studied were contaminated
with many species and generally had microbial load
above the limits specified in the BP 2007, Interesting
even Mukisa and Herbal Original, which had the least
number of species contaminating, could still not pass because they had the pathogenic species bacteria.

RECOMMENDATIONS
RESULTS
The wet preparation microscopic examination, gram stain, cultures, oxidase and catalase
reactions showed that all the preparations had aerobic bacterial contaminations. In addition to

Photo .7. Showing
color change in Urea
Mixture had numerous fungi (Candida krusei and Candida glabralata).
positive, TSI positive,
Citrate positive,SIM
The microorganisms isolated in particular preparations.
positive reactions.

bacterial contamination, these products except Mukisa Cough mixture and Suubi Herbal Cough

Muzahara and Suubi Herbal cough mixture had the biggest number of species of microorganisms
that contributed to contamination. Mukisa cough mixture had the lowest number of species of
microorganism that contributed to the contamination.
Table .1. Table showing micro-organisms isolated preparations
Preparations

Organisms issolated

Muzahara

Candida krusei and Candida glabralata,
Streptococcus pyogenes, staphylococcus
Epidermidis and Saphylococci Saprophyticus

Mukisa Cough mixture

Enterobacter, Escherichia coli,

Komya okolola

Candida krusei and Candida glabralata,
Enterobacter, Escherichia coli

Suubi Herbal Cough Mixture

Enterobacter, Citro bacter freundii,
staphylococcus aureus , staphylococcus

Photo.4. shows
candida kruzei and
candida glabralata
grown on Chrom Agar.

Catalase Reactions

CONCLUSION

Table. 1. Culture results of the other products

Photo.3. Shows
growths on Muller
Hinton agar after it had
been inoculated by one
of the suspension
dilution.

The wet preparation microscopic examination, gram stain, cultures, oxidase and catalase reactions showed
that all the preparations had aerobic
bacterial contaminations. In addition
to bacterial contamination, these
products except Mukisa Cough mixture and Suubi Herbal Cough Mixture
had numerous fungi (Candida krusei
and Candida glabralata). The organisms isolated were Candida krusei
and Candida glabralata, Streptococcus pyogenes, Staphylococcus Epidermidis, Staphylococci Saprophyticus, Staphylococcus aureus , Enterobacter, Escherichia coli, Citrobacter
freundii and Serratia marcescens.
Muzahara and Suubi Herbal cough
mixture had the biggest number of
species of microorganisms that contributed to contamination. Mukisa
cough mixture had the lowest number
of species of microorganism that contributed to the contamination.

Epidermidis and Saphylococci Saprophyticus
Serratia marcescens.
Herbal Original

Candida krusei and Candida glabralata, Citro
bacter freundii

Table .3. Table showing micro-organisms isolated in the preparations

ƒ 2WKHU VWXGLHV VKRXOG EH GRQH WR GHWHUPLQH DFWXDO
source of bacterial contamination, including the influence of the market area on the contamination.
ƒ*LYHQWKDWWKLVVWXG\KDGOLPLWDWLRQVRWKHUVLPLODUVWXGies addressing the limitations should be done, e.g.
fungal contamination should be assessed.
ƒ7KHXVHRIFKHPLFDOSUHVHUYDWLYHVLQKHUEDOSUHSDUDtions should be encouraged and studied.
ƒ 7KH VKHOIOLYHV RI WKHVH SURGXFWV VKRXOG EH SKDUPDceutically studied and determined.
ƒ 1'$ VKRXOG GR VWULFW UHJXODWLRQ DQG DOVR EH YLJLODQW
about the preparation procedures of herbal products in
our market.
ƒ 1'$ VKRXOG DOVR DVVHVV WKH WUDLQLQJ QHHGV RI WKH
people in the line herbs and if needed to provide the
right training.
ƒ,PSURYLQJSDFNDJLQJRIWKHSURGXFWV
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1.Herbal medicine 2009; an effective therapy in poor areas. www.umm.edu>...>
Complementary medicine. Accessed on 25th-10-2010 at 9.oo am
1DWLRQDO'UXJ$XWKRULW\*XLGHOLQHVIRUUHJXODWLRQRIWUDGLWLRQDOKHUEDOPHGLFLQHV
(local) in Uganda.Version1 pages1-7. http://.www.nda.or.ug/docs/reg10.pdf accessed
at 17/10/2010 12,30am.
3.Monica Cheesbrough 1998, District laboratory practice in Tropical countries part 2
Cambridge University press, the Edinburgh building. Cambridge CB22RU, united kingdom, 40West 20th street, pages 9,14,19,30,31,42,46,226, 252,253,254,263,264.
4.British pharmacopeia 2007 Appendix XVI B.
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Wealthy

In the results, the exponential beta coefficient of the independent variable
“BMF exposure” in wealthier group is much larger compared to poorer group

minority use cooking chimney (venting out the smoke outside the

(0.33 vs 0.044), implying a greater effect of BMF on the risk of LBW in

household). Charcoal, wood, straw, shrubs, grass, animal dung,

wealthier group. Although the coefficient is positive in both groups (which

agricultural crop all are used as fuel.

proves that BMF exposure is related to LBW), the effect only reaches
statistical significance in the wealthier group (p=0.018)
The beta coefficient of “cooking chimney” is negative in both groups,
signifying that the presence of a cooking chimney reduces the risk of LBW.
Again, the coefficient is much more negative in the wealthier group compared
to poorer group (-.0.351 vs -.0.147), and only in the wealthier group does the

Objective
We aimed to compare pregnancy outcome (in the form of LBW) in BMF
user and cooking chimney holders in different socioeconomic groups in
Indian population through secondary analysis of NFHS data.

effect of the chimney reaches statistical significance (p=0.009).

Conclusions
The effect of biomass fuel on low birth weight is more profound in relatively
wealthier population. The possible explanation of this is that in poorer
families, the variability of cooking amount is wider and the families who utilise
more BMF, obviously cook more and in turn consume more calories,
precluding adverse effects of BMF smoke on LBW (as the maternal nutritional

Methods
A wealth index was constructed by assets and housing characteristics collected
in NFHS-3 and the population was divided into wealthier and poorer subgroups. multiple logistic regression was performed to assess the effects of

intake is greater in the families that cook more). In wealthier families,
however, cooking amount and duration is more homogenous and the adverse
effects of BMF get better reflected in these families as the effect of the
nutritional confounder on LBW is less in this group.

‘exposure to biomass fuel’ and ‘chimney use’ (reducing BMF exposure within
the household) on risk of low birth weight (<2500g) with adjustment for different
wealth strata.
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The Validity of Safety Measures for Food Contaminated with Radioactive Materials
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Introduction

Technical terms

Since the release of radionuclides such as 131I, 134Cs and 137Cs from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, Japan s
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) has regularly monitored concentrations of radionuclides in certain foodstuff [1].
The export and consumption of some produce from the affected areas was restricted as contamination was found to be above
provisional regulation values. Most restrictions were lifted once detected levels fell below these provisional regulation values
after three consecutive inspections. However, the sample sizes for each foodstuff during each inspection have generally been
left to Local Government discretion. Such arbitrariness of inspection procedures could lead to inappropriate removal of
restrictions [2]. To assess the validity of the Japan s safety measures on radioactive contaminated food, we developed a
mathematical model for inspection procedures in which we considered random sampling processes. We particularly examined
the sensitivity of the annual committed dozes to the following factors: (1) the variance of radioactive concentrations in the
foodstuff, and (2) the requirements for removal of restriction on export and/or consumption.

Energy

Becquerel (Bq):
A unit used to measure a radioactivity
(1Bq = 1 decay / 1 sec.)

Particle

Provisional regulation values: the regulation values (Bq/kg) for radioacitive
concentrations of water or foodstuffs in order not to exceed the annual
maximum permissible radiation dose (mSv) [3]
e.g., For 131I and 137Cs, 300Bq kg-1 and 2000Bq kg-1 for vegetables, respectively.

C0

Bq kg-1
Spinach
(Ibaraki)

A committed dose extrapolated from the variance of a radioactive
concentration
The n1 samples are randomly selected from a population of a foodstuff for each inspection.
The inspection is conducted each week [1]. If the maximum detected value of a radionuclide
among n1 samples falls below its provisional regulation value for n2 times inspections
successively, The restriction on the export/consumption of the foodstuff will be lifted, enabling
consumers to purchase and eat the foodstuff. The consumers also randomly purchase the
produce.
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The dynamics of a radioactive concentration
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Radioactive concentrations (Bq kg-1) in a foodstuff

Hmax for 131I when n2 > 3 is due to its rapid decay during restriction period.
Purchase

n1 x n2) should be carefully chosen for the detection of 137Cs, especially
when the variance of the population appears large.
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Annual comitted dose of i th consumer, Hi

n1 = 1
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n1 = 5
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・The foodstuff is sorced from the same population from which
samples for inspection were selected.
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・Consumers buy and eat the same quantity of the food every day.
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The average and maximum annual committed doses in a total population and the
frequency of people exposed to above-maximum annual permissible radiation dose were
calculated n times. Their average values (see below) are shown on the right. The maximum
annual permissible radiation dose here was set to 10mSv [6].
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Hmax of 137Cs tends to be high when a
population has low average
concentration but large variance,
suggesting that highly-contaminated n1 = 5
samples with low frequency evaded
the past inspections and raised Hmax.
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Dependence of maximum annual committed doses at different n1 (n2 = 3)
Hmax dose decreases as the sample
size for each inspection increases.
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ii) Maximum annual committed doses with restriction on contaminated food

Xt is a random variable and is time-dependent. The probability
density function for Xt is given as g(xt ). The Gamma distribution
represents the initial distribution of the concentrations at t = 0:

0.001

H (mSv)

4061

i) Average and maximum annual
committed doses without
restriction on contaminated food

Random sampling processes in both inspections and purchasing (after restriction)

The radioactive concentration of a randomly
selected sample (Xt )

I-131

Spinach
(Fukushima)

0.0001

Gamma frequency
distribution fitting to the
concentration of 137Cs detected in
spinach samples from Fukushima.

Predicted annual
committed dose

C0 (Bq kg-1)

Average detected level
in March

0.0002

The variance of detected
levels of radionuclides

Annual committed dose (mSv)

H : The committed dose of a radionuclide in a foodstuff
in a tm days exposure period (mSv)
K : The dose conversion factor for a radionuclide (mSv/Bq)
M : The arbitrary mass of daily intake of a foodstuff (kg day-1)
fm : The ratio of contaminated to uncontaminated samples in a market
fd : The decontamination effect during preparation of a foodstuff
C0 : The concentration of a radionuclide in a foodstuff at t=0 (Bq kg-1)
: The decay constant of a radionuclide (day-1)

Average
detected levels

More stable

Equivalent dose (Sv) = Radioactive concentration in food (Bq kg-1)
Mass of intake (kg) Dose conversion factor (Sv Bq-1)

Annual committed dose extrapolated from average detected
levels of 131I and 137Cs in March, 2011 (restrictions on export
and consumption were not incorporated).

If we assume C0 from the average
detected levels of a radionuclide in a
foodstuff sampled in March [5],
a committed dose can be estimated.
Selected samples

Unstable

Sievert (Sv): A unit used to measure a quantity of equivalent dose, which is used to
assess how much biological damage is expected from the absorbed dose.

A committed dose extrapolated from detected levels of a radionuclide without considering the variance of the levels
Conversion from a radioactive
concentration to a committed dose [4]
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So, which values are appropriate for n1 and n2 during inspections?

Conclusion

Required sample size and numbers of inspection for P0 = 0 for 137Cs
Numbers of inspection, n2
(n1 = 1)

Numbers of inspection, n2
(n1 = 5)

The average radionuclide concentration: 500Bq kg-1
Annual committed
dose

Sample size, n1
(n2 = 3)
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be considered when annual committed doses are
approximated, otherwise maximum annual committed doses
may be underestimated.
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137
Cs may decline as the total sample
size (n1 x n2) increases. However, an annual dose might
become higher when detected levels of a radionuclide are low
but widely scattered. Therefore, it is necessary to specify
highly-contaminated areas in the early stage of a
contamination event.

The sample size for each inspection

The average radionuclide concentration in a foodstuff at t = 0 (Bq kg-1)

> 10 10
1
Each colour indicates a required value
for n1 or n2

Even if an average concentration is low,
appropriate restriction and its removal are
difficult when there are highly-contaminated
samples with low frequency.
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an appropriate restriction period (3 weeks seem plausible).
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The sample size for each inspection

(future task).

(References) [1] MHLW (2011) Concepts of Inspection Planning and the Instruction and Cancellation of Items and Areas to which Restriction on Distribution and/or intake of Food Concerned Applies. (in Japanese); [2] The Yomiuri Shimbun (2011)
29th March; [3] Food Safety Committee (2011) Emergency Report on Radioactive Nuclides (in Japanese); [4] MHLW (2002) Manual for Monitoring of Food in a Nuclear Emergency. (in Japanese); [5]
Protection of the Public in a Radiological Emergency. ICRP Publication 63. Ann. ICRP 22(4).
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Human/Animal	
  health	
  and	
  Ecology	
  

Today,	
  microbial	
  infec1ons	
  are	
  a	
  major	
  cause	
  of	
  disease	
  in	
  both	
  humans	
  and	
  animals.	
  With	
  an	
  
increasing	
  human	
  popula1on,	
  growing	
  numbers	
  of	
  domes1c	
  animals	
  and	
  decreasing	
  biodiversity	
  we	
  
must	
  meet	
  the	
  future	
  challenges	
  of	
  emerging	
  and	
  re-‐emerging	
  infec1ons	
  and	
  move	
  further	
  towards	
  the	
  
context	
  of	
  “One	
  health”.	
  This	
  is	
  a	
  world-‐wide	
  strategy	
  for	
  expanding	
  interdisciplinary	
  collabora1ons	
  in	
  
all	
  aspects	
  of	
  healthcare	
  for	
  humans	
  and	
  animals,	
  also	
  regarding	
  environmental	
  factors.	
  

BACKGROUND	
  

The	
  Infec1on	
  Ecology	
  &	
  Epidemiology	
  Network	
  was	
  founded	
  in	
  2010	
  by	
  
partners	
  	
  from	
  	
  Uppsala	
  	
  University,	
  	
  the	
  	
  Na1onal	
  	
  Veterinary	
  	
  Ins1tute	
  
(SVA),	
  	
  the	
  	
  Swedish	
  	
  Agricultural	
  	
  University	
  	
  (SLU),	
  	
  and	
  	
  Linnaeus	
  
University.	
  IEE	
  	
  	
  is	
  	
  	
  an	
  	
  	
  integra1on	
  	
  	
  concept	
  	
  	
  including	
  	
  	
  several	
  	
  	
  	
  
universi1es	
  	
  	
  and	
  governmental	
  organisa1ons	
  that	
  wish	
  to	
  contribute	
  to	
  
a	
  	
  sustainable	
  intellectual	
  	
  	
  plaQorm	
  	
  	
  where	
  	
  	
  veterinarians,	
  	
  	
  physicians,	
  	
  	
  
molecular	
  biologists,	
  microbiologists,	
  ecologists	
  and	
  environmental	
  
chemists	
  with	
  an	
  interest	
  in	
  zoono1c	
  infec1ons	
  can	
  interact	
  and	
  create	
  
synergies.	
  The	
  aim	
  is	
  to	
  s1mulate	
  interdisciplinary	
  projects	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  
increase	
  knowledge	
  of	
  emergence,	
  spread	
  and	
  eﬀects	
  of	
  infec1ous	
  
disease	
  in	
  humans,	
  domes1c	
  animals	
  and	
  wildlife.	
  

	
  
A	
  new	
  ”One	
  Health”	
  journal	
  	
  

	
  
An	
  interna1onal	
  forum	
  for	
  describing	
  the	
  complexity	
  of	
  zoono1c	
  
infec1ons	
  and	
  what	
  happens	
  at	
  the	
  interface	
  between	
  wild	
  and	
  
domes1c	
  animals,	
  and	
  humans.	
  	
  
	
  
Open	
  access:	
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Topics	
  of	
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  include,	
  but	
  are	
  not	
  limited	
  to:	
  
•	
  Zoono1c	
  microorganisms	
  
•	
  Vectorborne	
  infec1ons	
  
•	
  Gastrointes1nal	
  pathogens	
  
•	
  An1microbial	
  resistance	
  
•	
  Zoono1c	
  microorganisms	
  in	
  a	
  	
  
changing	
  environment	
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IEE	
  OBJECTIVES	
  

Network	
  
Ø ~	
  170	
  par1cipants	
  from	
  academia,	
  clinics	
  and	
  
authori1es	
  
Ø Annual	
  mee1ngs,	
  workshops	
  and	
  seminars	
  
Ø Webpage:	
  www.infee.se	
  
Ø Open	
  access	
  journal	
  
Ø Interna1onal	
  collabora1on	
  
	
  
Research	
  
Ø Connect	
  people	
  and	
  projects	
  
Ø Exchange	
  of	
  methodology,	
  equipment	
  and	
  
sample	
  collec1ons	
  
Ø Co-‐ordinate	
  funding	
  ac1vi1es	
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Ø Students	
  and	
  young	
  researchers	
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  and	
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HEALTH AND SAFETY BEHAVIOR

CHANGE
BROUGHT ABOUT THROUGH MOBILE GAME USE
Game Examples
Board Games
Landslide Safety – Y. Barrientos,et al

Helen T. Sullivan
Erkki L. Kurkinen
Markku T. Häkkinen

Encouraging behaviors that support the health and
overall
safety of a
Rider
University
population is often difficult to carry out. A variety of factors can
Lawrenceville,
New
Jersey
discourage practice and inhibit learning, such as low probability risks,
USA
or those which can occur in a seemingly random pattern, training
hsullivan@rider.edu
which can appear boring or irrelevant, the fact that
educating
preventative measures can be costly in terms of human resources,
time and money, and finally, lack of motivation.
Can games be an effective and motivating approach?

STOP DISASTERS!
A disaster simulation
game from the
UN/ISDR
http://www.stopdisastersgame.org

Evacuation Training
Game
Research prototype
Sullivan & Hakkinen

Serious Games, Serious Users, and the Public
Serious games have seen use in training first responders, military personnel
and medical professionals. There are differences in motivation, needs, and
expectations between the professional responders and the public.
Effectiveness of serious games for the public can be limited due to these
differences in motivation and understanding of the problem or risk. Serious
games and simulations may require “work” whereas entertainment games have
little in the way of initially required skills or domain knowledge.

Games with an element of fun, offering appeal to the public have little
practical interest to professional responders. Emergency responders are
trained to utilize their technological equipment as tools, not as a form of
entertainment. The motivation to use technology among emergency
responders is growing, arising from the increased usefulness and ease of use.
Enjoyment, as might be found via games or game-like applications, is not
considered a key benefit by this group, even though the technology
acceptance literature suggests that it can influence the decision to utilize a
new technology. Enjoyment can be derived from technological interactions,
and, while the experience is internal to user, it may be shared via social
connections to influence others to adopt a new technology. With the rapid
growth of mobile device usage and a mobile games and entertainment, this
dilemma between professional users and general public offers a promising area
for further research.

The Potential of Mobile Games for Safety and Preparedness
An ubiquitous mechanism may solve a variety of these roadblocks to educating any at risk
population. The widespread adoption of mobile games provides a potentially effective
platform for inserting public health and preparedness lessons in the context of compelling,
highly interactive games. The attractiveness of games presented digitally can carry safety
messages, from simple health advice through complex multiple step procedures, all of which
can result in teaching resilience to a variety of risks. Examples of harnessing the power of
digital games will be provided. The global value of such palatable education will also be
discussed.

Mobile Phone Usage Globally
Mobiles

No Mobiles

20%

Can Preparedness Games Be Entertaining?
The problem, however, is that mobile games are entertainment, not educational. There are a
small number of preparedness apps and safety games available on the Web and on mobile
devices, but an analysis of Web traffic and App store ratings suggests that games designed
specifically for teaching preparedness receive a barely discernible fraction of the site visits
and downloads achieved by both free and paid mobile games.

Are Preparedness Focused Games the Right Approach?
The decision to play a game is a matter of personal choice, influenced by the perceived
popularity of a game, social influences, or competition. The more compelling and adaptive the
game, the more likely it will be played repeatedly. Preparedness focused games however, are
focused on relatively limited domains and tasks, and the overall duration of game play may be
accomplished quickly. Adaptation and challenges may not be present.

80%
Source ITU. Assumes global
population of 7 Billion and 5.6 Billion mobile phones

90%

Percentage of Smart Phone Users
Who play at least one game per week
Source Marketingforecast.com

2 billion hours
Amount of time spent playing mobile
games each month
Source: Estimated from multiple data sources

Games as Opportunity to Learn
Each month over 2 billion hours are spent playing mobile games, which averages approximately 17 minutes for each of the 6.8 billion
people on the planet. According to the ITU (International Telecommunications Union), we know that 5.9 billion mobile phones are in use
worldwide, and only a smaller percentage of those phones are capable of supporting mobile games (27%). Thus, if we assume that only
smart phone users are playing mobile games, that translate into 1.25 hours per month per person. What if your typical citizen spent this
much time learning about emergency preparedness and safety? Using the globally successful model of mobile games, consider the
potential benefit of dedicating 1.25 hours per month to learn about preparedness. For example, CERT (Community Emergency Response
Teams in the USA) training takes approximately 6 to 8 hours. If that material were presented in a compelling mobile game, in 4 to 5
months, a game player could be developing the skills needed to aid their community in a disaster.
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Lessons Learned as a Disaster
Mental Health Counselor Provider And Educator
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Suzanne A. Whitehead, Ed.D., C.A.C. Assistant Professor, Counselor Education, Suzanne.Whitehead@northern.edu
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Council for Accreditation of Counseling Related Educational Programs (CACREP) Standards Regarding Crisis Intervention Training:
CACREP is a United States national accrediting body for maintaining consistency, uniformity, and the highest standards for counselor education graduate degree programs. Counselors’ roles and responsibilities
as members of an interdisciplinary emergency management response team during a local, regional, or national crisis, disaster, or other trauma-causing event are uniformly taught. The counselor learns to identify
community, environmental, and institutional opportunities that enhance – as well as barriers that impede – the personal/social development of clients and families, and practices multicultural competencies with
all involved. The counselor abides by the ethical standards and guidelines of the American Counseling Association (ACA), American School Counselor Association (ASCA), and CACREP (CACREP, 2009).

Dakota, US
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Badlands of South Dak

Successful Therapeutic Approaches to Use with Survivors of Crises and Disasters:
Sept. 11, 2011 World Trade Center Attack

a. Techniques: Counselors utilize various pedagogical methodologies to reinforce health, wellness, survival, and a sense of meaning and purpose for survivors. They emphasize several approaches with clients to reach a variety of personality styles, multicultural/gender issues, and developmental stages. Research has shown
that incorporating theories of Solution-Focused/Brief Counseling, Logo therapy, Cognitive-Behavioral, Person-Centered, Narrative, Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy, Reality Therapy, Chaos Theory, Gestalt, and/or Adlerian concepts have had successful outcomes with survivors of trauma, grief, and crisis/disaster
situations.
b. Essential counseling skills to utilize: Develop and maintain rapport, appropriate attending behavior, relevant open-ended and closed-ended (used judiciously) questioning (never ask “why” questions), effective clarifying statements, correct paraphrasing of issues/concerns, empathic reflection of feelings,
summarize key points, accurate identification of the problem, investigate the precipitating event, recognize the meaning/perception of events, identify subjective eustress and distress, follow ethical guidelines of the American Counselors Association, the American School Counselor
Association, and CACREP, utilize Global Assessment of Functioning scales, explore substance abuse issues, depression, and/or possible suicide ideation, establish support networks and referral sources, explore client’s prior attempts at coping, encourage new behaviors, explore
support groups, utilize bibliotherapy, journaling, and audio therapy, and conduct follow-up, coordination, and referral as necessary (Kanel, 2012, pp. 45-69).
c. Safety: This is paramount for you, the survivors, their families, and their friends. This is the number one priority; all interventions and counseling can take place only after these have been established. Basic needs of life come next: food, water, clothing, and shelter. Hierarchical needs
can follow as appropriate.

Sept. 11, 2011 Rescuing Survivors

Knowing When to Act, the Need for Supervision, and the Scope of Responsibilities for Mental Health Counselors:
Sept. 11, 2011 Survivors Running
from World Trade Center Attacks

a. Trained school and clinical mental health counselors will be called on to help during local, national, and international crisis and disaster situations; they will be encouraged to join the American Red Cross and attend
trainings to become a certified Disaster Mental Health Counselor. In addition, they need to react immediately with appropriate and effective actions during any crisis, including: assessing suicide ideation, threat or
danger to others, intruder alerts, bomb threats, terrorist attacks, fire, natural disasters, homicide, violence, death of a colleague/parent, etc.
b. Need for supervision: All counselors should have: mentors, professional colleagues to consult with, continued attendance at workshops and professional development trainings, and the ability to understand the prevention of
secondary trauma, compassion fatigue, and the critical necessity of practicing effective self-care.
Tornadoes in MO, USA, 2011

Damage from Tornadoes, MO,

Sept. 11, 2011 People Trapped in
World Trade Center Attack

c. Counselors will be responsible for follow through on their assigned duties as per the crisis and disaster plans developed in their school buildings or clinical mental health settings; this requires: providing duties in a leadership role
and capacity, knowing appropriate referral sources, organizational skills, coordination efforts, therapeutic counseling (after safety and welfare needs are met) , and assisting survivors in any way possible (Dass-Brailsford, 2010).

Sept. 11, 2011 Rubble of World Trade
Centers After Terrorist Attack

Developing Deeper Skill Levels, Knowledge Bases, and Insights into the Optimum Pedagogy of Training Methodologies for Crisis/Disaster Counselor Education:
a. Counseling students need to understand the main concepts behind crisis and disaster counseling to their utmost ability, and attain the skills necessary to react swiftly, accurately, and ethically during a crisis/disaster
situation.
b. Researching case studies and conducting role plays surrounding lethality assessments by counseling students is essential to their knowledge base.
c. Utilizing mnemonic systems to help remind the counselor of what to assess while working with a depressed or possibly suicidal client is essential (i.e.: “IS PATH WARM,” “FED,” “NO HOPE,” “PLAID,” “SLAP”)
(Granello and Juhnke, 2010, pp. 12-17).
d. Having students volunteer for the American Red Cross, Salvation Army, local food pantries, religious organizations, battered women’s shelters, or rape crisis centers will give them an increased knowledge base of
what to expect during crisis and disaster situations fostering the development of deeper skill levels and insights.
Native American Reservations, South Dakota, USA

e. As a culminating project for a counselor education crisis training course, students evaluate an existing crisis and disaster plan in a school or clinical mental health agency for its comprehensiveness, efficacy,
appropriateness, feasibility, ease of use, and attainability.

Emergency Management Plan Example:
a. Emergency Management Plan for Northern State University (2007, Aberdeen, South Dakota, United States of America)
•
Priorities:
•
Life safety > eliminate safety hazards
•
Life support and assessment > minimize risk to facilities
•
Restoration of general campus operations > resume classes
•
Topics: Organizational system, planning team, media information, procedures for lockdown/terrorism, fires, weather related disasters, and death of a campus person
•
Example: Student mental health emergency > call city police, contact the president and supervisor, stay with the victim unless your safety is threatened, wait for emergency response
personnel to arrive, stay calm, be sensitive to family, provide the officer any drugs/medications/weapons involved
•
Strengths: Designated roles for individuals and departments, utilized community resources/professional resources, and encompassed various potential disasters
•
Weaknesses: Needs to focus more on common campus crises (intruders, campus building fires, and inclement weather), aftercare plans (immediate, short-term, long-term, and permanent
solutions) need to be improved, special populations, and bi-annual meetings to keep plan current

Aftermath of Blizzard, South Dakota, USA

b.

c.

Effective Disaster Interventions (Dass-Brailsford, 2010, pp. 55-58):
•
Characteristics of the first responder: Mental Health professionals should be trained in empathic listening, have the ability to think and act quickly, and propose solutions
•
Short-term interventions: Establish specific goals that can be achieved within a short period of time
•
Example: Crisis counselors increase sessions when dealing with suicidal clients
•
Restoration of power and control: Focus on the “here and now,” act as an emotional crutch for victims, and serve as catalysts for clients to assist in their recovery
•
Goals include: restore to pre-crisis functioning, provide support, and mobilize coping skills
•
Multicultural competency: Responders must be culturally sensitive to unique experiences of survivors
•
Example: Culture of African Americans in the Gulf Coast during Hurricane Katrina > need to improve trainings of mental health responders to be more knowledgeable of culture (i.e. Jazz Funerals)
•
Ecological and community aspects: Understand individuals as part of a community
•
Network therapy develops a network of people to assist with recovery (i.e. religious/spiritual groups, the work place, and health clubs)
•
Effective interventions promote interactions between survivors and victims
•
Training in disaster response: Prior training and experience will allow the responder to work at optimum levels
•
Mental health professionals can be trained through The American Red Cross, Community Emergency Response Teams, International Critical Incident Stress Foundation, Department of Homeland
Security Trauma Response Teams, Medical Reserve Corps, National Disaster Medical System Teams, National Organization for Victim Assistance, AmeriCorps, and the International Global Risk Forum
Theoretical Approaches and Intervention Models (Dass-Brailsford, 2010, pp.58-63)
•
Empowering Model: Pre-intervention (gain background information), Assessment (medical/health functioning, Mental Status Exam, and assess survivor support) and Disposition
(allow survivors to process feelings and tell their stories)
•
Referral and resource list > Develop a current list of referrals for clients, visit agencies in advance, and a list of resources should be printed out and given to survivors
•
Debriefings > Review reactions, process the experience, and discuss coping skills
•
Group interventions/Trauma-focused group intervention > Process of recovery, review crisis reactions, and consider coping responses

Vigil For Shooting Victims at
Virginia Tech. University, 2007

Shooting Vicitim Being Rescued from
Virginia Tech. University, 2007

Gunmen at Columbine High School
Colorado, USA 1999

Flooding in Midwest, USA, 2011
Shooting Victim Being Rescued
Columbine High School, CO, USA

Rescuers During Mud Slides
California, USA, 2011

San Francisco Earthquake
USA, 1989

Boulder from Mud Slides
California, USA, 2011
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Anecdotal Experiences Working With the American Red Cross
Working with Survivors of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, Summer 2005 (Dr. Whitehead):
“I was deployed as a disaster mental health counselor with the American Red Cross to a shelter just north of New Orleans, Louisiana to help with the survivors of Hurricane Katrina. I stayed the next 15 days in a Baptist Church, turned Red Cross Shelter. The volunteers slept on cots, a spare couch,

in classrooms, the choir loft, and on the church floor. The survivors received a cot, blanket, and pillow, and lived and slept in the church’s large gymnasium. We were “at capacity” with 220 residents, with little room between the cots. The Southern Baptist Church Emergency Disaster Relief team also sent volunteers of all ages, lots of
canned food, and brought a very precious trailer that sat in back of the church parking lot which contained three showers, and a washer and dryer. That is where the Red Cross volunteers were able to shower at dawn each morning. We felt so very blessed as these people were a true godsend to us all.
The third day I was stationed at the shelter, we had warnings of another Category 5 storm approaching, Hurricane Rita, which was also heading directly towards the Gulf Coast of the U.S. It felt like we were all in a parallel universe somehow. There was nowhere to evacuate to; all other shelters were full, and there was no mass
transportation available. By noon of the fourth day, the number of survivors had swollen by another 110 persons, and we literally had no room left. Survivors were located in every area of the church, and we somehow just made due.
At the height of the torrential storm, the police dropped off a young man at our shelter door; he was obviously in great distress. He, and his best friend and wife, were heeding the mandatory evacuation from the hellish storm when their car was driven off the road by a passerby. The car the
young man was in rolled 4 times, was smashed beyond recognition, and landed in a ditch. As he struggled to come to from his unconscious state, the storm was raging around the car, with hurricane force winds and horizontal sheets of constant rain. He eventually was able to crawl out of
the mangled wreckage, and raced to help his dear friends, whom tragically were already gone.

Red Cross Volunteers Assisting After Tornadoes
Missouri, USA, 2011

Red Cross Volunteer Helping
After Hurricane Katrina
USA, 2005

That is just one survivor story; there were so many, many others. We had one small working computer in the church, that worked intermittently at best, and one small television, with poor reception. The “residents” would sit for hours waiting to get onto the computer for 5 minutes
trying desperately to located loved ones and friends. We hugged and laughed with great joy when they heard the news that a loved one had made it; and we cried and held them when they learned the news was tragic. There were people from all walks of life, young and old,
successful and not so, middle class and lower socio-economic status, mentally well and quite mentally ill, healthy and many who were frail. Everyone tried to escape those two horrific storms, waited to meet loved ones before they fled, hoped it would pass over, and a thousand
other reasons why they all got stuck, out of gas, and nowhere to turn to as the storms engulfed them. They saw the American Red Cross shelter sign on the highway, and turned there for help. All of them thought they would be there for a night or two; many came with just the
clothes on their back or a small bag. Most of the survivors learned while there that they lost everything in the storms; their homes, belongings, livelihoods, and dreams. The counseling I provided was more listening and offering comfort, as well as helping survivors tell their stories
to make sense of their trauma and suffering and to develop meaning from the devastation they experienced.
To be a shelter resident is a humbling experience, to say the least. To be a Red Cross volunteer aiding at a shelter is also one of great dimension. I dare say I learned more about myself as a human being those 15 days then I had in the many decades prior in my life. The differences
we all too frequently focus on in life with each other, the pettiness, the judgments, all disappeared. We are one race, the human one, and there but for the grace of God, go any of us.”

Lessons Learned From Being Deployed as a Disaster Mental Health Counselor:

Damage from Hurricane Katrina
Mississippi, USA, 2005

1. Leave your ego at the door.
I have a Doctorate in Counselor Education. No one cares following a disaster, nor should they. Can you help serve meals, move cots, console a grieving parent, sort donated goods; that’s what matters. I met so many volunteers who somehow believed they were there for the
glory of it all. It was beneath their stature in life to wait in line for a shower, sleep on the floor for several nights, and eat 3 meals a day of canned, starchy food. After 10-14 days of their volunteer stint, they were returning home to their warm beds, comfortable lives, and loving
families. I learned that glory-hounds need not apply. The survivors knew in an instant and wanted no part of them.

New Orleans, Louisianna, USA
Flooding with Hurricane Katrina, 2005

2. Leave your expectations at the door, also.
I expected there to be only poor people in that shelter. I expected them to be of low socio-economic status. I expected them to be uneducated. And I expected them to be minorities. I expected I would need to speak more slowly and with smaller words. This all stemmed from unrealistic assumptions on my part; not judgment. And I was devastatingly ashamed.
Nothing was further from the truth. You need to leave those false illusions at the door, better yet, back home before you even deploy to help. Be very careful of countertransference as a counselor. Survivors of crises and disasters are everywhere, and everyone, and every man (woman, and child). They are all of us, and we, them.
3. Prepare to get no sleep; literally.
But you will be energized beyond belief in your exhaustion. You believe you are helping those who survived, and indeed you are, tremendously. But it is you who will gain such peace, satisfaction, and pure joy from helping another in their darkest hour on Earth. You will be extremely tired, but it is a job-well-done sort-of tired. Besides, you will be so busy, you
won’t even notice (until you head home….).
4. Debrief from someone who has been there: essential!
Your family desperately wants to understand what you went through; they can’t. Your friends really try to listen to all your stories and relate; they can’t. Your colleagues care and are quite intrigued, if only they weren’t so busy, busy, busy; and so they can’t understand either. You wind up alone, trying to comprehend this immense transformation that has ove
taken you, and you want the world to know; but they don’t get it. It is not their fault: they weren’t there. Try as you might, you cannot manage to find the right words for all the feelings, the senses, the experiences you had. Many will be polite, and listen intently, for awhile. But, it all gets lost in the translation somehow and seems paltry by comparison to the
latest news of the day. A funny thing about crises and disasters is that they tend to fade from peoples’ radar quickly. The newscasters leave the area, everyday life takes hold, and suddenly the fact that so-and-so was fired by the boss yesterday takes greater precedence. And so, it is a mandate and crucial that you receive debriefing from a qualified
professional trained in such affairs. You could “get by” without it; but that is all you will do. And the next time someone needs you, there will be little left to give.
5. Practice wellness, tenaciously.
Be good to yourself. You don’t need a reason or an excuse. You have been through a lot, and you deserve it. We all believe we are strong: spiritually, physically, and mentally. You would not have volunteered if that was not true. But, please know you are NOT superhuman! If you come home and expect to return to your “life” as you knew it the very next day
without so much as a speed bump in between, it will come back to haunt you. You are no less deserving than all those countless survivors you helped. Those people whose lives you touched in immeasurable ways; they would tell you to slow down now, and take time to smell the roses. You would tell them the same thing. You would tell them they are worth it.
Are you???
6. Cut yourself some slack for being human.
It is okay that you weren’t able to meet in person with each and every one of the hundreds of survivors who were waiting in line for 15 hours in the hot, humid, dirty rodeo-turned-Red-Cross-voucher-center. You gave it your best shot, and you reached so very many. Your calm demeanor, reassuring voice, and positive outlook prevailed through the sweltering
conditions. You gave out water, compassion, and your heart, and it was felt; believe me, it was felt. I received more “Bless-You’s” than one has a right to. You will receive them too. Take them in, and know you are truly blessed for having the ability to be there for others who need you the most. But, also know that you can’t do it all. We can move mountains,
but one bolder at a time, please.
7. And lastly: Never take life for granted.
When you return home from your deployment, hug your spouse, your children, your partner, your family members, your friends, your dog, your cat, your goldfish, the trees, the flowers, your bed, and anything else you cherish in this world. (I hugged my bathroom for a very, very long time upon my return…). Know that life is precious, and fleeting. Cry, for all the
pain you have witnessed, or just for the release of it, or for no apparent reason at all. Allow yourself to emote, just because. Please know that you have experienced life at its most raw, its most real, and its most tragic and empowering, all at the very same time. Very few human beings get to experience that in life. Many are simply going through the motions; while
time almost stood still for a bit while you lived every moment to its fullest and most extreme. There is something incredibly freeing and exhilarating about that. Live life to the fullest; you will now, because everything has changed, while nothing has, but you. You may want to take things for granted, but no longer can. You will look at your dear family, friends, and
loved ones in a whole new light. You will catch yourself smiling a hundred times a day, and those around you will wonder at you, mystified. You will know there is no finer gift then to give of your heart unconditionally to a complete stranger. Those two precious words, “Thank YOU” will take on profound importance in your life forevermore. And to think, somehow,
you had a small hand in all that….

Outside Showers with Hose for Hurricane Katrina Survivors, 2005

One Shelter Room for Survivors, Hurricane Katrina, 2005

Dr. Whitehead, Standing in Front of Rubble from Hurricane Katrina

Makeshift Shower Trailer from Southern Baptist
Disaster Relief Team, 2005

List of Meals Served, etc. by
Southern Baptist Church Volunteers, 2005 Damage from Hurricane Katrina Along USA Gulf Coast, 2005
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